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ABSTRACT 

Cecco vs. Dante: Correcting the Comedy with Applied Astrology 

Seth Boniface Fabian 

 

Cecco d’Ascoli (1269?-1327), was burned at the stake in Florence as a heretic on 16 

September, 1327. The Inquisitor also set aflame his texts: a Latin textbook on astronomy and 

Acerba, a 4867 verse “scientific epic” written in his particular Italian vernacular. The Inquisitor 

also banned the possession of either text on pain of excommunication. Despite the ban, the texts 

survived and even flourished. However, Acerba never engaged the public to the extent that the 

tragedy suffered by the text’s author has. For almost seven hundred years, this “anti-Comedy” 

has gone largely uninterrupted due to the difficulty of the language, an enigmatic hybrid of 

several vernaculars, and due to the difficulty of the content, technical medieval science written in 

verse by an author habituated to syncopating his arguments for a university audience familiar 

with the material. In this dissertation, I provide a reading of the two most difficult chapters, 

Acerba I.i and I.ii, where Cecco sets forth his system of “applied astrology” that serves as a 

General Unifying Theorem to explain all phenomena in the cosmos. 

In Acerba, Cecco presents a cosmos bound tightly together by principles of interactions 

that I term “applied astrology”, his Grand Unifying Theorem that unites God, angels and 

humanity. Just as twentieth and now twenty-first century physics tries to find a “Theory of 

Everything” that can account for both quantum mechanics and general relativity, theories that 

seem mutually exclusive, Cecco’s intellectual goal was to unite a theory of causative astral 



influences and independent human intellects. The crux of the problem is this: if we believe that 

astral influences alter earthly life, how can we claim that we, as humans, are independent agents? 

Cecco wants to account for astral influences, which he sees as a link between man and God, and 

save free will, and this forms the base of his ethical theories expounded throughout Acerba but 

especially in Acerba I.i and I.ii. These chapters are thus key to understanding the entire work. 

To arrive at an understanding Acerba requires a summation of Cecco’s life, an 

understanding of the intellectual and cultural stakes in his work and a thorough knowledge of his 

scholastic commentaries in Latin. These, written specifically to make medieval astronomy 

comprehensible to fourteenth-century undergraduates, are a clear prose exposition of the same 

“system of everything” that he sets out in Acerba. Before I approach the poem, I will review the 

content of his Latin prose. Once the basic features of his applied-astrological system are 

understood, we will then be in a position to understand this notoriously difficult text and examine 

the merits of Cecco’s solution to the problem of free will and material determinism.  
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Introduction: Manuscripts Don’t Burn 

 

 

 

“What was the novel about?” 

“About Pontius Pilate.”... 

 “About what, about what? About whom?” Woland said after he stopped laughing. “But 

that’s marvelous! Let me see it.” Woland stretched out his hand, palm upward. 

“Unfortunately, I cannot do it,” answered the Master. “I burned it in the stove.” 

“Forgive me, but I won’t believe it,” said Woland. “This cannot be, manuscripts don’t 

burn.” 

Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and Margarita 

 

  

 

Readers of Mikhail Bulgakov (1891-1940)    will recall the “evocation of the Master,” in 

which the hero, a criticized, envied, and humiliated author, is granted peace at long last.
1
 Satan, 

in the guise of Woland, professor of black magic, restores the Master to his beloved Margarita 

and resurrects from the ashes his masterpiece: a novel which elicited such hostile criticism that 

the Master burned it in an attempt to escape the envy and hatred it brought upon him. Bulgakov 

                                                           
1
 Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and Margarita, trans. Mirra Ginsburg (New York: Grove Press, 1967). 
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himself had personally experienced the anguish of being a censored author: throughout the 1930s 

his novels and plays were constantly attacked by critics in virulent, often personal attacks and 

frequently banned by Soviet censors. Bulgakov’s insistence (put in the mouth of Satan!) that the 

act of creation cannot be destroyed by the act of censorship is a powerful and poignant 

declaration by an author who wrote knowing that he would never live to see his work published. 

As history would have it, the novel would stand as proof of his assertion. Although banned by 

the censors in the ‘30s, the Master and Margarita was preserved by his widow after the author’s 

death in 1940 and finally was printed, first in a redacted form, in 1967. Although he did not live 

to see it, Bulgakov was proven correct. The experience of censorship does not, cannot, justify 

abandoning the creative act. Censorship too will pass. Manuscripts don’t burn. 

Francesco Stabili, better known as Cecco d’Ascoli (1269?-1327
2
), and his scientific epic, 

Acerba, are a both tragic and sublime verification of this assertion. The man himself and his 

manuscripts were set aflame by the inquisition in Florence on 16 September 1327, condemned as 

heretical. The inquisitor, Accursio Bonfantini, not only burned the heretic, but in an attempt to 

“cut off the streams that feed the fountain of heresy” condemned the author’s works as well, 

throwing Acerba into the pyre and placing a penalty of ipso facto excommunication on any who 

possessed a copy of it. Acerba is scientific exposition of the universe in verse. Over its five 

books (the last left incomplete) Cecco writes a cosmology (Book I), a guide to ethics (Book II), a 

bestiary and lapidary (Book III), responds to a variety of questions about the natural world (Book 

IV) and introduces a theology that he had only just begun when the Inquisition executed him. 

                                                           
2
 Outside of his well-documented death, virtually every other piece of biographical information about Cecco, 

including his birth, is contentious. The date of 1269 is traditional, but critics have argued for 1254-7 and 1282-5. For 

the earlier date, see Giuseppe Bartocci, "La famiglia Stabili, secondo i documenti ascolani e fermani," in Atti del I 

Convegno di studi su Cecco d'Ascoli : Ascoli Piceno, Palazzo dei congressi, 23-24 novembre 1969, ed. Basilio 

Censori (Ascoli-Piceno: Giunti-Barbèra, 1976).  For the later date see Massimo Giansante, "Cecco d'Ascoli. Il 

destino dell'astrologo," Giornale di Astronomia 23, no. 2  (1997). 
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Through the work, he consciously provides an alternative to the Commedia: a guide to ethical 

living without what he considered the unseemly poetic fictions of Dante. Despite Accursio’s 

extreme threats, Acerba not only survived, but actually flourished. Its manuscript and print 

history is remarkable for a banned work.
3
   It fared even better in early print history. From 1469-

1550, Acerba appeared in 26 editions.
4
 For comparison, the Commedia was printed 35 times in 

the entire 16
th

 century.
5
 After the 1550 edition, Acerba would not be reprinted until 1820. 

What happened? When we look at the print history, we see that what had been a very 

popular work suddenly disappears. Interest in Cecco certainly did not die out. As we will see a 

bit later, the majority of our copies of his inquisitorial sentence date to the first decade of the 

seventeenth century.
6
 The major event in print history, particularly for a condemned text like 

Cecco’s, is the institution of the index of prohibited books as part of the Counter-Reformation. 

The first list was the Pauline Index of 1559, updated shortly in the Tridentine Index coming out 

of the council of Trent (1563). When the Council of Trent provided the institutional support for 

active censorship of printing presses, Accursio’s condemnation could take real effect. One of the 

ironies of the printing press is that while it made possible far greater circulation of ideas by 

allowing for the mass production of their medium, by consolidating production in very few 

hands, it made continuous censorship effectively possible. Frate Accursio or, a century and a half 

                                                           
3
 Albertazzi registers 17 manuscripts from the fourteenth century in his edition, "Note di edizione," in L'acerba 

[Acerba etas] (Trento: La finestra, 2002), x-xi. His work updates earlier work by Censori and Vittori (L'acerba. 

Secondo la lezione del Codice eugubino dell'anno 1376, ed. Basilio Censori and Emidio Vittori (Ascoli 

Piceno1971), xv-xxvii.) and Claudio Ciociola, "Rassegna stabiliana (Postille agli Atti del Convegno del 1969)," 

Lettere italiane 30, no. 1  (1978). Aurigemma located 14 fourteenth-century manuscripts,  "Interpretazioni dell'opera 

di Cecco d'Ascoli dal trecento ad oggi," in Atti del I convegno di studi su Cecco d'Ascoli: Ascoli-Piceno, Palazzo dei 

Congressi, 23-24  novembre, 1969, ed. Basilio Censori (Firenze: Giunti-Barbera, 1976), 13. 

 
4
 For the list of early prints, see Albertazzi, "Note di edizione," xxx. 

 
5
 The Dante Encyclopedia, ed. Richard H. Lansing (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000), 231-33. 

 
6
 Augusto Beccaria, "Le redazioni in volgare della sentenza di Frate Accursio contro maestro Cecco d'Ascoli," XLI 

(1906): 3-4. 
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later, Savonarola, might have a dramatic public burning, but a single bonfire could not stop the 

promulgation of a text already written. Censorship is impossible to maintain in an intellectual 

world in which individuals copy out their own texts. As social media proves today, it is well nigh 

impossible to control the intellectual output of every literate person when they possess the means 

to distribute it. However, when only a few printing presses produce all the texts, it becomes quite 

simple to monitor their operations on a regular basis. In this manner, the dead hand of Frate 

Accursio reached out from the grave and the effect was chilling. After 1550, no edition of 

Acerba would be printed again until 1820.  

Most notably, the text was not printed or edited during this crucial period of critical 

textual scholarship.  For example, the Accademia della Crusca, the first linguistic academy in the 

world, was founded in 1583. As always, a comparison to Dante immediately presents itself: one 

of the first tasks the Accademia took up was the emendation of the Commedia and the creation of 

the first modern critical edition of a text in 1595.
7
 They compared Pietro Bembo’s 1502 edition 

of the Commedia to over 100 manuscripts and produced a text with a critical apparatus.
8
 If only 

someone had taken on the Acerba at this early date! However, Acerba enjoyed such popularity 

that even three hundred years of silence were not enough to eliminate all the manuscripts and 

early editions. While the textual state of affairs of Acerba has been much lamented and still 

presents difficulties, the fact that we have the text at all is remarkable.  

If we reflect for a moment on this fact, that after three hundred years without a new 

edition we still have the text, we are forced to a counterintuitive conclusion: the footnote 

                                                           
7
 Dante Alighieri, La Divina commedia, ed. Rossi Bastiano de' Accademia della Crusca (Firenze: Domenico 

Manzani, 1595). 

 
8
 For an overview of the various early editions of the Commedia and the Crusca Academy’s first critical edition, see 

Ted Cachey and Louis Jordan, "Renaissance Dante in Print (1472-1629)," 

http://www.italnet.nd.edu/Dante/index.html. 
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anonymity in which Cecco languishes today is relatively recent. If we consider the immense 

expense that went into early print editions, and acknowledge the corollary, that printers only 

agreed to publish texts which would be guaranteed best sellers, the 26 editions of the Acerba are 

a shockingly high number. Again, the Commedia saw only 35 in the entire sixteenth century.  

From the invention of the printing press to the Council of Trent, Acerba and the Commedia 

enjoyed roughly the same popularity, as far as printing goes. Luigi Pulci (1432-1484) includes 

Cecco as his black magic source.
9
 When Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) consulted a bestiary, it 

was Cecco’s bestiary from Acerba III.
10

 The suggestion that Cecco served as a model of anti-

dantism for Petrarch has been advanced.
11

 However, it appears to be the case that Cecco’s 

greatest readership was always found in that overwhelming silent majority: actual readers as 

opposed to literary critics. Curiously, Cecco’s critics, from Accursio on, often seem not to have 

even read his works.  

Cecco and Acerba were “popular” in both senses of the word: in numbers of editions, his 

text is on par with the Commedia, but it would seem that he was appreciated by a popular, that is, 

                                                           
9
 Luigi Pulci, Morgante, ed. Franca Ageno (Milano: Arnoldo Mondadori, 1994), XXIV.112-13.; Constance Jordan, 

"Pulci's Morgante: poetry and history in fifteenth-century Florence," (Washington: Folger Shakespeare Library, 

1986), 39, 138. 

 
10
Calvi, “Leonardo da Vinci, il ‘Fiore di Virtù’ e l’Acerba di Cecco d’Ascoli,” Archivio Storico Lombardo, XXV, 

73-116;  Martin Kemp, Leonardo da Vinci: The Marvellous Works of Nature and Man (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2006), 84, 139-40. 

 
11

Cecco taught at Bologna when Petrarch was there as a student—one cannot imagine a situation in which a bit of 

gossip about a professor being tried for heresy wouldn’t have spread amongst the student body like wildfire. Further, 

Cecco also had connections with the Colonna family, citing them twice in Acerba II as models of fortitude. Earlier 

suggestions that they two had actually met and exchanged sonnets, or that Petrarch’s Pace non trovo was a response 

to Cecco’s Io non so ch’io mi dica s’io non taccio are rejected today. See Marco Santagata, Per moderne carte: la 

biblioteca vulgare di Petrarca (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1990). Ted Cachey, "Between Petrarch and Dante: 

Prolegomenon to a Critical Discourse," in Petrarch & Dante: anti-Dantism, Metaphysics, Tradition, ed.  ygmunt  . 

Bara ski and Ted Cachey (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 2009). 
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non literary-specialist, crowd.
12

 Acerba enjoys as many as editions as the Commedia, but it 

appears in nowhere near as many critical references.
 13

 Cecco enjoyed the same “sales,” but not 

the same literary prestige. Cecco’s “popularity” may be partially responsible for the current state 

of textual affairs: whereas Dante’s poem was minutely edited by the Crusca Academy and an 

object of study for linguists, Cecco’s poem does not seem to have had such philologically-

minded enthusiasts.  Both enthusiasts and detractors have always seen Acerba as quirky and 

regarded Cecco as part of an intellectual or artistic fringe. While Angelo Colocci (1467-1549) 

praised Acerba and Cecco for elevating the Ascolan dialect, his praise is so general that critics 

doubt whether he actually read Acerba.
14

 Whatever Petrarch may have picked up from Cecco, he 

certainly concealed the source. Pulci cites Cecco, but speaks of his past adoration of the man and 

his works as something for which he will have to atone:  

Potean gli spirti ben portare il fuoco, 

ma non poteano accenderne favilla. 

Così vo discoprendo a poco a poco  

ch’io sono stato al monte di Sibilla, 

che mi pareva alcun tempo un bel giuoco 

ancor resta nel cor qualche scintilla 

di riveder le tanto incantate acque, 

dove già l’ascolan Cecco mi piacque; 

 

e Moco e Scarbo e Marmores, allora, 

e l’osso biforcato che si chiuse, 

cercavo come fa chi s’innamora: 

questo era il mio Parnaso e le mie Muse; 

e dicone mia colpa, e so che ancora  

                                                           
12

 Kemp points to the fact that Acerba was written in the vernacular as one of the reasons that Leonardo, lacking a 

solid foundation in Latin, turned to Cecco as a resource. 

 
13

See Aurigemma, "Interpretazioni dell'opera di Cecco d'Ascoli dal trecento ad oggi."; Cachey, "Between Petrarch 

and Dante: Prolegomenon to a Critical Discourse." 

 
14

 Vittorio Fanelli, "Angelo Colocci e Cecco d'Ascoli," in Atti del I Convegno di studi su Cecco d'Ascoli : Ascoli 

Piceno, Palazzo dei congressi, 23-24 novembre 1969, ed. Basilio Censori (Ascoli-Piceno: Giunta-Barbera, 1969), 

45. 
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convien che al gran Minosse io me ne scuse, 

e ricognosca il ver cogli altri erranti, 

piromanti, idromanti e geomanti. 

(Morgante, XXIV.112-113) 

(The spirits could carry the fire, but they could not spark the flame. So I go 

uncovering bit by bit, what I once was at the mountain of the Sybil, which once 

seemed to me great sport, and some flame still remains in my heart of seeing 

again those enchanted waters, where I was pleased [to read] Cecco d’Ascoli,  

 

and of Moco and Scarbo and Marmores, the bifurcated bone which closes in on 

itself. I sought these in the manner of one who has fallen in love. This was my 

Parnassus, and these my muses. I say this now to my shame, for I know that I will 

yet have to stand before Minos to explain myself, and recognize truth with the 

others—pyromancers, hydromancers, and geomancers—who fell astray.) 

 

Pulci is pulling from Acerba IV.iii, admitting his love of black magic, bizarrely framed as 

his version of the antica fiamma,
15

 as he longingly recalls reading Cecco’s books on magic in the 

Sibylline Mountains surrounding Ascoli. Cecco has been a bit of patron saint of occultists 

throughout the centuries (this continues today).
16

  The area surrounding Ascoli itself has a rich 

                                                           
15

 Purg. XXX.48. “Conosco i segni  dell’antica fiamma”; Aeneid IV.23 “Agnosco veteris vestigia flammae.” 

 
16

 See Febo Allevi, "Cecco d'Ascoli e la magia," in Atti del I Convegno di studi su Cecco d'Ascoli : Ascoli Piceno, 

Palazzo dei congressi, 23-24 novembre 1969, ed. Basilio Censori (Firenze: Giunti-Barbera, 1969). Cecco remains a 

magnet for the intellectual fringe under the banner of “occultism.” The worst tendencies of occultism toward the glib 

and superficial can be found in Anna Maria Partini and Vincenzo Nestler, Cecco d'Ascoli: Poeta occultista 

medievale, Second ed. (Roma: Edizioni Mediterranee, 1979; repr., 2006). Similar tendencies toward the glib and 

superficial can be found in the critics of the “fedeli d’amore” interpretation of due/trecento lyric, who posit the poets 

as members of a secret society devoted to heterodox ideas, which include above all a lack of interest in actual 

women. E.g., Mario Alessandrini, Cecco d'Ascoli (Roma: G. Casini, 1955); Luigi Valli, Il linguaggio segreto di 

Dante e dei "Fedeli d'amore" (Milano: Luni). Cecco is held to be have been a member of this supposed sect. In fact, 

Acerba would seem to disprove the conspiracy theories about the “fedeli d’amore” as a secret sect of 

gnostic/neoplatonic/illuministic mystics with some sort of tie-in to the Knights Templar (somewhere Casaubon nods 

knowingly). Cecco attacks Dante for an excessive attachment to actual women. In this regard, Cecco’s criticism of 

Dante is essentially the same as Valli and Alessandrini’s unexpressed criticism and really makes him their spiritual 

forefather. All of them are extremely uncomfortable with the idea that Dante was inspired by an actual woman rather 

than pure intellectual contemplation. The difference between Cecco and these modern critics is that Cecco has the 

decency to be upfront about his misogyny. He criticizes Dante for loving a woman and explains why this is wrong, 

whereas Valli and Alessandrini simply excise the elements they don’t like—every woman who appears in any of 

these poets’ works—under the pretense of “allegory.” Valli and Alessandrini don’t come out and say that women are 

intellectually inferior, they simply present a vision of intellectual, spiritual and poetic history in which actual women 

are completely absent.  
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tradition of the occult, including the Sibylline Mountains and Pilate’s Lake atop Mount Vettore. 

This was a hot spot for witchcraft and black magic in the thirteenth century.
 17

 Indeed, the area’s 

fame as a hotbed of the occult extends to  oethe’s time: in the appendix to his translation of 

Benvenuto Cellini he refers to Cecco’s tragedy and the traditions of necromancy to the Sibylline 

Mountains surrounding Norcia.
18

 Pulci, himself a black magic practitioner (for a time), had to 

come here. In this passage, he somewhat regrets his past (clearly holding on to it) and awaits his 

future: confessing his guilt to Minos, as if Acerba has turned into Lancilotto and Pulci a 

necromantical Francesca. And this is from one who loved Cecco!  

Other poetic responses range from outrage to sadistic delight. In the fifteenth century 

Benedetto da Cesena (c.1400?-1449) bemoans both Cecco’s affronts to Dante and his popularity 

amongst the great unwashed: 

 O Asculan col tuo indurato core 

d’invidia pregno eresiarca, ch’arse 

Fiorenza te per lo tuo grande errore 

le rime tue, bench’elle sieno scarse 

del suon ch’a pochi Calliope concede 

pur fra la gente sono molto sparse
19

 

 

(O Ascolan Heresiarch, with your hardened heart, pregnant with envy, you whom 

Florence burned for your great error: your poems, though they have little share in 

the sound which Calliope grants to few, are yet greatly scattered amongst the 

people.) 

 

                                                           
17

 Allevi, "Cecco d'Ascoli e la magia," 167-69. The tradition surrounding Pilate’s Lake held that the body of Pontius 

Piilate was dragged to the lake by a team of oxen.  

 
18

 Thus Cecco probably served as a model for the Necromancer of Norcia in Faust. See Calvin Thomas’ note in 

Johan Wolfgang von Goethe, Goethe's Faust, Part II, 2 vols., vol. 2 (Boston: D.C. Heath, 1909), 434. 

 
19

 Cited in Aurigemma, "Interpretazioni dell'opera di Cecco d'Ascoli dal trecento ad oggi," 15. 
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The morbid celebration of Florence for having burned the man alive is not new. Immediately 

after his execution, Giovanni Quirini likewise praised Florence for having recovered her honor –

which she had lost in banishing Dante—by burning Dante’s bitter enemy.
20

 Quirini, a Venetian, 

was an early admirer of Dante and wrote to Matteo Mezzavillani in Bologna, requesting a copy 

of Acerba. The sonnet-based correspondence between the two
21

 may have occurred while Cecco 

was still alive (nothing internally indicates either way). Quirini writes three sonnets marking 

Cecco’s execution.
22

 Notably, these sonnets are preserved in a single manuscript that also 

contains Acerba.
23

  

Finally, it must be noted that filo-dantismo may even have played a role in his conviction. 

The Inquisitor, Accursio Bonfantini is credited with having written a commentary, of which a 

gloss of Inf. XIII.64 remains.
24

 He is also reported by Lorenzo Mehus (albeit without a source
25

) 

as the first public lecturer on the Commedia. Of course, Accursio probably also objected to the 

treatment of his ancestors in Acerba IV.i.37-48/3361-3372, where Cecco answers the question 

“Why does a father love his son more than himself, and the youngest son most of all?” Using 

proper scholastic method, Cecco considers another opinion first, that of Accorso da Bagnolo, 

who opines that a father loves the memory of himself in his son (“che il nato la memoria ten del 

                                                           
20

 Giovanni Quirini, Rime, ed. Elena Maria Duso (Roma: Antenore, 2002). 

 
21

 Ibid. #105 and 108. 

 
22

 Ibid. #106, 107, 109. 

 
23

 Vatican City Urbinate Latino 697 (V
3
 in Albertazzi’s edition). See Un episodio della fortuna dell'Acerba nel 

trecento Cecco d'Ascoli: Cultura, scienza e political nell'Italia del trecento., Ascoli Piceno, Palazzo dei Capitani, 

2005, 33-46.  

 
24

 See his entries in Enciclopedia dantesca; Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani. 

 
25

 Lorenzo Mehus, "Historia litteraria Florentina.” in  Vita Ambrosii Traversarii, generalis Camaldulensium, in qua 

historia litteraria Florentina deducta est. Ab anno 1192 usque ad annum 1439, ed. Eckhard Kessler (M nchen: W. 

Fink, 1968), 137. 
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padre / Acorso scrive, che de ciò s’infiama,” IV.i.40-41/3363-64). Given the accusations of 

sodomy against Accorso that would also pronounced upon his son, Francesco d’Accorso,
26

 

Cecco reveals once again his biting sarcasm: the memory of the one carried on by the other is the 

charge of sodomy.  

  

 It seems impossible to consider Cecco as a thinker or Acerba as a text without 

referencing both the life and the work to the final tragedy of the execution. How do we even 

approach a man who was not only executed for his ideas, but whose execution occasioned poetic 

delight? We have to come to grips with the fact that after a first conviction for heresy, Cecco felt 

his ideas were so important that he refused to stop promulgating them. This is the core of 

Cecco’s purpose in writing Acerba: promoting his conception of the cosmos even at the cost of 

his own life. These ideas, in turn, were such a dramatic refutation of Dante that throughout the 

centuries a certain core of Dante-files have actually celebrated the decision to burn the man and 

his works. But I will use these two facets of Acerba as a means of introducing the text: that is 

was a severe critque of Dante and that it appeared heretical. I will address the relation to Dante 

first, and then later return to the question of heresy. To understand Acerba properly we have to 

understand its relation to the Commedia. Acerba is intended as an alternative: an intellectual, 

ethical and even spiritual alternative, one that has been purified of poetic fables.  

                                                           
26

 Cfr. Inf. XV.110. It is worth noting, however, that the question of somewhat strained paternal-filial relations 

seems to reoccur in references to Francesco d’Accorso. Significantly, an event recounted by Cino da Pistoia 

(Cecco’s friend and poetic interlocutor) relates that while Francesco was traveling to England, he was “setup” in an 

academic dispute by Jacques de Revigny, where he was put in an awkward positioning of having to defend his 

father’s positions; see Cyni Pistoriensis in Codicem et aliquot titulos primi Pandectorum tomi, id est, Digesti veteris, 

doctissima commentaria, nunc summarijs amplius tertia parte auctis, infinitisque mendis sublatis, & additionibus in 

margine adiectis, multò diligentius & emendatius quàm antea excusa, vol. II (Francoforti ad Moenvm: Impensis 

Sigismundi Feyerabendt, 1578), c. 460rb.. In the Novellino, Francesco is reported to have returned to Bologna from 

England and demanded the earnings of his students, who were his intellectual children (reports of usury against 

Francesco are also frequent). See entry in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani. 
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In this, Cecco stands out singularly amongst Dante critics. Classicists have bristled at 

Dante’s mixing of styles and content, at the inclusion of “low” content and thematics, what 

 oethe termed his “repulsive and often grotesque greatness.”
27

 It is hard to find critics who 

blame the Commedia for lacking philosophical rigor. But this is exactly what Cecco does. Cecco 

attacks Dante’s philosophy on two levels. First, the question of content, as noted above,
28

 where 

Cecco often disagrees with Dante’s intellectual stance on a specific matter. More grave, 

however, is the question of genre. For Cecco, Dante’s decision to present science and philosophy 

in a fictitious narrative is inexcusable. Where Cecco proudly announces “qui non si canta al 

modo de le rane . . . qui non veggio Paolo ne Francesca,” he is writing his own name on a long 

list of philosophers opposed to the methods of narrative fiction.
29

 

 

In what follows, I will not try to pen an apologia for Cecco, or find intuitions of modern 

science (far less magic rituals) or upbraid a presumptuous critique of Dante. All that has been 

done before. What I will try to do is simply see what Cecco has to tell us, to understand his 

model of man and the cosmos. When I consider the charges the Inquisition set against him, it 

will not be for the purpose of vindicating an innocent man or confirming their judgment, but 

rather of investigating how he conceived free will to exist in a cosmos governed by natural law. 

Though he wrote medieval science, Cecco was interested in humanity and the concerns of 

humanity are surprisingly stable throughout the centuries. For our part, we don’t have anything 

                                                           
27

 Jubilaumsausgabe, XXX, 360, quoted in Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages 

(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1973), 389.  

 
28

 See p. 11 

 
29

 For example, consider Plato’s arguments against the poets in Republic II, III and X; Lucretius’s decision to write 

“pure” science in verse in De rerum natura; Macrobius’ classification of fiction and description  of narratio 

fabulosa in Commentarii in Somnium Scipions, I.ii. 
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to gain in condemning or praising the past, but we might find something for ourselves if can 

understand how they understood themselves. 

Cecco has gone to great lengths to set forth his “system of everything.” In this 

dissertation, I will try to explain it by examining the applied astrology which serves as its 

linchpin, the Grand Unifying Theorem that unites God and man. Just as twentieth and now 

twenty-first century physics tries to find a “Theory of Everything” that can account for both 

quantum mechanics and general relativity, theories that seem mutually exclusive. Cecco’s 

intellectual goal is to unite a theory of causative astral influences and independent human 

intellects. The crux of the problem is this: if we believe that astral influences alter Earthly life, 

how can we claim that we, as humans, are independent agents? A theory of astral influence very 

quickly approaches material determinism. Cecco wants to account for astral influences, which he 

sees as a link between man and God, and save free will, which is the base of his ethical theories 

expounded throughout Acerba II. In essence, Cecco has to explain the interaction between two 

distinct modes of reality: corporeal reality as expressed in the physical bodies of the celestial 

spheres and terrestrial beings, and intellectual reality typified by the angelic motor intelligences 

and the human rational soul. He does this in a tightly integrated system capable of explaining 

both material and immaterial change in the world around us. That system he will expose in 

Acerba I.i and I.ii.  

As an introduction into a fuller study of Cecco’s work and thought, I will provide a 

reading of these two chapters and examine Cecco’s solution to the problem.  In Chapter 1, I offer 

a biographical account and attempt to clarify some of the confusion concerning Cecco’s career. 

In Chapter 2, we will look at questions of criticism: how Cecco read Dante and how Cecco has 

subsequently been read. I will introduce Cecco’s scholastic texts, two Latin commentaries he 
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wrote while he taught astronomy at the University of Bologna in Chapter 3 and examine their 

contents for the core of Cecco’s applied astrology, the system that explains how  od works 

through the stars for the benefit of humanity.
30

 My contention is that the system of applied 

astrology presented in Cecco’s commentaries expounds upon the same system at the core of 

Acerba. With the basis of Cecco’s system in place, in Chapters 4 and 5 I will provide a reading 

of Acerba I.i and I.ii, respectively, which shows Cecco’s solution to the problem of astral 

influence and free will.  

                                                           
30

 Cecco d'Ascoli, De principiis astrologiae, in Il commento di Cecco d'Ascoli all'Alcabizzo, ed. Giuseppe Boffito 

(L. S. Olschki, 1905). This is a gloss of Al-Qabisi’s introduction to astrology, Al-Qabisi (Abu al-Saqr Abd al-Aziz 

Ibn Uthman Ibn Ali al-Qabisi l-Mawsili), Kitāb al‐mudkhal ilā ṣināʿat aḥkām al‐nujūm (Introduction to the Art and 

Judgment of the Stars), ed. Charles; Yamamoto Burnett, Keiji; Yano, Michio, Al-Qabīṣī (Alcabitius): The 

Introduction to Astrology: Editions of the Arabic and Latin Texts and an English Aranslation  (London: Warburg 

Institute, 2004); Cecco d’Ascoli, Commentarium in Spheram in The Sphere of Sacrobosco and its Commentators, 

ed. Lynn Thorndike (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1949). For simplicity’s sake, I will refer to 

Sacrobosco’s text as Tractatus and Cecco’s commentary on it as Sphera. Likewise, I will refer to Al-Qabisi’s text as 

Introductorius (following its Latin incipit) and Cecco’s commentary as De principiis – the conventions adopted by 

the anonymous author of the fourteenth-century commentary on Acerba (see Chapter 3). 
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“In my end is my beginning” 

T. S Eliot, Little Gidding 

 

Chapter 1: The Man 

 

 

 

 

To interpret Acerba, we have to understand not only why Cecco wrote it, but how. 

That is, to account for an extraordinarily difficult text, we have to account for the 

intellectual and cultural formation that led Cecco to attempt such an extraordinary 

endeavor. In sketching a biography of Cecco, I will begin with his ending, since our best 

contemporary account of Cecco is found in  iovanni Villani’s Nuova cronica which 

recounts his execution and which serves as the basis for many later accounts. . Any 

examination of Acerba must account, in some way, for the events that cut both the 

author’s life and his text short. Villani’s account of Cecco is the lone first-hand account 

upon which all subsequent biographies are based (including Baldassarre Bonaiuti’s, 

written fifty years later
31
).  Villani’s account establishes the basic facts about the final 

                                                           
31

 Baldassare Bonaiuti, Cronaca Fiorentina di Marchionne di Coppo Stefani (S. Lapi, 1903). 
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years of Cecco’s life. Working backwards, I will then turn to archival documents that 

record Cecco’s time in Bologna and consider some historical references in Cecco’s work 

that will allow us to establish some dates. These documents as references have all been 

published and interpreted before; I will simply offer my interpretation of the record. My 

contribution will be to establish a terminus a quo for Cecco’s career, 24 January 1305, 

based upon an extremely specific astronomical reference in one of Cecco’s works whose 

significance has so far not been recognized. I will briefly review the significantly 

different traditions concerning Cecco’s place and date of birth. Finally, I will bring 

Cecco’s story full circle with a brief consideration of Frate Accursio’s sentencing of 

Cecco, read in Florence 15 September 1327: Cecco was executed the next morning. 

 

I. Villani 

 

Let us turn to Giovanni Villani: 

Nel detto anno, a dì XVI di settembre, fu arso in Firenze per lo ’nquisitore 

de’ paterini uno maestro Cecco d’Ascoli, il qual era stato astrolago del 

duca, e avea dette e rivelate per la scienza d’astronomia, overo di 

nigromanzia, molte cose future, le quali si trovarono poi vere, degli 

andamenti del Bavero e de’ fatti di Castruccio e di quegli del duca. La 

cagione perché fu arso sì fu perché, essendo in Bologna, fece uno trattato 

sopra la spera, mettendo che nelle spere di sopra erano generazioni di 

spiriti maligni, i quali si poteano costrignere per incantamenti sotto certe 

costellazioni a potere fare molte maravigliose cose, mettendo ancora in 

quello trattato necessità alle infruenze del corso del cielo, e dicendo come 

Cristo venne in terra accordandosi il volere di Dio co la necessità del corso 

di storlomia
32
, e dovea per la sua natività essere e vivere co’ suoi discepoli 

come poltrone, e morire de la morte ch’egli morìo; e come Anticristo 

                                                           
32

 Villani’s common variant for “astronomia.” See its entry in Accademia della Crusca, "Lessicografia della 

Crusca in Rete," Accademia della Crusca; Centro per la Communicazione e l'integrazione dei media, 

http://www.lessicografia.it/. 
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dovea venire per corso di pianete in abito ricco e potente; e più altre cose 

vane e contra fede. Il quale suo libello in Bologna riprovato, e ammonito 

per lo ’nquisitore che no·llo usasse, gli fu opposto che l’usava in Firenze; 

la qual cosa si dice che mai non confessò, ma contradisse a la sua 

sentenzia, che poi che ne fu ammonito in Bologna, mai no·llo usò; ma che 

il cancelliere del duca, ch’era frate minore vescovo d’Aversa, parendogli 

abominevole a tenerlo il duca in sua corte, il fece prendere. Ma con tutto 

che fosse grande astrolago, era uomo vano e di mondana vita, ed erasi 

steso per audacia di quella sua scienza in cose proibite e non vere, però 

che la ’nfruenza delle stelle non costringono necessitade, né possono 

essere contra il libero arbitrio dell’animo dell’uomo, né maggiormente a la 

proscienzia di Dio, che tutto guida, governa e dispone a la sua volontà.
33

  

 

 

(In the same year, on the 16
th

 of September, a magister Cecco d’Ascoli 

was burned by the inquisitor of the paterini, who had been the astrologer 

of the duke and who, using the science of astrology, or rather, 

necromancy, had said and revealed many things that later proved true, 

including the comings and goings of the Bavarian, the deeds of Castruccio 

and those of the Duke. The reason he was burned was that, while in 

Bologna, he wrote a treatise on the Sphere, placing in the spheres above 

hierarchies of malignant spirits, which could be compelled to perform 

marvels by use of incantations under certain constellations.  In that treatise 

he also attributed necessity to the machinations of the heavens, saying that 

Christ came to earth with the will of God being in agreement with the 

necessity of the movements of the stars; and, because of his star-chart, had 

to be born and live with his disciples as a beggar; and die the death he 

died; and also that the Antichrist had to come, because of the movements 

of the planets, cloaked in wealth and power; and many other vain things 

opposed to the faith. His treatise was attacked in Bologna and he was 

warned by the inquisitor that he not teach from it, and teaching from it was 

forbidden to him in Florence as well. It is said that he never admitted to 

any of this and that he objected to his sentencing. Yet after being warned 

in Bologna, he never used it again. However, the chancellor of the duke, 

the Franciscan bishop of Aversa, believing it an abomination that the Duke 

should keep him in his court, had him seized. However great an astrologer 

he was, nevertheless he was a vain and worldly man. His learning made 

him so bold that he ventured into false and forbidden realms, as astral 

influence does not create necessity and cannot go against the free will of 

the human soul, far less against the foresight of God, who guides, governs 

and disposes all things according to His will.)  

 

                                                           
33

 Giovanni  Villani, Nuova cronica, ed. Giuseppe Porta, 3 vols., vol. 1 (Parma: Guanda, 1990), XI.xli. 
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 The basic biography Villani establishes has gone uncontested. Cecco d’Ascoli 

was in Florence in 1327 as the court astrologer of Charles, duke of Calabria.
34

 Previously 

he taught astronomy at the University of Bologna, where he ran afoul of the Inquisition: 

we should note that he did not confess to heresy in Bologna, it seems he was found guilty 

and fined (this treatment will be important later). Coming to Florence, he used astronomy 

to make predictions about the emperor, Ludwig of Bavaria,
35

 about Castruccio 

Castracani,
36

 the chief military threat to Florence, and about Duke Charles himself. He 

was widely regarded as a great astrologer who accurately predicted the future on 

                                                           
34

 Charles (“l’Illustre”, also “Sanzaterra”) of Anjou (1298-1328), duke of Calabria, was the eldest son of 

King Robert of Naples (1278-1343) who was the younger brother of Charles Martel (cfr. Par. VIII.31-

IX.9). Duke Charles had been appointed signore of Florence in 1325 for a ten-year period. He resided in 

the city 30 July 1326 but was recalled to Naples 2 December 1327 (Villani) to prepare for Emperor Ludwig 

of Bavaria’s descent into Italy.  As the son of the King of Naples, he was the papal “point man” in central 

Italy during John XXII’s extended wars against the  hibelline signori (such as the Visconti, Can  rande 

della Scala and Castruccio) and Ludwig. It is not clear whether Cecco joined Carlo’s service earlier and 

entered Florence with him or whether he joined Charles’ court after it was already established in Florence.  

See R. Bevere, "La signoria di Firenze tenuta da Carlo figlio di re Roberto negli anni 1326 e 1327," 

Archivio storico per le province napoletane XXXIII (1908): 439-66, 639-62; "La signoria di Firenze tenuta 

da Carlo figlio di re Roberto negli anni 1326 e 1327," Archivio storico per le province napoletane XXXIV 

(1909): 3-18,197-221, 403-31, 597-639; "La signoria di Firenze tenuta da Carlo figlio di re Roberto negli 

anni 1326 e 1327," Archivio storico per le province napoletane XXXV (1910): 3-46, 205-72, 425-58, 607-

36; "La signoria di Firenze tenuta da Carlo figlio di re Roberto negli anni 1326 e 1327," Archivio storico 

per le province napoletane XXXVI (1911): 3-34, 254-85, 407-33. 

 
35

 Ludwig of Bavaria (1282-1347) won an extended struggle for the crown of Holy Roman Empire against 

Frederick of Hapsburg, Duke of Austria. In a story out of a chivalric romance, the two were cousins,were 

raised together and were the closest of friends, until jealousy over an appointment of guardianship broke 

their friendship in 1313. In 1314, following the death of Henry VII, each presented himself as candidate for 

Holy Roman Emperor. Ludwig won a disputed election and the result was a civil war that continued until 

1322.  This civil war, and the consequent lack of imperial involvement in Italian politics, is one of the main 

factors to be considered in the political environment through Cecco’s career, but particularly in Florence, 

1327.  

 
36

 Castruccio Castracani degli Antelminelli was one of those larger-than-life figures who dominated 

Tuscany in 1320-1328. He was a Ghibelline captain who emerged as signore of Lucca, Pisa and Pistoia and 

threatened Guelph Florence with annihilation. Charles of Calabria was called to Florence specifically to 

counter the existential threat that Castruccio posed. The force of his personality created such legends that 

he was celebrated by both Machiavelli and Mary Shelley. Machiavelli’s portrayal, La vita di Castruccio 

Castracani da Lucca, is a sort of idealized biography of the man that might best be described as political 

hagiography. Mary Shelley’s Valperga was an early piece of feminist historical fiction. The heroine, 

Countess Euthanasia, is ensconced in her fortress Valperga and must choose between abandoning her 

republican political virtues or abandoning her love, Castruccio, whose politics embody authoritarian 

tyranny.  
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numerous occasions. Despite (or because of) his immense reputation and skills he was 

extremely vain, prone to making powerful enemies and failed to acknowledge his own 

human limitations. Cecco’s fault was not his belief in astrology per se—every city, court, 

and most high church officials consulted astrologers at this time—but rather lay in the 

implications of his specific astrological beliefs. Cecco is accused of having believed that 

astral influence materially determined human behavior and thus of having denied free 

will.  Rhetorically, Villani’s telling gains strength through the stunning example of Cecco 

casting a horoscope for Christ. 

  The role of astral influence with respect to free will and the human intellect in 

Cecco’s system requires careful attention.
 
For now, let us note that the fourteenth century 

had an almost universal belief that the planets and fixed stars all exerted a certain type of 

“influence” which was analogous to sunlight.
37

 As changes in amount and duration of 

sunlight cause immediate changes in life on earth, it was held that the stars could likewise 

influence life on Earth. The question was not whether the stars influenced life, but rather 

to what extent.
38

 Does astral influence determine human behavior?
39

 To understand the 

emotional charge behind this question, we should consider our understanding of DNA. 

                                                           
37

 See J.D. North, "Medieval Concepts of Celestial Influence: A Survey," in Astrology, Science and Society, 

ed. Patrick Curry (Woodbridge,Suffolk; Wolfeboro, N.H.: Boydell Press, 1987); Edward Grant, Planets, 

Stars and Orbs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 569-617.Chapter 19: The influence of the 

celestial region on the terrestrial”; Jim Tester, A History of Western Astrology (Woodbridge, Suffolk ; 

Wolfeboro, N.H.: Boydell Press, 1987); Hilary M. Carey, "Astrology in the Middle Ages," History 

Compass 8, no. 8  (2010).  

   
38

 This is precisely the question that Dante confronts in Purgatorio XVI in Marco Lombardo’s discourse. 

 
39

 A very close comparison can be made between medieval astrological theory, which traced human 

behavioral disposition to the individual’s “complexion” (that is, to the specific arrangement and proportion 

of elemental matter), and modern genetics with respect to the hotly debated role of material determinism 

(whether astrally influenced or encoded in DNA). The abuse of scientific theories by charlatans willing to 

prey on hope and fear for personal profit is every bit as visible in companies like 23andme as it was in the 

medieval “quack” astrologer, whom university-trained men like Cecco d’Ascoli and Pietro d’Abano spent 

significant pages discrediting. 
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Do specific genes determine our characteristics or behaviors? Are there genes that “make 

us” blue-eyed, overweight, irresponsible or even criminals? Just as we would reply that 

there is a difference between the role of genetics in being blue-eyed and in being a 

criminal, so Cecco would argue (to no avail) that there is a difference between 

determined physical characteristics and chosen behavior.  I will return to this question 

later. 

  

 

II. Cecco in Bologna 

 

 

 For Cecco’s time in Bologna, we have four archival records (excluding the 

summary of his first trial). Working backwards chronologically, the first record is from 

18 May 1324, where Cecco’s salary (100 lire) is approved by the communal 

government.
40

 Cecco held an extra-ordinary appointment at the university; as such, his 

salary was paid by the commune of Bologna.
41

 Two months earlier, 18 March 1324, 

Cecco testified in a case concerning Niccolò da Ravenna, a medical student charged with 

                                                           
40

 Elia Colini-Baldeschi, "Per la biografia di Cecco d'Ascoli," Rivista delle biblioteche e degli archivi 

XXXII (1921): 70-71; Francesco Filippini, "Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna (con nuovi documenti)," Studi e 

memorie per la storia dell'Università di Bologna, no. 10  (1929): 7-8; 33-35. 

 
41

 "Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna (con nuovi documenti)," 7. As a way of reeling in the autonomous university, 

the Bolognese commune slowly negotiated increasing authority over students and masters. One of the ways 

they did this was by taking over the salary disbursements (previously students paid masters directly). See 

Paola Nardi, "Relations with Authority," in Universities in the Middle Ages, ed. Hilde de Ridder-Symoens, 

A History of the University in Europe  (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 

92-96. 
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assault.
42

 Cecco asserted Niccolò’s continued enrollment in medical lectures: as a student 

in regular attendance for the last two years, Niccolò was entitled to the rights of a 

Bolognese citizen.
43

 The third document is dated 23 January 1324 and records the 

petition of Cecco and Angelo d’Arezzo
44

 for back salary during the period 1321-1322 

when the university was shut down. This refers to a student strike. After the commune 

executed a student who tried to abduct a notary’s daughter, the students went on strike 

and abandoned Bologna.
45

 Violence between students and citizens was a frequent 

occurrence in all university towns.
46

 A delicate balance was in play: the communities 

sought justice against student malefactors, but if the town pushed too hard, the students 

were likely to pack up and leave: one of the main impetuses behind students and teachers 

organizing into corporate bodies was to obtain and defend civil privileges.
47

 In Bologna’s 

case, students and master twice left after disputes with the communal government. In 

1204, they established a school at Vicenza (which folded in 1209). In 1222, a group left 

                                                           
42

 Filippini, "Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna (con nuovi documenti)," 32. 

 
43

 Ibid., 6-7. Verified students at the university were granted civil (but not political) rights of Bolognese 

citizens in 1245. Olaf Pedersen, The First Universities: Studium Generale and the Origins of University 

Education in Europe (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 162. 

 
44

 A lecturer of philosophy whom Cecco mentions in a commentary in a manner which implies friendship 

(Angelo relates his dreams to Cecco), De principiis astrologiae, Il commento di Cecco d'Ascoli 

all'Alcabizzo  (L. S. Olschki, 1905), 31. See below, p. 35 
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 Francesco Filippini, "L'Esodo degli studenti da Bologna nel 1321 e il "Polifemo" dantesco," Studi e 

memorie per la storia dell'Università di Bologna 6 (1921). 

 
46

 Pedersen, The First Universities: Studium Generale and the Origins of University Education in Europe, 

156. 

 
47

 If the students felt a town punished them too harshly, they were likely to permanently 

move elsewhere. Cambridge was founded in 1208 under similar circumstances. A student 

at Oxford accidentally killed a girl and the fled. The enraged townspeople couldn’t find 

the perpetrator, so they hanged some of his colleagues instead. Ibid., 122-54. 
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for Padua and founded what would become Bologna’s rival and the chief university of 

the Venetian republic.
48

 

As part of the reconciliation between the commune of Bologna and  the university 

(that is, the corporate body of students), the commune agreed to pay back salaries to the 

professors who played a part in getting the students to return, “quo studium civitatis 

Bononie privatum fuit et scolares recesserunt tractatores reconiliationis studii ipsius 

civitatis” (when the studium of the city of Bologna was taken away and the scholars left, 

[they were] the agents of reconciliation of the studium of this city).
49

  

The final document is a trial record containing a case of what might be considered 

typical student mayhem committed by a few medical students in 1318.
50

 This record is 

important because it indicates that Cecco was not a medical student at Bologna at this 

time, but rather held a position of greater dignity. We cannot say precisely what Cecco’s 

position was at this time, but the record makes it clear he was not a medical student. The 

trial record indicates that a student spotted a man walking with some women, assumed 

the women to be prostitutes and the man their pimp, whereupon he ran to another 

student’s house to report his finding. One of the students in the house expressed his 

interest; they armed themselves with swords and went off. It turned out that the first 

student had not spotted a pimp and his prostitutes, but rather a husband with his wife and 

relatives. The students resorted to violence. As a crowd gathered and authorities were 

summoned, the students fled and hid out at another residence. This legal record lists as 
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one of the witnesses a “ser Ciccho de Marcha” who is later referred to as “Cecco de 

Esculo.” Filippini argues that the fact Cecco was found in a residence with other medical 

students proves beyond a doubt that Cecco was a medical student.
51

 Filippini 

interpretation of the document is shared in other biographical sketches of Cecco’s life.
52

 

In fact, the scribe’s handling of Cecco in this document seems to prove that Cecco was 

not a medical student, as were the others.  

The text states that after the students fled they were found and “in dicto hospitio 

invenerunt dictum Petrum, Ser Cechum de Marcha, magistrum Onofrium de Regno, 

magistrum Petrum de Regno, magistrum Benrardum de Regno et famulum eorum” (in the 

said residence they found the said Peter, Sir Cecco of the Marches, Master Onofrio of 

Regno, Master Peter of Regno, Master Bernardum of Regno and their servant).
53

 

FIlippini infers that Cecco was a medical student because he was found in a house with 

other medical students. The exact opposite seems to be the case. The scribe has 

consciously signaled that Cecco is not a medical student like the others by titling him 

“ser.” As Filippini himself notes, the title ser was used “in epoca posteriore . . . . di 

regola, ai matematici,” as well as noting that manuscript Eugubino 376
54

 includes the 
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colophon “explicit acerba vita Ser Cichi notarii exculani.”
55

 The term “ser” in  late 

thirteenth-century indicated notaries, but its usage had expanded to become a general 

honorific.
56

 The most immediate reference, of course, is “siete voi qui, ser Brunetto?” 

(Inf. XV.30), where the term is used precisely by a pupil to his master. Rather than 

reading this account as proof that Cecco was the colleague of the medical students it 

seems clear that the scribe meant to indicate Cecco’s different—more dignified—status 

from the medical students by granting him a unique honorific not afforded to the others. 

Bologna was home to a law and medical school. Both programs, then as now, were 

doctorate programs. The medical school at Bologna contained its own arts school (the 

closest equivalent to an undergraduate program).
57

 The medical program required an 

abbreviated arts curriculum, which could be shortened if the student had already 

completed an arts degree elsewhere.
58

 Practically speaking, the role of the arts school at 

Bologna is different than that at Paris or other schools where it was not attached to the 

medical program.
59

 Many but not all medical students were “masters.”
60

 The statutes at 

Bologna did not require an arts degree to pursue medicine, but seemed to provide an 
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abbreviated one focusing in the most important subjects for a medical doctor: 3 years of 

natural philosophy and 3 years of astrology.
61

 From the period of 1419-1434, where the 

records are exact, 31 of the 65 medical degrees granted were granted by students already 

possessing an arts degree.
62

 Titling Cecco as “ser” sets him apart from these students, in 

as much as it is an honorific not normally associated with students, but he is not referred 

to as a master or lecturer. 

But why would he be with medical students if he wasn’t one himself? As Cecco 

notes at length in his proem to Sphera, basic astrology was an absolute necessity for 

medical doctors.
63

 Indeed, Thorndike speculates that Cecco began his career as an 

astrologer with a private practice, who also offered lectures on basic astrological theory 

to medical students. His lectures proved popular enough that the medical students 

selected him as an extraordinary lecturer of astrology in the arts faculty.
64

 It is 

noteworthy that Cecco and his friend, Angelo d’Arezzo taught arts courses in the medical 

faculty: astrology and natural philosophy, the introductory material necessary for a study 

of medicine. There is no indication that either taught strictly medical courses. That Cecco 

was trained as a medical doctor is pure speculation.
65

 The legend, reprinted in the 
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“Presentazione” to La Vita Felice’s reprint of Crespi’s text, that Cecco was a papal doctor 

to John XXII can be dismissed out of hand.
66

 The suggestion that he attended the medical 

school at Salerno should likewise be ignored.
67

 For a man given to name- and place-

dropping (as we will see throughout all of his works) he makes no reference to Salerno 

anywhere.  

The closest any contemporary record comes to suggesting he was a medical 

doctor is the expense account of Charles of Anjou which records him as “phisicus et 

familiaris.”
68

 Phisicus can mean “medical doctor,” but the term is not univocal.  enerally 

speaking, “physicus” refers to one who studies natural philosophy, that is, physics, the 

study of substances with respect to change, as opposed to ethics or metaphysics 

(substances with respect to their existence), the other two of the “three branches of 

philosophy”). Within the Latin commentary on Acerba, physica appears with precisely 

this meaning: 

“Hic Hesculanus loquitur secundum phisicam oppinionem et dicit quod 

omnino natura angellica movet sub actu amati et desiderati ... Et dicit quod 
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iste intelligentie, loquendo phisice, sunt eterne, intelligentes res 

sempiternas que non cadunt sub tempore
69

  

 

(Here the Ascolan speaks from the natural philospher’s viewpoint, and 

says that almost every angelic nature moves [other bodies] as through the 

action of a beloved and desired [object])... And he says that these 

intelligences, speaking as a natural philosopher, are eternal, intelligences 

[are] perpetual things which do not fall under [the rule of] time). 

 

Even though we are talking about angels, the fact that we are analyzing them with respect 

to change in terms of actualization of potential makes this a discussion for a natural 

philosopher. Also, in one of the sonnets attributed to Cecco, “physici” are alchemists.
70

  

“Physicus” classifies one as possessing a very broad field of knowledge. Medicine is 

simply one of the subfields of physica. 
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 Chi solvere non sa, né assottigliare, 

corpo non tocchi, né argento vivo, 

perché non può lo fisso e il volativo 

tenere a chi non sa de’ due un fare. 

Fatelo adunque stretto abbracciare 

con acqua viva e sal disolutivo, 

fer bene e cuocer pian sì che sia privo 

de la terra mama che il fa celare. 

Allor vedrai fuggir la notte oscura 

et ritornar lo Sol lucente et bello 

con molti fiori ornato in sua figura. 

Questa è la preta, questo è quello 

de li phisici l'antica scriptura 

che in sulla 'ncudin batte lo martello. 

 

(Don’t let the man who cannot dissolve nor rarify touch the body, nor mercury, because the fixed and the 

volatile cannot be kept together by one who doesn’t know how to make one out of two. Therefore, bind it 

tightly with distilled alcohol  and dissolving salt. Bring them together and heat slowly to remove the mother 

earth that hides it. Then you will see the dark night flee and the beautiful shining sun return, appearing 

adorned with many flowers. This is the prize, this is that which the ancient writings of the physici beat 

against  the anvil with a hammer.) 

 

We should also note the formula “sa de’ due un fare” recalls Doglia mi reca (which Cecco cites in IV.ix)  

“a costui di due potere un fare” (v. 14) where love is given the power to make two of one. So the trained 

alchemist here is able to take two natural bodies and meld them into one new substances (for Cecoc, as we 

will see, love unites the two individuals under one new substantial form). 
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As Thorndike points out, there is no reason to believe that Cecco possessed a 

medical degree. 
71

 He has some medical knowledge, but what he demonstrates is strictly 

tied to astrological practice. Toward the end of Book III two mosse confirm the fact that 

he did not consider himself a doctor:  

Qui facio fine di le sacre pietre,  

Che qui tu trove scripte le più degne: 

Prego che chi pò di queste impietre. 

Se d’erbe qui non tracto né di piante, 

io prego che chi lege non se sdegne: 

ch’a’ medico le lasso che ne cante. 

 

E leva la vertute intellectiva, 

vegendo che potenza à la luna, 

e dal Saturno ven la sempreviva 

e duodeci herbe di cotanti segni. 

Ciaschuna, quando regna lor furtuna, 

remuove e struze tuti homor’ malegni 

(III.LVI.13-24/3311-3322)  

 

(Here I make an end of these sacred stones, for here you will find accounts of the 

most worthy. I pray that whoever is able to may benefit [from this]. If I do not 

touch upon herbs or plants, I pray the reader not take offense, for I leave these to a 

doctor that he may sing of them. 

 

And raise your intellectual powers, seeing what power the moon has, and that 

from Saturn comes the evergreen, and twelve plants from such signs. Each one, 

when their fortune reigns, removes and destroys all humoral ills.) 

 

Cecco had been discussing stones, but rather than writing an exhaustive lapidary he has 

chosen only the ones he considers worthy of inclusion (his criterion is utility). He 

explicitly ignores plants because they belong to the realm of a medical doctor. But what 

of Cecco’s medical knowledge? He mentions in the following lines astrologically 
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significant plants, those plants which are tied specifically to a sign or planet, as he does in 

his commentary to Al-Qabisi.
72

 As an astrologer, these plants fall under his expertise 

because they are allied with his material. Other plants are ignored for the explicit reason 

that they fall under a separate discipline, a discipline he did not consider his own. 

   

To be clear, I am not denying that Cecco served Duke Charles in a medical 

capacity. A court appointment to advise a prince based on observations of celestial bodies 

implies that the astrologer would offer advice about personal health as well as political 

fortunes. It is almost certain that Cecco served as a medical advisor. Such a role would 

have put him in constant competition with Dino del Garbo, the court doctor and the man 

Villani blames for conspiring against Cecco. Cecco makes it clear that his astrological 

knowledge means he can predict and prevent certain diseases. However, for our purposes 

the question is not whether Cecco worked as a doctor but whether he was trained as a 

doctor at a university. Even if this text records him he being employed as a medical 

advisor (ignoring also the fact that this is an accountant’s description of Cecco’s role), 

that fact does not imply that he possessed any formal training in medicine apart from his 

astrological texts. There is a world of difference between Cecco offering applied 

astrologico-medical advice and Cecco having studied medicine at a university. The later 

implies a thorough program of studies—which would have significant ramifications for 

interpreting his texts—for which there is simply no evidence.  
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In summary, we know that Cecco was in Bologna by 1318. If he was receiving 

back salary to for the year 1321-1322 we can assume he was formally attached to the 

university as an extraordinary lecturer in that time. His salary of 60 lire is raised to 100 

lire in the document of 18 May 1324. After his condemnation in December 1324, we 

have no definitive tracks until he appears in the Angevin registry in May 1327. Was he 

still teaching at Bologna?
73

 There is nothing that supports this notion. Going against it, as 

noted by Thorndike, is the fact that his suspension of teaching privileges seemed absolute 

and nothing indicates it was ever lifted.
74

 Further, the Inquisitor’s register records a 

confiscation of eight lire after Cecco’s execution. Their cut of confiscations was two-

thirds. For Thorndike, Cecco’s relative poverty is a sign he did not continue to receive his 

100 lire salary through 1326.
75

 In the documents from 1324, Cecco is consistently 

referred to as “magister Cechus de Esculo.” Does the general honorific “ser” from 1318 

indicate a non-official status? Should we read into it that Cecco was not attached to the 

university at the time? That seems to be a possibility, given the precision with which 

other university associates are indicated through titles and descriptions. This is just 

speculation Nevertheless, Thorndike offers two suggestions that we might want to 

consider in light of this. The first is that Cecco held informal lectures on astrology for 

medical students and from these was elected extraordinary lecturer in astrology. If the 

title “ser” in the document from 1318 indicates a level of dignity but not an official title 

in connection with the university, this document might support Thorndike’s notion. 
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Secondly, Thorndike suggests that Cecco had spent much or most of his life before 1322 

in Ascoli, perhaps as a private astrologer.
76

 This runs counter to many of the biographies, 

in which it is imagined that Cecco left Ascoli as a youth and began his intellectual 

journey with a geographical one.
77

 However, the numerous examples of Ascoli appearing 

in the commentaries and Acerba suggest, at least to me, that Cecco spent a good part of 

his adult life there.  

 

III. 24 Jan. 1305 

 

It has been generally accepted that Cecco wrote his scholastic works somewhere 

in the span of 1322-1324.
78

 However, one of the commentaries  contains a passage whose 

importance has been overlooked. Glossing the Tractatus at the line Sol autem semper, 

Cecco includes an extremely specific and unusual observation: 

In ista parte tractat de qualitate motus solis sub circulo zodiaco. Et dicit 

quod semper currit vel movetur sub ista linea ecliptica, etsi alii planete 

declinant versus septentrionem vel versus austrum et quandoque sub ista 

linea. Iuxta quam partem debetis scire quod sicut dicit Mesalach in libro 

de causis orbium unus planeta eclipsat alterum, ut luna eclipsat 

Mercurium quandocumque inter eos non est latitudo, ut vidistis in hoc 

anno quod luna erat sub Mercurio in parte non illuminata. Sed Venus et 

Mercurius non possunt eclipsare solem, quia sicut dicit Mesalach in 
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preallegato libro, Venus et Mercurius cum sunt sub sole in uno gradu in 

longitudine sunt longiores quam esse possunt in latitudine.
79

 

 

(In this part he deals with the manner of the sun’s movement in the zodiac 

circle. And he says that it always runs or rather moves under this ecliptic 

line, however the other planets slide toward the north or the south and only 

sometimes are under this line. Concerning this part, you need to know 

that, as Mashallah said in his book, On the causes of the orbs, one planet 

eclipses another, as the moon eclipses Mercury whenever there is no 

[difference of] latitude between them, as you saw this year when the dark 

part of the moon was under Mercury. But Venus and Mercury cannot 

eclipse the sun, because as Mashallah says in the just-cited work, when 

Venus and Mercury are in the same degree of longitude as the sun, they 

are further away than they would need to be in latitude.) 

 

I pay close attention to this passage because it provides an important and 

heretofore unrecognized date clue to the dating of Cecco’s writings. Under discussion are 

the celestial circles, e.g., the meridian, the horizon, and here, the ecliptic. The discussion 

of the ecliptic naturally gives rise to a discussion of eclipses. We should note that 

Sacrobosco says nothing about eclipses of other planets by the moon, either in this 

section or at the end of chapter 4 when he considers eclipses. Cecco’s discussion of the 

moon covering Mercury is completely his own addition. What Cecco describes is 

technically called an “occultation” and occurs, like an eclipse, when the moon and 

another planet are both at the point of their orbits which intersect one another. The moon 

and the planets do not all orbit in the same plane, but rather their orbits are inclined to 

one another. Just as eclipses can only occur when the sun and moon are at conjunction or 

opposition precisely when they are at these two points in their orbits, so an occultation 

can only occur when Mercury and the Moon passes each other in the sky and both are at 
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these points of their orbits. An observable occultation of Mercury is extremely rare. For 

an occultation of Mercury to be visible, a number of factors must come together in a very 

small window. Firstly, Mercury itself is the least frequently visible of the planets. 

Because its orbit keeps it within 28° of the sun (viewed from Earth), the longest possible 

viewing period for Mercury is under two hours under the best conditions.
80

 Secondly, 

when Mercury is less than 10° in elongation from the sun, the dawn or dusk light from 

the sun below the horizon is strong enough that the planet is not visible, and of course the 

planet is completley blotted out once the sun rises.
81

 As the sun travels 15° in an hour,
82

 

these limitations mean that an occultation must occur in a window between forty and one 

hundred twelve minutes before or after dawn for it to be visible. Even these limitations 

are not quite sufficient to make an occultation visible. Only one occultation of Mercury 

was visible in Bologna (or anywhere else in central Italy) from 1300-1327. It occurred 24 

January, 1305, and it lasted 17 minutes, from 5:33 to 5:50 GMT.
83

 Cecco refers to the 

event in a manner that suggests it was recent enough that his students would recall it, “ut 

vidistis in hoc anno,” where even if “hoc anno” does not mean precisely that very same 

year, it clearly indicates a limited time frame. 
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Often in medieval works, an author will refer to something experimental without 

actually having conducted that experiment. We will see later where Cecco suggest that 

rubbing a magnet with oil renders it ineffective. However, there are strong reasons to 

believe that Cecco here records an actual observation. Firstly, this is an original departure 

from the text he is quoting. The work Cecco refers to is Māshā'allāh‘s work translated 

into Latin as De scientia motus orbis.
84

 The sections in question do not specifically 

mention an occultation of Mercury, but refer only generally to the Moon eclipsing stars: 

Stelle quida(m) eclipsantur alias & hoc est q(ui)a qua(n)do ingredit(ur) stella 

p(ro)pinqor terre iter stellas sup(er)iores & int(us) visum tegit stellam 

sup(er)iore(m) stella inferior & non apparet. Hec est ergo causa eclipsis 

stellaru(m) & planetarum ad invicem. Et luna quide(m) eclipsat stellas q(ui)a 

qua(n)do ingreditur sub eis tegit eas donec recedit de sub eis.
85

 

 

(Certain stars eclipse certain others, and this is because when a star enters closer 

to the earth, between the superior stars and [our] sight, the inferior star covers the 

superior star, and it does not appear. This, therefore, is the reason for the eclipse 

of the stars and planets relative to one another. And indeed the Moon eclipses the 

stars, because when she enters under them she covers them until she recedes from 

under them.) 

 

Si aliquis dixerit quam oportet ut venus & mercurius eclipsent solem quia sunt 

sub eo ut luna, Dicet(ur) ei que Venus and Scriptor cu(m) sunt cu(m) sole in gradu 

uno in lo(n)gitudine sunt longiores quam esse possint in latitudine.
86

   

 

If someone were to say that it is necessary that Venus and Mercury eclipse the 

Sun because they are under him like the Moon is, it will be said to him that Venus 

and the Writer, if they were with the Sun in one degree in longitude, they are 

further they could ever be in latitude. 
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From the subsequent discussion, it is clear that by “latitude,” Māshā'allāh is referring not 

to degrees of latitude north or south of the ecliptic (as would be the usual usage) but 

rather distance from the Earth, explaining that the reason these planets cannot eclipse the 

sun is the combination of their smaller bodies and closer proximity.
87

 The important point 

is that Māshā'allāh does not describe anything similar to what Cecco describes, leading 

me to believe that it does represent an actual observation. The fact that he calls it to his 

students’ attention as something he expects they would immediately recall further argues 

for its veracity. Again, the only time this could have occurred was 24 January, 1305. 

However, other references in the text make it clear that portions of the text were 

composed much later. At the beginning of chapter three, one of Cecco’s digressions 

includes a discussion of Bologna and Siena:  

Circa istam partem debetis duo brevia intelligere, quod Pliades dicitur a 

pluralitate, quia plures, et sunt in decimo gradu Tauri sub quo civitas 

Bononie fuit edificata, et civitas Senarum iudicio meo in quibus evenit 

tanta novitas, ut dixi vobis, et veniet adhuc dum Saturnus est in Tauro, cui 

deus sua potentia resistere dignetur.
88

 

 

(Concerning this part, in short, you must know two things: that the 

Pleiades are so called from “plurality” because they are many, and are in 

10° Taurus, under which the city of Bologna and the city of Siena were 

founded and where great novelties
89

 have occurred, as I told you, in my 

judgment [great novelties] will come again as long as Saturn is in Taurus. 

Let God find it worthy to use His power to prevent this.) 
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Saturn entered Taurus 15 April 1323.
90

 This occurrence is also referenced in 

Cecco’s opusculum De excentricis et epicyclis.
91

 There is also a reference to a decimating 

two-year plague: “Unde fuit pestilentia in Romandiola duobus annis, si fuisset aliis 

duobus, multe civitates fuissent inhabitate” (And then there was a pestilence in Romagna 

for two years, and had it been two years longer, many towns would be uninhabited).
92

 

The most likely candidate is the pestilence of 1318-1319. One chronicler records: “accidit 

stupenda mortalitas, tam immensa per totum fere mundum, sed in provincia Romandiole 

acerbior.”
 93

 As in the Great Plague, by May 1319 the death toll had reached the point that 

many were buried without church services.
94

  

What can we make of this? I think the most likely scenario is as follows. Cecco 

wrote the commentary in a series of revisions over the course of his teaching career. The 

reference to Mercury was written early on and this section was simply copied “as is” in 

subsequent revisions of the text. As his career progressed, he continued to refine his 

lectures and thus his commentary. Bit by bit real-life illustrations naturally found their 

way into lectures and became part of the course.
95
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Another item we might consider is that Nicholas IV, formerly the Minister 

General of the Franciscan order, Girolamo of Ascoli, gave two gifts to Ascoli upon his 

election, a cope and a university charter. The much more documented of the two is the 

Ascoli cope.
96

 The second is the report of granting Ascoli a studium generale.
97

 We lack 

any evidence for Cecco’s whereabouts between 1297-1318. The earliest document 

concerning Cecco is from 1297 and has him in Amandola, nearby Ascoli, where the 

abbot of a monastery is taking the precaution of alerting authorities that Cecco (accused 

of a petty crime) is not associated with his monastery.
98

 He is in Bologna by 1318, but 

does not seem to be an official part of the university at that point. We have also shown 

that he began writing his commentary Sphera shortly after 1305. Would it not be simplest 

to assume that he began his academic career in the only other city that appears 
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prominently in his work, that is, Ascoli? If Ascoli had a studium in the early years of the 

fourteenth century, it would seem the most reasonable hypothesis. If Cecco earned his 

arts degree at Ascoli and then continued to live in Ascoli, as a private practitioner of 

astrology and a lecturer at the university, we have a better explanation for the numerous 

appearances of Ascoli in the commentaries that otherwise seem out of place.
99

 At this 

point, Cecco would have come to Bologna after a significant career as private astrologer 

and university lecturer at Ascoli. Having taught at Ascoli would not be enough for him to 

receive a position in Bologna upon arrival: Bologna was not required to recognize 

degrees from other universities as teaching licenses. Hence, he would have had to wait 

until student acclamation resulted in his appointment as extraordinary lecturer.  

 

 

IV. Inquisition 

 

In 1979, Maria Picchio Simonelli noted, when we think of “Inquisition” we think 

of the reactionary atmosphere of the Church in during the Counterreformation and of 

Galileo, the excesses of the Spanish crown in fifteenth and sixteenth-century Spain and of 

Torquemada, but we don’t think of the late Middle Ages.
100

  That perception may have 
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changed somewhat after Umberto Eco’s Il nome della rosa made use of the medieval 

inquisition (with great precision), but the term “Inquisition” still conjures “Black 

Legend” Spain, the Pit and the Pendulum and even “A Brief History of the World Part 

One.”  We need to keep in mind that the medieval Inquisition was a different creature 

with its own development and goals. Its development is tied to what R.I. Moore has 

described as “the formation of a persecuting society.”
101

 The question of heresy, and its 

persecution, never seems to be only about belief, but is always focused to the social 

implications of those beliefs and the relations to local power. When the Inquisition was 

formally introduced by Gregory IX in 1233, it was after the failure of the Albigensian 

Crusade (1209-1229) to produce the desired submission of autonomous lords of the 

Languedoc who were accused of supporting Cathar heretics.
102

 As Catharism retreated 

from southern France, it remained alive on Italian soil and the Inquisition followed it 
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there.
103

 The inquisition shows a great adaptability. After it rooted out the Cathars, the 

Inquisition turned on the next group, the various radical Franciscan offshoots, including 

Fra Dolcino and his armed rebellion.
104

  Paolini and Orioli have examined the 

Inquisitorial registry from Bologna from 1291-1310 and shown that the major concern 

before 1300 was finding Cathars; after the turn of the century the focus becomes the 

Dolcinites.
105

 It is in the period after the Inquisition in Bologna has rooted out the 

Dolcinites as well that it found itself “freer” to examine other heresies, including an 

examination of what was being taught at the university.
106

 Contemporaneous with the 

Inquisition is the crisis between Church and Empire that began with Gregory IX and 
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Frederick II. It was after Frederick’s death (1250) that Innocent IV reorganized the 

Inquisition to make it less dependent upon local governments (giving it, among other 

things, jails and jailers, torture and torturers).
107

 It also permitted the Inquisition to keep 

the larger part of confiscations: condemned heretics (and their descendants) lost all 

property.
108

 In the case of Cecco, this amounted to 8 lire.
109

This gave the Inquisition a 

material interest in condemning the rich, even if they were dead, as in the 1283 trial for 

heresy of Farinata degli Uberti (d. 1264). In Farinata’s case, we also have the confluence 

of Ghibelline loyalties and a supposed denial of the afterlife.
110

 As the Inquisition was 

given more powers and greater self-reliance, the gulf between Church and Empire 

continued to widen. Ghibellinism comes to be closely tied to the charge of heresy.
111

  The 

conflation of apostolic poverty and Imperial rights may seem like odd bed-fellows (it 

certainly was noted with irony in the curia) but the papacy’s paranoia was not completely 

removed from reality. In the account given by Bernardo Gui, in August 1300, Dolcino 

wrote a letter to his followers which foretold that Frederick III was chosen by God to kill 

Boniface VIII and exterminate the corrupt papal curia and Dolcino would be installed as 
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the holy pope that would guide the Church in an era of sanctity that would last until the 

Antichrist’s arrival.
112

 He then led an armed band of 6,000 followers that pillaged their 

way across northern Italy. The link between radical poverty and the Imperial cause 

expressed by Dolcino would be impossible to forget. 

Following the removal of the papacy to Avignon and the struggle between 

Ludwig of Bavaria and Frederick of Austria to succeed Henry VII, northern and central 

Italy were left to their own devices. Communes, magnates and tyrants petty and great 

who had been attempting to assert sovereignty found they had a freer hand, particularly in 

areas such as Romagna and the March of Ancona, both of which had been under papal 

rule only since 1278, when Emperor Rudolph
113

 transferred their administration to 

Nicholas III. Administering the March of Ancona and Romagna was difficult enough 

when the pope was in Rome; it became almost impossible when the papacy left.
114

 Much 

of the turmoil that Cecco describes in Acerba II.xiii-xix  is the result of the constant 

cycles of party conflict that began in the second half of the thirteenth century but 

worsened in the first quarter of the fourteenth. 
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 In Purgatorio VII. 91-96 Dante blames Rudolph for turning his back on Italy:  

Colui che più siede alto e fa sembianti 

d’aver negletto ciò che far dovea, 

e che non move bocca a li altrui canti, 

Rodolfo imperador fu, che potea 

sanar le piaghe c’hanno Italia morta, 

sì che tardi per altri si ricrea 

 

(He who sits on high and has the look of one who neglected what he needed to do and does not 

move his lips to another’s song was the Emperor Rudolph, who could have healed the wounds that 

have killed Italy, so now too late she is remade by another) 

Rather than pacifying the Italian peninsula, he sold off the Marche and Romagna to the papacy. In the long-

term, the popes found the people resistant to the governership of the papal rectors and the territories 

became hotbeds for rebellion.  
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To confront the situation of endemic violence and ubiquitous threats to papal rule, 

John XXII “weaponized” the inquisition as an instrument with which he fought political 

foes.
115

 Francesco Pirani has recently shown John XXII’s response to the situation in 

Italy was to combine spiritual and political matters and to make rebellion synonymous 

with heresy.
116

 The charges set against the Gozzolini in Recanati are typical. They are 

accused of having fashioned two statues, a prelate (in which they had enclosed a demon) 

and a warrior, which they forced the people to adore; they celebrated the sacraments 

during a time of interdict; they killed clerics who refused to perform the sacraments 

during interdict, they denied the immortality of the soul, they burned the bishop in effigy, 

and they called upon demons to battle the Church.
117

 Rejection of Church authority, 
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reliance in secular military power, devil-worship, idolatry and a denial in the immortality 

of the soul: these are the marks of  hibellinism as understood by John’s papacy and 

formulated in bulls and inquisitorial proceedings.  

 

The question of Ghibellinism and the Inquisition is central to Cecco’s story. I am 

not holding that Cecco was a Ghibelline, or that the Inquisition persecuted him as one.
118

 

Rather, the responses of the papacy to the  hibelline threat set the stage for Cecco’s 

execution. I will present the case that Cecco fell victim to a petty court rivalry at a 

moment in which legal procedures had been so manipulated by John XXII’s “total war” 

against  hibellinism as to provide Cecco’s rivals an opportunity to persecute a man 

whom no one would dare to defend. A juridical matrix for identifying heresy had been 

created and maintained in the eyes of the Inquisitors that linked seemingly diverse ideas 

such as necromancy, Averroism (denying the immortality of the human soul), radical 

poverty and general anti-papal feeling into one single “kind” of heresy that became 

Ghibellinism. All that was necessary for a conviction was proving a single point. Astral 

determinism functioned because it could be charged as a denial of free will. 
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 The role played by Acerba and Cecco’s other texts played in Cecco’s tragedy can 

be seen in the record of his sentencing on 15 September 1327.
119

 This record is 

noteworthy for a number of reasons. First, because it is not part of an inquisitorial archive 

but is rather a vernacular translation which seems to have circulated independently and is 

one of numerous exemplars from the seventeenth century.
 120

  Additionally, this Italian 

document is itself a translation of a separate Latin document, dated by Beccaria to the 

fifteenth century, which was also not part of the inquisitorial archive.
121

 That is, both the 

15th century Latin document and the numerous 17th century Italian versions were copied 

and retained specifically due to an interest in Cecco and not as part of a large record-

keeping operation. This is worth pausing over. The fascination with Cecco, and 

particularly with his execution, manifests itself in these vernacular copies of his 

sentencing precisely in the years after the Acerba was no longer printed, further 

suggesting that the Counter-Reformation, and not a lack of interest, caused Acerba’s 

printing decline. Combined with the print history of Acerba considered above, the 

circulation of his sentencing record indicates a strong continuous interest in Cecco 

throughout the seventeenth century. 
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After several pages of preparatory remarks, which rehash the charges against 

Cecco and the previous trial in Bologna, the actual sentencing appears: 

Pronunciamo in questi scritti il predetto m. Cecco Eretico a sentire questa 

sententia et constituto in nostra presenza di essere ricaduto nell’heresia 

abiurata e di essere (stato) Relasso e per questo doversi relassare al 

giuditio seculare et lo relassiamo al Nobil Soldato o Cavaliere il Sig.re 

Jacopo da Brescia, Vicario fiorentino di questo Ducato, presente et 

recipiente, che lo debba punire con debita consideratione; et di più il suo 

libretto e scritto superstitioso, Pazzo e negromantico, fatto dal detto M.ro 

sopra la sfera, pieno di Heresia falsità et inganni, et un certo altro libretto 

Vulgare Intitolato acerba, il nome del quale esplica benissimo il fatto, 

avvenga che non contenga in sè maturità o Dolcezza alcuna Catolica, ma 

vi habbiamo trovato molte acerbità Heretiche et principalmente quando 

include molte cose che si appartengono alle virtù et costumi, che reduce 

ogni cosa alle stelle come in causa, et dannando i loro dogmi overo 

dottrine et riprovandoli deliberiamo et comandiamo per sententia doversi 

abbruciare et all’Heretico desiderando tagliare le vene della fonte pestifera 

per qualsivoglia meato derivino, avvertiamo in Charità a tutte le persone di 

qualsivoglia sesso o grado sieno, che haveranno i predetti libri o uno di 

loro overo alcuno simile a quelli o alcuno di loro over alcun altro libretto o 

scrittura Astrologica fatta per il detto Maestro Cecco overo che sappiano 

chi ne habbia, et quelli, che per l’avvenire ne hauranno o sapranno chi 

n’haurà, et a loro per l’autorità’ che abbiamo, sotto pena di scomunica et 

altre sprituali et temporali sentenze et pene constituente [sic] agl’Heretici, 

nelle quali vogliamo che chi contraffarà incorra ipso fatto et le quali 

adesso sententialmente pronunciamo contro di loro et ciascheduno di essi, 

in questi scritti strettamente comandiamo et imponghiamo che fra un 

giorno da il giorno che haveranno avuto notitia della presente sentitia li 

portino al Vescovo ella Diocesi overo luogo overo Inquisitore del 

luogo.
122

 

 

(We pronounce in these writings that the aforementioned Master Cecco 

the Heretic, called to our presence, to hear this sentence. He has fallen into 

his abjured heresy and has relapsed and for this must be released to the 

secular judgment and so we release him to the noble soldier or knight, 

Lord Jacob of Brescia, Florentine vicar of this duchy, present and 

receiving, that he must punish him with due consideration; and further that 

his little book, the superstitious, crazed, black magic text written by the 

said master on the Sphere, full of heresy, falsehood and traps, and a certain 

other little book in the vernacular entitled, Acerba –the name of which 
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explicates the matter perfectly, being that it contains nothing of maturity 

or any Catholic sweetness, but we found in it many heretical immaturities 

–principally where it includes many things pertaining to virtues and 

actions, and where it traces everything back to the stars as their cause. 

While condemning their dogmas or doctrines and reproving them we 

decree and command in judgment that he be burned. Wishing to deprive 

the heretic of the aquifers of this pestilential spring (from whatever 

channel they derive), in our love we warn all persons of whatever sex or 

station who may have the aforementioned books or one like them or any 

of them or any other book dealing with astrology by said Master Cecco, or 

who know of any who have them, and to those who in the future come to 

have them or know of those who have them, that with our full authority, 

and with the penalty of excommunication and other spiritual and temporal 

penalties reserved for heretics—which we decree against those who 

transgress this injunction, ipso facto –and which we now officially 

pronounce against each of them, strictly in these records we command and 

impose that within one day of the day in which they have notice of this 

sentence they take them to the bishop of their diocese or place, or to the 

Inquisitor of that place.) 

 

Part of the “legend” of Cecco is that his forehead was cut open before he was burned. 

This is due to a scribal error of “all’Heretico desiderando tagliare le vene della fronte” 

when Accursio clearly said “fonte.”
123

 The judge is not demanding that the veins of 

Cecco’s forehead be sliced open; he is metaphorically drying out a fountain of heresy by 
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cutting off the aquifers (“vene”) that supply it. The “vene della fonte pestifera” are 

Cecco’s books. Accursio’s point is that one does not destroy a heretic solely by killing 

the man; leaving Cecco’s works in circulation would allow him to exert influence beyond 

the grave. Only by eliminating the manuscripts as well could Accursio truly destroy the 

heretic. Hence, the threat of excommunication and execution against any who had these 

books and did not relinquish them to ecclesiastical authorities. As we saw above, this part 

of the sentencing was a spectacular failure.  

Cecco’s tragedy becomes more enigmatic when we understand the procedures 

employed by the Inquisition.
124

 Barring extraordinary cases, such as Fra Dolcino’s armed 

rebellion, an accused heretic would only be executed after a second conviction. The first 

conviction would result in a fine and penance. In Cecco’s case, his first conviction in 

Bologna resulted in a fine of 75 lire, the confiscation of his books of astrology, the 

suspension of his teaching and all other academic privileges, and he was required to hear 

sermons from either the Franciscans or Dominicans for the next year.
125

  We might think 

of Decameron I.vi, where the hypocritical Inquisitor uses his office for legal extortion. 

Indeed, the callousness of that novella is disturbingly similar to what we will see here. 

The penalty imposed in that novella is a huge fine and forced attendance at Santa Croce 

(the Franciscan headquarters in Florence). That is the essence of what happened here. 
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Cecco was hit with an enormous fine (75% of his salary
126

), had his movement restricted 

(he not only cannot teach, he also cannot leave Bologna) and his books confiscated.  

Cecco was not the only academic in Bologna to face such treatment. In 1311, a 

previous inquisitor charged Cecco’s colleague and friend Angelo d’Arezzo with heresy 

and levied an enormous 250 lire fine
 127

 Angelo got out of this mess by reporting on two 

colleagues, who were subsequently fined a combined 375 lire. One was Giuliano dei 

Preverti, who taught medicine and astrology. In 1312, Angelo was declared innocent and 

Giuliano issued the enormous fine. The fact that Giuliano subsequently taught at Bologna 

from 1321-1342 implies that conviction for heresy did not necessarily bar the convicted 

from later holding a university position.
128

 If it appears to us that the inquisitors may have 

been more interested in maintaining a bit of a racket, it seemed that way to Frate 

Accursio as well: the record of Cecco’s second trial includes a subtle dig at Frate 

Lamberto in Bologna for not having been particularly thorough in examining Cecco’s 

work.
 129

 Boccaccio’s inquisitor looks more and more realistic. 

From these trials in Bologna, we note something extremely important about the 

nature of the Inquisition in Bologna in the years 1311-1324. Compared to Florence after 

1325, the Bolognese Inquisition is relatively mild. At times it seems to be primarily a 
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racket for extorting professors. Villani reports that the word of mouth had it that Cecco 

did not confess to his crimes at Bologna, but was simply fined and set on his way. If this 

is true, it almost certainly means that he did not face torture and that Lamberto was not 

fixated on getting a confession: he was fixated on getting a conviction and a fine. As 

Dupré Theseider Eugenio noted, unlike Florence in 1327, the atmosphere in Bologna was 

not politically charged: 

“Potremmo anche parlare di un crimine di “lesa maestà ecclesiastica,” che 

assume facilmente connotati politici . . . . in Bologna non si ha alcuna 

traccia di quell’aspetto più squisitamente politico dell’attività inquisitoria, 

che è connesso con la lotta che la Chiesa conduce contro il ghibellinismo: 

la città ormai era tutta guelfa”
130

 

 

(We can also speak of a crime of ecclesiastical treason, which easily takes 

on political connotations . . .  in Bologna there are no traces of this most 

exquisitely political aspect of inquisitorial activity, which is connected to 

the fight the Church led against Ghibellinism. By now the city was 

entirely  uelph.” 

 

Because of the stable, pro-Guelph political environment, the inquisition was not used in 

Bologna to enforce submission to papal authority. The charges we briefly considered 

against the Gozzolini of Recanati, that of idolatry, devil-worship, abuse of clerics and the 

like, all of these political crimes are absent from the Bolognese archives recording 

activity from 1292-1318. When Cecco stood at his first trial in Bologna in 1324, it was 

before an inquisitor who wanted to collect fines, not one who saw himself as battling 

against a demonic Ghibelline cause. Frate Lamberto was more than content, it seems, to 

issue a guilty verdict, even without a confession, and collect the fine. The atmosphere in 

Florence in 1327 was entirely different: there the inquisitor did consider himself to be on 
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the frontlines of a battle of good versus evil. Would Cecco have entered Florence under 

the assumption that another trial would result in just another fine? If he did, he was 

gravely mistaken. 

Cecco’s second trial was as a relapsed heretic, “come cane che ritorna al 

vomito”,
131

 for which the death penalty applied. Cecco’s death sentence was not carried 

out by the Inquisition itself, but rather by the local, secular, authorities. Technically, the 

Inquisition as an institution did not have the death penalty at its disposal. In cases such as 

Cecco’s where fines and penance proved ineffective, the Inquisition remanded the guilty 

to the secular authorities. Thus, the local government was literally instrumental in 

carrying out the inquisition’s purges: without their assent, the Inquisition could not 

function. Practically speaking, for a local government to reject the judgment of an 

inquisitor was tantamount to rejecting papal authority. Davidsohn’s report on the 

inquisitorial records includes a reference to Boniface of Fara, a local official who failed 

to burn a convicted heretic and was subsequently convicted of being a “fautor 

hereticorum,” something like a charge of “aiding and abetting,” which carried the same 

penalties as professing heresy.
132

 Cecco was handed over to Jacob of Brescia, the Duke 

Charles’ vicar for execution. Had he not immediately carried out the sentence, Jacob 

certainly would have been convicted of being a “fautor hereticorum.”  

To make sense of Cecco’s conviction, we have to examine how the evidence was 

gathered. What evidence was used against Cecco? Reading the sentence, it is clear that 
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most of the evidence used against Cecco was obtained by spies (the evidence from 

Sphera comes only at the end of the charges).  The charges listed in § 5, 10, 12, 13, 14 

and 16 all involve evidence revealed to the inquisitor by spies, e.g., §16:  

“Ancora disse, confermò et confessò che, dopo che egli Mro Cecco 

agghiurò ogni Heresia et ne prese penitenza et dopo che gli fu in Fiorenza, 

già sono molti  un certo Fiorentino, il nome del quale non si ricorda, venne 

a trovarlo”  

 

(He said, confirmed and confessed, that after he (Magister Cecco) abjured 

every heresy and repented and after he was in Florence, many months ago 

a certain Florentine, whose name he does not recall, came to find 

him...”).
133

 

 

The same type of consultation led to the charges in § 5: 

Ancora disse et confessò che dopo le predette cose, cioè del mese di Maggio 

prossimo passato uno, il nome del quale non sa, gli domandò della venuta del 

Bavaro. 

 

(Again, he said and confessed that after these things, that is, this last May, 

someone (whose named he does not know) asked him about the coming of the 

Bavarian [i.e., Ludwig])
134

 

 

 The inquisition frequently made use of informants whose identity was absolutely 

protected.
135

Let us recall that Cecco certainly practiced as a private astrologer. Cecco 

refers throughout his works to answering astrological question posed from individuals 

(that is, non-students). In Bologna, Frate Lamberto forbade him from teaching at the 
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university, but also from teaching privately.
136

 Indeed, Thorndike suggested that Cecco 

began his career as a private astrologer and in that capacity first taught basic astrology to 

medical students at Bologna who subsequently elected Cecco their lecturer.
137

  When 

Cecco resurfaces in Florence, we surmise from the inquisitorial record that he continued 

his habit of answering questions from private individuals seeking personal consultations. 

These men may well have been unknown to Cecco and asked questions whose answer 

would mark him as a heretic. It seems likely that these anonymous Florentines were 

working for someone. Who did they work for?  iven Villani’s charges against the bishop 

of Aversa as having brought about Cecco’s downfall, charges which seem confirmed by 

the inquisitor’s expense accounts, which record expenses for wine and fruit in order to 

entertain the chancellor immediately before Cecco’s execution
138

, it is quite possible, 

perhaps likely that these witness went to Cecco at the instigation of the bishop of Avera, 

Raimondo de Maussacco.  

In one of the charges we see that Cecco’s vanity came into play: the spy set a trap 

and baited it with vainglory: “if necromancy really works, why haven’t certain princes 

taken over the earth?” Cecco seized on the opportunity for self-promotion without a 

second thought: “because I alone know its secrets.”
139

 In this light, Cecco’s tale has a 

tinge of Greek tragedy. Blinded by pride and seeing only a chance to promote his glory, 
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Cecco failed to consider the possibility that not everyone who sought his advice was 

sincere, but that some were there gathering evidence against him. Failing to notice this, 

Cecco readily gave the responses that Accursio used to burn him.  

Certain passages in Acerba suggest Cecco wrote them while in jail, waiting for 

what he might have known only then was a certain conviction and execution. The 

melancholy that characterizes parts of Books III and IV becomes clear and heart-

wrenching in light of the Inquisitions use of paid informants who pretended to be clients, 

and possibly reveals that he considered himself friends with his betrayers:  

I’ò avuto paura de tre cose: 

d’esser d’animo povero e mendico 

(io so che tu m’entendi senza iose) 

De servire altrui e dispiacere; 

e perdere, per meo deffecto, amico. 

Unde io son richo, quanto al meo vedere 

 

Che ò speso el tempo de mia pocha vita 

In acquistar sciencia et honore 

Et in servir altrui con l’alma mita. 

Non per richeza fra li boni ò loco: 

non val richeza a povertà de core, 

e pocho vale a chi conose pocho. 

 

S’io avesse conoscenza quale io bramo 

De bestii sì como di l’umani, 

non amarai molti che io amo. 

Amore et anche l’odio desface 

La conoscenza con li pensier’ vani, 

fin ch’è nel çorno che speranza tace 

(IV.vii.1-18/4057-4074) 

 

(I was afraid of three things: of being poor and a beggar in spirit [I know you 

understand this without a gloss], of serving others and failing to satisfy, and 

losing, through my own fault, a friend. So I am rich, by my reckoning, 

 

For I have spent the time of my short life in gaining wisdom and honor, and in 

serving others with my tender soul. It is not on account of riches that I have a 

place with the good. Nor do riches overcome poverty of heart, and they are of 

little worth to one who knows little. 
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If I had knowledge of men as I do of animals [of which I boast], I wouldn’t love 

many of those whom I do. Love and hate undo knowledge with their empty 

thoughts, until that day when hope falls silent.) 

 

 

In the tragedy, there is also a moment of grace. Cecco does not bewail his fate but 

accepts it. He does not even renounce his misplaced trust: “non amarai molti che io amo” 

is still in the present tense. Even at this hour, he still loves and still trusts, even if that 

love gives him false hope and undoes his wisdom. For a man who dedicated his life to not 

just learning but also to providing a social service with that knowledge, it is a jarring 

reflection: Cecco sees himself as one who loved not wisely, but too well. 

 

V. The Summer of 1327 

 

We have to ask, why was the Inquisition in Florence out for blood, or did it allow 

itself to be used by someone out for blood, when the Inquisition in Bologna was content 

to simply pocket fines? We have to return to the specific political situation of Florence in 

1327. Before Accursio tried Cecco d’Ascoli, his previous project was pronouncing 

excommunication and heretical status against Castruccio Castracani (tellingly, the same 

man Cecco made his predictions about) and Guido Tarlati, the renegade bishop of Arezzo 

(either Castruccio’s partner in crime, or part of a band-of-brothers, depending on one’s 

allegiance).
140

 These inquisitorial proceedings were held in Florence quite simply 
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because papal agents could not safely enter either Arezzo or Lucca at this time (that is, 

not without a supporting army). Cecco’s trial should not be seen as an isolated case of the 

inquisition prosecuting thought crimes. Rather, the inquisition in these years was 

undergoing profound changes.  

The cycles of violence between Guelphs and Ghibellines across central and 

northern Italy that marked the second half of the thirteenth century and after intensified 

with the removal of the papacy to Avignon and the struggle for the imperial throne 

following the death of Henry VII. The situation in Italy in the early fourteenth century 

can only be described as civil war, as a unified front of Ghibelline signori acting in 

concert with one another to topple pro-papal-Angevin governments through northern and 

central Italy. In northern Italy, the Visconti in Milan aligned with Can Grande in Verona 

and Passerino Buonacolsi in Mantua, working also with the d’Este in Ferrara. In central 

Italy, renegade bishop Guido Tarlati of Arezzo worked in concert Uguccione della 

Faggiuola in Pisa and his captain, Castruccio Castracani, later signore of Lucca. In the 

Marche, Federico di Montefeltro organized resistance, calling upon the Gozzolini in 

Osimo, the Alemanni in Recanati and others. Reading Villani’s chronicle makes it clear 

just how widespread yet intimately connected were the unending cycles of revolts, sieges 

and counterstrikes. The “spirit of  hibellinism” was at its strongest precisely when there 
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was no clear Emperor.
141

 The spirit of Ghibellinism ran wild over Italy and brought about 

a severe response from the papacy. The papal response was literally embodied in papal 

legates a latere, entrusted with enormous authority through central and northern Italy.
142

 

John XXII appointed two papal legates a latere to Italy: Betrand de Poujet, commanded 

the Inquisition and the papal armies in northern Italy, accepting the powers of podestà in 

Bologna in 1325. Cardinal Giovanni Gaetano Orsini was assigned to Tuscany. His role 

and personality, which to my knowledge has not been adequately considered, may be the 

decisive factor in Cecco’s tragedy. Orsini was sent by John XXII to act as a papal regent 

with broad spiritual and temporal powers in an attempt to pacify central Italy and the 

Papal States after John’s first attempts at making peace in Italy met with failure following 

the events at the end of 1325. Crushing twin defeats left the papal-Angevin alliance on 

the verge of total defeat. In September, the Florentine army at Altopascio was annihilated 

by a vastly outnumbered force commanded by Castruccio. In December, a Ghibelline 

coalition led by Passerino Bonacolsi similarly destroyed Bologna’s army at  appolino.
143

 

The armies of the two Guelph strongholds in northern and central Italy lay decimated, 

and the Ghibelline cause now looked forward to the arrival of Ludwig, preparing his 

descent first to Milan to accept the iron crown of Lombardy, and then to Rome to be 

crowned Emperor. 
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Legate Orsini had two main jobs in Florence: the first was to publish a new round 

of excommunications against Castruccio and Tarlati and begin inquisitorial proceedings 

against them, in which Frate Accursio provided the necessary legal proceeding. The 

second was to reorganize Florence’s defense against Castruccio and attempt to reenergize 

a Duke Charles increasingly seen by the pope as enervated. Legate Orsini wielded 

ultimate spiritual authority, legally having papal authority (for his entrance into Siena he 

wore full papal regalia
144

). He also brought with him his family’s eternal rivalry with the 

Colonna family, whom Cecco extols as models of fortitude in Acerba II.vi. After seeing 

to the immediate situation in Florence, Orsini’s next duty was to return to Rome and 

reassert some semblance of papal control. In April 1327, Orsini attempted to enter Rome, 

but a popular uprising had resulted in King Robert’s supporters being driven from the city 

and Sciarra Colonna assuming command as captain of the people.
145

 The city walls were 

shut in Orsini’s face. His subsequent negotiations failed to gain him access to the city, 

and a humiliated Orsini returned to Florence on 21 May 1327. Following Ludwig’s 

coronation as king of Lombardy on 31 May (Guido Tarlati, renegade bishop of Arezzo 

presided over the ceremony), Sciarra Colonna exiled most of the remaining Orsini from 

Rome. On 27 August, the Emperor and Castruccio, the two men about whom Cecco had 

made predictions, set siege to Pisa. Rather than risk open battle with Castruccio, the 

Florentine army retreated inside the walls of Florence.
 
On 30 August, Orsini attempted to 
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enter Rome again, with arms, and failed once more.
146

 On 15 September, Cecco was 

sentenced to death. 

The papal-angevin order in Florence in the summer of 1327 stared into an abyss. 

The emperor prepared his descent to Rome, commanding the allegiance of a well-

organized Ghibelline front that ran from Milan to the Marche. The invincible Castruccio 

loomed larger than life in Lucca. The Colonna family had just barred the gates to the 

papal legate, effectively putting Rome under Ghibelline control. With the old order facing 

an imminent existential danger and in between two public humiliations of Cardinal 

 iovanni Orsini, Cecco d’Ascoli was arrested for heresy. It is not difficult to imagine a 

man of Orsini’s temper (when he finally gained control of Rome, his excesses in 

punishing the Colonna family caused his entire mission to fail
147

) executing a perceived 

enemy without a second thought. In the inquisitor’s expense account, the entry that 

precedes the Chancellor’s visit (see above) is one that indicates a meeting with Orisini 

before he left the city once more.
148

   

An enemy of Cecco could not have found a more ideal time and place to bring 

him to trial. The mechanisms and caprices of power favored it. Orsini was in Florence as 

part of the larger papal response to  hibelline activity in all of Italy: Accursio’s role as 

inquisitor was to provide a thoroughly legal facade to political proceedings against 

Castruccio and Tarlati.  In 1328, Accursio would prove his devotion to John XXII by 

persecuting the Minster General of his order, Michele da Cesena, and the friars who sided 
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with the Emperor.
149

 Further, the persecution of Boniface of Fara made it quite clear that 

opposing the inquisitorial decrees was not an option. If there was ever a time in which a 

secular figure, even a duke, would not have saved an outsider under his protection, it 

would have been the summer of 1327. In short, no one had anything to gain by defending 

Cecco, and anyone who would have tried had something to lose: a further strain in the 

relationship with Avignon in the case of Duke Charles; an almost certain conviction as a 

“fautor hereticorum” for anyone of a lower station. Further, inquisitional procedures 

concerning denunciations made it so that once the process started, it would have been 

difficult to stop.
150

 If there was ever a time to whisper in a powerful ear about the 

excesses of a Colonna-loving astrologer, it would have been the summer of 1327. Either a 

suggestion to Orsini himself that there was a Colonna client in Florence, or a suggestion 

to Accursio that he could curry favor with Orsini by burning such a client could have 

been enough to start Cecco’s end on its irreversible path.  

Favoring this political interpretation, we should return to the sentencing and note 

that the charge contained in §6 deals with the Emperor, whom Cecco predicted would 

enter Rome.
151

 In the charged contained in §7, Cecco confessed to counseling against 

war, that the Florentines could not defeat the Bavarian.
152

 Given that Orsini was in 

Florence precisely to motivate a weak willed Charles, this would have been particularly 

galling. Cecco seemed to have been caught in a perfect storm, at a time in which the 
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papacy used the Inquisition to squash anything resembling anti-papal sentiment, and in a 

particular moment in which the leaders in Florence, Duke Charles, Papal Legate Orsini 

and Inquisitor Accursio Bonfantini, faced the possibility of their ultimate defeat and quite 

possibly their deaths. In this background, a petty court rivalry seems to have encouraged 

someone, probably Raimondo de Maussacco, possibly with the assistance of Dino del 

 arbo (if we credit Villani’s report of the popular rumor) to send informants to Cecco in 

the spring of 1327 to ask questions likely to result in answers that could be framed as 

heretical. Later, in July, when the timing was right, Raimondo delivered his witness to the 

Inquisition.
153

 Following another humiliation at the hands of the Colonna outside the 

gates of Rome, Orsini returned to Florence, enraged with the Colonna family, the 

weakness of Florentine’s military leaders and his inability to effect any change. Meetings 

between Accursio and Orsini, and Accursio and Raimondo, take place following this 

humiliation, and Cecco was very likely the subject. 

In summer 1327, Giovanni Orsini, Duke Charles and Accursio Bonfantini must 

have felt as though the world were poised to collapse upon them. However, this 

precarious situation was not to last long . The abyss that motivated their fears and led to 

horrific juridical excesses disappeared just as it seemed ready to swallow them whole. If 

anything, it was the decent of Ludwig of Bavaria into Italy in 1327 that divided the 

previously united  hibelline lords: Ludwig’s first act was to depose  alleazzo Visconti, 

perhaps his most important supporter, he deeply insulted Can Grande and provoked a 

feud between Castruccio and Guide Tarlati.
154

 Ludwig’s arrogance and refusal to 
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acknowledge political realities resulted in what had been a united Ghibelline front 

reverting back to its nature, that is, a band of distrustful tyrants, all of whom were about 

to exit this world.
155

 In 1328-1329, Castruccio, Guido Tarlati, Sciarra Colonna and 

Galeazzo Visconti all succumbed to illness. Passerino Bonacolsi was assassinated. Can 

Grande died during a feast.
156

  In response, the papacy again shifted policies: the united 

Ghibelline front that struck existential terror in mid-1327 suddenly was no more, 

evanescing like a steam column into the morning air. When the enemy’s cohesion 

decayed, the papacy abandoned the hard-line policy of inquisitorial proceedings and 

turned toward reconciliation and rehabilitation.
157

 The pope authorized the reconciliation 

of the city of Recanati, implicated and placed under interdict during the condemnation of 

the Gozzolini described above, which began on 1 December 1328, even before the 

emperor’s failure was complete. 

 

I would argue that in the end, it seems most likely that Cecco was not executed 

for promoting an alternative view of God, man and the cosmos. He was not executed for 

practicing black magic or because his enemies feared he was in league with the devil. He 
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was not executed for his placing faith in reason and the beginnings of science that was 

feared by a reactive, backwards Church hierarchy. He was executed for the most terrible 

reasons of all, the hatred of petty men who took advantage of a frightening system, the 

political Inquisition which had been conjured by a papacy insistent on stopping at any 

cost what it deemed an existential threat.  
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Chapter 2: Reading Cecco 

 

 

Before we approach Cecco’s texts, there are three major interpretative issues to 

consider. The first is how Cecco read Dante. Dante figures throughout Acerba: where he 

is not explicitly cited or rebuked, his shadow falls on almost every mossa and every 

technical distinction Cecco makes. Before we approach the text, we have to understand 

how Cecco saw the man he set out to correct. Secondly, we have to consider the critical 

tradition of interpreting Acerba. Thirdly, and the issue with which I will conclude this 

chapter, is the status of a Latin commentary that accompanies four of the oldest 

manuscripts of Acerba. For clarity’s sake, to avoid confusion with Cecco’s scholastic 

Latin commentaries, I will refer to the Latin commentary on Acerba as the 

Commento.
158

It has been suggested recently that the Commento was written by Cecco 

himself. Is this the case? Does the Commento represent a near contemporary’s 

interpretation of Acerba, or is it the author’s definitive prose exposition of the text? As I 

consider the Commento in this chapter, dealing with interpretations, rather than the next 
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chapter, which examines Cecco’s writings, I am firmly convinced that the Commento is a 

fourteenth-century interpretation of Acerba, and thus is an interpretative tool rather than 

Cecco’s literal explanation of the text. I will demonstrate why the commentary could not 

have been written by Cecco in this final section of the chapter. 

 

I. Cecco and Dante 

 

First, I will consider some of Cecco’s criticisms of Dante in Acerba for the 

purpose of establishing how Cecco viewed Dante. That is, since Giovanni Quirini 

celebrated Cecco’s execution, the critical tradition has held that Cecco was blindly 

envious of the poet and fomented a venomous dislike of the man. What I will show by 

presenting some of the passages in Acerba where Cecco criticizes Dante is that the tone is 

not that of dismissal (as it is towards Averroes) but rather one of collegial engagement in 

important intellectual distinctions. Cecco disagrees with Dante but Cecco deeply respects 

Dante. The one passage in Acerba where Cecco’s criticism of Dante could seem to reveal 

a deep-seated hatred will be revealed to be Cecco’s consciously fictive response to what 

he considered Dante’s excessively fictive poetic practices. A reconsideration of Cecco’s 

feelings toward Dante will allow a more nuanced response to the question of Cecco’s 

envy. Indeed, I hope to reveal an aspect which has not been sufficiently appreciated by 

critics, that is, the similar views that the two men had of their positions with respect to 

classical culture.  
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A. Cecco reading Dante 

 

As a consciously intended alternative to the Commedia, Acerba is in constant 

dialogue with Dante. At times, it is an explicit condemnation. In Acerba I.ii, II.i, II.xii, 

IV.v, IV.ix Cecco “corrects” Dante’s philosophical and scientific “blunders.” The issue in 

I.ii will be discussed briefly below and at length in Chapter 2. In II.i, Cecco rejects 

Dante’s explanation of Fortuna in Inferno VII as limiting free will—we should note 

Boccaccio and Benvenuto da Imola were also uncomfortable with Dante’s intellectual 

position.
159

 In II.xii, Cecco answers a doubt Dante posed to him, “Ma qui mi scripse, 

dubitando, Dante” (31-48/1439-1456). This passage is fascinating for the implication of a 

correspondence between Cecco and Dante.
 160

 In IV.v, Cecco explains how aerial demons 

can cause storms, and how they can be dispersed by ringing church bells, “le divine tube” 
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(IV.v. 85/3873), rejecting Dante’s “position” in his sonnet Io son stato con Amore 

insieme.
161

 But let us briefly consider one of Cecco’s “attacks” in IV.ix, where he cites 

from Dante’s late canzone Doglia mi reca, and accuses Dante of inconsistency:  

Rare fiate, como disse Danti, 

s’intendi sotil cosa sotto benna. 

Donqua con lor perché tanto milanti?  

(IV.ix.109-112/4397-4399).
 162

 

 

(As Dante said, subtle matters are rarely understood under the veil. Why 

then do you so exaggerate them? [i.e., their intellectual capacities])
163

 

 

This passage stems from an observation that women have imperfectly formed 

intellects: “Non fo in donna mai virtù perfecta” (106/4394), with the Virgin Mary as the 

lone exception.
 164

 Cecco cites Doglia mi reca to charge Dante with inconsistency: in that 

canzone, Dante addresses the need to speak openly with women on account of their 

inability to comprehend “parola oscura.”
 165

 If Dante insists here on the need to 
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condescend to women, Cecco wants to know why Dante then praises women to such an 

extent (con loro ... tanto milanti).
166 

For Cecco, making women intellectual guides is so 

absurd as to be best expressed with a literally non-sensical verb like “millantare,”
167

 a 

term for exaggeration based on the non-sensical number “millanta.”
168

 The focus on 

intellectual incapability explains the following lines, “Maria va cercando per Ravenna / 

chi crede che in donna sia intellecto” (IV.ix.113-114/4401-4402). Dante, believing 

women to be intellectual enlighteners, is “searching Ravenna for Mary,” that is, he is 

trying to find the one woman in all of history with a fully developed intellect among the 

women of everyday life.
169
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Cecco is contemptuous not only of Dante’s view of women, but also of Dante’s 

interaction with them: 

Ne gli altri regno ove andò col Duca 

Fondando li suo’ pie’ nel basso centro, 

là lo condusse la sua fede pocha; 

e suo camin non fece mai ritorno, 

ché ‘l suo disio sempre lui ten dentro: 

de lui mi duol per lo parlar adorno  

(I.ii.61-66/147-152)  

 

(He went with his guide to the other realms placing his feet in the deep 

center [of earth]: his lacking faith led him there and his journey never 

made a return, because his desire always kept him inside. I grieve for him, 

on account of his beautiful style.) 

 

Cecco admires Dante’s poetic talents, but condemns Dante to hell. Or does he? I think 

what we see here is Cecco responding to Dante the character in Inferno, the poetic “io” 

Dante the pilgrim. Cecco discusses what happens in the Commedia: the character Dante 

the pilgrim traverses hell with his guide, Virglio,
170

 and then meets Beatrice (still a 

character) who escorts him through the heavens. I cannot imagine that Cecco goes to 

such pains to distinguish between truth and poetry and then conflates the activity of a 

character with the activity of an actual person. He points out that what Dante writes about 

could not actually happen: a human body, in its material composition, could not pass 

through the heavens and into the Empyrean heaven, whose matter is of a divine 

brilliance. But Cecco is not confusing Dante the pilgrim, the character within the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
imperfectly formed intellects. Once that position is accepted, Cecco draws out what he considers to be the 

logical conclusion, that women cannot be treated as intellectual equals unless divine intervention causes 

them to have a miraculously complete intellect (as in the case of Mary). 
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Commedia, with Dante Alighieri the writer of those claims. Does Cecco respect Dante 

Alighieri, the flesh and blood person? Cecco’s interaction with Dante indicates a 

profound level of respect, even when he disagrees with his positions. In Acerba II.xii, he 

writes of a correspondence over the question of inherited traits and nobility, in which the 

tone of his response is perfectly civil.
171

 In II.i, he submits his position to Dante’s 

judgment “Or pensa, Dante, se pruova nessuna / Si può più fare che queste se vencha.” 

Before Cecco sets forth his own views on love in III.i, he invites Dante to critique it: 

Contra tal decto dico quel ch’io sento, 

formando filosofiche ragioni; 

se Dante poi le solve, io sono contento  

(III.i.70-72/1980-1982) 

 

(Opposing this statement [i.e., the position in Io son stato] I will say that which I 

feel, forming philosophical arguments. I am happy if Dante  can defeat them) 

 

His engagement of Dante as intellectual interlocutor occurs in a completely 

different register than his critiques of “il falso Avaroisse” (I.ii.34.120). Despite his deep 

disagreement with the role of poetry in moral instruction, Cecco treats Dante as a fellow 

intellectual traveler: Cecco critiques Dante’s positions but also invites Dante to critique 

his own. For a man who explicitly links intellectual progress with virtue (the Aristotelian 

summum bonum, contemplation of truth, is both the ethical and intellectual goal of life), 

the respect afforded Dante is inexplicable if Cecco actually objected to Dante as a man. 

In the above passage, Cecco re-imagines Dante’s fiction: in Cecco’s Inferno, Dante and 

Virgilio make it all the way to the bottom, but then Dante gets stuck there and never 

makes it out. Cecco condemns the character, Dante the pilgrim. In his other critiques, 
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Cecco accuses Dante Alighieri of inconsistency in his intellectual positions vis-a-vis 

women (IV.ix) or of holding to a notion of fortune that denies free will (II.i). To 

characterize Cecco’s view of Dante, I would describe it as one of disagreement with an 

esteemed colleague over important intellectual positions, with occasional biting sarcasm 

that cuts to the bone. 

Cecco is mostly critical of Dante’s literary technique: Cecco sees Dante writing 

fiction but constantly blurring the lines between the fable of the narrative and the truth of 

the content. Cecco responds by exposing the narrative for what it is: fiction. On the one 

hand, what Dante describes—a bodily experience of Empyrean heaven
172

—is patently 

false because a terrestrial body cannot “go into” a super-material reality, being a different 

kind of substance: “tal corpo humano non fu mai divino” (I.ii.57/143). On the other, 

Dante’s entire project of claiming to have experienced the divine vision must be 

dismissed as false on the grounds of how it differs from Paul’s actual experience of 

rapture: 

E Paulo che vide ‘l gram secreto 

el qual se tace a l’humana gente, 

ben pò saper perché ciaschum discreto 

de fino al terzo empereo fo ratto, 

lassando ‘l corpo la levata mente, 

mirando el santo rengno como è fatto 

(V.i.13-18/4707-4712)  

 

(But Paul, who saw the great secret, which is not revealed to the human 

race, can indeed know [the nature of the Empyrean] because he was taken 

through each individually until the third Empyrean [heaven], his 
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heightened mind leaving behind the body, seeing how the holy kingdom is 

made.) 

 

Basing an entire intellectual project on mere fable, but fable that is passed off as 

truth, is inexcusable for Cecco. These are the twin poles of Cecco’s attack on Dante. 

Dante’s project demostrates a literary vice in trying to “write truth” within a narratio 

fabulosa. Secondly, there is the conceptual vice where Dante substitutes earthly love (“‘l 

suo disio”) for love of wisdom and love of  od (whose lack is espressed as “la sua fede 

pocha”). A further flaw is that Dante bases his moral instruction on this misdirected love. 

It is this conflation of the erotic with divine which damns Dante’s work in Cecco’s eyes. 

The didactic nature of the Commedia, moreover, results in the possibility of Dante 

contaminating others with this view. Cecco writes to correct precisely Dante’s attempt to 

reach the divine through earthly love. The proper channel for approaching the divine is 

the study of wisdom. Dante’s fiction narrates that he approaches divine wisdom through 

lust, and thus his entire project is damned. So Cecco’s deep disagreement with Dante on 

this point requires that he respond. 

 

B. Invidia 

 

Throughout the centuries, going back to contemporaries like the Venetian 

Giovanni Quirini, the most common charge against Cecco is envy.
173

 Clearly, Cecco feels 

envious toward Dante. We have however to distinguish the kind of envy he experienced. 
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 E.g.,  iovanni Quirini, “al mio parere, / ch’envidia tolse a Cieco bel tacere”, Rime, #108, 16-17.  
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As one of his “unwritten books”,
 174

 George Steiner discusses his interest in writing about 

Cecco—the chapter is appropriately titled “Invidia.” Steiner’s progression through envy 

and its different faces eventually comes to the version felt by Cecco. Steiner first 

imagines what it must have been like to write philosophical poetry as a contemporary of 

Dante: how do you succeed in one field simultaneously with the master? This is the kind 

of envy Salieri felt toward Mozart: the envy of someone who knows that he is inferior. 

From his own experience, he recalls a young physicist berated by Robert Oppenheimer 

for “being so young, and already having achieved so little.” This is how Cecco’s envy 

has traditionally been interpreted: the envy of a jealous poetaster who despairs at Dante’s 

genius.   

When Steiner turns to his own envy, however, he recalls the experience of having 

bested a writer in a poetry competition, only to have that writer (Steiner does not reveal 

the name) return from Stockholm with his Nobel Prize and a single insincere word: 

“sorry.” This is the kind of envy felt by Cecco: the envy experienced by someone who 

believes in his own superiority and thus believes that another has unjustly usurped the 

crown which by rights is his own.
175

 Cecco’s attacks are not those of a man who 

considers himself an intellectual inferior; these are hardly the critiques of a man 

shuddering before greatness. The envy he felt was not that of a mediocrity gazing upon 

genius. He is not Salieri awestruck before the voice of God incarnate. What emerges from 

Acerba is a frustration that Dante’s poetic talent ensured that his voice would receive 
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 George Steiner, "My Unwritten Books," (New York: New Directions Books, 2008), "Invidia", 33-70. 
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 One can only wonder what Cecco felt when Dante was invited to respond ex cathedra to the quaestio de 

aqua et terra: even if only for a day, Dante was given the privilege of a university professor, a privilege 

that he had not earned in the traditional manner. 
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praise, with the result that his intellectual viewpoints, even if flawed, would be accepted 

by the public. Ironically, it was in this intuition that the astrologer was entirely accurate. 

Seeing Fortuna as the terrestrial intelligence who works via necessity is hardly an 

orthodox ideological viewpoint. In fact, the opposite is true. Cecco is far from the only 

reader whose eyebrows are raised by Inferno VII. The early commentators are extremely 

uneasy with Dante’s position. Boccaccio treats the passage with kid gloves.
176

 Over time, 

Dante’s shocking stance has come to be regarded as serene. Cecco foresaw this, partially 

I think because he himself was so seduced by Dante’s poetic skill. 

If we want a contemporary example, let us think of this: Cecco’s envy is the anger 

that flairs up in many scientists when they field questions about genetics raised by a 

student who has read Michael Crichton, or the art historian trying to teach Leonardo da 

Vinci to a class that arrives via Dan Brown. This is the kind of anger and frustration 

Cecco felt. His is the envy and anger of an elite intellectual who feels that truth has fallen 

victim to style, the anger of one who now equates his perceived slights with slights to 

truth itself. He cannot save the world if he only reaches scholars in Latin treatises at the 

university. He sees Dante’s popularity spreading every day, and he sees the limitations of 

lecturing in Latin to a narrow selection of university elite.  Cecco is an academic 

Cassandra: he has the answers but the world will not receive them. He has to take his 
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 “Necessità la fa esser veloce: E in queste parole vuole intendere l'autore i movimenti di questa ministra 

continui essere di necessità: le quali parole, non bene intese, potrebbon generare errore, il quale con la 

grazia di Dio si torrà via qui appresso, dove, esplicato il testo a questa ministra pertenente, dimosterrò 

quello che intendo essere questa Fortuna.”(And with these words the author means the movements of this 

minister are continuous by necessity. These words, if misunderstood, could cause an error, which, by the 

grace of God, will be removed shortly, when I explicate the text pertaining to this minister and show what I 

understand this figure “Fortune” to be.) Giovanni Boccaccio, "Esposizioni sopra la Comedia di Dante," in 

Tutte le opere di Giovanni Boccaccio, ed. Vittore Branca (Milano: Mondadori, 1964), ad loc.  
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message to a broader audience. Therefore, he has to confront Dante on Dante’s own field: 

vernacular poetry.
177

 

  

C.  Ptolemy and Vergil 

 

I would like to return briefly to Accursio’s condemnation of Cecco and Sphera. If 

we look closely at the charges of necromancy, Cecco makes an interesting claim for his 

status as an astrologer:  

 Ancora disse et confessò che fu interrogato da un certo Fiorentino et rispose che 

credeva esser vere quelle cose, che si contengono nell’Arte Magica o 

Negromantia et replicando il Medesimo fiorentino che, se fusse vero, i Principi e 

Potenti Huomini del Mondo acquisterebbono tutto il Mondo et esso rispose et 

disse che non l’acqistono, perchè non sono in tutto il Mondo tre Astrologi, che si 

sappino servire bene di quell’Arte, et questo disse havere detto per sè medesimo, 

perchè fece più in quell’Arte Astrologica che alcuno altro, che fusse stato da 

Tolomeo in qua.  

 

(Still more: he said and admitted that he was questioned by a certain Florentine 

and he answered him that he [Cecco] believed in those things which are taught in 

Black Magic or Necromancy. When the same Florentine replied that, if this were 

true, the rich and powerful of the world would have taken over the entire world, 

he [Cecco] replied, saying that they do not take over because in the world there 

are three astrologers that really know how to use that practice, and he said that in 

saying this he referred to himself, because he had done more in the astrological art 

than anyone else from Ptolemy until now.
178

) 
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 Cfr Acerba II.xix.37-42/1903-1908: “Or queste donne triste qui le lasso,/ Intendo di seguire altro camino 

/ Da questa riva, con più dolcie passo: / Di certi animali e pietre far semglie, / Parlando in questa parte più 

latino, / ché la comuna giente qui se sveglie” (Now I will leave these sad women [the vices] here, I intend 

to follow a different path from this riverbank, with a sweter step, and make similes with certain animals and 

stones, speaking in this part more plainly, so that the common people here awaken).  
178

 Beccaria, "Le redazioni in volgare della sentenza di Frate Accursio contro maestro Cecco d'Ascoli," 18-

19. 
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First, it seems Cecco’s pride is what Accursio finds galling. The belief in 

demonology is passed over without comment. However, Cecco’s comparison of himself 

to Ptolemy should instantly call to mind  Dante’s posturing vis-a-vis Vergil. Given that 

Accursio was a Dante exegete, one has to wonder if he thought the same thing. Both men 

compare themselves not to the best of their own age but to the heights of classical culture. 

Dante does not artlessly say he is greater than any poet since Vergil; rather he directs the 

reader to draw that inference.
179

 We have to note that this is not a unique occurrence of 

Cecco being compared to Ptolemy. In a sonnet he addressed to Cecco, Cino da Pistoia 

made the same comparison: 

Cecco, i’ ti prego per virtù di quella 

ch’è de la mente tua pennello e guida 

che tu corri per me di stella ‘n stella 

del cielo, di cui sai ciascuna rida. 

 

E di’ chi m’assicura et chi mi sfida, 

e qual per me è laida et qual è bella, 

poi che rimedio la mia scampa grida, 

per qual da loro iudicio s’appella; 

 

e se m’è buono di gire a quella petra 

ov’è fondato ‘l gran tempio di Giove, 

o star lungo ‘l bel fiore, o gire altrove; 

 

o se cessar dè la tempesta tetra 

che sovra ‘l genital mio terren piove. 

Dimmelo, o Ptolomeo, che ‘l vero trove.
180

 

 

(Cecco, you know each passage of the heavens, I ask you that you race 

through the stars for me and with that power which is the pen and guide of 

your mind.  
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 Also, we acknowledge Dante as having been correct. 
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 Gianfranco Contini, Poeti del Duecento, 2 vols., La Letteratura italiana storia e testi,  (Milano: Riccardo 

Ricciardi, 1960), XL. 
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And tell me, who will keep me safe and who will threaten me, and which 

for me is filthy and which is beautiful, and then which remedy calls out 

my flight, and which of them judgment calls upon,  

 

and if it is good to turn to that rock where the great temple of Jupiter was 

founded, or to stay along the beautiful flower, or to go elsewhere,  

 

or if the  dark storm that rains upon my homeland must cease. Tell me, 

Ptolemy, you who find the truth) 

 

Space does not allow for a consideration of the text with respect to potential 

biographical indications.
181

 What is important is the exchange between Cino and Cecco 

that tropes on classical motifs. Cecco receives the comparison to Ptolemy gratefully and 

is just as at home speaking of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. If we take this a step 

further, we should consider, as Filippini did, the question of Cecco and Giovanni del 

Virgilio corresponding with Dante at the same time. Rather than reading Cecco as an 

outlier with odd astrological critiques of Dante, we should accommodate our view of 

Bologna in the late 1310’s to allow for a different kind of classicism than  iovanni del 

Virgilio’s, a classicism that embraces Hellenistic science.  

But this observation about Cecco’s positioning of himself as the modern Ptolemy 

raises another point: the difference between condemning a literary text and a work of 

philosophy or science. I will make the point repeatedly throughout this dissertation that 

Cecco’s views are hardly more heterodox than Dante’s, and in some places (such as the 
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 Filippini and Giansante date it to 1325,  "Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna (con nuovi documenti)," 11-15; 

Giansante, "La condanna di Cecco d'Ascoli: fra astrologia e pauperismo," 195. Antonelli compares the 

rhyme scheme in the exchange to that in some of Petarch’s sonnets and gives a much earlier date (1303-

1306), Roberto Antonelli, "Cecco, il suo contesto poetico e le sue modalità di scrittura: i sonnetti," in Cecco 

d'Ascoli: Cultura, scienza e politica nell'Italia del trecento: Atti del convegno di studio svoltosi in 

occasione della XVII edizione del Premio internazionale Ascoli Piceno (Ascoli Piceno, Palazzo dei 

Capitani, 2-3 dicembre 2005), ed. Antonio Rigon (Roma: Istituto storico italiano per il medio evo, 2007), 

23. 
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role of fortune), possibly less so. If I am right, we might ask the question, “why did the 

Inquisition burn Cecco and largely ignore Dante?” If we want to pursue this line of 

inquiry, we should consider the relative importance the papacy and its inquisition placed 

on philosophical works and compare it to the lack of interest it demonstrates towards 

literature. We should note that Accursio goes over Sphera in what seems to be minute 

detail,
182

 but his inclusion of Acerba is almost an afterthought: 

(E)t un certo altro libretto Vulgare Intitolato acerba, il nome del quale 

esplica benissimo il fatto, auuenga che non contenga in se maturità o 

Dolcezza alcuna Catolica, ma ui habbiamo trouato molte acerbità 

Heretiche et principalmente quando include molte cose che si appar 

tengono alle uirtù et costumi, che reduce ogni cosa alle stelle come in 

causa.
183

 

(And a certain other little book in the vernacular entitled, Acerba –the 

name of which explains the matter perfectly, being that it contains nothing 

of maturity or any Catholic sweetness, but we found in it many heretical 

immaturities –principally where it includes many things pertaining to 

virtues and actions, which traces everything back to the stars as their 

cause.) 

 

Accursio’s description of the text is extremely generic, saying only that it is 

heretical in its accounts of virtues, actions and astral causation. Indeed, in the course of 

the entire sentence, Acerba is nothing more than a rhetorical flourish.
184

 The specific 

charges are all levied against Sphera. With comparison to Dante, we might remember 

that only the Monarchia was condemned as heretical: the Monarchia, a Latin treatise of 

political theory was burned by Bertrand de Poujet in Bologna in 1329,
 
not the Commedia, 
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 Although, give some of the blatant inaccuracies, Accursio was either careless or read with extreme 

prejudice. More probably, he did both. 
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 Beccaria, "Le redazioni in volgare della sentenza di Frate Accursio contro maestro Cecco d'Ascoli," 28. 
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 Cfr. Peri (Pflaum), "L'Acerbà di Cecco d'Ascoli. Saggio d'interpretazione," 179. 
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no matter how many popes populated hell and the corruption attributed to the current 

church.
185

 This matter requires a much deeper investigation than what can be provided 

here. Did the poetic form and classical content of the Commedia provide a sort of 

prophylaxis?
186

 A quick look at inquisitorial practice in the case of heresy and 

intellectuals seems to suggest that it did. The matter deserves thorough research with 

respect to official censure and inquisitorial proceedings. But let us note that in Cecco’s 

case the poetic, vernacular Acerba was appended as for effect. For Dante, the Monarchia 

was burned, the Commedia was not. If we refer again to the condemnations of Paris in 

1277 which set rigid boundaries, we must note that two works were explicitly banned. 

The first was Andreas Capellanus’ De amore and the second was a treatise on geomancy 

with an incipit Estimaverunt indi.
187

 The banning of Capellanus’ work seems to fit this 

paradigm: whether we read the text as possessing “ironic” intent or not,
188

 formally the 

text is a scholastic treatise. Vernacular romances, such as the prose Lancelot, are left 

untouched. 
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 For the possibilities Dante could have faced before the Inquistion, see  Simonelli, "L'Inquisizione e 

Dante: alcune osservazioni."  
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 For the way that the poeta/theologus dichomtomy in the Commedia’s reception worked to protect the 

poem from the charge of heresy, see Teodolinda Barolini, The Undivine Comedy, p. 6; on fictional tropes as 

prophylaxis, see Barolini, Dante and the Origins of Italian Literary Origins, p. 3. 
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 Edward Grant, ed. A Source Book in Medieval Science (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 

1974). 
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 The only interpretation I have read which is able to explain the work as a whole is that of Michael 

Cherniss, who sees the text as a parody of literary genres, that is, both the content of courtly romances and 

the form of scholastic treatises. Michael D. Cherniss, "The Literary Comedy of Andreas Capellanus," 

Modern Philology 72, no. 3  (1975). As Cherniss points out, if Andreas intended his text to be ready 

ironically as a condemnation of fin amor, it is certainly perplexing (ironic, actually) that it was banned by 

an educated cleric (Etienne Tempier) who would have been a paradigmatic representative of Andreas’ 

intended audience. 
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Cecco wrote Acerba to refute what he considered Dante’s flawed philosophy. 

Cecco recognized Dante’s purpose in writing the Commedia: nothing short of salvation, 

both of the individual in the afterlife and of human society on earth. He quite clearly sees 

Dante’s commitment to earthly justice and is no less committed to it: Book II is devoted 

to virtue and vice, tied at every step to examples taken from contemporary political life. 

Cecco wrote his text with the same purpose as Dante: to provide an ethical guide to living 

in this world that would lead to both secular peace and eternal salvation. His text is 

written to accomplish Dante’s task without including what he considered its gross poetic 

fictions or its deficient science. He wrote Acerba to correct the Comedy. 

Acerba, then, is intended as an ethical guidebook that explains the nature of the 

cosmos, the nature of humanity and proceeds to instruct the reader in the ways of 

wisdom, so that the reader can live a life of virtue and by following wisdom and virtue, 

find God. This is not just a miscellany of medieval learning or a point by point refutation 

of Dante’s work. Acerba presents a coherent view of the cosmos, man, and divinity in 

which metaphysics, natural philosophy, ethics and theology are interrelated. The key to 

the cosmos and life is what we may call Cecco’s “applied astrology”: a conception of 

astral influence and angelic intelligence that permeates the cosmos and links the human 

with the divine. Astrology is not just “fortune telling” for Cecco: it is the causal 

explanation for why things are the way they are. In a sense, it is the “ rand Unifying 

Theorem,” an explanation capable of bridging the gaps between the divine and the 

human, between corporeal and incorporeal realities, between sense and intellect. Book I 

explains the cosmos, Book II man and the paths of virtue and vice. Book III begins with 

Cecco’s exposition of love, not carnal love but the pure philosophical love of wisdom. 
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His beloved will be Sapienza, divine wisdom itself in pure, unadulterated allegory. It is 

wisdom which makes man blessed (“che fa beato l’omo,” III.iii.38) not the love of an 

earthly woman, and this is central to Cecco’s message. Book IV is a series of questions, a 

genre of medieval scholasticism; in fact, the series of thematically disjointed questions in 

Book IV conjures the atmosphere of a quodlibetal disputation.
189

 In this book, Cecco uses 

the synthesized doctrines expounded in Books I and II in order to respond freely to 

random questions about nature, e.g., “Why do animals sweat in the sun if the sun isn’t 

humid?” (IV.ii.34-36/3432-3234); “why do peasants cut wood during the full 

moon?”IV.ii.79-80/3477-3478). This book is the “confirmation” of Cecco’s system—as 

the confirmation of any scientific system is its explanatory power outside of the 

laboratory.  

Book V, which Cecco had only barely begun, was intended as Cecco’s treatise on 

theology. It would have been the full expression of Cecco’s idea of divinity and our 

possibility of reaching it. We would have had Cecco’s complete alternative to the vision 
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 “Questions” literature begins with an authoritative text, such as Aristotle’s Physics or  alen’s Ars 

Medica, and then asks a series of questions which arise from the content. For each question, pro and contra 

views are considered, objections to each are raised, and finally a judgment is rendered. This is the form in 

nuce in Peter Abelard’s Sic et non and the structure behind Thomas Aquinas’s Summae.  This represents 

what actually occurred in the medieval classrooms, the disputatio: in a format somewhat similar to 

contemporary practice in law seminars, a master would select students to respond pro and contra various 

propositions. After the students and other masters argued the merits and failings of the various viewpoints, 

the presiding master would offer a determinatio, a final response. Quodlibetal questions (disputatiode 

quodlibet) were held once or twice a year (often at Advent and Lent). In these public intellectual sparring 

matches, the master had to respond to any question asked of him, on any topic, by anyone at all (these were 

open to the public). See Edward Grant, The Foundations of Modern Science in the Middle Ages 

(Cambridge, England; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 39-43, 127-31. 
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of the Commedia.  Instead, the works ends abruptly, presumably because of Cecco’s 

execution.
190

  “Qui finisce l’opera, perché a questo punto il Maestro è morto.” 

 

II. Reading Cecco 

 

 Beyond the difficulty of the text itself (indeed, partially because of it) another 

factor which limits interpretation of Acerba is the lack of critical scholarship.  We have 

an anonymous fourteenth-century Latin commentary extending only to Book II, chapter 

ii, which was translated into Italian in the late fifteen century and was printed in every 

sixteenth century edition.
191

 This commentary is the single work of pre-century 

nineteenth century criticism. In 1820, Acerba was printed for the first time since 1550.
192

 

Late nineteenth-century interest in Cecco resulted in the first critical responses to the text 

in five hundred years. In 1879, Felice Bariola wrote two outstanding essays on Cecco and 
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 There is nothing to indicate whether Cecco stopped work because he was arrested or if he was allowed 

to continue writing from his jail cell. Cecco repeatedly speaks of his fault for having spoken too much and 

trusted people he shouldn’t have.  These remarks could refer to either his first or second trial, however.  
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 On the commentary, see the fundamental essay by Peri (Pflaum), "L'Acerbà di Cecco d'Ascoli. Saggio 

d'interpretazione." The question was addressed in papers read by Emidio Censori and Basilio Censori at the 

“Primo Convegno di Studi su Cecco d’Ascoli,” a conference held at Ascoli-Piceno in 1969, the 

septecentanary of Cecco’s birth. Emidio Vittori, "Per un'edizione critica dell'Acerba," in Atti del I 

Convegno di studi su Cecco d'Ascoli: Ascoli Piceno, Palazzo dei Congressi, 23-24 novembre  1969, ed. B. 

Censori (Firenze: Giunt-Barbera, 1976); Basilio Censori, "Il Commento latino dell'Acerba," ibid. (Giunti-

Barbèra). Their papers indicated a forthcoming critical edition of the commentary which to my knowledge 

has not been published. One of the critical nodes is authorship and the question of whether Cecco himself 

wrote the commentary. Answering in the affirmative is Claudio Ciociola, "L'autoesegesi di Cecco 

d'Ascoli," in L' autocommento: atti del XVIII Convegno Interuniversitario, ed. Gianfelice Peron (Padova: 

Esedra, 1994). Marco Albertazzi edited the Latin commentary on the basis of the fourteenth century 

manuscripts which contain it, and published it as well as the Italian translation with in his edition of 

L'Acerba [Acerba etas]. 
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 Cecco d'Ascoli, L'acerba (Venice: Francesco Andreola, 1820). 
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Acerba which remain the starting point for modern studi stabiliani.
193

 Few critics 

combine his fine attention to detail (both paleographical and humanistic) and his 

moderation in interpreting a very fragmented record. A generation later, Giuseppe 

Castelli
194

 and Vicenzo Paoletti
195

 wrote book-length treatments of Cecco, mostly 

focused on biographical questions, but offering some interpretation of Acerba. In general, 

Paoletti exercises greater critical restraint. The majority of subsequent critical work has 

focused on Cecco’s biography. This fact is somewhat bizarre. Critics have rightly noted 

the importance of arriving at a critical edition of Acerba before any definitive 

interpretations can be made, but they have then focused on an even more fragmented 

historical record. 

Cecco appears in only a handful of archival documents. To my knowledge, all 

known documents containing references to Cecco have been published. We have a few 

possible thirteenth-century references to Cecco’s family in Ascoli,
196

 a more likely first 

reference (though not universally accepted) to Cecco in 1297,
197

 three records from 

Cecco’s time at Bologna,
198

 a brief paragraph in Charles of Calabria’s expense 
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 Bariola, "Cecco d'Ascoli e L'acerba, parte prima."; "Cecco d'Ascoli e L'acerba, parte seconda," Rivista 

Europea XVI (1879). 
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 Castelli, La vita e le opere di Cecco d'Ascoli. 
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 Paoletti, Cecco d'Ascoli: saggio critico. 
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 Bartocci, "La famiglia Stabili, secondo i documenti ascolani e fermani." Bartocci’s interpretations of his 

findings have not met with general acceptance. 
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 Paoletti, Il più antico documento autentico su Cecco d'Ascoli. 
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 Colini-Baldeschi, "Per la biografia di Cecco d'Ascoli."; Filippini, "Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna (con nuovi 

documenti)." 
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accounts,
199

 the Inquisitor’s expense accounts in Florence,
200

 and the account of his 

trial.
201

 These few historical bits fill up the greater part of a few books and several 

essays.
202

 No book-length treatment of Acerba exists in any language. Cecco’s bestiary 

and lapidary have drawn some critical attention,
203

 as has Book I, almost as a by-product 

of attention directed at establishing a critical text.
204

 

Interest in Cecco ebbed and flowed throughout the twentieth century, In the wake 

of Paoletti and Castelli’s books, some attempts at interpreting Acerba appeared, most 

following the cycles of hyperactive praise for Cecco or unjustifiably critical responses.
205

 

Some of the most important essays from this early period of studi stabliani
206

 were 

collected and published by Marco Albertazzi, including Bariola’s two essays from 1879, 
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 Printed in L'acerba, 33-34. 
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 Davidsohn, "Un libro di entrate e spese dell'inquisitore fiorentino (1322-1329)." 
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 Beccaria, "Le redazioni in volgare della sentenza di Frate Accursio contro maestro Cecco d'Ascoli." 
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 Castelli, La vita e le opere di Cecco d'Ascoli; Paoletti, Cecco d'Ascoli: saggio critico; Giuseppe Castelli, 

Ancora Cecco d'Ascoli e Dante; un processo che dura da 580 anni (Soc. Ed. Dante Alighieri, 1904); 

Thorndike, "Relations of the Inquisition to Peter of Abano and Cecco d'Ascoli."; "More Light on Cecco 

d'Ascoli."; Giansante, "Cecco d'Ascoli. Il destino dell'astrologo."; Antonelli, "Nuovi sondaggi d'archivio su 

Cecco d'Ascoli a Bologna."; Giansante, "La condanna di Cecco d'Ascoli: fra astrologia e pauperismo." 
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 John Pierrepont Rice, "A Critical Edition of the Bestiary and Lapidary from the 'Acerba' of Cecco 

d'Ascoli" (Ph.D., Yale University, 1909); Francesco Zambon, "Gli animali simbolici dell'"Acerba"," 

Medioevo Romanzo I (1974). 
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 Peri (Pflaum), "L'Acerbà di Cecco d'Ascoli. Saggio d'interpretazione."; Censori, "Il Commento latino 

dell'Acerba."; Emidio Vittori, "Per un'edizione critica dell'Acerba," ibid., ed. B. Censori (Firenze: Giunt-
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 Domenico Guerri, ""La disputa di Dante Alighieri con Cecco d'Ascoli sulla nobiltà"," Giornale storico 

della letteratura italiana 66, no. 196  (1915); Achille Crespi, "La dottrina d'amore nell' "Acerba" di Cecco 

d'Ascoli (10. IV. 1928)," ibid.93, no. 279  (1929); Castelli, Ancora Cecco d'Ascoli e Dante; un processo 
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Pflaum’s essay concerning the commentary and  ambon’s more recent work (1969) 

concerning the sources for Cecco’s bestiary.
207

 In 1969, for the seven hundredth 

anniversary of what may very well have been Cecco’s birth, a conference was held at 

Ascoli Piceno whose published proceedings are indispensable for approaching Cecco and 

Acerba.
208

 Two more conferences held at Ascoli Piceno produced essay collections vital 

to interpreting the man and his work,
209

 and understanding the cultural context of the 

Inquisition in these years.
210

 Beyond this are the historical considerations cited in the 

previous chapter. 

For the six hundredth anniversary of his death, Achille Crespi published an 

edition of Acerba with a commentary. Crespi’s work should be praised for its daring, in 

simply attempting to interpret a text from which others shied away. Crespi’s edition is 

beset by several issues, the first being his inconsistent and undocumented method for 

arriving at readings that deviate from his manuscript, Florence Laurenziano Pluteo 

40.52.
211

 The other is his lack of expertise in medieval science. Nevertheless, his 

commentary, conveniently printed as footnotes, makes his edition by far the most user-

friendly. Also, he consistently ties Acerba to both Cecco’s Latin works and to other texts, 
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 Marco Albertazzi, Studi stabiliani: raccolta di interventi editi su Cecco d'Ascoli (La finestra, 2002). 
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Cecco d'Ascoli, ed. Basilio Censori (Firenze: Giunti-Barbera, 1976). 
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such as Albertus Magnus’ De animalibus and Pliny’s Natural Histories.
212

 This edition 

was reprinted as a handy paperback in 2011 by La Vita Felice, making it also the most 

available.  

In 2002, Marco Albertazzi printed the first critical edition. His edition is based on 

Paris Bibliothèque Nationale Fonds it. 579, corrected with several fourteenth century 

manuscripts. His edition does not collate PL40.52, which had been the manuscript for 

both Rosario and Crespi’s editions. In response, Ida  iovanna Rao and  iordana Mariani 

Canova printed a facsimile edition of PL40.52 in 2006.
 213

  

 

 

III. The Latin Commentary 

 

A Latin commentary accompanies four of the oldest manuscripts: Paris 

Bibliothèque Nationale Fonds it. 579, Milan Biblioteca Ambrosiania V 13 sup., Florence 

Biblioteca Meiceo-Laurenziana Ashburnhamiano 370 and Oxford Taylor Institution 

Arch. 1 and 8 (in Albertazzi’s edition, P, M, F, Ot, respectively).
214

 A translation of this 

commentary into Italian is included with all of the sixteenth century printings of Acerba. 

Curiously, for a text whose inscrutability is perhaps its most defining feature, the 

Commento was largely ignored until Henri Pflaum signaled its importance in one of the 
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 Crespi’s reliance on Albertus Magnus and Pliny is excessive, but it is the starting point for discussing 
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best essays written on the Acerba.
215

 The commentary is noteworthy first for its age: all 

four manuscripts containing it date to the 14
th

 century.
216

  

Its most striking feature perhaps is its author’s familiarity with Cecco’s difficult 

language. That is, both the peculiar hybrid vernacular Cecco uses and his often obscure 

manner of exposition seem to be understood quite readily by the interpreter.
217

 The author 

not only cites Cecco’s Latin works (Sphera, De principiis) but also cites the same 

relevant passages from Aristotle which Cecco himself used to explain specific doctrines, 

implying an extreme degree of familiarity with Cecco’s works.
218

 This familiarity, 

combined with his knowledge of medieval astrology and the facility he demonstrates with 

Cecco’s language, has led some to conclude that the author is a student, colleague,
 219

  

fellow-citizen,
 220

  or even Cecco himself.
 221
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 Peri (Pflaum), "L'Acerbà di Cecco d'Ascoli. Saggio d'interpretazione." To escape racial laws, Pflaum 

published under the name “Peri.” Beyond his recognition of the importance of the commentary for both 

philological and interpretative issues, Peri also rejects the absurd interpretations of the title of Acerba (i.e., 

“La Cerva” referring to hidden knowledge or secret initiates): “Che l’inquisitore, dopo di aver lungamente 
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 That is, at I.i.37 he cites the same passage from Physics (“Quia homo generat hominem ex materia et 

Sol, secundum Philosophum, et omnia que sunt in mundi inferiori vivunt ex gratia Solis,” Commento 

latino,  citing Physics II.ii.194b13) that Cecco cites in De principiis. 
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 Censori, "Il Commento latino dell'Acerba," 117. Censori denies Cecco’s authorship of the commentary 

on the following grounds: the commentator refers to Cecco at times simply as “magister,” On its own this 

title seems an honorific  title that Cecco would not have used for himself unless he wanted to hide his 

authorship of the commentary For Censori, this usage suggests that Cecco did not write the commentary, as 

it would demonstrate Cecco employing a level of prudence far beyond his norm. 
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However, the suggestion that the author understands Cecco’s language must be 

kept on a tight leash otherwise it becomes circular: How do we know the interpreter 

understands Cecco’s linguistic intent? Because he is able to make sense of the language 

employed. But how do we know his interpretation of the text is correct? Because the 

author understands Cecco’s enigmatic language. Although the commentator has a solid 

grasp of the material presented, there are occasions where his treatment of a particular 

point is lacking.
222

 More importantly, the commentator general inability to notice clear 

verbal or thematic echoes of Dante’s works is completely at odds with Cecco’s usually 

procedure in writings commentaries, which tends toward being overly digressive and 

associative. As a result, my suggestion is that we can confidently deny authorship of the 

commentary to Cecco. I think Censori’s suggestion of a family member has merit and 

would fit these characteristics.  

The commentator’s mishandling of the text is important in light of the suggestion 

that Cecco commented on his own work, in the style of Francesco Barberino’s 

Documenta amoris, as Claudio Ciociola has suggested.
223

 If Cecco wrote the 

commentary, then our interpretative work has a sorely needed guided to help us through 

the first book. However, we can absolutely rule out Cecco as author of the commentary, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the case with Acerba. He considers Cecco himself as author, but demurs, finally leaving the issue for one 

with a deeper knowledge of medieval science. 
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and most likely rule out anyone close enough to Cecco to whom Cecco would have 

explained his textual references.  Unlike Cecco, the commentator was not deeply versed 

in Italian lyric. In support of this assertion, I submit the commentator’s limited ability to 

notice references to content in the Commedia and in lyric poetry, paired with his deaf ear 

to textual echoes in the same texts. He only notices an implicit reference to Dante once: 

when Cecco asserts that death does not extinguish love (I.i.33-38) the commentator 

recognizes that he is attacking Dante’s position in his sonnet Io son stato con amore 

insieme (or rather, Cecco’s interpretation of it
224

  

However, this single gloss does not demonstrate a familiarity with Dante’s sonnet: 

the commentator recognizes the same argument that Cecco uses later against Dante when 

he explicitly cites Io son stato (III.i.67/1977). The commentator does not notice the clear 

echoes of Oltra la spera che più larga gira at I.i.1 and I.ii.49/135. Cecco signals his 

engagement with that text both verbally, “Ultra non siegue più la nostra luce” (I.i.1), 

“Oltra quel cielo non è quallitate” (I.ii.49/135) and thematically: in both places Cecco 

discusses the limits of human sense and understanding in clear counter distinction to the 

literally transgressive claims in that sonnet.
225

 Oltra la spera is a precursor to Dante’s 

journey in Paradiso. In this sonnet, Dante recounts that after the death of Beatrice, a 

single sigh from his heart is drawn up to the Empyrean heaven by a new power of 

intelligence that has been placed in his heart by love. Cecco’s response in both I.i.1-6 and 

I.ii.49-54/135-140 is to reject the idea that we have the capacity to sense or understand 
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 “Que persona, si moriatur, non tollitur ab ymaginatione dilligentis, existentibus illis causis quas in libro 
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things “beyond” the material cosmos. The commentator fails to notice this in either case. 

I argue that the suggestion that Cecco wrote his own commentary should be abandoned at 

the first gloss which does not recognize the dantean intertext. The rejection of Dante’s 

transreality
226

 journey is a theme throughout Acerba I.i and I.ii. Cecco’s explicit 

condemnation of Dante in I.ii.55-60/141-146) is based precisely on Dante’s claims at 

having traversed the primum mobile and gone bodily into the Empyrean. Why would 

Cecco have even bothered to write a commentary if he would not use it as an opportunity 

to clearly express his disagreement with Dante? 

Beyond the poetic limitations of the commentator, we should also note that the 

commentator shows a familiarity with Cecco’s Latin works as well as a familiarity with 

technical scholastic vocabulary, but introduces what should have been an obvious error to 

anyone with Cecco’s education. At I.i.1-6, the commentator glosses “abito exstremo” 

correctly as “habitus rationis” but incorrectly makes it the antecedent of a relative 

pronoun that completely alters the sense of the mossa.  This misreading results in a gloss 

that presents a highly idiosyncratic view of the human soul and its capacities which is 

completely at odds with everything else that Cecco wrote.   These characteristics suggest 

the author had a familiarity with technical vocabulary but lacked real proficiency in 

natural science.  

The commentator’s limited grasp of natural philosophy and his lack of familiarity 

with Dante’s work, beyond explicit citation, absolutely rule out Cecco as a possible 
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 “Transreality” because crossing from the primum mobile ( a physical sphere part of ordinary corporeal 

creation) into the Empyrean heaven implies “changing” modes of reality: the “matter” is different, the 

“light” is different, is literally super-natural as the laws of nature only begin to apply at the edge of the 

primum mobile. See p. 118. 
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author. Thus, it does not reveal authorial intention. It is, however, immensely useful as an 

interpretive tool. As noted by Censori, in terms of natural science and astrology it is a 

superior gloss to Crespi’s. And though the commentator makes a few errors in natural 

philosophy that indicate less competence than Cecco, on the whole it is extremely 

helpful. We just have to keep in mind that it is not the author’s prose exposition of 

Acerba. 
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Chapter 3: The Aquifers of Heresy 

 

 

 

 

 

“Devo pensarci su. Forse dovrò leggere altri libri.” 

“Come mai? Per sapere cosa dice un libro ne dovete leggere altri 

libri?” 

“Talora si può fare così. Spesso un libro innocuo è come un seme, 

che fiorirà in un libro pericoloso, o all’inverso è il frutto di una 

radice amara.“ 

 

Umberto Eco, Il nome della rosa 

 

  

My interpretation of Acerba will incorporate, wherever possible, Cecco’s 

scholastic works in Latin. His Latin works consist of two commentaries, on John of 

Sacrobosco’s Tractatus de sphera and Al-Qabisi’s Introduction to Astrology,
 
as well as a 

minor treatise De excentricis et epiciclis (On Eccentrics and Epicycles). Whenever 

possible I will attempt to find passages in these works that relate to Acerba.   

First, a word about commentaries and their role within the medieval university.
227

 

A typical course in a studium generale, the closest medieval equivalent of an 

undergraduate college, consisted of a lecturer presenting a canonical text, such as 
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 For an introduction to the medieval university, see  Grant, The Foundations of Modern Science in the 

Middle Ages, 33-53. Pedersen, The First Universities: Studium Generale and the Origins of University 

Education in Europe. 
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Aristotle’s De anima or Physica. The texts were selected by the university’s governing 

bodies, not by the individual lecturer. In the individual lessons, the lecturer explained a 

portion of the text in detail. The preserved commentaries are lecture notes put into 

circulation, and their contents are as varied as the individual lecturer’s intellectual 

interests. An important point to note is that these texts would typically be developed over 

the course of an academic career, as lecture notes are today, as new illustrations or 

contemporary references worked their way into the text. We cannot think of Cecco’s texts 

as having been produced in the manner of a modern academic monograph, that is, the 

intellectual output of a single concentrated effort in a narrowly delimited period of time.  

Historical references in all three of Cecco’s Latin works indicate that he continued 

to revise them all after 1322. Regardless of the order in which Cecco began writing the 

texts, he continued revising them throughout his teaching career. None of these texts 

represents, as a whole, an “early” or “late” part of Cecco’s career. That is, although it has 

often been assumed that Cecco wrote Sphera before De principiis,
 228

 the lectures on 

which these commentaries are based would have been delivered simultaneously.
 
There is 

no reason to believe that any of these works represent Cecco’s “definitive” opinion more 

than any other text. While Sphera contains the first datable reference (to an event in 1305 

which is described in the text as being recent), we will see that he continued revising it 

throughout his career: in fact, if we take Frate Accursio at his word, Cecco continued 
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 This assumption is based on the fact that Cecco refers to his students in Sphera as “iuvenes” and those in 

De principiis as “maiores” and the fact that Cecco refers to other commentaries in the future tense in 

Sphera. The reason for this, as demonstrated by Thorndike, is that Sacrobosco’s text was prescribed for 

second-year students at Bologna, and Al-Qabisi’s for third year students. From the student perspective 

(remember these commentaries were based on lectures), the lectures in Sphera came first. Cecco, however, 

would have taught these courses simultaneously. See Thorndike, "More Light on Cecco d'Ascoli," 301-02. 
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editing Sphera even after Frate Lamberto forbid him from using it.
229

 For interpretative 

purposes, Cecco’s scholastic works all carry the same weight, none representing a “more 

advanced” position. This chapter will introduce these Latin works and the critical 

concepts that are fundamental to understanding the cosmological system present 

throughout Acerba.  Here I will provide a brief description of the commentaries and their 

content, both with respect to Cecco’s ideas and what we can tease out of them about 

Cecco’s biography. I will consider the commentaries as a prose exposition of the same 

cosmological model that Cecco expounds poetically in Acerba. 

I. Sphera 

 

Iohannes de Sacrobosco, John of Holywood (or Halifax), hereafter Sacrobosco, 

wrote the Tractatus de sphere circa 1230. It was the standard introductory text to 

astronomy into the seventeenth century. Statutes at Bologna prescribed it for the second 

year of study.
230

 Sacrobosco’s text is divided into four chapters, covering the definition of 

a sphere, the celestial circles, the different types of risings and settings, and various 

celestial movements, including eclipses. The text is brief: Thorndike’s translation 

comprises only 24 printed pages.  

 Cecco’s Sphera accomplishes two functions. At its basic level, Cecco’s explains 

Sacrobosco’s text.  lossing the Tractatus does not require a great effort. Unlike 

Aristotle’s complex and sometimes baffling texts (think of Metaphysics), the Tractatus is 

a simplified account of astronomy that distills classical astronomy and requires very little 
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clarification. This leaves Cecco free to explore many of his own interests, which he does 

quite readily. It has recently been described as a dual-layer text containing an 

introduction to astronomy and an original introduction to necromancy.
231

  

For our purpose of introducing Cecco’s thought, I will present a few passages 

which contain two key concepts for understanding his model of the cosmos. These 

concepts include the relationship that Cecco posited between the planets and the signs of 

the zodiac and their influence as being analogous to the common and form and matter 

logical analysis of beings.  Cecco extends Aristotelian form-matter analysis of substances 

to the relation of planets, signs and astral influence (the analogy is very fluid and at times 

seems contradictory). The second concept concerns elemental change. Here Cecco draws 

a chain of cause and effect that begins with the heavens and ends with individual 

temperament. Cecco’s theory of elemental change is the key to understanding how free 

will can coexist with astral influence. We have to note he cogently and consistently 

expounded a theory that prevented astral influence from overwhelming free will. The 

charges against him in this regard were not only baseless but diametrically opposed to 

what Cecco taught. In short, Cecco’s model preserves free will in an absolute sense but it 

allows for a potentially disturbing amount of material influence on human behavior. Still, 
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Weill-Parot, "I demoni della Sfera: La "nigromanzia" cosmologico-astrologica di Cecco d'Ascoli." The 

author argues that Cecco has synthesized previously disparate ideas from Salomonic and Hermetic 

traditions of magic and forged a largely original and coherent system of demonic, astrological black magic. 

“Nigromanzia” (for necromancy) traditionally implied divination accomplished by the summoning of the 

spirits of the dead. Cfr. Isidore, Etymologiae, VII.9.11. In Acerba IV.iii.11-12/3519-3520, Cecco claims 

necromancers use the bones of the dead. However, in Sphera (see below), Cecco advances a definition of 

necromancy as divination which makes use of demons which are summoned through various incantations 
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incantations and the bones of the dead. Nigromantia and necromantia are used interchangeably. For the 

role of necromancy, particularly as it relates to the use of talisman in black magic, see Charles Burnett, 

"Talismans: Magis As Science? Necromancy Among the Seven Liberal Arts," in Magic and Divination in 

the Middle Ages, ed. Charles; Yamamoto Burnett, Keiji; Yano, Michio, Variorum Collected Studies Series  

(Surrey, England: Ashgate, 1996).  
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not even an egregiously careless reading of Sphera could legitimately charge Cecco with 

denying free will. These charges seem to indicate that Cecco’s fate was decided before 

the trial even began. With respect to astral influence and the rational soul
232

, there is 

nothing more heterodox in any of Cecco’s writings than what we read in Paradiso 

XXII.100-123, where Dante attributes his genius to Gemini, and possibly less heterodox 

than Inferno VII, where Dante provokes us with his use of “necessitate” and “oltre la 

difension di senni umani” to characterize fortune. Further, the issue is important for 

understanding how fourteenth-century natural philosophers understood the causal 

relations between human individuality and its development with respect to the natural 

world.  

 Cecco divides his commentary according to the structure of the Tractatus, which 

explains a sphere (geometrically defined) and its poles/axis, then the circles, and then 

rising and settings and then shows how all of these features account for climate change 

over the course of the year and from different latitudes. Cecco’s commentary is heavily 

skewed toward the first two chapters. As Thorndike notes, Cecco devotes the 

overwhelming majority of the text of Sphera to glossing just the first two books of the 

Tractatus. Further, Cecco’s very regular subdivision of his own text into sections that 

correspond neatly to Sacrobosco’s seems to degenerate halfway through. That is, the 

second half of Sphera is much more digressive and much more loosely tied to the 
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 Through “rational soul” will refer to specific kind of soul posited in medieval psychological discussions 

which divided “souls” into three types based on Aristotle’s De anima, the vegetable or vital soul, the 

sensitive or animal soul, and the intellectual or rational soul. Plants had just the vital soul, responsible for 

all the activities that keep an organism alive. Ordinary animals have a vital soul and a sensitive soul (or a 

soul that is a combination of the two): the senitive soul controls the senses but also emotions. The rational 

or intellectual soul is proper to humans. Simply because “intellects” and “intelligences” will appear 

throughout with technical meanings, I will refer to this highest type of soul as a “rational soul” to avoid 

confusion. 
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Tractatus that the first half of his text is.
233

 For Thorndike, this indicates that the 

Inquisition interrupted Cecco’s work halfway through. Where the regular divisions of 

Sphera stop mark the point where Cecco had drafted a complete text. The irregularlity of 

the second half of Sphera is explained by the fact that it is not a polished text, but only an 

earlier sketch or outline which Cecco intended to revise.  

The contention that Cecco drafted Sphera in revisions over a significant period of 

time seems certain based on the dates we established in Chapter 2. Cecco began the first 

draft shortly after 1305 (at the latest). At least a second round of revisions was 

incorporated after 1322. I personally do not feel it necessary to posit that Cecco’s work 

was stopped midstream by the Inquisition. The nature of Sacrobosco’s text, that it was a 

comprehensible introduction, means that an extensive commentary was not strictly 

necessary to make the text usable. Much of Sphera consists of digressions only 

tangentially (at best) related to the material supposedly under discussion. I’m not certain 

we should expect Cecco to arrange his digressions in a pattern that conforms to the 

structure of the Tractatus. 

 

 

A. Textual status 

 

It has been suggested that the text of Sphera that we have is a copy which Cecco 

corrected following his first trial.
234

 The idea is that Lamberto listed the offensive 
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 Bònoli, I lettori di astronomia presso lo studio di Bologna dal XII al XX secolo.   
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passages and Cecco removed them. The need for this hypothesis seems to be that the 

content of Sphera does not accord perfectly with its purported contents in Accursio’s 

condemnation.
235

 This hypothesis is both unnecessary and actually runs counter to the 

documented evidence. The sentence record itself should dispel that notion: if Cecco had 

removed the offensive articles from one version of the text, that amended version is the 

one that went missing: 

Dice ancora che il suo scritto predetto è stato corretto per il detto Inquisitore di 

Lombardia, il che non è vero nè verosimile, anzi più tosto si trova il contrario per 

lettere in contrario del Medesimo Inquisitore, et dato che fusse corretto e stesse 

come dice di sopra un altro non corretto ne tenne et lo mostrò et di quello alcuna 

volta se n’è servito, nel che sarebbe peccato maggiore, nè lo difende quello che è 

scritto nella fine di detto Libro che, se messe fussero alcune cose non ben dette, si 

sopponeva alla Correttione della Santa Madre Chiesa et perché nel medesimo 

scritto si sono ritrovate Heresie manifeste, appresso di lui et dopo che aiurò ogni 

Heresia, e perchè basta che egli habbi ingannato una volta la Chiesa et perchè 

simile protestatione è diretto contrario al fatto la quale non allegerisce, ma 

piuttosto aggrava il protestante. 

 

(He says again that the aforementioned writing was corrected by the said 

inquisitor of Lombardy, which is not true nor even resembling truth. Rather the 

exact opposite is found in letters to the contrary by the same inquisitor. Even if we 

granted that it had been corrected and were as he says above, then [this would 

mean] that he kept an uncorrected copy which he showed and that is the one that 

used on occasion. This would be an even greater sin! The fact that at the end of 

the book he wrote, “If anything placed here is not properly said, it is placed under 

the correction of Holy Mother the Church” does not excuse him, because in that 

same writing we find obvious heresy, committed by him after having abjured 

every heresy. Further [this does not excuse him], because it’s bad enough that he 

fooled the Church once, now a similar excuse is offered which contradicts the fact 

[that the text includes heresy], all of this does not mitigate, but rather aggravates 

[the actions of] the one making the excuse.) 

 

Accursio states that the text of Sphera he possesses not only has not been purged 

of error but also that Cecco’s appeal to correction at the end is disingenuous. The few 

areas in which the sentence does not accord with the content of Sphera are quite easily 
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explained. The most obvious example of the sentence referencing content not found in 

Sphera is Christ’s horoscope, which, as described by Accursio, does not appear in the 

text. Accursio does not say that this appears in Sphera; Accursio says that Cecco 

confessed to have taught it (“haveva detto et dogmatizzato”).
236

 Accursio was hardly 

interested in ensuring the purity of astrological instruction. Cecco’s trial is not a case of 

censoring intellectual positions, such as the condemnations of Paris in 1277.
237

 As we 

saw, Accursio’s condemnation of Cecco was largely political and did not stem from a 

theoretical objection to the astrologer’s teachings.  

 

 Secondly, the flavor of the commentary is not that of a sanitized text. It is rife 

with demonology and includes a discussion concerning the belief (imputed to Zoroaster) 

that Christ was conceived by an incubus:  

Unde ista bestia Zoroastes et aliqui eum sequentes dicunt quod Christus fuit ortus 

in dominio istarum quartarum ex virtute incuborum et succuborum, de quibus 

supra dixi vobis, quod horribile mihi videtur scribere ista verba.
 238

  

 

 (Whence this beast Zoroaster and some of his disciples say that Christ was born 

under the power of this quarter [of the heavens] by the power of incubi and 

succubae, of whom I spoke above. It is horrible for me to write these words.) 
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 Beccaria, "Le redazioni in volgare della sentenza di Frate Accursio contro maestro Cecco d'Ascoli," 12. 

 
237

 Throughout the thirteenth century, the growing dependence of the university curriculum on Aristotle led 

to several theologically uncomfortable intellectual trends. Numerous times throughout the century, in 1210, 

1231, 1270 and finally 1277, ecclesiastical authorities at Paris attempted to place limits on philosophical 

speculations that ran afoul of doctrine. For example, Aristotle held that matter and the physical universe 

were eternal, which runs in obvious and inescapable contradiction to the Christian notion of creation ex 

nihilo. Likewise, Aristotle is ambiguous on the question of the immortality of the soul. In 1277, Parisian 

archbishop Etienne Tempier produced a text of 219 articles. To uphold any one of these was grounds for 

ipso facto excommunication. Pope John XXI, formerly the academic Peter of Spain, agreed to the list and 

to the penalty of excommunication. See Grant, A Source Book in Medieval Science, 45-50., "Chartularium 

Universitatis parisiensis," ed. Heinrich Denifle, et al. (Parisiis: ex typis fratrum Delalain, 1889). I, 543-555. 
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 Sphera, 408.  
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If we have any question about Sphera as we have it, it might be why this passage was not 

included amongst the charges. Cecco’s excuse that he was simply reporting another 

author’s viewpoint would hardly have been acceptable. If Accursio wasn’t willing to 

accept Cecco’s promise to submit his text for correction as being sincere, why would he 

accept Cecco’s statement that he is merely reporting someone else’s viewpoint here?
 239

 If 

anything, we may have to ask why it was that more of this text was not condemned. This 

oversight gives support to the suggestion of Weill-Parot that Frate Accursio simply 

misrepresented the text in condemning Cecco.
240

 That is to say, Accursio considered 

Cecco guilty from the start and simply cherry picked a few juicy parts of the text to 

support the accusation of heresy. His interpretation accords well with what I suggested at 

the end of Chapter 1.  

 

B. Necromancy 

 

 Towards the end of the commentary, Cecco increasingly delves into demonology 

and necromancy. Astronomia or astrologia (the terms are interchangeable in this period) 

                                                           
239

 A common “way out” in scholastic texts, when discussing potentially heterodox ideas, is simply to 

attribute the statement to a straw man. Accursio has already denied Cecco the use of another common 

“out,” that of appealing to  od’s unlimited power: “ne altrimenti potrebbe essere parlando della Potenza 

d’Iddio ordinata o vero ordinaria, benché per potenza d’Iddio assoluta potesse essere altrimenti.” (Nor 

otherwise could it be, speaking of the orderly power of nature ordained by God, even if it could be other by 

 od’s absolute power). After Paris 1277, it became a common practice to discuss hypothetical situations 

under the aegis of  od’s absolute power to make things otherwise. See The Foundations of Modern Science 

in the Middle Ages, 70-85.  If Accursio denies Cecco this tactic, he certainly would not have allowed him 

the tactic of claiming he was merely repeating someone else’s belief. To be clear, I am not suggesting that 

Cecco believed that Christ was conceived by a succubus, but merely that had Accursio applied his 

hermeneutic of heresy consistently, he should have accused Cecco of having held such a belief. 

 
240

 “Se ci riferiamo al Commento sulla Sfera nello stato in cui è pervenuto, e se si crede a ciò che scrive il 

Villani, allora l’inquisitore di Firenze avrebbe commesso un grave errore di interpretazione” ("I demoni 

della Sfera: La "nigromanzia" cosmologico-astrologica di Cecco d'Ascoli," 127.) 
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was held to consist of two sciences, one of which was theoretical and concerned with 

calculating planetary positions and the other a practical science concerned with 

calculating material changes in terrestrial bodies caused by those planetary positions. It 

seems Cecco considers demonology to be a theoretical science (a simple description of 

demons: What are they? What is their origin? What do they do? Where are they located?) 

and necromancy its associated practical or applied science (how can we use these demons 

for our ends?). The caveat is that demonology is perfectly acceptable inquiry into the 

natural world (demons and angels are, in this setting, parts of the natural world), whereas 

necromancy is forbidden practice. With this in mind, Cecco seems to be pushing the 

boundaries concerning how much information he can include about demons without 

writing a practical necromancy handbook. So he describes what others have done, usually 

with a proviso that such practices are blasphemous and to be shunned.  

At one point he even includes reported conversations with the demon Floron. 

Floron makes repeated appearances in the commentary and the result is that we (or at 

least, I) end up waiting with baited breath for another example involving him. As these 

commentaries were written for the purposes of a lecture, generating interest through the 

character Floron was doubtless part of the intent, a pedagogic method for keeping his 

students fixated on his every word. Somehow, Cecco found a way to include a 

protagonist in a scholastic commentary, and to have that protagonist be a demon. This 

passage gives a sense of the text:  

Sicut distantia tropici stelle lune et poli artici ad maximam declinationem vite celi 

dicitur esse dupla, sic Floron ad Asmitus est distantia in virtute. Iuxta quod 

debetis intelligere quod inter istas intelligentias est dare ordinem nature quamvis 

non gratie. Ordo quidem nature est quo dignior est superior inferiori. Unde Floron 

fuit de hierarchia Cherubin et est spiritus nobilissime nature qui constringitur in 
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speculo calibis maiori invocatione. Hic vero novit multa secreta nature. Hic vere 

fuit ille qui decepit regem Manfredum dicens, Vinces, non morieris, et illum 

Ferrariensem respondens ei, Caput tuum elevabitur super omnes, et illum de 

Provincia querens responsum utrum thesaurus esset in loco, qui respondens 

dicens, Vade, vade, invenies thesaurum quod non deficiet in vita tua. Iste dixit 

sociis et abiit, et cum effoderet in caverna montis reperiit quatuor uncias aurui. 

Tenens in manu advenit ruina et coopervit eum et sic mortuus fuit. Socii iverunt 

excoperiendo invenerunt istum mortuum cum auro in manu et dixerunt, Recte 

dixit Floron quod habebis aurum quod non deficiet in vita tua. Unde caveatis ab 

eis quia ultima intentio ipsorum est in opprobrium domini nostri Iesu Christi 

decipere christianos.
 241

 

(Just as the distance between the stars and moon in the tropics and the arctic pole 

is said to be double that of the maximum declination from heaven’s waistline, so 

is the distance, in power, between Floron and Asmitus. You need to know that 

here we attribute an order of nature to these intelligences; not, however, one of 

grace.
242

 Indeed the order of nature is so much greater as the heavens are to the 

earth. So Floron was of the order of Cherubim and is a spirit of a most noble 

nature who can be held in a steel mirror with a powerful incantation. Indeed, he 

knows many things of a secret nature. In fact, he was the one who deceived king 

Manfred saying, “You will win, you will not die.” And he deceived that Ferrarese, 

saying in response, “Your head will be raised above all.” And he deceived that 

one from Provence, who sought a response to his question as to whether there was 

a treasure in a certain place, saying, “ o on, go on, you will find a treasure that 

will never leave you in your life.” He [the man from Provence] said this to his 

friends and left. When he came across a cave in the mountain, he found four 

ounces of gold. While holding it in his hand a cave-in occurred and covered him 

wholly, and so he died. His friends went there and, uncovering him, they found 

him dead but with gold in his hand. They said, “Truly Floron spoke the truth, 

because you have gold that never left you in your life.” And so be cautious about 

these [spirits] since their final goal is to battle against our Lord Jesus Christ and 

deceive Christians.) 

 

Cecco begins by explaining a passage from the text. As it needed little 

explanation,
243

 he turns to something he finds more interesting, demonology, which 
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 Sphera, 397. 

 
242

 Ordo gratiae is common scholastic shorthand for the celestial hierarchy of angels. 

 
243

 Sacrobosco’s point was that the distance between the Arctic circle and the north pole was the same as 

the distance between the equator and the tropic of Cancer (or Capricorn), and that the distance between the 

tropic of Cancer and the Arctic circle was roughly twice this distance. The maximum declination was taken 

to be 23° 51’ or 23.9.° The distance from the equator to the north pole represents one quadrant of the sphere 
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segues naturally enough into necromancy. Here he uses a comparison of geographical 

separation to illustrate a difference of power in the celestial orders. It may seem to us that 

geographical distance is hardly a place to discuss demonic capacities, but to Cecco, an 

ability to make that connection is a step toward recognizing the underlying order that 

unites everything. Cecco’s point is that when we see how 42° of sky is like the difference 

between a powerful demon and a minor imp, we will understand enough about how 

nature operates to be able to investigate its hidden workings. This continues into a 

description of Floron, who had been of the order of the Cherubim. It seems after the fall, 

the fallen angels maintained their hierarchy. As the Cherubim constitute the second 

highest angelic order, Floron now possesses demonic powers of a correspondingly high 

nature. Asmitus is encountered earlier in the text, but here is the example of a lesser 

demon.
244

 Cecco quickly moves beyond Asmitus to focus discussion on Floron. Floron’s 

appearances in history are fascinating. The fact that Cecco included a supposed 

conversation between the demon and Manfred is of interest for several reasons. First, 

although Cecco is routinely described as a Ghibelline—an interesting attribution for 

someone who spends his entire professional life in strongly Guelph Bologna and 

Florence, where he was employed by the chief Guelph prince, Charles, duke of 

Calabria—Cecco makes two charges against Manfred. Cecco claims, implicitly, that 

Manfred either practiced necromancy himself or employed someone as his professional 

                                                                                                                                                                             
of the earth, so it is 90.° Counting 23.9° for the distance from the equator to the tropic of cancer, and 

another 23.9° for the distance from the north pole to the Arctic circle (which are proven to be equal 

elsewhere) leaves 42.2°as the remainder of this quadrant and the distance from the tropic of cancer to the 

arctic circle, which is roughly twice 23.9.° 

 
244

 Sphera, 380. Possibly “Asmitus” is an order of demons. It is not clear whether this is a proper name, like 

Floron, or a corresponding demonic hierarchy, e.g., as “Cherubim” refers to an kind of angel, not an 

individual angel. 
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necromancer. Secondly, Cecco’s story relates that Manfred was an inept practitioner of 

necromancy whose ignorance cost him his life. If we recall the charges against the 

Ghibelline leaders of Recanati, necromancy was one of them, and is as one of the 

common charges against Ghibellines.
245

 

 Who is the Ferrarese that Cecco indicates here? The reference is given so casually 

and without explanation that it would seem he alludes to an event and a person that would 

be well-known to his students.  iven Cecco’s sense of humor, we might look for a 

Ferrrarese captain or noble either hanged or decapitated (with the head then displayed on 

a pike). The third example, that of the treasure-hunter from Provence, has more of a tall-

tale feel to it, complete with a basic story structure and moral. In any event, Floron here 

has an oracle quality, of giving vague answers that are misinterpreted in the second and 

third cases. In the case of Manfred, there doesn’t seem to be any crafty deception, just an 

outright lie.  What is important for Cecco is that these demons can be constrained by use 

of natural objects, like a mirror, and that these demons understand the hidden workings of 

nature. Cecco is very clear about limiting demonic influence. Demons do not control 

nature or perform miracles, if we understand “miracle” to mean a subversion or 

suspension of natural laws. Rather, demons possess a deep understanding of nature. They 

know the secret powers of natural objects and are able to use these hidden powers to 

bring about events. Their deeds may appear miraculous to us, but that is only because we 

do not possess their knowledge. We might be tempted to scoff at Cecco’s vision of 

necromancy as scientific revelation, but we should notice the underlying assumption: to 

account for observable phenomenon, we must posit the existence of natural processes 
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 See p. 38. 
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whose laws we simply have not uncovered. What appears as marvelous is simply not-yet-

explained; Cecco is fully confident that it conforms to natural law. 

 In the final pages of the commentary, Cecco indeed populates the entire sky with 

demons. Some occupy the colures.
246

 The demons occupying the colures of the solstice
247

 

are incubi, which seem to be the cause of nocturnal emissions and virginal conceptions: 

Iuxta quod debetis intelligere quod incubus secundum ipsum dicitur morari in 

coluro qui distinguit solstitium estivale et isti spiritus dominantur in somniis 

coitus hominum et deportant sperma hominis in coniunctione maior scilicet 

quando Saturnus Iuppiter et Mars coniunguntur in Cancro vel in Capricorno et 

emittit in matricem alicuius mulieris et exinde fit conceptio et oriuntur homines 

qui videntur divine et qui constituunt leges in mundo et faciunt mira, ut fuit 

Merlinus et erit antichristus, qui conceptus erit ex virgine et faciet miracula multa, 

de quo in fine lectionis dicam vobis.
248

 

 

(Concerning this, you need to know that incubus, according to this [Hipparchus’ 

On the Hierarchy of Spirits] are said to hang about in the colure that marks the 

summer solstice. These spirits rule over men’s sex dreams and during greater 

conjunctions, that is, when Saturn, Jupiter and Mars come together in Cancer or 

Capricorn, they take the man’s semen and they cast it in the womb of some 

woman and thus there is a conception. From this conception are born men who 

seem divine and who found laws in the world and perform marvels, such as was 

Merlin and as will be the Antichrist, who will be conceived of a virgin and 

perform many miracles. I will talk more about this at the end of the lecture. 

 

Incubi cause nocturnal emissions, collect the semen, and then impregnate “some 

woman.” It’s not clear whether the incubus takes on the form of a man and seduces the 
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 Including Astmitus. The colures are the two great circles that pass through the poles and the cardinal 

points (the solstices and equinoxes). For Cecco, the demons occupying the solstitial colures are more 

powerful than the ones occupying the equinoctial colure. 

 
247

 The Colures are great circles (circles whose center is also the center of the earth) which run north and 

south through the poles. One colure intersects the ecliptic at the equinox points which mark the beginning 

of Aries and Libra. The other colure intersects the ecliptic at the solstices, the beginning of Cancer and 

Capricorn. 
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 Sphera, 388. 
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woman, or if the demon simply “drops off” the semen and impregnates an unsuspecting 

woman still asleep. That the Antichrist will be born of a virgin might imply the latter. We 

should also note the “great conjunction” theory: miraculous events occur when the three 

major planets
249

—Jupiter, Saturn and Mars – conjoin.
250

 

 There are also succubae which take on female aerial bodies in order to deceive 

and corrupt men. Other demons occupy fixed locations (that is, fixed with respect to an 

observer on Earth). Some are at the meridian, but they congregate in greater numbers in 

northern climes (thus around the Arctic Circle). At this point we should note that 

although Cecco refers to these demons as being located “in” these various points of the 

celestial spheres, he is clear that they inhabit the atmosphere under these parts of the 

sky
251

: “Nam expulsi de celo aerem occupant” (for having been expelled from heaven, 

the occupy the air).
252

 Again, Cecco’s interest in demons is that they are intellects
253

 who 
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 “Major” or “outer” planets, the planets whose orbits were held to be on the far side of the sun. 

 
250

 This theory is ubiquitous in medieval astronomy. It should be noted that in 1603-1604, Kepler observed 

a great conjunction and calculated that a similar one would have occurred 7 BCE, giving rise to the notion 

that the star of Bethlehem was a conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter and Mars. See W. Burke-Gaffney, "Kepler 

and the Star of Bethlehem," Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 31 (1937). 

 
251

This entire section occurs in Sphera after the discussion of what it means to say a planet is “in” a sign, 

where Cecco describes imagining a trapezoid that descends from the corners of a zodiac sign to the center 

of the earth. Everything from the stellatum to the surface of the Earth which finds itself within that 

trapezoid is said to be “in” the sign. Further, Cecco explains carefully that the colures are not in reality 

principles of distinguishing points on the zodiac. That is, the colures do not actually exist, they are logical 

construction which projected upon the stellatum to indicate the cardinal points which represent the 

intersections of the ecliptic and equator. In practical usage, they indicate these points, but in reality the 

solstitial points indicate where we imagine the colures to be. All of this caution with respect to the reality of 

the various circles indicates that Cecco quite clearly does not image demons living in great circles in the 

stellatum, but rather occupying areas of the atmosphere that have specific properties because they fall 

underneath these four points, see Sphera, 387-90. 
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 Ibid., 391. 
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 Angels are pure intellects, and so demons as fallen angels are simply intellects aligned toward evil. 
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understand the workings of nature. Even the demonic causation of virginal conceptions 

can be analyzed in terms of causes and mechanisms. 

 

C. Astronomy 

 

 A brief summation of the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic cosmos might be in order for 

non-specialists. Firstly, the cosmos is held to be spherical. The major division is between 

Earth and the heavens. A note on nomenclature: “Earth” (capitalized) will always refer to 

the sphere at the geographic center of Cecco’s cosmos; “earth” will refer only to the cold, 

dry element which is one of the four elements that compose the sub lunar cosmos. The 

“sphere of earth” thus refers to the composite whole of elemental earth, and is used to 

denote a difference between itself and the “sphere of water” or the “sphere of fire.” “The 

sphere of Earth” signifies the four elemental spheres of earth, water, air and fire and 

denotes a difference between the sublunary part of the cosmos and the superlunary 

cosmos. 

 

From the moon up are the heavenly spheres, each of which contains a planetary 

body; the planetary bodies fit inside each other like Russian nesting dolls. The order is 

the moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the stellatum or sphere of the 

fixed stars
254

 and finally the primum mobile.
255

The primum mobile is a physical sphere, 

                                                           
254

 The fixed stars are “fixed” because they never change position relative to each other. What we called 

planets are in Greek astris planetes, “wandering stars,” which do change position relative each other and 

the fixed stars. The fixed stars were not held to be equidistant from the earth (that is, on the same spherical 

plane) but are positioned randomly in a three dimensional space with great depth. This space was defined 
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but it cannot be observed sensibly (having no stars or other light source); it can only be 

understood intellectually and its existence is intuited rather than observed.
256

 It is 

identified with the “firmament” of  enesis I.
257

 Its “job” is to govern the other spheres, 

imparting form (the immaterial, eternal aspect of composite substances) as its virtus. 

Dante’s discussion of the role of primum mobile to the stars in Paradiso II is similar to 

Cecco’s conception.
258

 Everything (that is, the essences of all beings) is contained 

virtually
259

 in the primum mobile, but these essences come into existence as a particular 

                                                                                                                                                                             
by an inner spherical surface that marked the boundary with the sphere of Saturn and an outer spherical 

surface that marked the boundary with the primum mobile. The distance between the two surfaces was 

immense. Each of the fixed stars was understood to be larger than the Earth. One of the major objections to 

the heliocentric model of the solar system was that, if the Earth moves, then the stars’ positions relative to 

each other should appear to change due to parallax, the phenomenon of apparent motion caused by a 

change in light of sight on the part of the observer. The simple eye-dominance test of aligning your thumb 

with a pole in the distance with both eyes open and then closing your eyes one at a time is based on 

parallax. When the non-dominant eye is closed, the thumb and pole seem to be in the same position, only 

the entire image is clearer, because the thumb was lined up against the pole using the dominant eye (the 

other eye only offered interference). When the dominant eye is closed, your thumb will appear to move in 

the direction of the dominant eye. If you consider your eyes to be two different positions of a moving earth, 

and your thumb and the pole in the distance as two stars (being non-equidistant from the Earth), the 

apparent “shift” on the part of one of the stars would be the result of the earth’s movement in time. While 

the Earth’s movement was accepted in the seventeenth century, it was not until the nineteenth century that 

photography gave astrophysicists empirical proof of stellar parallax for the first time.  

 
255

 See appendix, figure 1. 
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 De principiis, 17.  
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 Sphera, 360. 

 
258

 The idea that the stellatum receives and diverisfies a singular influence from the primum mobile is 

commonplace in astrological texts, cfr. Guido Bonatti,  uidonis Bonati foroliviensis mathematici De 

astronomia tractatus  : universam  uod ad iudiciariam rationem  ativitatum, A ris, Tempestatum, attinet, 

comprehendentes. Adiectus est Cl. Ptolemaei liber Fructus, cum Commentarijs Georgij Trapezuntij (Basil: 

J. Parcus, 1550), I.i; Bonatti on Basic Astrology: Treatises 1-3 of Bonatti's Book of Astronomy, trans. B.N. 

Dykes (Cazimi Press, 2010). 

 
259

 “Virtually” here has a technical significance in Aristotelian natural philosophy.  ‘X’ is present virtually 

in the primum mobile” means that the form of ‘X’, that is, the organizing principle that makes an otherwise 

incoherent glob of matter into whatever ‘X’ is, derives ultimately from the primum mobile. This form is 

passed by the primum mobile’s “influence” which Cecco’s describes as light-like rays. “The primum 

mobile is in virtual contact with all the stars and planets” means the influence of the primum mobile travels 

like a ray of light to the stars establishing virtual contact, i.e., contact effected through the virtus or raylike 

influence, and through this contact of influence, the immaterial forms are passed on. Likewise all astral 

influence is present virtually in the moon because the powers descend sphere by sphere to reach earth, so 
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being due to the specifying powers of the stars. Understanding this process of mediated 

stellar virtus or influence is the key to understanding all of nature. For us, understanding 

how Cecco conceived of physical alterations allows us to see how medieval astral 

theories were grounded in proto-scientific rationalism, based on a chain of cause and 

effect stemming from natural laws (far from the anti-science obscurantism that is modern 

astrology): 

Unde sicut in subiecto est virtus forme et forma, sic in luna est virtus 

omnium planetarum et aliarum stellarum, quia primum mobile imprimit 

virtutem suam in octavam spheram, octava sphera in spheram Saturni, 

Saturnus in spheram Iovis, Iuppiter in spheram Martis, Mars in spheram 

solis, sol in spheram Veneris, Venus in spheram Mercurii, Mercurius in 

lunam, et hic est tactus celi. Ulterius luna cum omnibus influentiis agit in 

elementa, elementa alterant complexiones, complexionibus alteratis 

alterantur anime que in nobis sunt, quia anime consequuntur corpora, ut 

dicit philosophus in principio sue Physionomie, et iste influentie quas 

recipit luna dicuntur influentie communes. Recipit autem influentias 

speciales sicut per aspectus stellarum vel per coniunctionem.
260

 

 

(So, as the form and the power of that form is in its subject, so in the moon 

is the power of all the planets and other stars, because the primum mobile 

imprints its power in the eighth sphere, the eighth sphere in the sphere of 

Saturn, Saturn in the sphere of Jupiter, Jupiter in the sphere of Mars, Mars 

in the sphere of Venus, Venus in the sphere of Mercury, Mercury in the 

moon, and this is heaven’s touch. Finally the moon acts upon the 

elements, the elements change complexions and when complexions are 

changed the souls within us are changed, too, because souls follow their 

bodies, as the philosopher says in the first book of Physiognomy,
261

 and 

                                                                                                                                                                             
all must pass through the sphere of the moon, so virtually, the influence of every star is in the moon, 

Sphera, 357-60. 

 
260

 Ibid., 349. 

 
261

 A spurious Aristotelian work. Cecco devotes Acerba II.iv to physiognomy, the “science” of predicting 

behavior based upon appearance, which is making a comeback under the study of “facial metrics.” Earlier 

researchers confined themselves to determining questions of physical attraction, and thus to unconscious 

responses based upon evolutionary development (ethically, not that far from what Cecco would call 

“disposition”, an innate tendency to behave in a certain way): Randy Thornhill and Steven W. Gangestad, 

"Facial attractiveness," Trends in cognitive sciences 3, no. 12  (1999); Gillian Rhodes, "The Evolutionary 

Psychology of Facial Beauty," Annual Review of Psychology 57, no. 1  (2006). More recent articles have 

opened the field to broader ethical questions, such as those Cecco confronts in his treatment of 

physiognomy in Acerba II.iii: E. Hehman et al., "Facial structure is indicative of explicit support for 
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these influences which the moon receives are said to be communal 

influences. [The moon] also receives specific influences as those from 

stellar aspects or conjunctions.) 

 

This is everything for Cecco; here we have the basic understanding of how the 

universe works that informs all of his science. The primum mobile holds virtually the 

forms of all possible beings. These forms are transmitted by astral influence, conceived 

of as something similar to sunlight (but not light itself, as the sun is the only body that 

produces physical light). From the primum mobile, this influence descends to the 

stellatum. In the stellatum, the influence separates as it encounters the nature of 

individual stars and essences individuate themselves: the one becomes many. A 

composite influence, or rather composite influences (the influence seems to divide 

qualitatively and quantitatively in the stellatum) descend to the sphere of Saturn, where 

they likewise mix with saturnine influences, and those composite influences descend to 

the next sphere. This happens all the way down the cosmos. By the time they reach the 

Moon, the specific powers of all the heavens are now mixed. I have translated “tactus 

celi” quite literally as “heaven’s touch” because this term, tactus, is not one Cecco 

commonly uses. The physicality carried in the word tactus seems important. After mixing 

with the Moon, these powers descend to Earth.
262

 We should note, however, that the 

Moon does not impart a greater influence on terrestrial beings than the other planets, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
prejudicial beliefs," Psychol Sci 24, no. 3  (2013); Justin M Carré and Cheryl M McCormick, "In your face: 

facial metrics predict aggressive behaviour in the laboratory and in varsity and professional hockey 

players," Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 275, no. 1651  (2008).. 
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 See appendix, figure 6. 
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espeically the Sun.
 263

   It is simply the last step in this chain. The influence of the 

particular planets and stars remain particular. Each planets affects the influence of the 

planet below it, but this a kind of mixing that deprives the original influence of its 

particular power. Cecco’s concept is not similar to many streams feeding into one river, 

which then empties all its water, undifferentiated, into the ocean. A better image might be 

that of the layout of cards in a game of solitaire: The furthest card on the left is turned up, 

and then six cards are placed face-down in columns. Then a second face-up card is placed 

in the second row followed by another row of face-down cards. In the end, there are 

seven “up” cards, but as we move from left to right, each “up” card has an increasing 

number of “down” cards underneath it. If the up cards are the planets, beginning with 

Saturn on the far left, Saturn’s “touch” underlies each of the subsequent planets (cards). 

By the time we reach the moon, we see that the moon sits on a stack of “down” cards, 

each one corresponding to the row of each “up” card. So just because the Moon is 

“touched” by the influence of the other planets does not mean it operates with a “greater” 

influence. It simply means that the moon’s influence is sits on a stack of influences 

dervied from each of the planets that preceded it. In absolute terms, that is, per se, the 

Sun always has the greatest influence. Per accidens, the Moon can be said to have the 

greatest amount of influence, but only to the extent that it has been influenced by the 

other planets.  

                                                           
263

Cecco addresses the question of which planetary body imparts the greatest influence in De principiis. 

The possible solutions he considers are indicative of contemporary approaches toward astral influence in 

general. He considers Saturn, the Moon and the Sun. Saturn is a candidate because it is spatially closest to 

the first power (prima virtus). The Moon can be considered for the reason illustrated in this passage, that its 

influence carries the fingerprint of all the planet influences. Cecco rejects these suggestions and emphasis 

that the Sun is by far the most influential of planetary bodies.  De principiis, 16. 
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The next significant moment, and the second of our two key concepts, occurs 

when these influences arrive at Earth and impact elemental bodies (or more precisely, 

bodies composed of elements). The elements—earth, water, air and fire—are each 

composed of two contraries, which are the principles of matter.
264

 The contraries are hot 

and dry and cold and wet. Fire is hot and dry, earth is cold and dry, water is cold and wet, 

air is hot and wet. Each of the elements has a particular planet that “preserves” it: Saturn 

preserves earth; the Moon preserves water; Mercury preserves air; Mars preserves fire. 

“Preserving” these elements as Cecco puts it (“conservo/conservare”) is a bit of a 

misnomer: the planetary influences maintain their proper element by transforming the 

other elements into it. Thus, Saturn can make the other elements into earth by thickening 

them and drying them out. This changes complexions. “Complexion” is the term used to 

describe the overall proportion of the four elements in any substance, particularly a living 

being.
265

 It is one of the most important concepts for understanding individual 

temperament and perhaps the key concept of medicine. Complexion is particular to each 

individual.
266

 Illness is generally held to occur when one’s natural complexion is altered, 
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 The cosmos described by Aristotelian physics is non-atomical. There are no “smallest building blocks” 

of matter, but rather the smallest bits of matter are defined by non-corporeal principles. 

 
265

 Cfr. Par. 7.137-139: “L'anima d'ogne bruto e de le piante / di complession potenzïata tira / lo raggio e 'l 

moto de le luci sante”(The ray and motion of the holy lights draws the soul of every brute animal and of 

plants from a potentiated complexion). That is, a complexion as a mixture of matter is potentiated, i.e., 

loaded with potential (which is matter) which is drawn into actuality through the imposition of form, the 

soul which is drawn out by the light of the stars and sun. 

266
 Complexion theory and astrological medicine are based upon understanding what is right for the 

individual patient. To this extent, medieval medicine employed a similar approach to the general 

conception of wellness that we see in emerging personalized medicine, which attempts to particularize 

individual treatment plans based upon the specific genetic traits of the patient. Both of these approaches are 

in stark contrast to allopathic medicine, which generally regards health in terms of universal disorders 

which are deviances from standard conditions regarded as “healthy.” 
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and medicine is administered to restore these natural proportions.
267

 Note that the best 

complexion is the balanced complexion. Similar to Aristotle’s notion of virtue as a 

golden mean between two equally corrupt extremes, a proper complexion is a balance 

between extremes. It is also judged relatively rather than absolutely. Saying “the heart 

has a hot and dry complexion” means that it is composed of a greater proportion of heat 

and dryness than coldness and wetness, which is to say the tissues composing the heart 

have a higher proportion of fire. A cold heart is still much hotter than a hot brain, in 

absolute terms.  

As complexions are elemental proportions, a change in those elements effects a 

change in complexion. This is where astral influence comes into play. If planetary 

influence changes same amount of one element into another, it has changed the 

proportion in whatever body it has acted upon, and changes in proportion are what 

account for changes in health and psychological states.: 

Cum igitur effectus attestetur cause et Saturnus sit planeta gravior et 

frigidior et siccior, iccirco suam naturam imprimit in terram. Hoc idem 

operatur in conceptione vel in casu spermatis in matricem quia sua virtute 

agit in spermam et sanguinem menstruum resolvendo subtile et grossum 

inspissando. Iccirco tribuit nato complexionem grassam vel terrestrem 

sicut melancholicam, et cum anime sequantur corpora et complexionem 

corporis, iccirco actus anime vel erunt rigidi ut videbitis illos Saturninos 

qui nigerrimi sunt et in eorum motibus moventur ut asini. Mars tenet 

ignem, ideo cum sit calidus et siccus distemperate agit per suos radios 

ignitios in elementa et subtiliat, et sic causat ignem per suam potentiam et 

per testimonia aliorum. Et cum prefuerit in conceptione , agit in materiam 

generationis subtiliando, et sic tribuit nato complexionem cholericam, 

iccirco terribiles sunt homines martiales.. . . Luna tenet aquam, iccirco sui 

humiditate et frigiditate agit in elementa et sic generat aquam ex aliis 

elementis. . . . Nam si prefuerit in conceptione, humectat materiam 
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 See Nancy Siraisi, Medieval and Early Renaissance Medicine: An Introduction to Knowledge and 

Practice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); Galen, On Mixtures, ed. Peter Singer, trans. P.N. 

Singer, Selected Works  (Oxford University Press, 1997). 
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generationis et sic dat nato complexionem flegmaticam et facit natum 

carnosum.
268

 

 

(Since an effect indicates its cause and Saturn is the planet that is heavier 

and colder and drier, because of this, it imprints its nature in earth. It 

works to this end in conception, that is, when semen has entered the 

womb, because its power works upon semen and menstrual blood, 

loosening what is fine and condensing what is thick. And so it gives a 

wide or earthy complexion to the child, that is, a melancholic 

[complexion]. Since souls follow their bodies and the complexion of their 

body, so the actions of the soul will either be rough, as you see in those 

saturnine people who are very dark or ass-like in their movements. Mars 

holds fire, and since it is hot and dry it acts without restraint through its 

rays and restricts the elements, and so it causes fire, as is its power (with 

the testimony of others). When it dominates in conception, it has the effect 

of constricting [the elements composing] the generative matter and so it 

gives a choleric complex to the child. Because of this, men with a martial 

disposition are frightful. . . . The Moon holds water, and so its acts on the 

elements with wetness and coldness and so it generates water out of the 

other elements. . . . So if it dominates at conception, it moistens the 

generative matter and so it gives to the child a phlegmatic complexion and 

the child becomes fleshy.) 

 

 

Note that all of these extremes are negative. Again, the proper complexion is a balanced 

one. The question of loosening and binding or condensing or rarifying has to do with the 

conception that hot, dry elements are thin (subtilis) and wet, cold elements are thick 

(grossum). The actual change in the elements as they pass from one to the other registers 

qualitatively in terms of elemental shape.
269

 The point here is that our souls are not just 

the masters of our bodies (the ship’s helmsman is a very neoplatonic conception), but 

they are essentially integrated with our bodies, and so a material change in our body will 

affect our psychological disposition.  
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Sphera, 359.  
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 Imagining the elements as distinguished by shaped is typical of neoplatonism.  
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Cecco has to be extremely careful on this point. He cannot say that the planetary 

bodies directly affect our intellect, or he will have fallen into material determinism. What 

he presents is a change in the material body, which causes a change in complexion, which 

causes a change in disposition. This disposition does not determine the individual, 

however. As we will see, the whole point of ethical training is to overcome our natural 

tendencies when they are oriented toward bad ends (such as avarice or gluttony). The 

intellect and the will remain inviolate in this model. The part of the soul that has to work 

with the body, the sensitive soul and the faculty of concupiscence are affected, but not the 

intellect. 

Again, this is key to understanding Cecco’s work. It gives an account for how 

things in the world are the way they are. Someone who understands this process is not 

only able to account for nature, but can actually predict what will happen. Even under 

these conditions, however, prediction is limited to natural events. Just as will and intellect 

are not directly impacted by astral influence, they are not properly predictable because 

their actions are not determined by material changes. Cecco clarifies this: 

Circulus formatus in zodiaco ex radiis planetarum, licet sit causa vite, 

tamen non est causa voluntatis nostre nec intellectus nisi dispositive
270

  

(the zodiac circle, informed by planetary rays, although it is the cause of 

life, nevertheless it is not the [formal] cause of our will nor our intellect, 

unless understood as [the cause] of disposition).  

 

That is, the heavens can alter our dispositions, but not our choices. The choices remain 

the result of intellect, and intellect remains isolated from physical causation. 
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 Ibid., 380. 
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II. De principiis celorum 

 

 Al-Qabisi (Abu al-Saqr Abd al-Aziz Ibn Uthman Ibn Ali al-Qabisi l-Mawsili) 

wrote Kitāb al‐mudkhal ilā ṣināʿat aḥkām al‐nujūm (“Introduction to the Art and 

Judgment of the Stars” in the mid 10
th

 century. It was translated from the Arabic by John 

of Spain in the twelfth century.
271

 It enjoyed enormous success in the Latin west, 

surviving in over two hundred manuscripts and twelve early print editions.
272

 It did not 

enjoy quite the same uniquely canonical status as Sacrobosco’s Tractatus,
273

 but was a 

key text of astrology for centuries. I will refer to Al-Qabisi’s text as Introductorius 

(following its Latin incipit) and Cecco’s commentary as De principiis (astrologiae), as 

his Latin commentator refers to it. 

  The text is primarily concerned with establishing the relationships between the 

planets, the constellations of the zodiac, and life on earth. The attempt of scientific 

astrology, as it had been since Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblios
274

, was to establish a coherent, 

consistent doctrine of astral influence that follows natural laws and whose consistent 

qualitative effects can be explained mathematically in terms of the angular relationships 

of celestial bodies to each other with respect to Earth.  The first step in this process is 
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 Kitāb al‐mudkhal ilā ṣināʿat aḥkām al‐nujūm (Introduction to the Art and Judgment of the Stars), 7. 
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 Ibid. 
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 Abu Mashar (Abū Maʿshar, Jaʿfar ibn Muḥammad al-Balkhī), known in the Latin west as Albumasr, 

was undoubtedly the most influential Arabic writer on astrology. See North, "Medieval Concepts of 

Celestial Influence: A Survey," 7-10. 
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 For astrology, Ptolemy is the unquestioned measure for all others. Recall that when Cecco boasted of his 

own skill, he made himself the modern Ptolemy.  
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establishing the qualitative links between planets, stars, and terrestrial elements. What 

does each planet do, both on its own and in conjunction with others?  The characteristics 

of each planet’s influence is claimed to have been established throughout generations of 

observation.
275

 For example, there is a “triplicity of fire” which involves the signs of 

Ares, Leo, and Sagittarius: these three signs all have particular influence over elemental 

fire, and all in different modes. Each of the four elements has three signs of the zodiac 

that exert special influence on it.
276

 But each element also has a planetary preserver, such 

as Saturn and elemental earth, or Mars and elemental fire (just as Cecco described in the 

section of Sphera above).
277

 The planets are also linked in various ways with the signs. 

Each planet has two “houses” and one “exaltation.” Additionally, each of the “triplicities” 

also relates to three planets depending on the time of day or night, 
278

 and planets also are 

involved in the “faces” of each sign.
279

 After this extensive web of associations is 

established, we move to the second step, of mathematical analysis. A set number of 

angles (“aspects”), six in all, are considered and assigned qualitative effects. 

 Once this is established, astrology consists of determining planetary position 

absolutely (that is, at such a degree in such a sign) and relatively (at such an aspect angle 
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 De principiis, 39. 
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 Ibid., 7-8. 
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 Ibid., 27. The planetary “conservators,”or “collateral lords” i.e., Saturn “conserves” elemental earth, 

Mars with fire, Mercury with air, and the Moon with water —is apparently a more basic concept. Cecco 

refers the reader to Sphera, which was the more basic text for first-year students. 
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 That is, the triplicity of fire involves the signs of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius but is also associated with 

the planets Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, depending upon the time of day or night (ibid., 24-28.) These are 

separate from the elements’ planetary preservers. 

 
279

 Each sign of the zodiac is 30° wide and is divided into three “faces” of ten degrees each. Each face of 

each sign has a specific planet associated with it, e.g., the first face of Aries is associated with Mars, the 

first face of Taurus is associated with Mercury (ibid., 41-44.) 
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with respect to other planets or signs) and calculating how these associations interact. 

Once the overall impact of astral influence, considered in its totality, is calculated, its 

effect on human life can be determined. Once this effect is determined, a course of action 

can be selected, as Cecco suggests in the introduction: 

Ergo si scivero per nativitatem alicuius, per directionem gradus 

ascendentis quod tali anno die tali debeat egritudine callida egrotare ante 

illud tempus faciam uti infrigidativis quod adveniente illo tempore 

infirmitas non erit. . . . Nam pono quod dispositio sit individuo quod 

debeat gladio terminari: istud potest per suum arbitrium infallibiliter 

evitare, scilicet per suam intelligentiam rationis, quia homo est victor 

nature per intelligentiam rationis. Nam innatum est magneti a tota sui 

specie vel natura ut ferrum attrahat, sed ferrum non attrahit si aleo 

intingatur. Ergo supercelestia corpora non inevitabiliter agunt super sua 

causata quemadmodum et illa que pendent a divina providentia.
280

 

(Therefore if I come to know by someone’s natal chart that by this 

direction of the degree of the ascendant in this year on this day they must 

fall sick due to a hot illness, before that time I will make use of a cooling 

agent and when that time comes the sickness will not occur. Now if I say 

that a certain individual has a disposition that he must die by the sword, 

this can always be avoided by his judgment, that is, by his use of reason, 

because man is the conqueror of nature on account of his use of reason. 

Now an innate characteristic of all magnets is that they attract iron, but if 

it is smeared with oil, it will not attract iron. Therefore, celestial bodies do 

not act with inevitability on the things that they cause [i.e., all living 

creatures] and those things which depend on divine providence.) 

 

The phrase “super sua causata” means this: terrestrial objects are all held to be efficiently 

caused by the heavens in as much as their formal identity is shaped by astral influence. In 

that sense they are “caused” by the heavens. This understanding of nature is the basis of 

the astrologer’s practice: he runs a series of calculations to determine precisely what the 

influences will be. For an astrologer working in medicine his practice is simply a 
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question of understanding what will occur naturally due to given circumstances, and how 

to avoid it (if those events are negative). Cecco is clear to establish from the outside the 

limits of astral influence. The ability of astral influence to effect sublunar changes only 

occurs in natural events. “Natural” within this context signifies things that occur due to 

innate characteristics of the substantial form of a substance, that is, any given thing’s 

natural tendency (like the tendency of a magnet to attract iron) and is opposed to the 

operations of the intellect, which do not proceed due to natural law. The sickness is 

natural because it is the result of a chain of events that fall one after another based on an 

interaction of natural bodies. Intellect, however, does not fall under the sway of natural 

law and can (and at times, must) oppose “natural” events by rationally choosing a 

different course of action. In this case, man uses his reason to oppose natural cause and 

effect with nature itself. A man who knows he will fall ill to a hot illness can avoid this 

by choosing to ingest a cooling agent which will, through natural processes, counteract 

the hot astral influences that are about to descend upon him. Man uses natural objects and 

natural laws to counteract nature. Cecco’s example is the magnet and the oil: magnets 

always have the potential to attract iron (keep in mind potentia is both “power” and 

“potential”), but this doesn’t mean that they always will attract iron in actuality. If we 

chose to cover a magnet with oil, we use one natural quality (that of oil to counteract 

magnetism) to stop another natural quality (that of the magnet to attract iron).
281

 For 

readers far removed from Cecco’s world, the important point is that astrology is no more 

irrational or supernatural than magnetism. It is, for Cecco and many medieval thinkers, 

natural par excellence. Although the heavenly bodies naturally bring about material 

alteration, as intellectual beings we are agents who act with reason and can make use of 
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natural objects for our own ends. From an ethical standpoint, being created with intellect 

capable of choice gives us the moral imperative to use that reason for good ends. 

 One of the issues that will return in Acerba, and that is at the core of the charges 

against Cecco, is that of material determinism. Do material circumstances determine 

behavior? Let us look at Cecco’s most often used term to describe these material 

conditions: dispositio. As used by Cecco, dispositio has two meanings—both of them 

more concrete than our sense of the word, which tends toward “a state of mind”—as in 

the phrase “a certain individual has a disposition that he must die by the sword.” The first 

meaning is that of astral alignment, what Cecco elsewhere describes as “celestial modal 

aspect,”
282

 indicating the specific position of the planets with respect to the stellatum at a 

given moment. The second meaning refers to a human individual. Strictly, it refers to the 

elemental proportion within that individual. As these elemental proportions are in part 

determined by the stars, astral disposition is closely linked to individual disposition. The 

disposition of an individual is frequently described as dispositio materiae, which shows 

the concrete sense of physical arrangement. As such, it is related to what a medical doctor 

would refer to as complexion.
283

 The distinction Cecco seems to make is that dispositio is 

a material, concrete description of the human body and its composition, whereas 

complexio, as the proportion of elements, is almost like a form or essence which is 

reflected in the body, but one step removed from matter iteslf. Indeed, Cecco notes that 
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 De principiis, 25. 
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natural complexion cannot be wholly changed without a formal alteration of the 

individual.
284

 

Because the material proportions of the tissues which compose the organs of an 

individual body affect the psychological state of that individual,
285

 it creates a scenario in 

which certain behaviors are more likely. For example (as we will see below) a 

complexion dominated by elemental earth will be a slow, heavy physical body, which 

will likewise be slow and dull in its physical movements. Because the soul is so 

intimately connected with the corporeal body which is rendered sluggish by the earthly 

predominance, such an individual will have the psychological characteristics of a 

dullard.
286

 As a result, dispositio frequently is used in shorthand to signify the personality 

type it effects. In that sense, it is very close to our common usage of disposition. We 

must, however, keep in mind that this psychological use of disposition is the secondary, 

figurative meaning, and the primary, literal meaning remains the material proportion of 

elements in a body.  

Further, individual material disposition not only “encourages” the soul toward 

certain psychological states, it also affects the capacity of the individual to receive 

celestial influence. The idea is this: celestial influence is material influx.
287

 It cannot act 
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 De principiis, 28.  
285

 “Animae consequentur corpora” (Souls follow their bodies) is a phrase which appears regularly in the 

commentaries. 

 
286

 For Cecco, “melancholy” is not the personality trait for an ideal brooding artist (as it would later 

become), but rather for a dullard. 

 
287

 This point is key and Cecco takes pains to make sure we know that celestial influence cannot, in any 

circumstance, directly effect change in the human soul. The only scenario that is similar is when angelic 

motor intelligences sometimes operate on the soul in dreams. In this case however, they are not acting via 

material influence, but rather operating directly on the soul without recourse to light, angles, and positions 

of the stars. The entire astrological model is skipped in this situation. See Acerba I.ii; De principiis, 29-31.  
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directly on incorporeal substance, such as a soul, because an incorporeal substance has no 

direct relation to the elements. Material bodies can accept astral influence, as a material 

influx, to the extent that their material nature allows them, as if we were comparing 

different metals and their conductivity as a way of determining their appropriateness to 

make good radio antennas or not. Certain kinds of bodies, those are well disposed 

materially, are able to receive celestial influence and be transformed by it (by having its 

elemental proportions altered).
288

 Likewise, certain bodies are poorly disposed and are 

largely unable to make use of celestial influence. This later body is generally described as 

possessing an indispositio materiae.
289

 Note that although it arises from a material 

condition, the capacity to receive or refuse celestial influence is also determined by the 

individual’s decision to be open to such influences.
290

 

 The vexing question is to what extent material disposition causes an individual’s 

behavior. Let us examine a passage that clarifies the relationships: 

Sed hic alium advertatis quod quandoque sub ista dispositione celorum 

oriuntur filii rusticorum; propterea iudicare non debetis eos reges esse nec 

imperium possidere, eo quod indispositio materie repugnat celesti nature, 

ut dicit Zeel in libro De natura nati. “Talia sunt illa que naturam 

impediunt operantem: pigritia scelus et indispositio materie.” Quia spiritus 

gignitivus qui est in spermate rustici formans fetum aliter disponit 

materiam quam ille qui est in spermate regali. Nam ille spiritus nobilitate 

fulcitus facit nobilem complexionem in fetu, unde dispositio nati est 

sufficiens ad recipiendam influentiam celi imperium denotantem. Et hoc 

est quod volebat dicere in Centiloquio Ptholemeus verbo: “Remove in 

omni iudicio secundum quod non videris dispositionem ad recipiendum 

formas agentis stelle.” Nam pono quod duo sint orti sub eadem 
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 In an Aristotelian sense, “transformation” is to be taken literally as the astral influence provides a new 

form to the substantial being it encounters. E.g., Acerba II.xix, III.i, III.ii. 
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 E.g., De principiis, 9. 
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 Acerba I.ii. 
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dispositione celi in uno gradu et unus sit filius fornarii et alius filius regis 

et talis dispositio ambobus indicet dignitatem; judicabone filium fornarii 

habere sicut regis filium eandem dignitiatem? Minime. Sed iudicabo quod 

iste filius fornarii habebit dignitatem secundum genus suum vilissime 

parentele, ita quod iste erit super omnem gentem suam; et filium regis 

iudicabo subcede in regno patris. Unde genus nobilitatis multum disponit 

natum ad virtutes. Nam vitia et virtutes parentum transeunt in heredes.
291

  

 

(But notice here that whenever children of peasants are born under this 

disposition of the heavens, you are not to judge that simply because of this 

that they are going to gain power or become kings. This is because their 

material indisposition rejects celestial nature. So Sahl says in his book, On 

the nature of children “These are the things which impede nature in her 

operations: sloth, vice, and material indisposition.” [This is] because the 

generative spirit which is in the peasant’s semen, in providing form to the 

fetus, disposes the matter differently than that which is in kingly semen. 

Now the spirit which is propped up by nobility makes a noble complexion 

in the fetus, whence the child’s disposition is sufficient to receive astral 

influence indicating lordship. And this is what Ptolemy meant in 

Centiloquium: refrain from [making] every judgment in which you do not 

see a disposition [capable of] receiving the form of the agent stars.” Now, 

I say that there are two children born under the same heavenly disposition 

in one degree. One child is born to a baker and the other is the son of a 

king. Am I to determine that the son of the baker is to have the same 

dignity as the son of the king? Of course not. But I will determine that this 

son of the baker will have dignity according to the rank of his lowly 

parentage, [I say] that he will be above all of his people. And the son of 

the king, I judge will succeed his father in his kingdom. Hence, the genus 

of nobility greatly disposes the child toward virtues. For both virtues and 

vices are passed from parent to their offspring.) 

  

              This passage offers all the meanings of dispositio which we need. First we have 

the “disposition of the heavens,” the geometric arrangement of the celestial bodies at this 

given moment in time (again, what Cecco elsewhere refers to “celestial modal aspect”). 

Next we see the material indisposition of the peasant child. This means that the child’s 

body cannot fully receive beneficent celestial influence. Next, we have the spiritus 
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gignitivus,
 292

  the active principle passed from the father through his semen which 

determines the material proportion of the fetus (provides its form). The noble spiritus 

creates a good complexion for the child. This good complexion results in a disposition 

that can accept astral influence. It seems here that the complexion is the cause of the 

disposition. Cecco’s extension of By describing the characteristics of the matter with 

reference to the substance (whose matter it is) we arrive at the dispositio nati, the child’s 

disposition, which determines whether or not the child can freely accept beneficent astral 

influence.  

 Cecco addresses the classic refutation of astrology: how can it explain the 

difference between two children born under the same sky?
293

 As described, the human 
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 Spiritus conveys a number of meanings in Medieval Latin, depending heavily upon intellectual context. 

Medical spirits have Galen as their ultimate source. Spiritus translates pneuma which served as an 

explanation for numerous somatic phenomen: “Pneuma has connotations in the ancient world as distant as 

those of the compressed air that was used in certain Hellenistic mechanical devices and the Holy Spirit 

(pneuma hagion) of the New Testament; between two extremes, it was used to explain a variety of physical 

and biological events, especially those which appeared difficult to explain in more ‘normal’ terms: in 

Galen, apart from its role in breathing, it is used to explain the mechanisms of conception and of 

neurological or psychological function, including the process of perception; it transmits motion from and to 

the brain via the nerves. Galen even toys with the notion that pneuma is the ‘substance of the soul’—the 

answer, that is, to a metaphysical question regarding the essential nature of that entity. Here again the 

immediate ancestry of his theories is impossible to trace, especially as pneuma has some sort of role in 

physical and physiological theory throughout antiquity; but we may safely say that  alen’s theory stands in 

some relation to those of Hellenistic biology, and that he is at pains to distance it from that of the Stoics, 

who endowed pneuma with religious, arguably pantheistic significance.” P.N. Singer, "Introduction," in 

Galen: Selected Works (Oxford, UK; New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), xii. For Aristotle, semen 

is a compound of pneuma and water. This pneuma is the vital heat which causes semen to be productive, 

what Cecco here refers to as the generative spirit, Aristotle, Generation of Animals, ed. Jonathon Barnes, 

trans. A. Platt, 2 vols., vol. 2, Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  (Princeton 

University Press, 1984), II.2, 736a1-24; II.3 36a24-37a12. Beyond this use of generative spirit as the 

principle of reproduction responsible for “transmitting” the father’s form, spiritus is commonly used as an 

intermediary between the body and soul: each major organ system has its own spiritus which accomplish 

the soul’s aims, i.e., vital spirits generally perform activities that keep an organism alive, animal spirits 

conduct the operations of the sense organs (such as the visual spirits responsible for sight), intellectual 

spirits communicate with the sensitive organs to assist in thought. See James J. Bono, "Medical Spirits and 

the Medieval Language of Life," Traditio 40 (1984). 

 
293

 The locus classicus is Confessions VII.vi. There Augustine confronts the question twice. First, as here, 

he poses the question of children of peasants and kings sharing the same natal chart. In the next paragraph, 

Augustine restricts the circumstance to that of twins (which excludes material difference due to heredity). 
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individual is a psychosomatic unity which consists of an immaterial soul and a corporeal 

body. In Aristotelian form-matter logical analysis of substantial beings, a human being is 

a psychosomatic unity whose body is matter and whose soul is its form.
294

 As is 

commonly understood, the generation of a human being involves the imposition of form 

on matter.
295

 The form is carried, incorporeally, in the father’s semen, the spiritus 

gignitivus which arranges the matter, understood as the mother’s menstrual blood. The 

spiritus gignitivus “stamps” the blood with form, acting as a sort of general contractor 

which sees to the arrangement of all the necessary material developments for the proper 

growth of a fetus. It is the organizing principle that determines how matter, consisting of 

the blood (which is consistently resupplied through the umbilical cord), is processed into 

the properly arranged matter of the new human being.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
Significantly, this will be the question that Dante poses to Cecco, as reported in Acerba II.ix. Dante returns 

to the question of twins and difference in Paradiso XXXII.68. 

 
294

 Psychology in the Latin Middle Ages consists of a tension between harmonizing Aristotelian and 

Platonic concepts of souls. The Platonic concept is much closer to how Christianity traditionally considers 

a soul: a separate substance that is introduced into a body and then has the capability of leaving that body. 

All the while, it is fully independent of the body. Descartes’ conception of mind isn’t really that different. 

The important feature for both Plato and Descartes is body/soul dualism. The two are separate beings, the 

body subordinate to the soul. The Aristotelian soul is understood differently. For Aristotle, soul is, as said, 

the body’s form. A better term might be “organizing principle.” An Aristotelian soul is in one sense the 

explanation for why one conglomeration of earth is a human being rather than a rock. Matter is arranged 

according to a certain principle. This principle goes beyond mere arrangement of matter, however, and 

includes vivification and control of life processes. As such, there is nothing inherent to the definition of an 

Aristotelian soul that would suggest any possibility of an after-life, and quite a bit that would seem to deny 

such a possibility. If a soul is simply an organizing principle for a living body, once that body is no longer 

living, there is no need to posit a soul. If defined solely as the form of a body, an afterlife for a soul that is 

now a separated form borders on logical contradiction. 

  
295

 This is the concept behind Dante’s description of embryology in Purgatorio XXV. See Manuele 

Gragnolati, "From Plurality to Near Unicity of Forms Embryology in Purgatorio 25," in Dante for the New 

Millennium, ed. Teodolinda Barolini and Wayne Storey (Fordham University Press, 2003). 
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 A key concept is that the spiritus gignitivus does not work alone in fashioning the 

body.
296

 Astral influence also plays a decisive role. Planetary rays descend and alter 

complexions along the lines described above.
297

 The conditions at conception are literally 

formative in as much as the modal celestial aspect, the heavenly disposition, provides its 

own form which combines with that provided by spiritus gignitivus. In tandem, the two 

forms create the complexion. So how do account for the differences in the children? The 

difference is formal or essential, which for Cecco means the noble actually has a better 

complexion than the peasant. Cecco’s conception of complexio here is rather 

idiosyncratic, extending beyond purely medical concerns into the realm of ethics and 

even ontological value. His assertion that “ille spiritus nobilitate fulcitus facit nobilem 

complexionem in fetu”, (the spiritus which is propped up by nobility makes a complexion 

in the fetus) seems to extend a hierarchical evaluation that is quite alien to the concept of 

complexio in its pure medical context. This noble complexion causes the noble body to 

have a better material disposition. 

 The better disposition carries two benefits: firstly, it is more directed toward 

acting virtuously from the start and secondly, it is more suitable for receiving beneficent 

astral influence. These beneficent astral influences will further purify the disposition of 

the body. This extra purification makes it still easier for the child to act virtuously. In 

                                                           
296

 As an organizing principle, the spiritus, much like modern DNA, is better thought of as a recipe which 

unfolds temporally or even a parts list rather than a blueprint or a neoplatonic examplar which is copied. 

Indeed, human development, according to Cecco, has to be considered as something that changes 

(naturally) over time. He is emphatic that an individual’s nature itself never changes, but that a single 

nature causes different personality characteristics at  different stages of development in the life of an 

individual.at different ages through life. De principiis, 29. 

 
297

 That is, in the above example, saturnine rays will have the effect of skewing elemental proportions in the 

direction of earthly predominance. See above, p. 112-113. 
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sum, if left alone, nature will continue to improve the royal child. A conscious effort has 

to be made to corrupt this child. The peasant, however, has a poor disposition which 

tends toward vice.
298

 As such, the peasant who wants to act virtuously is in a constant 

struggle to overcome his or her own nature.
299

 This does not condemn the child from the 

outset. Virtue is not, for Cecco, a psychological characteristic like greed. Rather, virtue is 

a way of acting and in a sense in responding to our psychological traits.
300

 So while a 

peasant child has a poor disposition and a noble child a good one, the peasant child is not 

ipso facto degenerate nor is the noble child ipso facto virtuous. Virtue is a habit, not a 

trait. The psychological traits inherent to each child make acting virtuously more or less 

difficult. The child still has to choose to act one way or another, and to actually act in that 

manner. Some peasant children will choose to act virtuously. However, they face an 

uphill battle. A peasant child who acts virtuously is in the process of transforming his 

disposition.
301

 In Purgatorio, Marco Lombardo’s discourse touches on the same point:  

Lume v’è dato a bene a malizia, 

                                                           
298

 Aristotelian virtue is above all, habit. That is, mere knowledge of what is right on its own is not virtuous 

but only actually doing what is right can be described as virtuous. Continually acting in a virtuous manner 

creates a habit. This is a self-reinforcing cycle: we all have our tendencies, and through time those 

tendencies become ingrained, Aristotle, Nichomachaen Ethics, ed. Jonathon Barnes, trans. W.D. Ross and 

J.O. Urmson, 2 vols., vol. 2, Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  (Princeton 

University Press, 1984), II.1, 1103a16-28, 03b22. When an individual acts virtuously, it becomes easier in 

the future to act virtuously again, and eventually it will become ingrained in what we would call a 

subconscious dimension. Vice works the same way.  

 
299

 For Cecco, a continued practice of acting virtuously effects a change of complexion (but not of nature). 

A child’s nature (or essence) is immaterial and cannot change. A child’s complexion is the physical result 

of the immaterial change and as such is related to it, but not essentially tied to it. A complexion can change 

because it is only a formal arrangement to matter in various proportions. A nature is an essence and is 

purely immaterial and inviolable.  

 
300

 Cecco will devote all of Acerba II.ii – II.xi to an analysis of virtue, which will clarify and expand the 

viewpoints presented in nuce here.  

 
301

 Transformation is taken literally as a formal altering of the individual. Cecco deals with this repeatedly 

in Acerba II.i – II.iv. 
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e libero volere: che, se fatica 

ne le prime battaglie col  ciel dura, 

poi vince tutto, se ben si notrica. 

(Purgatorio XVI, 76-79) 

 

 (Light is given to you to [recognize] good from bad, and free will, which, 

although it may encounter difficulties in its first battles against the 

heavens, will conquer all, if it is nourished well.) 

 

 Dante’s point is one with which Cecco is in full agreement. Regardless of these 

initial circumstances, each individual chooses how to act. There should be no illusions, 

however. Simply “choosing” to act well is not enough: the choice has to be put into 

practice, and this is where the difficulty is encountered. In Cecco’s example, the child has 

to fight against his own innate tendencies; in Dante’s the hypothetical struggle occurs 

against malign astral influences. For each author, it is the practice of consciously 

choosing virtuous action, especially when these choices go against our selfish impulses—

that creates the habit of virtue, which makes acting virtuously easier. This point is 

fundamental to understanding Cecco’s (as well as Dante’s) thought.  

 However, this transformation is a task fraught with difficulty and is very easily 

undone before it is made complete. When such a child faces any setback, he or she is 

likely to give in and revert to his or her nature rather than continuing to act virtuously 

(which the child must if it is to effect a permanent change of character). Likewise, a child 

can experience “success” (for Cecco, the reformation of a disposition tending toward vice 

to one tending toward virtue) but over the course of time the initial nature is likely to 

reassert itself, if this new disposition is not constantly improved and reinforced through 

continuous betterment. 
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Et una causa alteri contradicit ut si rusticus oriatur sub rationabili signo 

celum tribuit sibi rationalitatem in qua fundantur mores sed paternalis 

natura repugnat sed quia celum est fortius vincit secundum quid et non 

simpliciter, ut patet in multis filiis rusticorum qui sunt magnanimi et 

virutosi in multi actibus primo aspectu sed finaliter recalcitrant ut asini per 

naturam. 
302

 

(And one cause [the father’s spiritus] opposes the other [the heavens] so if 

a peasant is born under a rational sign, heaven gives him rationality, the 

foundation of proper behavior. The father’s nature refutes this, but the 

heavens are stronger and win out. But [this happens] only in certain cases, 

not universally, as is seen in many peasant children who, at first, are 

magnanimous and virtuous in many actions but in the end are disobedient, 

like asses, because of their nature.) 

 

 This peasant child is born under a good sign and has the chance to develop 

virtuously, but the poor nature inherited from the father is never erased and always lurks 

in the background. In the end, it reasserts itself. The noble child does not face this 

obstacle. Because his or her nature was one that tended toward good from the beginning, 

there is no risk of its jeopardizing moral progress. Here we see the ethical equivalent of 

the Aristotelian concepts of violent and natural motion. Natural motions don’t require 

anything; they result from a physical object being allowed to follow its own nature. Earth 

is naturally heavy, and if all obstacles are removed, it will tend “down” (defined at the 

center of gravity, the center of the universe). Fire is naturally light and tends “up” 

(rectilinearly away from the center of gravity). In describing the travel of an arrow, the 

upward trajectory is the arrow’s violent motion. Force was applied to the arrow via the 

drawn bowstring and “fights” against the arrow (which material is mostly earth) which 

naturally tends “down.” At the apex of the arrow’s flight, violent motion up equals 

natural motion down, and the arrow ceases to ascend. From here on, the arrow’s natural 
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 De principiis, 49. 
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motion down takes over and the arrow returns to the earth. Just as the arrow back its 

return to earth when the force of the initial impulse, the shot from the bowstring, died out, 

so a few virtuous acts as a child are not enough to sustain a habit of virtue in a child 

whose natural impulses tend toward vice. So the child with a bad nature can act 

virtuously, but just like the arrow, a few virtuous actions aren’t enough – the child’s 

nature constantly seeks to reassert itself and will emerge triumphant if not constantly 

opposed by habitual virtuous actions. 

 Heredity is not everything. The heavens can ameliorate an individual with “bad 

matter” by providing a better form at conception. However, even this intervention does 

not simply overcome heredity. Much greater effort is required, and the outcome is very 

much in doubt. Further, the heavens cannot simply erase the initial difference between 

the two. The superior material disposition of the king’s child means that child can fully 

take advantage of positive astral influence and experience very little tribulation on the 

path to moral development. The baker’s child faces a difficult road. The initial conditions 

make it absurd to assume that this child will one day rule over a kingdom. However, the 

heavens do help in this case, helping to form a disposition that will allow the child to take 

advantage of some astral influence and become the best that his or her material conditions 

allow him or her to be. Of course the example of the baker’s son, who will grow up to be 

noble amongst the bakers, brings to mind Decameron VI.2 and the story of Cisti fornaio, 

the virtuous baker:  

Belle donne, io non so da me medesima vedere che più in questo si pecchi, 

o la natura apparecchiando a una nobile anima un vil corpo, o la fortuna 

apparecchiando a un corpo dotato d’anima nobile vil mestiero, sì come in 

Cisti nostro cittadino e in molti ancora abbiamo potuto vedere avvenire; il 
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qual Cisti, d’altissimo animo fornito, la fortuna fece fornaio. (Decameron 

VI.2.3) 

 

(Lovely ladies, I myself do not know how to say who commits the greater 

sin here: whether nature, for having given a peasant’s body to a noble 

soul, or fortune for having given to a body gifted with a noble soul such a 

vile profession, as in the case of Cisti, our fellow citizen (but also in many 

others that we have seen). Cisti, furnished with a noble soul, whom 

fortune made a baker.) 

 

The novella revolves around the conduct and wisdom of Cisti fornaio who 

overcomes what Cecco would describe as a natural impediment, or indispositio materiae. 

Cisti is literally magnanimous, “d’altissimo animo”, but his great soul is given a vile 

material body. It is interesting to note that Boccaccio intentionally pulls fortune, 

specifically Dante’s Fortuna,
303

 into the fray as well: “E certo io maladicerei e la natura 

parimente e la fortuna, se io non conoscessi la natura esser discretissima e la fortuna aver 

mille occhi . . . .” (VI.2.4) The novella presents a complex interplay of nature, fortune, 

social class and nobility. For this novella to make sense, we have to keep in mind the 

complex arguments about nobility as a hereditary characteristic:
304

 that argument is never 

far from Boccaccio’s mind (or pen). Cisti uses his intellect and his liberality (giving in 

the right measure at the appropriate time), to negotiate a difficult situation: interactions 

with a social superior.  eri Spina, a noble (“messer  eri” throughout the novella), hosts 

papal ambassadors in Florence and on their way to conduct the papal affairs, they pass by 

Cisti’s shop. Cisti cautiously instigates  eri Spina’s interest in his goods:  

[Cisti] s’avisò che gran cortesia sarebbe il dar lor bere del suo buon vin 

bianco; ma avendo riguardo alla sua condizione e a quella di messer Geri, 
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 Boccaccio will shortly describe fortune and nature as “le due ministre del mondo (VI.2.6);” cfr. Inf. 

VII.77-81. 

 
304

 Cecco addresses this topic in Acerba II.xii, where he cites a correspondence with Dante.  
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non gli pareva onesta cosa il presummere dàinvitarlo ma pensossi di tener 

modo il quale inducesse messer Geri medesimo a invitarsi. (VI.2.10) 

 

(Cisti saw that it would be courteous to give them [Geri and his entourage] 

some of his white wine to drink, but acknowledging his [social] condition 

and that of  eri, it didn’t seem appropriate to presume to invite him. 

Rather he thought of finding a way to induce Geri to invite himself.) 

 

The social difference based in their births is such that despite Cisti’s great soul, he 

cannot flaunt social convention by inviting a lord into his shop to drink. Again, we cannot 

think of “mere social convention” as a purely accidental fact of nature, the happenstance 

that Cisti was born to a baker rather than a king. The usual understanding, as we see in 

Cecco’s writing, is that a child born to a noble family is made of more refined matter than 

a peasant child. The reason there are so many poems, treatises, and in Boccaccio’s case, 

novelle, arguing for a conception of nobility that is based on individual conduct, is that 

nobility was not typically understood that way, hence the need to redefine it. If Cisti were 

to invite  eri Spina to drink with him, he would not be offending “ mere convention,” he 

would be offending a social order that was presumed to have an origin in nature itself.  

Rather, Cisti has to manipulate the situation so that Geri makes the request himself. Cisti 

is successful in this and Geri returns the following days and makes a habit of stopping at 

Cisti’s for a drink while hosting the ambassadors. At the end of the ambassadors’ stay, 

Geri organizes a sending-off party, to which he invites Cisti, but to which Cisti refuses, 

again on grounds of social convention: 

A’ quali, essendo espediti e partir dovendosi, messer  eri fece un 

magnifico convito al quale invitò una parte de’ più orrevoli cittadini, e 

fecevi invitare Cisti, il quale per niuna condizione andar vi volle. (VI.2.18) 

 

(When [the ambassadors] had concluded their affairs and had to leave, 

Geri held a mangificent banquet for them, to which he invite a part of the 
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more honorable citizens, and he invited Cisti, who under no circumstance 

wished to go.) 

 

Again, the taint of lowly birth holds Cisti back. He supposes, rightly, that his 

acceptance of an invitation to an upper-class banquet would likely put him in an awkward 

position.  The position he finds himself in, however, becomes threatening when Geri 

sends a servant to acquire wine for that banquet. Seeing that the servant has brought an 

enormous bottle and surmising that the servant intends to steal some wine for himself, 

Cisti sends him home empty-handed. Cisti’s action is potentially ruinous: he has 

explicitly rejected a request made of him by a social superior. Cisti avoids the very real 

possibility of an angry and potentially violent confrontation by sending the servant back 

with a witty reply. By repeating Cisti’s quip to  eri, the servant unknowingly implicates 

himself.
305

 After Geri sends the servant back with an appropriately sized bottle, Cisti 

“fills the order.” Later, Cisti brings all his wine to Geri, explaining his earlier refusal 

(which potentially could be the cause of continued friction) by reminding Geri that this 

wine is not for servants (and in so doing, Cisti distances himself from those servants). 

                                                           
305

 The servant who carries a message condemning himselfis reminiscent of the story of Bellerophon in 

Iliad VI. After refusing the advances of the queen Atnea, the queen tells her husband, King Proteus, that 

Bellerophon attempted to rape her. Proteus is weak-willed, and rather than killing Bellerophon himself, he 

sends Bellerophon to  his father-in-law in Lycia, bearing letters that instruct the king to kill the wone 

bearing the letters. The king of Lycia takes advantage of the hero and sets him to tasks (killing the 

chimaera, the Solymi, the Amazons) and then recognizes Bellerophon’s great worth and marries him to his 

daughter. The same device is used by Hamlet to send Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to their death. 

Boccaccio’s use is more subtle, as Cisti tells the servant exactly what to say. Rather than bearing a letter 

with unknown contents, the servant repeats word for word Cisti’s response, but lacks the intellect to 

understand the message. 
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Cisti’s intellect and prudent liberality—as Cecco will say, liberality distinguishes itself 

from prodigality by prudence
306

--result in Geri accepting him as a friend. 

In considering Cisti’s actions, we notice how surprisingly similar Boccaccio and 

Cecco are in their values. Both praise industry and intelligence and both are very much 

men of the world.  Both are very committed to the idea that the appropriate use of these 

paradigmatic human virtues, industry and intelligence, overcomes natural shortcomings. 

Both are also realists who do not blind themselves to the harsh realities of life as actually 

lived and the fact that the best intentions do not always lead to the best results. It is their 

acknowledgement, however, of the harsh realities of the world that account for their 

insistence on intelligence and industry to make a better future than the one that nature has 

in store. 
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 “É largitate con misura dare / a cui e quando e come si convene” (Liberality is measured giving, to 

whom, when and how as is fitting) (II.ix.7-8/1241-1242). 
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Chapter 4: The Applied Astrological Alternative 

 

 

I. Cecco vs. Dante 

 

For Cecco, reality exists on two planes, both of which come together in the 

individual human. There is material reality, which consists of the corporeal celestial 

spheres and the terrestrial world and its beings composed of the four elements. There is 

also immaterial reality, consisting of the angelic hierarchy of motor intelligences that 

move those spheres and the rational souls that are the substantial form of the human 

being. Between God and man are the celestial spheres and the angelic intelligences, in 

their different ways mediators, between humanity and divinity.  

The study of these beings and their relations to both us and to God is what I 

described earlier as Cecco’s “applied astrology.” What we will see in Acerba I.i and I.ii is 

how completely Cecco’s account of applied astrology permeates his cosmos. We should 
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also pay attention to the clean parallelism between corporeal reality, the celestial bodies 

and material creation, and incorporeal reality, the angelic motor intelligences and 

intellectual creation. We should think of these two orders of creation in hierarchical 

terms: Cecco presents both a chain of material being that commences with the primum 

mobile and ends with the material earth at the center of the cosmos and a separate chain 

of intellectual being that consists of the angelic hierarchy and individual human intellects. 

Noteworthy in Cecco’s system is the manner in which individual “links” of the chains are 

bound both horizontally and vertically. That is to say, the angelic motor intelligences 

relate both to God above and to man below, but also to their associated corporeal spheres. 

Further, the causal explanations of these relations also run in a parallel fashion. The 

complex system of astral influences that relate the celestial spheres to terrestrial 

elemental substances is mirrored by the explanation of love on the intellectual side of 

creation that binds the intelligences to God but also allows them to communicate with 

humanity.  

If there is a key to Cecco’s applied astrology, it is the process by which divine 

love and astral influence forge bonds between Creator and creature in a parallel manner 

in their separate modes of reality. Once we recognize this, we immediately see the major 

objection that Cecco has with Dante’s account. For Cecco, divine love, as opposed to 

physical desire, is an intellectual bond existing between intellectual beings. To the extent 

that man loves (properly), he loves as an intellectual creature and his love is directed 

intellectually. The emotion he experiences towards physical bodies is simple desire, an 

accident of the sensitive soul. There is no possibility in Cecco’s system of the latter 
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leading to the former any more than there is of a terrestrial body experiencing intellectual 

reality. 

There are two tendencies we need to avoid in considering Cecco’s astrology. The 

first is the tendency to see Cecco’s astrology as a precursor of modern astrology. It is not. 

Cecco’s system is built on the most advanced natural philosophy and science available to 

him. Just as important, however, is that we not think of his astrology as a radical 

scientific system designed to oppose theology. We cannot think of Cecco’s interest in 

science in terms of a modern distinction between faith and reason or religion and science. 

What I termed earlier Cecco’s “applied astrology”, his systematic approach to 

understanding astral influences as the link between man and God,
307

 is also a sort of 

natural theology. For Cecco the intellectual is spiritual.
308

 Cecco sees his system as a 

rational account of divinity. He has no intention of replacing religion with science. 

Rather, he sees faith as best approached through understanding the natural world.  

To this extent, Acerba has a great deal in common with Bernard Silvester’s 

Cosmographia.
309

 Both texts rework and integrate natural philosophy borrowed from 

classical and Arabic learning to an extent that more traditional contemporaries found 

troubling.
310

 Both authors saw themselves as presenting a highly orthodox account of the 
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For Cecco, the heavens were created solely for the purpose of maintaining life on Earth. Cfr. De 

principiis, 6, 11, 18; Sphera, 363, 79, 80. 

 
308

 Describing the Empyrean heaven in Acerba V.i.19-21, “Lì è una natura e tre persone, / lì è lo somo bene 

e l’alegreza, / lì non è pietate, ma raxone.” 

 
309

 The main difference between the two is Bernard’s embrace of allegory and fable. See Brian Stock, Myth 

and Science in the Twelfth Century: A Study of Bernard Silvester (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 

Press, 1972), 227-37. 

 
310

 Ibid.; C. Stephen Jaeger, The Envy of Angels : Cathedral Schools and Social Ideals in Medieval Europe, 

950-1200 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994), 280-84. 
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Christian cosmos. Cecco considers himself the champion of orthodoxy. Acerba is not 

intended as an intellectual, scientific, or cultural rebellion against an oppressive, 

reactionary church. Acerba attempts to demonstrate how God works through nature and 

through angelic intelligence, and how the individual human should respond to the divine 

influence. Acerba is intended as an orthodox correction of what Cecco perceived as 

Dante’s heterodoxy. The best example might be Cecco’s criticism of Dante’s position on 

women. If we consider the numerous condemnations of female lay preaching, such  the 

Council of Vienne’s Cum de quibusdam mulieribus (1311), which condemned “certain 

women, called beguines, who debate and preach about the highest Trinity and the divine 

essence,”
311

 Cecco’s rejection of Beatrice’s role as intellectual and spiritual guide is the 

orthodox perspective. 

As part of his commitment to presenting truth, Cecco deems Dante’s use of poetic 

invention to be unacceptable. Before we look at Acerba, I would like to briefly consider 

the rhetorical features of the Commedia to which Cecco objects. Here too, we have to be 

precise about Cecco’s objections. A quick consideration of Dante’s method, which Cecco 

aims to correct, will make Acerba much easier to access. Cecco’s critique of Dante that 

ends Acerba IV includes a condemnation of fable and a list of characters: 

Qui non se canta al modo de le rane, 

qui non se canta al modo del poeta, 

chi finge, imaginando, cose vane: 

ma qui resplende e luce onne natura  

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
311

 Cited in Michael David Bailey, Battling Demons: Witchcraft, Heresy, and Reform in the Late Middle 

Ages (State College, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003), 63-66; Elizabeth Makowski, A 

Pernicious Sort of Woman: Quasi-religious Women and Canon Lawyers in the Later Middle Ages (Catholic 

University of America Press, 2005), 23-48. As Bailey shows, it was the presumption of lay women to teach 

that drew the greatest venom from the Church. 
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che a chi intende fa la mente lieta; 

qui non se sogna per la selva obscura. 

 

Qui non vego Paulo né Francescha, 

de li Manafredi non vego Alberigho, 

e de li amari fructi la dolce escha: 

del Mastin vechio e novo da Veruchio, 

che fece de Montagna, qui non dico, 

né di Franceschi lo sanguigno muchio. 

 

Non vegio el Conte che, per ira et asto, 

ten forte l’arciveschovo Rugiero, 

prendendo del so çeffo fiero pasto; 

non vegio qui squardare a Dio le fiche. 

Lasso le çançe e torno su nel vero: 

la fabulle me fon sempre inichime. 

   (IV.xiii.1-18/4669-4686) 

 

(Here, we don’t sing in style of the frogs, here we don’t sing in the manner 

of the Poet, who makes up imaginary things with his invention. But here 

every nature shines and glows which delights the mind of the one who 

understands. Here we don’t dream in the dream wood. 

 

Here I don’t see Paolo or Francesca, I don’t see Alberigo de li Manfredi, 

or the sweet bait of the bitter fruits. I say nothing about the old and new 

Mastin of Verucchio, nor of the bloody massacre of the French. 

 

I don’t see the Count, who, in wrath and hatred holds the archbishop tight, 

taking in a savage meal with his snout. I don’t see the one who squares his 

figs to God. I leave non-sense behind and return to truth. Fables were 

always my enemies.) 

 

Cecco rejects the “highlight reel” of characters on the grounds of the falsehood of 

Dante’s journey. The fact that all the characters mentioned here are from Inferno does not 

suggest that Cecco knew only that cantica. The formula is taken from Paradiso XXI.62-

63 ”qui non si canta / per quel che Beatrice non ha riso”
312

 (here we do not sing for the 

same reason that Beatrice has not smiled). It would seem that Cecco objects to the best 
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 Of course, this could also indicate that Dante wrote these lines in response to Cecco, but I doubt many 

critics will entertain that notion. 
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known “moments” of the Commedia, which just happen to be the interviews in Inferno. 

The fact that Dante uses real historical persons in his fiction seems to make the matter 

worse for Cecco: he insists in the opening and closing lines of this section on the use of 

fable, “modo de le rane,” ‘le fabulle,” and the fictional nature of Dante’s story, “che fine, 

imaginando, cose vane.” What is the “modo de le rane”? In these mosse, Cecco 

references the two uses of favola/favole in the Commedia. The first is in Inferno XXIII, 

where Dante compares the struggle with the Malebranche to a fable of Aesop, the one of 

the frog and the mouse: 

Volt’era in su la favola d’Isopo 

lo mio pensier per la presente rissa, 

dov’el parlò de la rana e del topo 

Inf. XXIII.4-6) 

 

(The present argument made my thought turn to the fable of Aesop, 

where he speaks of the frog and the mouse)  

 

The “modo de le rane” is the style of writing employed by Aesop and all who 

write fables, itself a specific kind of fiction (according to Macrobius’ neoplatonism, fable 

is the second lowest form of literature, behind only comedy.
313

  This specific complaint 
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 “Fabulae, quarum nomen indicat falsi professionem, aut tantum conciliandae auribus voluptatis, aut 

adhortationemis quoque in bonam frugem gratia repertae sunt. Auditum mulcent vel comoediae, quale 

Menander eiusve imitatores agendas dederunt, vel argumenta fictis casibus amatorum referta, quibus vel 

multum se Arbiter exercuit vel Apuleium non numquam lusisse miramur. Hoc totum fabularum genus, 

quod solas aurium delicias profitetur, e sacrario suo in nutricum cunas sapientiae tractatus eliminat. Ex his 

autem quandam virtutum speciem intellectum legentis hortantur fit secunda discretio. In quibusdam enim et 

argumentum ex ficto locatur et per mendacia ipse relationis ordo contexitur, ut sunt illae Aesopi fabulae 

elegantia fictionis illustres, at in aliis argumentum quidem fundatur veri soliditate sed haec ipsa veritas per 

quaedam composita et ficta profertur, et hoc iam vocatur narratio fabulosa, non fabula.” (Fables—the very 

word acknowledges their falsity—serve two purposes: either merely to gratify the ear or to encourage the 

reader to good works. They delight the ear as do the comedies of Menander and his imitators, or the 

narratives replete with imaginary doings of lovers in which Petronius Arbiter so freely indulged and with 

which Apuleius, astonishingly, sometimes amused himself. This whole category of fables that promise only 

to gratify the ear a philosophical treatise avoids and relegates to children’s nurseries. The other group, those 

that draw the reader’s attention to certain kinds of virtue, are divided into two types. In the first both the 

setting at the plot are fictitious as in the fables of Aesop, famous for his exquisite imagination. The second 
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might seem a bold move on Cecco’s part, as Acerba III consists largely of a bestiary. But 

the use of the animals makes all the difference. Cecco draws examples from the natural 

world to strengthen arguments about human nature. When Cecco describes the phoenix 

and its flight to the heavens in terms that call to mind the active intellect, both the 

phoenix and the active intellect are described as they actually occur in nature (in Cecco’s 

belief). Dante’s use of a narrative framework, however, “invents” an entire underworld 

journey which did not actually happen.  

Dante’s other use of favola occurs in Paradiso, and next to one of Dante’s uses of 

“ciance”:
314

 

Non fa Fiorenza tanti Lapi and Bindi 

quante sì fatte favole per anno 

in pergamo si gridan quinci e quindi; 

 

sì che le pecorelle, che non sanno, 

tornan del pasco pasciute di vento, 

e non le scusa non veder lo danno. 

 

Non disse Cristo al suo primo convento. 

“Andate, e predicate al mondo ciance”; 

ma diede lor verace fondamento 

Par XXIX.103-111 

 

Florence does not have as many Lapos and Bindos as it does these sort of fables, 

cried out here and there from the pulpit each year. And so the sheep, who don’t 

know, return from the pasture having fed on wind. Not seeing the harm does not 

excuse them. Christ didn’t say to his first assembly, “ o and preach non-sense to 

the world,” but gave them a truthful foundation. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
rests on a solid foundation of truth, which is treated in a fictitious style. This is called the fabulous narrative 

to distinguish it from the ordinary fable). Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius Macrobius, Commentarii in 

Somnium Scipionis, ed. J. Willis (Leipzig: Teubner, 1963), 1.2, 7-9; Commentary on the dream of Scipio, 

trans. William Harris Stahl (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990).  

 
314

 The other is Par V.64: “Non prendan li mortali il voto a cianca” which does not seem to figure in this 

critique. 
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One can only imagine what sort of marginal note Cecco would have written when 

he came to this point. Dante writes an invective against preachers who make needless use 

of fable from the pulpit, but he writes as if he were simply recording an invective related 

to him by Beatrice in the Empyrean heaven. Of course, we have to note that Beatrice’s 

immediately preceding example of ciance concerns the various explanations of the 

eclipse at the Passion,
315

 about which Cecco wrote an extended analysis at the end of 

Sphera.
316

 Cecco’s analysis of the eclipse comes after six “proofs” that Jesus wasn’t 

conceived by an incubus.
317

 That whole section of Sphera, in which Cecco expounds 

upon different explanations of a miraculous eclipse, including the possibility that it was 

“created” by someone utilizing a heliotrope, is precisely the kind of “scholastic” 

preaching, a “natural approach” to the Passion, that Beatrice just condemned.
318

 

 What Cecco drives home in these mosse is his objection to any use of narratio 

fabulosa, such as Dante’s supernatural journey, for the expression of truth.  Cecco attacks 
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 Par. XXIX.94-99. 

 
316

 Sphera, 409-11. 

 
317

 Cecco responds to a claim he imputes to Zoroaster and his followes that Jesus was conceived by an 

aerial demon. See p. 57. For the curious, the proofs that Jesus was not a demon-spawn are: (1) the magi 

who were great scientistis who knew the secrets of nature recognized him as the son of God; (2) the sybil 

and Augustus Caesar saw the sun crowned in gold at Jesus’ birth; (3) after the nativity, human bodies were 

no longer involuntarily transported by demons, as occured previously; (4) Floron, when asked about Christ 

said “He will take up human flesh and through him all flesh will be saved” and the Sybil said “When the 

font of oil breaks, the savior of the world shall be born” and other prophecies. Finally (5) Jews never look 

at the sky on account of their guilt and (6) Jewish men suffer menses just as women. Ibid., 408-09. It is 

interesting that fra Accursio never asks (or reports asking) Cecco what was his source for Floron’s 

prophesies.  

 
318

 Depending on when this part of Sphera was written, Cecco’s analysis of the eclipse could have been 

something Dante had in mind. This is just speculation of course, but delightful speculation: if we accept 

Cecco’s report of a correspondence with Dante (Acerba II.xii) as genuine, Dante found Cecco worthy of a 

response and therefore knew at least his reputation: did he know his work? What if Dante had used Beatrice 

to criticize the poor intellectual output of the man who criticized Dante’s use of Beatrice as intellectual 

guide? Could  a more stinging rebuke be imagined?  
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the Comedy at its weakest point: the entire work is, start to finish, fiction, but fiction that 

pretends to be true. Singleton’s noted quip “the fiction of the Commedia is that it is not a 

fiction”
319

 would be a good way of summarizing Cecco’s irritation, if we make “fiction” 

a pejorative. We should note what Cecco does not object to: he does not object to 

including the history of Paolo and Francesca, or the history of Ugolino and Ruggiero. 

Cecco never objects to history or anything taken from reality. In Book II of Acerba, his 

conducts his examination of vice parallel to the events in northern and central Italy c. 

1310-1325. Cecco objects to the fictional presentation of real people which renders them 

characters: “qui non vego Paolo né Francesca . . .  non vego Alberigo . . . non vegio el 

Conte . . . non vegio qui squadrare a Dio le fiche.” It is the vision that Cecco rejects: for 

Cecco the pretense of a vision lowers a discourse on truth to the level of Aesopian 

fable.
320

 What is particularly interesting is that Cecco criticizes the fiction of the 

Commedia not where it is most obviously fictional, e.g., the episode with Geryon or any 

other mythological beast, but where it has the greatest verisimilitude, that is, where Dante 

simply converses with (once) real people.
321

 Cecco was a very astute reader of Dante and 

this perspicacity shows in his criticsm: if one believes, as Cecco does, that the fictional 

element of the Commedia is dangeous, then the text is most dangerous where the line 

between fiction and reality is most blurred. To see Cecco’s point, and what he aims at in 

his work, we should consider the conflation of fable and truth in Dante’s presentation, 
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 Charles S. Singleton, "The Irreducible Dove," Comparative Literature 9, no. 2  (1957). 
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 For the importance Dante placed on the visionary aspect of his work, and its centrality to our 

interpretation to the Commedia,  see Teodolinda Barolini, The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante 

(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1992), 3-20. In historical terms, Cecco was the first critic to 

take Dante’s claims at face value and analyze what Dante wants us to believe. But Cecco was not a critic, 

he was a builder of systems, and so he wrote an alternative, expunged of those types of claims. 

 
321

 See ibid., 15, 58-64. 
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Dante’s attempt to describe reality through fiction. In other words, nothing less is at stake 

for Cecco than the most remarkable feature of Dante’s artistry: his realism. 

When Dante presents a character, particularly in Inferno, he does so in such a 

manner as to distill the character into one choice: a fateful decision that tells us 

everything there is to know about that character as an individual. I refer to the technique 

that Auerbach identified as Dante’s “figural realism.”
322

 This technique is what Cecco 

rejects outright. Another facet to Dante’s realism is its scientific aspect, which Dante uses 

to lend weight and authority to his psychological realism. Dante begins with 

psychological realism and later adds science which serves as an interpretative tool. In the 

Inferno, he offers us a series of characters who relate the stories that the reader then 

works to interpret. Dante does not provide theoretical, “scientific,” explanations that 

account for human behavior until Purgatorio and Paradiso. Thus, Francesca tells her tale 

about love in Inferno V in a manner that is entirely consonant with the modes of narrative 

fiction. We are given no interpretative tools to “deconstruct” it. Information along the 

lines of a medical or psychological exposition of love is nowhere to be found. Dante does 
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 This means (briefly) that the historical event recounted by the character (i.e., his or her personal history) 

stands as a representation of that character’s essential being. Unlike pure allegory, the force of figural 

realism is derived from its insistence on the reality of its signifier – the historical event which maintains its 

own reality and meaning independent of the deeper reality it signifies.   The theme is developed through his 

essay “Figura” and book-length study Dante, Poet of the Secular World, but I will cite a later passage from 

Mimesis: “But in their utterances, their individual character is manifest in all its force . . . whereas the 

passions and inclinations which animated it [scil. Earthly life] still persist without ever being released in 

action, there results as it were a tremendous concentration. We behold an intensified image of the essence 

of their being, fixed for all eternity in gigantic dimensions, behold it in a purity and distinctness which 

could never for one moment have been possible during their lives upon earth. .  . There can be no doubt that 

this too is part of the judgment which God has pronounced upon them; God has not only grouped the souls 

in categories and distributed them accordingly among the various divisions of the three realms; He has also 

given each soul a specific eternal situation, in that He has never destroyed an individual form but on the 

contrary has fixed it in his eternal judgment—nay more, not until He has pronounced that judgment has He 

fully perfected it and wholly revealed it to sight. Here in Hell Farinata is greater, stronger, and nobler than 

ever, for never in his life on earth had he had such an opportunity to prove his stout heart.” Erich Auerbach, 

Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, trans. Willard R. Trask (Princeton, N.J.: 

Princeton University Press, 1971), 192. 
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not give us a theoretical account of love, its types and their natures; he does not give us 

an explanation of sexual desire as a psychological conflict in the manner of Cavalcanti. 

He gives us only Francesca’s account of her decision. Neither will Virgilio offer an 

exposition of love as a psychological phenomenon after the interview.
323

  We have to 

wait until Purgatorio XVII to understand the nature of love and its relation to the human 

soul.  

Conversely, when Dante presents Piccarda in Paradiso III, it is immensely 

significant that her response is highly theoretical. Piccarda does not say that she (as an 

individual) is happy where she is; rather Piccarda explains the condition of all souls in 

this sphere (III.70-87). She offers a complex account of love and free will and the essence 

of blessedness. It begins as an ethical account which leads to a metaphysical description 

of their condition: “anzi è formale ad esto beato esse” (rather it is the essence of this 

blessed existence). Piccarda defines savlation metaphysically: it is the type of existence 

whose essence is to be in accord with divine will (which has provided for everything that 

should be desired). She then describes her personal history, her entrance into monastic 

life and her abduction (III.103-108), but this brief moment of individuality will be 

followed by a longer discourse by Beatrice on the nature of souls and the will (IV.19-

114). 

The reason that the majority of readers of the Commedia find Inferno more 

engaging than Paradiso is that Paradiso lays a heavy emphasis on first principles and 

metaphysics. Such universal causal explanations are, by definition, devoid of historical 
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 Although we should note that when Virgilio does offer accounts, they tend to be brief, e.g., in the next 

canto his response to Dante’s question about relative suffering in and out of a body takes only six lines (Inf. 

VI.106-111).  
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particularity and inevitably draw focus away from the details of the individual life. Hence 

the difference between the representational modes of Francesca and Piccarda. Teodolinda 

Barolini has recently described these differing modes as realism vs. reality: earlier in the 

poem, Dante‘s realism is one of place and character but in Paradiso the realism is 

directed toward reality itself, a “conceptual realism.” It is still mimesis, but a “mimesis of 

ideas.”
 324

 

Cecco saw the Commedia in these terms as well: it is a realistic representation of 

a journey which provides a framework for discoursing on reality. If the Commedia were 

not ultimately focused on reality itself, I doubt Cecco would have felt the urge to respond 

to it. But Cecco does respond, forcefully and obsessively, because Dante discourses on 

reality but does so in the manner of a poet.  Cecco’s objection to Dante’s craft is that the 

representation of reality requires poetic invention. If most readers have found Paradiso 

dull (personally I find it uncannily modern), it is because theory so overwhelms story, the 

narrative framework of Dante’s journey. Conversely, Cecco is angry that there is any 

narrative framework at all. He finds it irritating that Dante pretends to have actually been 

in the celestial spheres and considers it absurd that Dante gives an account of traversing 

the primum mobile and physically arriving, in his human body, in the Empyrean heaven. 

He is morally offended that Dante claims that this entire journey has been motivated by 

his love of another human being. He is intellectually scandalized that Dante chose a 

woman to be his guide and to reveal the deepest mysteries of reality. In terms of realism 

and reality, Cecco admires Dante’s description of reality. He rejects entirely the 
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 Teodolinda Barolini, "Dante and Reality / Dante and Realism," Spazio Filosofico, no. 8  (2013): 206. 
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representation of reality, realism of any kind: the framework in which Dante situates his 

accounts, Dante’s attempt at describing his journey as an actual event.  

Cecco, unlike any other critic, objects to how realistic Paradiso is.  

 

II. Introducing the Alternative (Acerba I.i.1-6) 

 

Cecco does not wish to write scientific literature as Dante did; he wants to write 

literary science. He writes no narrative, no “characters,” no poetic invention. Cecco 

writes deductively. He begins with an explanation of the cosmos at its largest levels and 

first principles and then he traces the chain of cause and effect down from the primum 

mobile through all of material creation into the human mind itself. Only after having 

established this scientific grounding of cause and effect does he proceed to offer a 

scientific account of human behavior, and with it, individual human identity.   

Instead of teaching as a poet per exemplum, Cecco intends to teach as a scientist 

from principles. Like Dante, Cecco will offer his account of love; for him, too, love 

serves as the force that binds and moves the universe – his account likewise comes 

midway through his work.
325

 Unlike Dante, Cecco will not approach his discourse on 

love with tragic illustrations of individuals who loved wrongly. Rather, Cecco will begin 

with an explanation of what the cosmos is, in both its corporeal and incorporeal realities. 

Corporeal reality consists of the successive celestial spheres, from the primum mobile 
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 Dante’s exposition of love occurs in Purgatorio XVII, the 51
st
 of 100 cantos, Cecco’s expostion of love 

occurs in Acerba III.i, which ends up being roughly the middle of the work, the opening chapter of the third 

book in a work comprised of four completed books and the first two chapters of Book V, which presumably 

would have been the last, dealing with matters of faith.  
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down to the center of Earth. This will be the focus of Acerba I.i. and the present chapter. 

Incorporeal reality consists of the angelic hierarchy (in Christian terms) or the order of 

motor intelligences (in Aristotelian parlance). Their relation to God, the manner in which 

they move their spheres, and their interactions with us: these are the subjects of Acerba 

I.ii, treated in the next chapter.  

We should notice that by presenting his material this way, Cecco begins where 

Dante finished: with the pilgrim’s traversal of the primum mobile in Paradiso XXVII-

XXXIII. Dante stands at the edge of the universe and looks “down” upon the physical 

celestial spheres in Paradiso XXVII and then turns to look “up” at incorporeal reality in 

Paradiso XXVIII. The brilliance in Dante’s depiction is the manner in which he presents 

the two modes of reality, corporeal and incorporeal, in such correspondence that their one 

discordance initially appears divisive rather than unifying.
326

 This appearance occasions 

the pilgrim’s doubt: why does the smaller sphere move faster in the incorporeal cosmos, 

when the opposite in true in corporeal reality? By way of answering the pilgrim’s query, 
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 This was described by physicist Mark Peterson as a perfectly clear explanation of a 3-sphere, itself a 

higher-dimensional theoretical object. Briefly, think of the relation between a sphere and a circle and then 

between a circle and a line in terms of the lower dimensional object being able to “cut in half” the higher 

dimensional object. A circle of the same radius serves as an equator of a sphere, and a line serves as an 

equator (technically a diameter) of a circle. The point is that the part of the sphere above the circle is equal 

to the portion of the sphere below the circle, and the portion of the circle above the line is equal to the 

portion of the circle below the line. If one were to do the same experiment starting with a sphere, one 

would need another dimension beyond what is easily conceivable. However, if one could use a sphere to 

divide the figure that is one dimension greater than a sphere, the result would be that the surface of the 

sphere would be a dividing line (like an equator, in the same way the circle is to the sphere) to the two 

halves that resulted from cutting this new figure. This +1 dimensional figure is a 3-sphere. Further, if one 

considers what Dante does in Paradiso XXVII-XXVIII, he uses the surface of the primum mobile, that is, 

the surface of the greatest physical sphere, as a jumping off point, from which he sees the physical universe 

below (end of Par. XXVII) and then turns to see an almost mirror copy that is the celestial hierarchy 

(beginning of Par. XXVIII). The “extra dimension” by which Dante is able to postulate difference is speed: 

as one goes from the pit of the universe to the divine circle of the Empyrean heaven, speed increases the 

entire way. The universe he imagines, in its material and angelic halves, according to Peterson, corresponds 

perfectly to the concept of a 3-sphere. Mark A. Peterson, "Dante and the 3‐sphere," American Journal of 

Physics 47, no. 12  (1979). 
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Beatrice provides the account that relates matter and intellect and shows how the 

pilgrim’s perception of dissonance is due to his expectations rather than to reality itself. 

Cecco begins at that liminal point: the primum mobile, the edge of the world. As 

he is not writing fiction but a scholastic treatise in verse, he begins with an an outline. 

Cecco describes first the limits of the physical cosmos in I.i.1-6, which will be the subject 

of the remainder of I.i, and then the nature of the incorporeal cosmos in I.i.7-12, which 

will be the subject of I.ii. Cecco is rewriting Paradiso in these cantos, or better, writing 

the “more correct” alternative, the exposition without narrative framework. Acerba I.i and 

I.ii strictly correspond to the dual universe Dante describes in Paradiso XXVIII.  The 

critical uncertainty as to whether Cecco had full knowledge of the Commedia is 

unwarranted.
327

 The systematic presentation of angelic intelligences and their interaction 

with the parallel celestial spheres with which they are associated requires that Cecco is 

responding to the final cantos of Paradiso. 

Cecco, an author famous for refuting the Commedia, begins his extensive rebuttal 

with a description of dual-layer reality that perfectly corresponds to Dante’s. Cecco’s 

incipit is an outright denial of both Dante the pilgrim’s experience and Dante the poet’s 

entire literary project: 

Ultra non siegue più la nostra luce  

fuor de la superficie de quel primo, 

in qual natura, per poder, conduce 

la forma intelligibil che divide 

noi da li animai per l’abito exstremo, 

qual creatura mai non tuto vide.  

                                                           
327
E.g. “Sarebbe pertanto addirittura lecito  dubitare che lo Stabili . . . abbia mai avuto una conoscenza 

completa del Paradiso (e fors’anche dello stesso Purgatorio)”"I' voglio qui che 'l quare covi il quia": 

Cecco d'Ascoli "avversario" di Dante Dante e la Scienza, Ravenna, 1995, 245-46.  
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(I.i.1-6)  

 

(Our light carries no further than the surface of that first [sphere]—in which 

nature [in her power[ guides the intellectual form which separates us from animals 

in its highest usage—which no created being has seen in its entirety.) 

 

Cecco begins with our limitations and emphasizes the absolute separation between 

creation and that which lies beyond the sensible divide, that is, the Empyrean heaven. 

Our light, our intellectual virtue (throughout the work light is a favored metaphor for 

Cecco
328

), is limited to the sensible universe which terminates at the surface of the 

primum mobile. These lines engage Dante’s vision both through the recall of the sonnet 

Oltra la spera but also explicitly reject Dante’s claims at the beginning of Paradiso I: 

Nel ciel che più della sua luce prende 

fu’io, e vidi cose che ridire 

nè sa, nè può chi di lassù discende 

   (Par. I.4-6) 

 

(I was in the heaven that takes in more of His light, and I saw things which 

one who descends from there cannot retell) 

 

Cecco’s immediate point is that no one has had a corporeal experience of “the beyond.”
 

329
   Our light, as opposed to  od’s light which fills the Empyrean, is insufficient to see 

beyond material creation. Dante’s claim to have stood upon the edge of the universe and 

peered into the Empyrean is patently false. Just as Cecco emphasized the verb vedere in 
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 For a brief introduction to what has been described as “Light Metaphysics”, see David C. Lindberg, 

"The Genesis of Kepler's Theory of Light: Light Metaphysics from Plotinus to Kepler," Osiris (Bruges) 2 

(1986). 
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 Even a corporeal experience inside the celestial spheres would be a philosophical absurdity. Cfr. Patrick 

Boyde, Dante, Philomythes and Philosopher : Man in the Cosmos (Cambridge England; New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 1981), 141.:  “It is possible for a glorified body—such as the body of Christ 

after his Resurrection or of all human beings after the Day of Judgment – to be in the same place as another 

body; but even this requires a miracle. And here we are dealing with two natural bodies.” 
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his rejection of Dante’s use of fiction, here too an emphatic point is vision: “mai non tuto 

vide.” We should note that Cecco opens and closes this sextet with an emphasis on the 

primum mobile as a boundary, the end of the sensible universe. Beyond it is the 

Empyrean heaven. Cecco returns to this point in Acerba V.i, with the emphasis that the 

Empyrean is beyond the visible universe: 

Sopra le octave spere, che nu’ vedemo, 

Ossanna che eternalmente vive  

formò du’ celi, li quai nu’ clamemo 

Lo celo Empereo et anche Cristallino (V.i.4-7/4768-4771) 

 

(Above the eight spheres which we see, Hosanna (who lives eternally) formed 

two heavens, which we call the Empyrean heaven and also the Crystalline. 

 

 

The Empyrean heaven is a bit of a stumbling block for medieval natural philosophy.
330

  

Indeed, the Empyrean is outside the bounds of natural philosophy, because “nature” only 

holds sway below the primum mobile.  The Empyrean is very much “other” than the 

celestial sphere heavens. It would not be a stretch to say there is a greater difference 

between the stellatum and the Empyrean than there is between the stellatum and Earth. Its 

light derives from God alone (rather than from the sun), its matter is purer, and it is 

unknowable to us: its very existence is a matter of faith. The Empyrean represents a 

different type of material reality and different “rules” apply to it. Key for Cecco is the 

absolute impossibility of terrestrial matter existing there, even the impossibility of 

“seeing” into it. This represents a commonly held opinion: the Empyrean heaven, though 
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 See Bruno Nardi, "La dottrina dell'Empireo nella sua genesi storica e nel pensiero dantesco," in Saggia 

di filosofia dantesca, Biblioteca Pedagogica Antica e Moderan Italiana e Straniera  (1930: Società 
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Cosmos, 134-36. Grant, Planets, Stars and Orbs, 371-82; Moevs, Christian The Metaphysics of Dante’s 

Comedy, New York: Oxford University Press, 2005. Chapter 1: The Empyrean. 
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filled with light, is not visible to us because it has some sort of “cover” on the outside 

which prevents us from seeing into it.
331

  

 

The Empyrean is the “beyond”: now let us turn to what Cecco puts at the center of 

this mossa: the human intellect. The “forma intelligibile” and the “abito exstremo” refer 

to our rational soul and its capacities or powers.
332

 Throughout his work, Cecco is very 

consistent about his presentation of the human intellect and its interaction with nature and 

divinity. His entire view of God, the cosmos and man hangs upon a proper understanding 

of the nature of the human intellect. One misunderstood detail would destroy his system, 

introducing material determinism, which would render the larger ethical project moot. 

The anonymous Latin commentator does not understand what Cecco is doing in this 

mossa, and it is worth pausing over the mistake the commentator introduces because that 

mistake will clarify what Cecco means about our intellectual nature not only here but also 

in I.ii, where he criticizes the Averroist conception of the intellect and human identity. 

First the text:  

Ultra non siegue più la nostra luce  

fuor de la superficie de quel primo, 

in qual natura, per poder, conduce 

la forma intelligibil che divide 

noi da li animai per l’abito exstremo, 

qual creatura mai non tuto vide.  

(I.i.1-6) 

 

                                                           
331

 Planets, Stars and Orbs, 371-82.  

 
332

 See p. 76. 
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(Our light carries no further than the surface of that first [sphere]—through which 

nature (in her power) guides the intellectual form which separates us from animals 

in its highest usage—which no created being has seen see in its entirety.) 

  

The commentary glosses:  

Hic dicit quod ultra primum celum (id est nonum) nostra lux (id est 

intellectus) non potest intelligere via naturali: dico ultra illam superficiem 

in qua – id est supra quam – Deus format animam rationalem, que dividit 

nos a brutis per habitum rationis: quem habitum creatura humana non 

potest super rationis terminos intueri.
333

 

 

 (Here he says that beyond the first heaven [that is, the ninth] our light [our 

intellect] cannot function according to nature. Beyond the surface in 

which, that is, beyond which, God forms the rational soul, which divides 

us from brute animals by the use of reason. The human creature cannot 

consider this use with respect to the limits of reason.) 

 

The anonymous commentator has missed the significance of the last verse, reading 

“qual” in line six as referring to the immediately preceding “abito exstremo.” Note that 

the commentator, doing the proper job of a glossator, has clarified that “qual” translates 

to “quem habitum” – it is explicitly the abito exstremo of line five that the commentator 

connects with the “qual” of line six. That the commentator has misunderstood Cecco’s 

intention becomes clear once we decipher what Cecco means by abito exstremo and then 

consider whether it can possibly be the antecedent of “qual.” That is, can the “abito 

exstremo” be that something which has never been seen by any human? Also, we should 

note that Cecco wrote “mai non vide tutto” not “non può vedere tutto” as the 

commentator reads it, a distinction that becomes important when we recognize the 

context of these comments (i.e., rejecting Dante’s claims in Paradiso I.4-6 and XXVII-

                                                           
333

 Commento latino, ad loc.  
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XXX). What “it” is that has not been seen in its entirety is the primum mobile, the end of 

the physical universe.  

 “Habitus” carries several meanings in scholastic Latin.
334

 It is the most common 

translation of Aristotle’s hexis.
335

 In ethics, “hexis” means something closer to our 

concept of “habit” but without the negative connotation of mindless routine. For Aristotle 

it is rather an active tendency brought about by repeatedly acting in a certain manner.
336

 

When athletes speak of “being in the zone” or developing “muscle memory” an 

Aristotelian would immediately recognizes a hexis at work. The athletes repeatedly 

perform a task requiring fine motor skill until they are able to perform that task 

subconsciously. By performing the task subconsciously, they no longer have to monitor 

themselves actively, which allows them to respond to their environment more quickly 

than they could if they had to consciously analyze the game unfolding around them and 

logically deduce their course of action. The important point is that once this hexis is 

developed, the mind performs subconsciously and effort must be taken not to act in this 

highly routinized manner. This concept is behind a significant portion of Cecco’s ethics 

in Book II and the basis of the ethical difficulties faced by the baker’s son we met in 

Chapter 3.  

                                                           
334

 Defarri’s dictionary of Aquinas’s usage runs from pp. 477-480. Defarrii, Roy J.; Barry, M. Inviolata; 

MacGuiness, Ignatius, A Lexicon of St. Thomas Aquinas Based on the Summa Theologica and Selected 

Passages of His Other Works (Fitzwilliam, N.H.: Loreto Publications, 1948; repr., 2004). 

 
335

 Cfr. Aristotle, Categories, ed. Jonathon Barnes, trans. J.L. Ackrill, 2 vols., vol. 1, Complete Works of 

Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  (Princeton University Press, 1984), 8, 8b25-9a13.  

 
336

 See above, p. 37. Aristotle’s usage signifies something more fixed than a mere disposition or tendency. 

Nicomachean Ethics II.1, 11103a16-28, 1103b22. 
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For Aristotle, you not only are (ethically) what you do; to a larger extent, you are 

(now) what you have done (before), because your actions in the past created your ethical 

hexis in the present, just as your present actions affect your current dispositional 

tendencies in the future. Performing virtuous action (not merely being capable of it) 

results in the creation of something like a routine, which is more fixed than just a 

tendency.
337

 This ethical usage is not yet what Cecco intends in this passage, but is 

related to it. The use Cecco intends here is based on applying the concept of hexis as an 

arrangement (if we think of an “ethical disposition” as an arrangement of various 

tendencies solidified through activity) to the level of potentiality in the soul. The 

analogue here is that virtuous disposition relates to virtuous action as a potential relates to 

an actual. 

With respect to the intellect, habitus connotes a certain kind of potentiality in 

which the soul not only has the necessary capacity to think, but has already thought in the 

past and is prepared to think at any moment it chooses:  

When thought has become each thing in the way in which a man who 

actually knows is said to do so (this happens when he is now able to 

exercise the power on his own initiative), its condition is still one of 

potentiality, but in a different sense from the potentiality which preceded 

the acquisition of knowledge by learning or discovery; and thought is then 

able to think of itself.
338

 

 

                                                           
337

 All of this informs Cecco’s discussion of heredity and the development of virtue that we saw in the 

discussion of dispositio, p. 96 

 
338

 De anima III.4, 429b5-10 
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Intellect is actual only in the moment it is thinking. As soon as thinking stops, the 

intellect goes back to a state of potentiality. Aristotle’s point is that there is a large 

distinction between pure materiality of an intellect that has never thought and the 

“resting” potentiality of intellect that has thought, but is not thinking at this moment. As 

sometimes occurs, recourse to Aristotle muddies the issue. For clarification, a cleaner 

distinction may be found in Avicenna’s discussion of potential, habitus and the rational 

soul in Kitab al-najat II.6.
339

 Here Avicenna explains the three levels of potentiality. The 

first is absolute potentiality, as an infant’s potential to write. This means that the subject 

is not currently capable of writing but will be in the course of natural development. The 

child will achieve “instrumental capacity,” that is, a potential to produce writing which 

involves the capacity to physically manipulate pen and paper as well as the knowledge of 

letters. When the child has developed these skills, it will then have the second type of 

potential, relative potentiality. This implies the instrumental capacity, in the same 

example, a child who knows how to use a pen and understands the significance of letters. 

Note that just because a child can manipulate pen and paper and knows letters, does not 

mean that the child is particularly good at it and can perform the activity in the sort of 

unconscious way in which we describes the athletic hexis above. Finally, we arrive at the 

third type of potential, perfected potentiality. This means a subject may perform the 

activity at will, in this case, a scribe who is not currently writing.
 340

  This is the meaning 

                                                           
339

Avicenna, Avicenna's Psychology (London: Oxford University Press, 1952).  

 
340

 Ibid. I cite Avicenna because Cecco explicitly favors Avicenna’s metaphysical model,  Sphera, 351. As 

Cecco does not expound at length on faculty psychology, it is impossible to say what idiosyncrasies he 

might have held, but Avicenna’s description of potentiality and levels of intellect is fairly standard. See 

Herbert A. Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect: Their Cosmologies, Theories of the 

Active Intellect, and Theories of Human Intellect (New York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992). 
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behind Cecco’s abito exstremo, the full development of a potentiality through activity, to 

the point that the potential can be used at will.  

These distinctions apply to all types of potentials. Here we are discussing the 

intellect (“la forma intelligibile” of v. 4) which has its own particular set of distinctions. 

The three stages of intellect are (i) material, the tabula rasa of an infant, (ii) in habitu, the 

intellect of one who has thought, but currently is not, and (iii) actual, in which the 

intellect is engaged with the agent intellect and is at that precise moment in the act of 

thinking. To this, some add a fourth level, acquired intellect. For Avicenna this signifies 

an intellect that has grown accustomed, through habit, to union with the agent intellect 

and enjoys a special relationship to it. In any event, this fourth stage intellect is really just 

an advanced second stage intellect.
341

 We have to keep in mind that these “stages” of 

intellect are not separate intellects. The pure potentiality of the material intellect becomes 

the intellect in habitu through use. The intellect in habitu becomes, in the moment of 

thought, an active (or actualized) intellect. The acquired intellect is a further development 

of an intellectus in habitu.  

                                                           
341

Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect, 9-12, 74-126. This acquired intellect seems a neoplatonic 

corollary to the “perfected” virtues, the virtues of those who have achieved hypostatic union, such as 

discussed by Marcobius in his Commentary on the Dream of Scipio in I.viii. Here he elucidates the 

Plotinian structure of virtues which makes a clean divide between the virtues one practices in order to better 

oneself (“purgative”) and the virtues practiced by the one who has already purified him or herself and is 

thus familiar with ecstatic union. In Aristotelian terms, this class of people would be considered temperate 

rather than continent, because their virtue is such that, rather than controlling urges (continence), they no 

longer experience such urges. The distinction Avicenna makes between an intellect which can and has 

joined with the agent intellect and one which has gained a significant familiarity with it, and thus deserves 

to be described as existing on a separate level in a progression of intellectual development, seems 

analogous to the virtues as described by Macrobius. (Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis, ed. J. Willis 

(Teubner, 1963).  
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The term intellectus in habitu was not used by Aristotle but applied by Alexander 

of Aphrodias and later Arabic Aristotelians, including Avicenna.
342

 Intellectus in habitu 

describes an individual intellect (thus an individual, by describing the features of their 

substantial form) which has possession of a certain group of thoughts (not necessarily 

“all” thoughts) which he or she has attained through the actual, practiced use of intellect. 

This is a technical term for what Aristotle meant when he said “its condition is still one of 

potentiality, but in a different sense from the potentiality which preceded the acquisition 

of knowledge.” What Cecco means by “abito exstremo” is that the possession of an 

rational soul alone does not separate humans from animals; rather the actual, frequent use 

of that intellect separates humans from animals. Thought is an activity which changes a 

material intellect into an intellect in habitu and likewise an intellect in habitu into an 

acquired intellect. “Exstremo” indicates that this is the greatest perfection. “Excellence” 

might be another translation of the concept. The commentator was absolutely correct in 

glossing this “habitum rationis.”  

In this sense, Cecco’s “abito exstremo” relates (although diametrically opposed) 

to Cavalcanti’s discussion of human faculties in the third stanza of Donna me prega:  

Non è vertute, ma da quella vene 

Ch’è perfezione – ché si pone, tale 

Non razionale, ma che sente dico.
343

  

(29 – 31) 

 

(It is not a faculty, but it comes from that faculty which is posited as the 

perfection [of man], not the rational [faculty], but the one that senses, I say.) 

 

                                                           
342

 Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect, 10-12.  

 
343

 All citations of Cavalcanti from Contini, Poeti del Duecento. 
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Here Cavalcanti delineates the intellectual and sensitive faculties (“vertute”) of the 

human being and insists that the sensitive faculty is the “perfection”—that is, the 

substantial form, in the sense that form is activity and matter is simply potential, the 

“perfection” or “completion” of the human is the furthest development of matter into 

form.
344

  ”Perfectio” etymologically connotes completion. In form-matter analysis of 

                                                           
344

 Bruno Nardi provides two descriptions of “perfectio” that remain clear and precise. First, the definition 

of “perfectio” and its derivation from the Arabic translations  of Aristotle: “Come la parola “vertù” traduce 

il termine greco dynamis, così la parola “perfezione” traduce il termine entelechia, che effettivamente nella 

traduzione del De anima dall’arabo, come nel commento d’Averroè, è reso costantamente colla parola 

perfectio, mentre nelle due versioni dal greco è tradotto con actus. E perfecito, actus e forma sono, nel 

linguaggio filosofico del medio evo, termini perfettamente equivalenti.” (As “power” translates the  reek 

“dynamis” so the word “perfection” translates the term “entelechia.” In both the translation of De anima 

from the Arabic and in Averroes’ commentary, this term [entelechia] is consistently rendered “perfectio” 

while in the two version from the  reek it is translated “actuality.” Perfection, actuality and form are, in 

medieval philosophical language, perfectly equivalent) Bruno Nardi, Dante e la cultura medievale (Bari: 

Laterza, 1942; repr., 1985), 99-101. Subsequently, Mario Casella’s interpretation of the poem was marked 

by what Nardi believed with philosophical imprecisions, Mario Casella, "La canzone d'amore di Guido 

Cavalcanti," Studi di filologia italiana 7 (1944). Nardi clarified “la parola perfezione indica sia il pieno 

possesso di una qualità morale, sia la piena rispondenza d’una cosa al suo tipo ideale, sia l’atto o forma 

sostanziale che costituisce un essere nella sua specie e nella sua fiscia natura.” (The word “perfection” 

indicates the full possesion  of a moral quality and the full response of an objecto to its ideal type as well as 

the actuality or substantial form that costitutes a thing in its species and its is physical nature), Bruno Nardi, 

"Di un nuovo commento alla canzone del Cavalcanti sull'amore," Cultura neolatina 6 (1946): 118. 

Ferdinando Pappalardo interprets “perfezione” strictly as a synonym of “actus” (as Nardi himself 

suggested) and reads the lines to mean that love is not a power of the soul, but rather an actuality of the 

sensitive soul (rather than the rational soul). This position is perfectly boilerplate Aristotelian psychology 

and requires no recourse to Averroes, Ferdinando Pappalardo, "Per una rilettura della canzone d'amore del 

Cavalcanti," Studi e problemi di critica testuale, no. 13  (1976).  As I am not entering into a discussion of 

Cavalcanti’s intent, solely his usage, what is significant is that Pappalardo understands perfectio to have the 

same meaning, he just assumes a different reference, that is, Nardi reads it as “perfection [of man]”, 

Pappalardo reads “perfection [of the senistive soul]”. Enrico Fenzi accepts Nardi’s view and expands upon 

the significance of this Averroist position concerning human identity (i.e., that the intellect is not the form 

of the indiviudal human)  as well as seriously considering the position of Pappalardo. As Fenzi shows, 

Pappalardo’s reading in perfectly in accord with philosphical terminology, but is less convincing than 

Nardi’s Averroistic interpretation when the canzone is read as a whole: “Ma, anche se in questo particolare 

caso, preso per sé, i dubbi possono essere legittimi, e anche se basta poco, un minimo, spostamento 

semantico, l’accento posto su un elemento invece che su un altro, una diversa ricostruzione sintattica . . . 

per farlo risaltare oppure per velarlo, non credo che questo discusso averroismo di Guido possa essere 

negato.” (But even if in this particular case, taken on its own, legitimate doubts remain, and even if takes a 

small, a minimal semantic change to emphasize one element rather than another, i.e., a different syntactic 

construction, to make it jump out or to hide it, I do not believe that  uido’s much discussed Averroism can 

be denied), Enrico Fenzi, La canzone d'amore di Guido Cavalcanti e i suoi antichi commenti (Genova: Il 

melangolo, 1999), 150-53. Maria Corti understands the term as does Nardi, for “perfectio corporis” and 

therefore as the substantial form of the human, La felicità mentale: Nuove prospettive per Cavalcanti e 

Dante (Turin: Einaudi, 1983), 27-28.  See also Giorgio Agamben, Stanze: la parola e il fantasma nella 

cultura occidentale (G. Einaudi, 2006); Guido Favati, "Sul testo di Donna me prega," Cultura neolatina 8 

(1948); "La canzone d'Amore del Cavalcanti," Studi petrarcheschi 4 (1951); Giorgio Inglese, "... illa 

Guidonis de Florentia 'Donna me prega' (Tra Cavalcanti e Dante)," Cultura neolatina 55, no. 3  (1995); 
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substances in which matter stands for potentiality and form for actuality. Form as 

actuality is understood to be the fulfillment of potential, hence the equivalency between 

perfection and actuality. For Cavalcanti, this is the sensitive soul because he accepts a 

shared intellect, which denies the individuality of the rational soul.
345

 Cecco firmly 

rejects this Averroist position (Acerba I.ii.31-36/117-122. and V.i.28-66/4722-4760) as 

well as Cavalcanti’s notion of love (Acerba III.i). For Cecco, the rational soul is the 

essence of humanity. Its use represents the greatest human excellence. 

  Returning to the Commento, the suggestion that the human being cannot 

intellectually comprehend the rational soul (“quem habitum . . . non potest super rationis 

terminus intueri”), is most unusual and would seem to demand further explanation rather 

than adequately serving as an explanation. To suggest that the “abito exstremo”—or 

habitus rationis as the commentary glosses—cannot be understood rationally (“super 

rationis terminos”) results in the individual human being unknowable. That is, if the 

habitum rationis cannot be understood intellectually, and the habitum rationis is the 

greatest human excellence or perfection, the result is that the human at the most complete 

stage of development is essentially unknowable. If human essence is to be a rational 

creature, but his reason is unknowable, then the human subject is unknowable. This is a 

kind of skepticism that does not accord well with anything else Cecco has written: in fact, 

it directly refutes most of it. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Maria Luisa Ardizzone, Guido Cavalcanti: The Other Middle Ages (University of Toronto Press, 2002); 

Enrico Malato, Dante e Guido Cavalcanti: il dissidio per la Vita nuova e il "disdegno" di Guido (Roma: 

Salerno Editrice, 1997). 
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 This is the position Cecco argues against in Acerba I.i (see chapter 4).  
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If, however, we assume the commentator is someone other than Cecco and has 

simply misread the mossa, and if we read “qual” as referring back to “quel primo” in line 

2, that is, the primum mobile, the sense is perfectly clear: man cannot see beyond the 

primum mobile, further, he cannot even see the primum mobile in its totality.
346

 Cecco is 

reiterating and developing the main point of this mossa, that the limit of human reason is 

not solely metaphysical (man’s vision is not of such a nature as to be capable of “seeing” 

go beyond material creation), but the physical limits of man’s vision result in the entirety 

of heaven being impossible to encompass at one moment anyway.
347

 This reading creates 

a cosmic harmony in which the limit of both reason and sense are coterminous with the 

primum mobile. What is beyond is neither sensible nor intelligible.  In support of this 

reading let us note that this is a point to which Cecco returns to in I.iii.17-18/189-190:
348

 

“Del cielo la plica non apare al sezo, / dal qual se muove intelligentia nostra” (the full 

bend of heaven is not seen from the extreme bottom, from which our intelligence 

moves).” The same thought—the impossibility of grasping the entirety of creation in one 

moment—is expressed in the same terms, with the same confluence of sense/sight and 

intellect. Finally, we note the statement is in the past tense (“vide”), no human creature 

ever has seen the whole heavens, as Dante claims to have done in  Par. I.4-6. and again, 

specifically in XXVII-XXVIII. This reading is in full conformance with generally 

                                                           
346

 That is, he cannot see the full expanse of the material heavens, of which the primum mobile is the largest 

sphere. The primum mobile itself is not visible, having no stars, and so it couldn’t be seen anyway. Cecco’s 

point is that the totality of the heavens cannot be seen at once, as Dante claims to have seen. 
347

  This is also how Crespi reads the passage, L'Acerba, ad loc. 
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  This particular line reference is one whose meaning has been repeatedly contested: see Censori, "Il 

Commento latino dell'Acerba." Emidio Vittori, "Per un'edizione critica dell'Acerba," ibid., ed. B. Censori 

(Firenze: Giunt-Barbera). Both follow the Commento which has “senso.” In this case I believe the MS the 

commentator was working from was wrong. In any event, the the meaning of the line in either reading is 

that the complete arc of heaven is not simultaneously observable (“plica,” from the Latin, meaning “bend” 

or “flex,” signifying here the internal “bend” or arc of the concave surface of the last sphere). I agree with 

Crespi’s interpretation here, taking “sezo” as a physical extension of the term Dante uses as a temporal 

marker, e.g., “Venimmo al piè d’una torre al da sezzo,” Inf. VII, 130.  
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accepted natural philosophy and returns the discussion to the point where Cecco began, 

and offers a subtle dig at Dante while doing so.  

 

Our intellectual capacity is what separates us from the rest of creation. Cecco 

returns to the question of the intellect repeatedly. For an astrologer, and this point cannot 

be emphasized enough, the dividing line between orthodoxy and heresy is how we 

understand the nature of the rational soul. For Cecco, this became a question of life and 

death when the Inquisition misrepresented his view, whether through calculated 

malevolence or callous indifference.  If the rational soul is directly influenced by the 

celestial spheres, the result is material determinism and the destruction of free will. The 

intellect must be protected against any direct material influence, because the intellect 

must combat negative influences.  In Acerba II.i, Cecco drives this point home:  

Non fa necesità ciaschum movendo, 

ma ben dispone creatura humana  

per quallità, qual l’anima seguendo 

l’arbitrio abandona e fàssi vile: 

serva e ladra de vertut’ estrana, 

da sé dispoglia l’abito gentile 

( II.i.13-18/721-726)  

 

(Each [celestial sphere] does not create necessity with its motion, but 

rather disposes the human creatures through its qualities [i.e., constituent 

material elements]: if the soul follows these and abandons judgment [i.e., 

the will] it makes itself cowardly: a slave, a thief, a stranger to virtue, it 

divests itself of its noble habitus.) 
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The heavens do not directly affect the rational soul. Rather, they create 

dispositions of the material body, and the human soul responds to these dispositions.
349

 

The rational soul, presented metonymically here by arbitrio, must exercise authority over 

the sensitive soul rather than succumb to the sensitive soul’s desires. If reason fails, the 

human has abandoned intellect.
350

 These lines cast intellect in the same terms as habitus. 

Here, though, a charming wordplay on abito allows for a soul to “strip off its noble garb” 

when it abandons use of reason: “da sé dispoglia l’abito gentile”.  

Returning to the opening mossa, we note that for intellectual freedom to be 

possible, the rational soul must not fall under the jurisdiction of nature. Anything created 

by nature is subject to natural law. Cecco makes this point in the opening mossa. When 

he specifies that “natura, per podere, conduce la forma,” it is clear that nature is receiving 

and transferring an already-made form. Nature does not create the form. Natural creation 

of the rational soul will be explicitly rejected in I.ii. God creates the soul directly in the 

super-material Empyrean heaven,
351

 in the reality that exists “oltre ... la superificie di 

quel primo” (beyond the surface of that first [sphere]). Nature, as  od’s instrument in the 

physical cosmos, must “guide” the soul from its origin in super-material reality (the 

Empyrean) into the corporeal cosmos. The surface of the primum mobile is Checkpoint 

Charlie for the transition into the sensible, corporeal cosmos. 
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 See p. 62. 
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 Another point in which Dante and Cecco are in perfect agreement is the concept of vice or sin as the 

triumph of desire (and thus the sensitive soul) over reason (the rational soul). This is a frequent refrain in 

Acerba II.xiii-xix, where Cecco discusses vice. 
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 As Cecco will explicitly state in V.i.27. The question of the creation of the rational soul will be 

addressed in Chapter 4. 
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The purpose of all of this is, again, to underline the independence of the rational 

soul from natural law so as to escape material determinism. Our minds are inviolable, 

even if our bodies are subject to the stars. As we saw in Chapter 3, the stars can only 

influence the corporeal elements that constitute our bodies. To the extent that our 

sensitive souls respond to our bodies, the stars indirectly affect our sensitive souls. The 

rational soul, the abito exstremo, does not fall under the rule of nature because is not a 

natural creation. The rational soul “answers” to the order of immaterial (intellectual) 

reality, that is to the divine mind and the hierarchy of celestial intelligences.
 352

 Our faults 

may originate in the stars as errant dispositions and disordered impulses, but the choice 

remains entirely our own, whether to abandon ourselves to impulses or to chart a better 

course through reason. 

In these six lines, Cecco has introduced a set of divisions that (i) mark the limits 

of the sensible universe (v. 1), (ii) locate that limit at the surface of the primum mobile (v. 

2), (iii) mark a division between humans and all other animals (vv. 4-5), (iv) define that 

difference as the actualizing of the rational soul (v.4), and (v) reaffirm the limits of 

human understanding and pure intellectual activity. The mossa has a nesting structure, 

beginning and ending with the limitations of human intellect (v. 1 “oltre non segue più la 

nostra luce” / v. 6 “qual creatura mai non tutto vide”). Our intellectual light is limited at 

the heavens in v. 2 (“quel primo”) and v. 6 (the relative “qual”), heavens which in turn 

surround the identity of man as an intellectual being, in terms of the imposition of 

rational soul as the form of the human being in verses 3-4 which differentiates us from 
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 Dante’s view was precisely the same and this is exactly what he meant when Marco Lombardo 

pronounced, “A maggior forza e a maggior natura / liberi soggiacete” (Purg XVI.79-80). 
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animals in v. 5.  The formal structure of the mossa corresponds perfectly to its content, in 

as much as the rational soul is the celebrated focal point, but still placed within strict 

bounds that it cannot exceed: the metaphysical and physical limits of vision in v.1 and 

v.6, respectively.  

 

III. Naked Angels (Acerba I.i.7-12) 

 

After introducing the limits of the sensible cosmos as well as the rational soul that 

understands it, Cecco briefly introduces the immaterial cosmos. For Cecco, Christian 

angels are equivalent to Aristotelian motor intelligences, which are intermediaries 

between God and the corporeal spheres whose movement is the efficient cause of 

terrestrial life:
353

 

Sopra ogne cielo substantie nude 

stanno benigne per la dolcie nota. 

Ove la pietà non gli occhi chiude, 

e per potenza de cotal vertute, 

conserva el giro di ciaschuna rota 

onde di vita ricevem salute.  

(I.i.7-12) 

  

(Naked substances stand compassionately above every heaven on account 

of the sweet note. Where pity does not close its eyes, [these intelligences] 

keep each wheel spinning by the power of such a virtue, and hence our 

lives are kept in good health.) 

 

“Substantie nude” are separated substances. Angels or motor intelligences were 

considered, with respect to form and matter, to be pure form. As such, they were 
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 The association of Aristotle’s celestial motor intelligence and angels (of Christian or Islamic persuasion) 

was almost universally accepted by both Christian and Islamic writers of the Middle Ages. See Grant, 

Planets, Stars and Orbs, 523-47. 
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substances which were separate (or separated) from matter. The proper “place” of the 

separated substances is the Empyrean (V.i.22/4716), hence they stand “above all the 

heavens.” Cecco’s point here is that the intelligences are not to be thought of as the 

equivalent of planetary souls (a proposition condemned at Paris in 1277). For Aristotle, 

the motor intelligences were the incorporeal substances which served as principles of 

movement for the celestial spheres.
354

 To be separated from matter also implies to be 

separated from potentiality (which is tied to matter). As such, angels are considered to be 

pure actuality.
355

 The motor intelligences themselves are stationary, “stanno benigne,” on 

account of the “dolcie nota” (v.8), which is their experience of the divine.
356

 Where the 

angels accept the divine will, the “dolcie nota,” their desires are fulfilled and they take 

part in a chain of love that provides motion to the physical cosmos. This fulfillment is 

causally dependent upon pity keeping her eyes open: “ove la pietà non gli occhi chiude” 

(v.9)  

                                                           
354

 Separate motor intelligences were required by Aristotle to account for the motion of the celestial spheres 

as “first movers unmoved”: to avoid an infinite regress of causes in a physical account that requires an 

external cause for every motion, Aristotle was required to posit a mover which caused motion not in the 

manner of directly transferring force (like a hand throwing a ball by transfering force to it), but rather a 

“cause” of motion by being desired. The celestial intelligences are stationary, but cause the celestial spheres 

to desire them. As a response of their own desire, the celestial spheres spin. This desire “causes” the motion 

of the spheres. In this manner, the mover (the intelligence) remains immobile and the chain of causations 

stops. Aristotle, Metaphysics, ed. Jonathon Barnes, trans. W.D. Ross, 2 vols., vol. 2, The Complete Works 

of Aristotle  (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984), XII.7, 1072a19-73a14.  A key distinction 

between Aristotle’s movers and Christian angels is their “place”: Aristotle’s movers were attached to their 

respective spheres. The “beyond”, that is, whatever existed outside the primum mobile, was truly Other. 

Nothing could be known about it; it could not serve as the “place” of the motors.  

 
355

 Cfr. Par. XXIX.31-33. 

 
356

 Commento latino, ad loc. interprets this to be “ordo gratiae” (the celestial hierarchy). The commentator 

misses Cecco’s point, which is not the organization of the intelligences but rather their relation to the 

divine: through their love of God they receive this divine influence which they in turn use to power the 

celestial spheres, which in turn keeps us alive.The angelic hierarchy is opposed to the various types of 

demons discussed repeatedly Sphera, 397-403. and De principiis, 17. 
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To whom does “pietà” refer? The commentator takes this as a periphrasis for 

God:  

“Ubi (id est in quibus angelis) pietas (id est, Deus) non claudit occullos 

suos, (id est influentiam sue bonitatis), eo quod in ordine gratie participant 

vita eterna sive influentia Deitatis”  

 

(pity, that is, God, does not close his eyes, that is, the influence of his 

goodness. Because of this, those in the order of grace participate in eternal 

life or the influence of Deity).
357

 

 

This identification misinterprets the metaphor of opening and shutting one’s eyes that 

Cecco uses consistently throughout Acerba. To close one’s eyes is, for Cecco, to refuse 

virtue. To keep one’s eyes open is be both an eager student and accepting of the divine 

(for Cecco, the two are the same).
358

 In just a few lines, at I.i.28, the human soul has the 

option to accept Jupiter’s benevolent influence or (as a refusal) to shut its eyes “se 

l’anima li occhi belli soi non clude” (if the soul does not shut her beautiful eyes).  Later, 

the promised exposition of virtue can only occur if the reader’s eyes are open to it:  

Convien ormai che di signi certi 

 tu veghi lo giudicio della luce 

puo’ che seranno li occhi nostril experti 

(II.ii.112-114/886-888)  

 

(It is now time that you see the judgment of the light in certain signs, so 

that after your eyes will be skilled). 

 

                                                           
357

 Commento latino, ad loc. If we had any doubts as to the commentator’s identity, the fact that he has 

completely misinterpreted a poetic metaphor (the opened eyes) that Cecco uses consistently should put to 

rest any suggestion that Cecco wrote the commentary. 

 
358

 E.g., “Tu veggi lo iudicio de la luce / Po’ che seranno li occhi nostri esperti” (II.ii.113-114/889-890); 

“Ma li occhi ciechi non vegon el fine, / per lo disio del voler iniquo,” (II.v.28-29/1050-1051); “Se ‘l viicio 

ti ciecha li belli occhi” (III.xv.10/2362): “Di ciò dime novelle: or leva i ochi per la mia salute” )IV.iii.89-

90/3597-3598). 
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In III.vii.24-28/2216-2220 the mole opens its eyes upon death, signifying the virtuous 

man that turns toward the heavens, abandoning the blindness of Earth, but a few lines 

later (III.vii.37-39/229-2231) the mole, closing its eyes, is like the sinful man. Later, the 

lion that keeps watch is the symbol of the cautious ruler:  

  

Non chiude gli ochi lo leon dormendo 

Così ciaschuno chi porta corona 

Deve ogne tempo tenir i ochi aperti 

Ch’inganno non riceva da persona 

 (III.xxxviii.1-21/2795-2816) 

 

(The lion does not shut its eyes while sleeping.... So each one who wears 

the crown must always keep their eyes open, to avoid being tricked by 

anyone) 

 

The final example is Averroes: 

O Averoise, cum la seta sciocha 

 che verso ‘l ben cludisti gli ochi toi 

(V.i.46-47/4740-4741) 

 

 (O Averroes, with your foolish sect, you who close your eyes to the good!). 

  

The concept of pity and the image of the open eyes are related. For Cecco the 

open eyes symbolize the acceptance of divine love, expressed materially in astral 

influence and immaterially through the love mediated by the angelic intelligences. If we 

recall the relations between natural light, astral influence, and divine love, a creature 

opening its eyes is accepting a connection with the cosmos as a whole and ultimately 

accepting divinity. For Cecco, then, keeping the eyes open is our acceptance of the 

material and immaterial bonds that tie us to our Creator. To accept the divine means to 

recognize the interconnectedness of creation and to inquire into it. Intellectual pursuits 
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aimed at wisdom and therefore virtue result in the individual fulfilling their role assigned 

by God.  

But what role is assigned to the angels and what does it have to do with pity? Let 

us return to the Cecco’s description of the final cause of the heavens, where the circular 

motion of the spheres is understood to be the efficient cause of the preservation of life on 

Earth by producing a sequence of effects that allows terrestrial life to reproduce:
359

  

Iuxta quod debetis noscere quod prima natura videns quod ista inferiora 

non poterant perpetuari propter nimium distantie a virtute prima creavit 

corpora celestia et posuit intelligentias ut per debitum motum sive ortum 

et occasum signorum et per continuam generationem servarentur in esse. . 

. .  intelligentie agunt mediante ortu et occasu stellarum sicut artifex per 

sua instrumenta. 
360

 

 

(Concerning this you must know that First Nature, seeing that these 

inferior beings could not perpetuate themselves on account of their 

excessive distance from the first power, create the celestial bodies and 

placed intelligences [over them] so that by their due motion, or rising and 

setting of the signs, and by continuous generation they [the lower beings] 

might be preserved in existence. Intelligences act by means of the rising 

and setting of stars as the artificer works with his tools) 

 

There is a fair amount of neoplatonic distaste for matter here. On Earth, we are so far 

removed from God that life itself is not sustainable without constant support. For this 

reason, the celestial bodies were created.
 
The celestial bodies serve as intermediaries and 

rain down divinely-tinged astral influences which sustain earthly life.  The motor 

intelligences use their associated celestial bodies as instruments and through risings and 
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 De principiis, 6, 11, 54; Sphera, 380, 95. The idea permeates Cecco’s thought, stemming from Aristotle 

in Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption, ed. Jonathon Barnes, trans. A. Platt, 2 vols., vol. 1, Complete 

Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  (Princeton University Press, 1984), II.10, 336a13.,. 

See North, "Medieval Concepts of Celestial Influence: A Survey."   
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 De principiis, 11. 
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settings modulate astral influence as the cause which brings about different effects.
 361

 

“Pity” here refers to the angels and is their response to terrestrial life. The final cause of 

the heavens is the preservation of life, so in loving God the angels produce a desire which 

moves those spheres whose effect is to save terrestrial life incapable of surviving on its 

own.  

In this case, we have a causal relation: the angels associated with each sphere 

enjoy unmediated access to divinity, the sweet note that keeps them in angelic 

contentment. Accepting divine goodness means they also accept their role in the cosmos, 

which is to serve as mediators between God and humanity. The sweet note that is divine 

love is also the motive power which the angels transmit and the motive power by which 

they move the spheres. This divine love is not astral influence, but the immaterial 

equivalent, that is, it is the force by which the cosmos is bound together which descends 

from on high to assists that which is below. By this power, the angels perform their 

function, which is to turn the spheres: “per potenza de cotal vertute  / conserva el giro di 

ciaschuna rota” (10-11). Technically, the “vertute” represents the divine love as 

instrument, and the “potenza” represents its capacities.  

The important point is that divine love sparks the motion of the spheres: the 

angels love God and by their love, the spheres are moved. This is where Christian 

cosmology moves away from Aristotle, for whom each intelligence was a first-mover 

unmoved.
362

 For Aristotle each intelligence is desired by its sphere but the intelligence 

                                                           
361

 The Latin commentator: “ex quo motu stat salus vite, ex eo quod totus motus inferiorum a motu 

superiorum dependent, sicut effectus a sua causa.” Commento latino, ad loc.  

 
362

 Aristotle, On the Heavens, ed. Jonathon Barnes, trans. J.L. Stocks, 2 vols., vol. 1, Complete Works of 

Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation  (Princeton University Press, 1984), I.9, 279a17-30. 
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itself does not desire anything: it is unmoved and unmovable.
363

 The sphere moves in its 

desire for the intelligence. The intelligences “stanno benigne” – whether that means they 

are stationary, stare in its more literal sense or simply content (emphasizing benigne) is 

an open question. Here, the intelligence desires God, and the fulfillment of that desire 

causes the motion of the physical sphere. As such, planetary motion is a happy accident, 

in one sense: the intelligence doesn’t desire  od in order to move the spheres, but motion 

occurs anyway. Likewise, planetary motion, in its turn, maintains life on Earth, “onde vi 

vita ricevem salute” (v. 12). 

In summary, the angelic intelligences enjoy a blessed state by accepting their role 

in the divine plan. By embracing  od’s will, they open themselves to accept the “dolcie 

nota” which is both the contentment they enjoy and the power by which they spin their 

spheres. The spinning of the spheres is a result of the angelic intelligences’ embrace of 

this plan, and the efficient cause of the preservation of life on Earth. Cecco implies that 

angels, too, have wills: “ove la pietà non gli occhi chiude.” There is an alternative, where 

pity shuts her eyes, which results in fallen angels and fallen humans. Cecco later 

describes hell as “lì la pietà li occhi chiude”
364

: hell is where pity closes its eyes to the 

divine, failing in its role, which is active participation in the divine plan. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
363

 Metaphysics, XII,7, 1073a35-73b1. 

 
364

Ivi se piange e stride eternalmente, 

ivi la pietà i ochi chiude, 

ivi non posa mai la trista gente, 

e lì la mente umana è senza spene 

di ritornare nel divino bene. 

 (III.xl.16-20/2854-2858) 

 

(There one sobs and cries eternally, there pity closes her eyes, there the sad race has no rest, and there the 

human mind is without hope of ever returning to the divine good.) 
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IV. A Tour of the Universe (Acerba I.i.13-72) 

 

After this brief look at the immaterial order of reality, Cecco returns to the 

physical spheres for the rest of the chapter.  Cecco begins with the stellatum and works 

his way down the cosmos, ending the chapter with a discussion of the moon. 

Interestingly, Cecco does not describe the primum mobile. We have only the description 

of the limits of sense in the opening mossa that indicates the sphere, but does not name it. 

First in the description of the spheres is the stellatum and its “subjected stars”
365

:
 
 

E l’archo, dove son diversi lumi, 

gira di sotto con subiette stelle 

e lassa un grado ben con tardi numi. 

Le quatro qualità ben costui informa. 

Sì che ‘l subiecto in acto vien da quelle, 

perché le stringe con sua dolcie forma. 

 (I.i.13-18)  

 

(And the arc, where there are diverse lights, circles below with its subject stars, 

and leaves behind one degree with slow-moving deities. He indeed gives form to 

the four qualities, such that the subject comes into actuality from them, where he 

binds them together with a sweet form.) 

 

The arc is the stellatum, the sphere containing the fixed stars. “Leaving behind one 

degree” refers to the precession of the equinoxes.
366

  

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
365

 The Commento includes an unusually long gloss on this mossa, explaining first “subiette stelle” as 

referring to the relation between the fixed stars as their planetary lords (the lords of the house): “Iuxta quod 

debetis intelligere quod omnes stelle que sunt in octava spera sunt subiecte planetis. Nam Aries et Scorpio 

sunt stella subiecte Marti... ” (Concerning this you need to know that all the stars in the eighth sphere are 

subject to planets. For Aries and Scorpio are stars subject to Mars...), Commento latino, ad loc. Cecco 

discusses planetary lords in De principiis, 18-19.. This is a less than fully satisifying explanation, because 

this specific aspect of planetary relations has nothing to do with the content of the rest of the mossa. 

 
366

  The “precession of the equinoxes” occurs because Earth’s rotation is not perfect: the polar axis does not 

remain at the same angle relative to the plane of Earth’s orbit. If we think of a top that begins to “wobble” 
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By referring to the “subject” stars, Cecco introduces a common analogy for 

understanding the nature of astral influence. In both Latin commentaries, Cecco offers an 

etymology of “zodiac” as a mediator of life.
 367

 The zodiac functions as an intermediary 

of divine potency. Its task is to be informed by planetary rays. The planetary rays are 

analogous to form, and the stars of the zodiac are analogous to matter. We have to think 

of astral influence as a composite substance, a certain matter defined by a certain form. 

The equivalent of matter is the sign of the zodiac, and the equivalent of form is planetary 

influence. The analogy does not seem to hold up to scrutiny, but crudely we’ll just 

consider an example of influence as “an influence from Aries enformed by Mars.” I think 

what was appealing about this analogy for Cecco is that in some way it reflects the 

stability of the zodiac vis-a-vis the constant changes in the planets. The signs of the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
as it slows down, this is roughly similar. As a result of this wobble there is no perfect harmony between the 

period in which Earth returns to the same position relative to the stars (the sidereal year) and the period in 

which Earth returns to the same position relative to the sun (the tropical year). The Earth’s position relative 

to the sun is defined by the relation of Earth’s axial tilt. The equinoxes occur when the Earth’s axial tilt is 

precisely at a 90 degree angle (or normal) to a line drawn through the center of the Earth and the center of 

the sun. Because of the very slight wobble in the Earth’s axis, the Earth will return to the same position 

with respect to the stars (a sidereal year) in a very slightly longer period of time than it returns to the same 

position with respect to its axial alignment with the sun (the tropical year), resulting in a tropical year that 

is ever so slightly shorter than the sidereal year. Because of this slight discrepancy, the equinox occurs very 

slightly earlier in the sidereal year, meaning it appears to “move” slightly to the west (from Aries toward 

Pisces). In classical times, the equinox occurred when the sun was in the stars of the constellation we call 

Aries. Now it occurs when the sun is in the stars of the constellation we call Pisces. Note that for Cecco (as 

for all astronomers), “Aries” is not a collection of stars, but rather an area of sky defined by the tropical 

year: the area extending from the vernal equinox to 30° “east.” Actually, Cecco dismisses as ridiculous the 

idea that the names of the signs (Aries, etc) refer to images made by drawing lines between certain stars, De 

principiis, 7. The beginning of Aries always marks the vernal equinox, regardless of what stars are nearby 

when this occurs. For a medieval astronomer/astrologer, the concept of “the Age of Aquarius” would be 

absurd because it refers to a time when the vernal equinox occurs in Aquarius. For someone who defines 

the signs of the zodiac solely with reference to the equinox (rather than to stars), this is a contradiction in 

terms: every age is the “Age of Aries.”  

If we assume a geocentric cosmos with a stationary Earth, we cannot attribute precession to axial 

wobble, but we still have to account for it to save the observed phenomenon. As a result, Greek 

astronomers posited this motion somewhere else. Historically, that “somewhere else” became the primum 

mobile, a non-observable sphere responsible for the difference between the tropical and sidereal years 

generally taken as one degree per century, resulting in a rotational period of 36,000 years for the stellatum. 

Ptolemy, who discusses the problem in Almagest III.1 attributes the discovery of precession to Hipparchus. 

G.J. Toomer, Ptolemy's Almagest (Springer-Verlag, 1984). pp. 131-141.  
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 De principiis, 6; Sphera, 379. 
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zodiac never change position with respect to each other, but the planets do constantly. As 

such the zodiac can be considered a stable element which responds differently to the new 

planetary alignments. The signs of the zodiac are the subjects whose various potencies 

are activated by the planetary rays. The actualization of these potencies forms (in the 

strict Aristotelian sense of the word) the astral influence which then descends to the 

terrestrial realm. In the terrestrial realm, this influence operates on material beings in a 

similar operation, providing form by activating potencies. 

However we undestand the analogy, the important point is that these influences 

provide new forms to terrestrial life and these new forms make life sustainable. In this 

sense, the zodiac mediates the astral influence which supports life on Earth. Terrestrial 

change occurs because astral influences alter qualities (“le quatro qualità ben costui 

informa,” v. 16). By altering qualities, they provide a different form (“le stringe con sua 

dolcie forma,” v. 18). This happens when a latent potency in a substance is brought into 

actuality (“sì che ‘l subiecto in acto vien,” v. 17). Just as this substance is the subject 

brought into actuality in v. 17, analogously the stars in v. 14 are subjects in which the 

planetary rays operate.  

The stars produce a new form in a terrestrial being by altering its qualities, “le 

quatro qualità.” What precisely are these qualità? The qualities are heat, coldness, 

dryness and moisture which are the principles of the four elements: fire, air, water and 

earth. Each element is a composite of two qualities, e.g., earth is understood to be the 

composite of the cold and dry principle. Elemental changes occur by an alteration of their 

principles. For example air, which is wet and hot, becomes water, which is cold and wet, 
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when its principle of heat is transformed into coldness.
368

 The stars’ effect on the 

sublunary world is achieved through their conservation (or destruction) of these four 

principles.
 369

  These changes in properties alter the elements which manifest a formal 

change in subjects (substances) in which they occur. Therefore, the stars change the form 

of substances by altering their constituent qualities. The final three lines represent the 

major conceptual point of this mossa: how astral influence effects change on earth. What 

we see is that the stars draw potencies into actuality via the imposition of a new form at 

the basic level of the contrary qualities.  

Continuing his journey down the cosmic chain of beings, he describes Saturn 

(vv.19-24), highlighting its malevolent influence (v. 20 “tarda di corso e di vertù 

nimicha”) and describes the physical agent of planetary “influence” as its raggio.
370

 

 

Di sotto, luce quella trista stella, 

Tarda di corso e di vertù nimicha, 

che mai suo raggio non fe’ chosa bella. 

Gielo con fredo fiato mette a terra, 

e a chi non à mercé, s’ella s’aplicha, 

l’aire stridendo chiama “guerra! guerra!” 

I.i.19-24  

 

(The sad star shines below, slow-moving and an enemy of virtue, whose rays 

never made anything beautiful. He sends ice with a cold breath to Earth, and if he 

gets a hold of one without mercy, [that one] cries through the shrieking air,” War! 

War!”) 
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 On Generation and Corruption, II.2-332b5-332b30. 

 
369

 In Sphera,  358 ; De principiis,  pp. 7, 25-28. See Chapter 1. 

 
370

 This is not merely poetic license. Throughout both Sphera and De principiis, he refers to radii as the 

physical carriers of immaterial influence. For an introduction to the concept and its variations in medieval 

thought, see North, "Medieval Concepts of Celestial Influence: A Survey."  
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Although part of the divine plan, it is interesting to note that Saturn is always 

malignant. Cecco doesn’t bother to confront this seeming contradiction, how a star 

moved by an angel’s love can work only negative effects. Saturn’s malignant influence is 

contrasted with Jupiter’s beneficent rays, “la luce benigna” (v.25). He uses Jupiter to 

introduce another principle of his astrological system: influence is not observed directly 

but can be intuited per effectum:
371

  

È circunscripta la luce benigna 

nel sexto cielo, onde quel s’aquista, 

ché ben si pruova là ove se signa. 

Se l’alma gli occhi belli suoi non chiude, 

stando ne l’ombra de l’umana vista, 

vuol ch’ella dorma in sue braccia nude. 

(I.i.25-30) 

 

(The benign light is circumscribed in the sixth heaven. From here that is acquired 

which is demonstrated in the place it shows itself. If the soul doesn’t close its 

beautiful eyes, standing in the shadow of human sight, it [Jupiter] would have her 

sleep in his naked arms.) 

 

The first three lines explain the astrologer’s task. Planetary influence cannot be observed 

directly but we can infer its existence in the changes it brings about. The benign light 

from Jupiter manifests itself (“se signa”) when it creates positive changes in terrestrial 

beings.  Those changes can be observed (“ben si pruova”). In the absence of any sensible 

cause, we have to reason from these effects. It is our job then to infer the circumstances 

that gave rise to that state of affairs. We can recognize those who owe their specific traits 

to a Jovian influence by identifying in them those traits associated with Jupiter. 

Speculative sciences often flirt dangerously with circular reasoning.  

                                                           
371

 Commentary (ad loc.): “Et isti actus bene cognoscuntur per effectum in corpore ubi regnant, quia si quis 

est jurista et rationaliter dispositus a jove, per effectum demostrat quod habeat a nativitate.” (And these 

actions and clearly seen through the effects they have in bodies in which they are present, because if one is 

a judge and disposed rationally by Jupiter, it is shown in this effect that he has this [disposition] from his 

natal chart.) 
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The erotic description of the soul’s acceptance on astral influence is interesting: 

“[Jupiter] vuol ch’ella dorma in sue braccia nude.” The anonymous commentator makes 

this even more explicit:  

quia sicut actus carnalis non potest perfici nisi ex consensu et copula 

duorum, ita sine velle anime Jupiter non potest in eam imprimere istos 

actus. Idcirco dicit: “Vult quod dormiat in suis brachiis nudis,” id est: cum 

velle anime Jupiter immediate iungitur ad introducendum istos effectus. 
372

 

 

(Just as the carnal act cannot be completed without the consent and 

coupling of the two, so too without the will of the soul Jupiter cannot 

imprint its actions in it. And so he says, “he wishes her to sleep in his 

naked arms,” which is, if the soul wills it, Jupiter immediately joins with it 

in order to introduce these effects.) 

 

The acceptance of astral influence is now cast as an erotic encounter. This metaphor will 

be picked up again at the end of Book II and the first chapter of Book III, where Cecco 

refers to the love experience as a formal alteration of the individual. Accepting astral 

influence allows for the stars to improve our form. We should note that just as the erotic 

encounter traditionally begins with vision,
373

 so too if the soul opens her eyes to Jupiter’s 

influence, the “act” of falling in love occurs and Jupiter then wishes to have the naked 

soul in his arms. I will return to this thought presently. 

 Mars follows, circling underneath Jupiter and made temperate by Jupiter’s virtue 

(“a chi la storba, di sotta gli gira” [v. 33]): the Martian influence unleashes storms in the 
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 Commento latino, ad loc. 

 
373

 E.g., Cavalcanti, Donna me prega, “Ven de veduta forma che s’intende”; Andreas Capellanus, De 

amore, “Amor est quaedam passio innata procedens ex visione et immoderata cogitatione formae alterius 

sexus.” 
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atmosphere (v. 34).
374

 The sun takes central place in Cecco’s cosmos: it is the “agente 

universale d’ogni subiecto” (v.38)
375

 and its power both warms Earth and activates 

potencies in matter,
376

 effectively generating life.
377

 

 

 Venereal influence effectively causes love in collaboration with proximate (and 

therefore sensible) beautiful beings. What seems unusual is Cecco’s insistence that this 

effect continue even after death has removed the beloved: 

D’amor la stella nella terza rota, 

al spirto dà angoscia, con sua luce, 

di cosa bella che non sta rimota 

da llui se morte spengne sua figura. 

In cui suo dolcie raggio non riluce 

non è animata cosa tal natura  

(I.i.43-46)  

 

(The star of love in the third wheel with its light causes the spirit to suffer 

[on account of] a beautiful object, which is not taken away from him even 
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 The commentator notes, “quas tempestates refert Hesculanus suo tempore grandes se vidisse,” 

(Commento latino, ad loc.). This observation seems indicate a significant passage of times between the 

composition of Acerba and that of the commentary.  

 
375

 “(I)ste quatuor quarte sunt causa quatuor temporum et humorum animalium, mediante agente universali 

quod est sol.” (De principiis, 12.). The movement of the sun along the ecliptic is the cause of all life 

(Sphera, 396. ). The sun is the most noble of the celestial bodies in as much as all light in the universe is 

either direct or reflected solar light (De principiis, 11-12.). This passage is cited by the anonymous Latin 

commentator, “quia homo generat hominem ex materia et Sol, secundum Philosofum, et omnia que sun in 

mundo inferiori vivunt ex gratia Solis. Qui Sol inter cetera corpora cellestia nobilius corpus est ut in scripto 

suo De principiis celorum probat Hesculanus.” (Since man is generated from man as matter and the Sun, as 

according to the Philosopher, and everything which is in the lower cosmos lives by the grace of the Sun, 

which amongst the heavenly bodies is the most noble body as the Ascolan proves in his work, On the 

principles of the heavens),Commento latino, ad loc. 

 
376

 Ad loc.: “Qui Sol format cum percussione suorum radiorum, immittendo virtutem suam cum radiis eius 

quibus callefacit terram et omnia create unde vivunt” (The sun provides form with the impact of its rays, 

emitting its power with rays which heat the earth and every created being and from this they remain alive.)  

 
377

 The principle cited above, that man is generated from man as well as the sun, is from medieval 

translations of Aristotle’s Physics II.ii 194b13. 
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if death cancels its figure. Any being in whom her light does not shine has 

no soul [lit. is not a be-souled thing]) 

 

The commentator explains this passage with a look ahead to the content of Acerba III.i: 

Hic dicit quod Venus est in tercia spera sub Sole. Que sua virtute et 

influencia format in spiritu humano passionem amoris ex aliqua persona 

pulcra. Que persona, si moriatur, non tollitur ab ymaginatione dilligentis, 

existentibus illis causis quas in libro tercio, capitulo primo, ponit 

Hesculanus contra Dantem. Et ubi ista virtus Veneris non relucet, non 

videtur viver illud corpus.
378

 

 

(Here he says that Venus is in the third sphere, under the Sun. In the 

human spirit, her power and influence form the affliction of love out of 

some beautiful person. This person, if she dies, is not removed from the 

imagination of the lover, because these causes still remain [with which the 

Ascolan opposes Dante in Book III, chapter one]. And wherever the power 

of Venus does not shine, that body does not appear to be alive.) 

 

As I noted in the introduction, the commentator is good at recognizing content. 

Even though there is no reference to Dante in this mossa or the ones immediately 

following it, the commentator picks up on the intellectual battleground: the persistence of 

love as a formal alteration of the lover. If love is a formal alteration, the death of the 

beloved cannot reverse the effect. This is because the death of the beloved is (from the 

standpoint of the lover) an accidental change which cannot alter a formal change already 

in place. Only a successive formal alteration could end love. Rather than being a true 

lover, in his late sonnet Io son stato con amore insieme, Dante admits to having loved 

different women at different times, which for Cecco is a sign of the impurity of Dante’s 

love and indicative of lust.
379

 It may strike us ironic that Cecco spends so much time 

                                                           
378

 Commento latino, ad loc. 

 
379

 Cfr III.i:  

I’ sono con amore stato inseme 
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criticizing Dante for poetic falsehoods, but in the moment of Dante’s most honest 

experience, where he admits to having loved again after having lost, on this point where 

Dante is perhaps his least self-consciously literary in all of his work, Cecco criticizes him 

for failing to live up to courtly ideals of fidelity.
380

 

Cecco’s point here, in a syncopated argument that will be expanded in III.i, is that 

love is caused by the confluence of a beautiful being and a certain astral influence which 

effect a type of mental suffering. “Dà angoscia” is a wonderful translation of the concept 

of passio – the medical term for illness that implies both passivity and suffering: these 

rays give, or more precisely, activate suffering within the lover.
381

 In terms of passivity, 

we have to consider form/matter analysis once more. The lover takes on a passive role 

here which corresponds to matter. Love/the beloved/venereal influence all conspire as an 

active principle which brings about a new form, giving rise to a new actuality drawn from 

the potential (the matter) of the beloved. Love as a new form will be examined in great 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Qui puose Danti co’ novi speroni, 

Sentir può al finacho con la nuova speme. 

Contra tal decto io dico quel ch’io sento, 

formando philsophiche ragioni; 

se Dante puoi le solve, io son contento.  

 

(“I have been with love ”: Here Dante says that he can feel new spurs at his sides with new hope. Against 

this, I say what I feel, formulating philosophical arguments. If Dante will resolve them, I am content”) 

 
380

 See Teodolinda Barolini’s discussion of the donna pietosa and Videro gli occhi miei, where Dante 

accepts the consolation of a woman who offers her pity to one so obviously in need of it: “In Videro gli 

occhi miei c’è la reazione più pratica, una reazione che-–nella vita sociale e quotidiana intravsita dietro le 

quinte—si considera anche la più salutare: il processo del lutto, spesso agevolato dalla simpatia altrui, porta 

alla rassegnazione, e dall’accettazione della scomparsa del vecchio amore, si muove ineluttabilmente 

all’accettazione di un amore nuovo. È proprio questa vicenda salutare e normativa ripetuta infinite volte 

nella storia umana, che Dante rifiuterà, non nella sua vita materiale, in cui si sposò ed ebbe figli, ma nella 

sua vita interiore, quella riflessa nei suoi scritti.” Dante Alighieri, Rime giovanili e della Vita nuova, BUR 

Rizzoli classici  (Milan: BUR Rizzoli, 2009), 471-72. 
381

 For the medieval study of love as a medical problem and various interpretations within the medical 

community, see Mary Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages: Viaticum I.20 and its Commentaries 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990).  
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depth in the opening chapters of Book III, where Cecco will explicitly refer to falling in 

love as a formal alteration of individual identity: 

Io so’ dal terzo cielo trasformato 

in questa donna ch’io non so ch’i’ foi 

Per cui me sento ogn’ora più beato. 

Da lei copmrese forma il mio intellecto, 

mostrandome salute i ochi soi, 

mirando la vertù dil suo conspecto. 

 

Donque io son ella e se da me se scombra 

alor di morte sentirazzo l’ombra. 

(III.i.133-140/2043-2050)  

 

(By the third heaven I am transformed into this woman such that I no longer am 

what I was, on account of which I feel myself more blessed with every hour. My 

intellect has taken its form from her, showing me salvation in her eyes, seeing the 

power of her gaze: therefore I am her, and if she should flee from me that I will 

feel the shadow of death.) 

 

The last line which states that a being totally bereft of love can hardly be called a 

living being, is built upon this form/matter model: to be an animata cosa is to have a 

soul. For a human being, the rational soul is the substantial form.
382

 The implicit 

connection between intellect and love will be revisited in Book III. The major point here 

is that a human without love is not, properly speaking, fully human. 

Cecco’s thoughts on love are extremely conflicted. On the one hand he embraces 

it, recognizes its worth, its ennobling elements and its beauty. Just a few lines earlier he 

described the soul’s acceptance of astral influence as an erotic encounter between the 

soul and the stars. In this system, the individual soul accepts the divine order by opening 

itself to astral influence. It seems bizarre to say, but Cecco’s description in this context 

                                                           
382

 Acerba V.i.49-54/4743-4748. 
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might be best thought of as a literary equivalent of Bernini’s Ecstasy of St. Theresa. 

Astrology, the search for wisdom, and self-improvement plays out in an erotic encounter 

between the individual human and the heavens.  

On the other hand Cecco writes typical misogynist diatribes and follows a 

neoplatonic-Christian contemptus mundi that sees love of creature only as a dead end, 

deviating man from the proper path. Cecco’s rant against women in Book IV, following 

the lines, “Maria si va cercando per Ravenna / chi crede che in donna sia intellecto” (113-

114/4401-4402
383

) is a hysterical litany of abuse, fully consonant with the worst of 

medieval misogyny.   

There is one passage in De principiis which might typify Cecco’s thoughts on 

love, and perhaps give the best insight we have into his personality: 

Et ex hoc potestis solvere quod multotiens a me querebant nostri Esculani: 

quare homo diligit istam et non illam et illa est pulchrior nobilior et 

sapientior et ista est turpis villana et fatua. Dico quod conformitas et 

similitudo celestium unit animas in amando quod pulchritudo nec nobilitas 

movet; eo uquod amor pulcritudinem non requirit 

 

From this you can respond to the question which has been directed at me 

by many of our Ascolans: why does a man loves this woman, and not that 

one, when that one is prettier, more noble, wiser and this one is filthy, 

rustic and foolish? I say that a conformity and agreement of the heavens 

binds the souls in loving which neither beauty nor nobility causes: because 

of this love does not require beauty. 

 

We have in this passage everything that marks Cecco: a practical concern for his 

students and the desire to share his knowledge outside of the ivory tower; a capacity for 

                                                           
383

 These lines, which follow a citation of Dante’s late canzone Doglia mi reca and treat the significance of 

Dante’s willingness to consider women as intellectually capable (as opposed to Cecco’s outright dismissal 

of that possibility), are discussed in Barolini, "Sotto benda: Gender in the Lyrics of Dante and Guittone 

d'Arezzo (With a Brief Excursus on Cecco d'Ascoli)."  
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giving a simple explanation; a nonchalant misogyny that has the unintended effect of 

rendering what could have been a beautiful reflection about the nature of love into a 

complaint about obsessing over “undeserving” women. The response has a profound 

sentiment behind it: love is not just sexual attraction; it is, quite literally, the heavenly 

creation of soul-mates intended specifically for each other. But what could have been one 

of the most beautiful descriptions of love ever formulated is instead an explanation of 

why men fall for dirty peasant-girls (“turpis” being “dirty” in both literal and figurative 

senses) rather than being enamored of beautiful, charming ladies. One can almost 

imagine Cecco guffawing at a pastorella. 

Nevertheless, I personally cannot see the more positive depictions of love as 

simply a case of Cecco borrowing the language of lyric love without feeling any of its 

sentiment. But neither can we ignore his misogyny. Again, we cannot ignore the parts in 

Cecco that we don’t like. The tension between the two views is never resolved: love is 

alternately refined and ennobling and later mad and destructive. There is no resolution.  

Felice Bariola’s judgment from 1879 still has much truth to it (particularly its 

caution against a condescending modern-positivist attitude toward the past): 

Dove noteremo che certo, in un uomo di sensi qualche volta elevati, 

avremmo volontieri veduto far di meno di questa invettiva. Se non che il 

disprezzo verso la donna é tanto antico quanto la donna medesima, come è 

ancora moderno.  

 

(Here we will note that, certainly, in a man of sometimes high sentiment, 

we would have gladly done without this invective. But disdain for woman 

is as ancient as woman herself, and remains just as modern.) 
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 Mercury and the Moon share a mossa; Mercury is noted for effectively increasing 

the characteristic influence of whatever planet it is joined with (49-51). The Moon is 

noted for its coldness and here Cecco stops to deny the idea that the Moon produces its 

own light, in the quirky phrase “né è ver che consume / l’ombra per suo spiandor che sia 

soverchio” (nor is it true that it consumes shadows with its own light that is excessive). 

He continues this train of thought into the next mossa (I.i.55-60), clarifying that all light 

comes from the Sun. Light is particular to the sun, being its specific property given to it 

by first nature and thus every star shines by reflecting solar light.
384

  

Gira il pianeto con la bina voglia 

Per quella spera onde vien tal lume 

Qual tuta obscurità de l’alma spoglia. 

La freda stella in quel pocho cierchio 

Ultimo gira né è ver che consume 

L’ombra per suo spiandor che sia soverchio. 

 

The planet with the dual will circles in that sphere from which comes such 

a light that removes all darkness from the soul. The cold star in the small 

circle turns last. Neither is it itrue that it consumes shadows with its own 

excessive splendor. 

 

 Once again the Latin commentator has missed a lyric reference, here to the second 

stanza of Donna me prega, where Cavalcanti gives his account of love’s astral cause: 

In quella parte dove sta memora 

Prende suo stato, sì formato, come 

Diaffan da lume, d’una scuritate 

La qual da Marte vene 

 (Donna me prega, 15-20) 

 

In that part where memory lies, it [love] takes its place, formed by a darkness, as a 

diaphanous [body] is [formed] by light—which comes from Mars 

 

                                                           
384

 Cfr De principiis, 16., cited above. 
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Here Cecco is casting Mercury as an antidote to Cavalcanti’s conception of love. If 

Cavalcantian love is a Martian clouding out of the mind, Cecco’s solution is to turn to 

reason, whose celestial body is Mercury, and to use wisdom to remove the obscurity that 

impedes clear thought.
385

  

Concerning the Moon, Crespi has missed Cecco’s aim in this mossa. Crespi takes 

the final two lines as referring to the shadows on the lunar surface and ties in a passage in 

Sphera.
386

 Rather, Cecco is refuting the notion that the moon possesses its own light. 

Cecco immediately follows this with a mossa explaining just this fact: 

Anche ogne luce che possiede el cielo 

Vien da quel corpo qual natura prima 

Ill’à enformato d’amoroso zielo, 

sì che ogne stella per costui risplende. 

I.i. 55-58) 

 

(And every light which is present in the heavens comes from that body 

which first nature has so formed with amorous zeal so that every star 

shines on account of it.) 

 

 He continues his discourse on the Moon to consider conjunctions with the sun (at 

new moon), “quando infra li raggi ella si volve” (when she circles underneath the [Sun’s] 

rays) (v.61). The vital forces of living beings are sapped in the same manner that rivers 

dry up and the air “breaks down” into storms: “l’air per tempesta si disolve” (v. 63).
387

  

                                                           
385

 In III.i, Cecco will chide Cavalcanti for making  Mars the efficient cause of love in Donna me prega. 

 
386

 d'Ascoli, Commento, ad loc. “Nell’ultima sfera più piccola gira la luna, astro umido e freddo, della quale 

taluno falsamente favoleggia che, quando è pienamente investita dalla luce solare, l’ombra in essa 

disegnata svanisca.”  

 
387

  That the air “dissolves” into storms is a good illustration of the concept of celestial maintenance that 

keeps the terrestrial world in order. The air is in a state of balance until the moon moves into conjunction at 

the sun, which saps its “virtue.” The balanced state of the air is no longer maintained, and the resulting 

“chaos” is storm formation. Cecco’s views on the sublunar world have a great deal in common with notions 
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The rivers drop and so does every “virtue”—here meaning the bodily humors. The 

commentary glosses “humor in arboribus, sanguis in venis” (liquid in trees, blood in 

veins).
388

 The point is that human bodies experience the same effects and show similar 

responses. Everything is influenced by the same stars, so analogous parts in different 

bodies demonstrate analogous effects. Armies in camp should be warned as well (vv. 65-

66). The military example is concluded in the next mossa, filling out a complete 

hypothetical astrological question: if an army prepared for battle sees that the moon is in 

the eighth part of heaven (a few hours before setting),
 389

 and if Cancer (“la sua stella”
390

) 

rises on the horizon, that army is in trouble. If the other army sees their sign at the zenith 

(presumably the sign under which their city was founded), then the first army is doomed. 

The hopelessness is expressed in adynaton: “serà da pinger l’aire questa pruova, / e far 

vollare chi di plombo è iunto” (vv. 71-72) (this attempt will be like painting the air, or 

making something fly that is attached to lead). In a later age, this expression would 

become “go over like a lead balloon.”
391

  

                                                                                                                                                                             
of entropy, wherein a closed system tends toward disorder. If the sublunary were a closed system (that is, 

not constantly reinvigorated by astral influence) everything would fall apart rather quickly. 

  
388

 Commento latino, ad loc. 

 
389

  The heavens are divided into twelve parts, or houses, or cusps. The ascendant, that is, the Eastern 

horizon, is the starting point and the parts number backward, as it were, so that the first part of heaven is 

the sky from the Eastern horizon to roughly 30 degrees below the horizon, the second part 30-60 degrees 

below the horizon and so on until the seventh part of heaven appears at the Western horizon and rises 30 

degrees into the sky. In some schemes the divisions are shifted five degrees so that the five degrees of sky 

above the horizon are included in the first house. In all accounts, the eighth house, representing that portion 

of the sky which is 30-60 degrees above the western horizon, is the house of death and misfortune. See 

Bonatti, Bonatti on Basic Astrology: Treatises 1-3 of Bonatti's Book of Astronomy, 90-147; Commento 

latino, ad loc. See appendix, figure 5. 

 
390

 Cancer is the exaltation of the Moon, De principiis, 18. 

 
391

 This expression seems to date from the 40’s. The most famous use is that of Keith Moon (the drummer 

for The Who); when asked about forming a rock band with Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck in 1966, he replied, 
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V. And now for something completely different (Acerba I.i.73-78) 

 

Returning to the lunar cycle Cecco continues to the most noted sympathetic 

connection between the celestial and terrestrial, the relation between the moon’s monthly 

waxing and waning and the menstrual cycle. Cecco’s account is, even by his standards, 

rather cryptic: 

Muove li corpi di minor ragione 

e fuga ciò che non può loro natura 

asumigliare a sua perfectione. 

lor viso bello turba nostro aspecto: 

nel spiecho pinge di nebia figura 

e tolle luce al figlio a gran dillecto  

(I.73-78)  

 

(It moves the bodies of less reason, and expels that which their nature 

cannot fully assimilate. Their beautiful appearance upsets our outlook, but 

paints a foggy figure in the mirror and takes the light away from her child 

with great delight)  

 

The Commento spells out what we need in a long exposition: the “minor intellects” are 

women (“id est corpus mulierum”)
392

; as we will see later, Cecco follows the traditional 

model by which women have incompletely formed bodies and minds due to their cold, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
“it’ll go over like a lead balloon.” Jimmy Page found the image arresting and applied it, slightly modified, 

to his new band, Led Zeppelin, in 1968. 

 
392

 Commento latino, ad loc. Crespi misunderstands this entire section, interpreting “l’ultima” of v. 59 to be 

Saturn and reading lines 59-72 as referring to that planet. These lines simply continue the exposition of the 

moon. Crespi’s confusion comes from taking “ultima” with reference to Saturn as “counting up” (Moon=1, 

Mercury=2, etc). In this section, though, Cecco is “counting down” (primum mobile= 1; stellatum=2) and 

so the “last planet” is the moon, as it was in vv. 52-53, “La fredda stella in quel piccolo cerchio / ultimo 

gira.” 
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wet natures.
393

 Cecco describes menstruation medically as a purging of superfluity which 

occurs because women’s cold, wet complexion leads them to eat too much and produces 

an excess which cannot be turned into flesh and blood.
394

 The resulting superfluity is, like 

all watery substance, under the Moon’s purview and thus cleaned out by the Moon’s 

power.
395

  That menstruating women either cast darkened reflections in mirrors (or make 

a mirror cloudy) or even crack them is mentioned by both Aquinas and the author of De 

secretis mulierum.
396

  

What is the meaning of the last two lines? The Commento relates that along with 

dimming mirrors, menstruating women have the capacity to cause temporary blindness in 

others, similar to staring at the sun: 

Sedquando mulier menstrua patitur, si respicit tunc spacio temporis in 

occullos alicuius, ita obtenebrat occulos, acsi homo respiceret in corpus 

Solis. Et si respiciat speculum bene clarum et politum, facit cum occullis 

nebullam in specullo. Si filium vel puerum respicit parvulum cum magno 

affectu – quia affectus ponit maiorem motum humoribus – obcechat 

alumpnum, et hec est racio, quare multi pulcros habent occullos, nec 

vident. Et idem facit vetula irata.  

 

(But when women suffer menses, at that time if they are looking into 

someone’s eyes, they darken those eyes, as if a man were to be looking at 

the Sun. And if they look at a cleaned, well-polished mirror, they will 

make the mirror cloudy with their eyes. If they look at their child or a little 
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 Cfr. IV.ix.79-84; IV.ix.103-108 where, immediately before his attack on Dante for believing women 

have intellects (“Rare fiate . . . s’intendi sottil cosa sotto benna”), Cecco attributes women’s inability to 

remain quiet to imperfectly formed intellects. 

 
394

 As the next mossa shows, animals don’t menstruate because their bodies are capable of converting all 

their food into body parts, so they have nothing superfluous. 

 
395

 Commento latino, Ad loc. 
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 Alison Miller, Medieval Monstrosity and the Female Body (Taylor & Francis, 2010), 53-91; De secretis 

mulierum,  (I. Ianssonius, 1655). Helen Rodnite Lemay, Women's Secrets: A Translation of Pseudo-

Albertus Magnus's De Secretis Mulierum with Commentaries (State University of New York Press, 1992), 

68-69. “The reason for this is that women are so full of venom in the time of their menstruation that they 

poison animals by their glance; they infect children in the cradle; they spot the cleanest mirror; and 

whenever men have sexual intercourse with them they are made leprous and sometimes cancerous.” 
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boy with great love—since emotion creates a great change in humors—

they will blind the child so that they don’t see. And this is the reason, 

because many of them [sci. the boys] have beautiful eyes. An angry old 

woman does the same.)
397

  

 

The commentator reads the last two lines of the mossa as meaning that the mother 

looks at her son with great affection, and this affection stirs up the already excessive 

humors in her body even more, and the result is a sort of sensory overload. Women’s 

beauty ordinarily has the power to greatly affect men, but when a woman looks on her 

son with motherly love, the effect increases and causes momentary blindness. This is the 

most beneficent of possible readings. We could also see those lines as saying that women 

delight in blinding their sons with such a gaze. Sadly, that thought would also be 

consonant with much of what Cecco says about women.  

 

VI. God who limits all things (Acerba I.i.81-88) 

 

In a seemingly incongruous transition, the discussion of menses leads 

immediately into the end of the chapter and a praise of the beauty of creation:  

O gram vertù che tute cose mudi! 

Oh quanto il tuo vallor fa bella mostra 

che voi ch’ogni natura così tempre 

Per più benigna far la vita nostra! 

O tu che mostri il terzo in una forma, 

E tieni di pietà la spessa norma 

 (I.i.81-84) 
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 Commento latino, ad loc.  
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(O, great power that alters all things! O, how your worth is seen in its beauty, as 

you moderate every nature so that it serves to make our life better. O you who 

show the third in one form, and keep the vast rule of observance) 

 

As we have seen, Cecco’s approach to theology is through natural philosophy. From this 

view,  od’s involvement and care for the world is understood as occurring through 

formal alterations of material substances. As we have seen, new forms descend from the 

celestial spheres, which in their turn owe their movement to the desire of their governing 

intelligences. If we step back for just a moment to view the entire image presented, 

everything that happens in this universe in its natural development occurs in accordance 

with a larger plan that has humanity as its focus.  od’s great mercy is seen largely as 

providing for order to what would otherwise be chaos. This beneficence is seen in 

modulating natures, in providing the “spessa norma,” the broad rule that governs material 

creation. We are very close to Boethius here, to “O qui perpetua mundi gubernas,” the 

hymn to God as celestial systems maker. This passage is also akin to the opening of 

Bernard Silvester’s Cosmographia, where  od’s mercy allows Noys to impose form 

upon Silva who languishes in disorder, a task that will allow the material universe to 

reflect its Maker. Taking it a step further, we are also not far from Carl Sagan in Cosmos: 

“The beauty of a living thing is not the atoms that go into it, but the way those atoms are 

put together.”
398

  

For Cecco (as well as for Boethius, Bernard and Dante), the glory of God is 

manifest in finite creation and its diversity.  The continual renewal of creation through 

the imposition of new forms reveals the continued care of God for his creatures. Cecco 
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 Carl Sagan, Blues for a Red Planet, Cosmos: A Personal Voyage  (Public Broadcasting Service, 1980), 

TV. 
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has laid out in this chapter the systematic explanations that allow us to investigate  od’s 

fingerprints in the natural world. Beginning at the surface of the primum mobile, Cecco 

has taken us step-by-step down the rungs of the ladder of material creation. He has shown 

the links that allow us to trace a chain of causes from the smallest alteration in a material 

substance back to the heavens. This is one half of Cecco’s applied astrology: the 

paradigm in which material creation is accounted for. But man is not matter alone: he is 

also soul. In the next chapter, Cecco will investigate immaterial creation, the intellectual 

reality that permeates and transcends material reality at every step. It is this presentation 

of intellectual reality that prevents Cecco from being a material determinist. Every 

intellect that God created has its own will, and having its own will means not being 

subject to natural law. In the next chapter, Cecco has to account for free will and integrate 

it with his material explanations in such a manner that each being with intellect remains 

free. 
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Chapter 5: The Love That Binds 

  

 

I. The Intellectual-Material Divide 

 

  As astral influence was the “cause” that related material creation to Creator in 

Acerba I.i, love will be the equivalent “cause” that relates intellects to each other in 

Acerba I.ii. Just as physical light is the model for understanding astral influence, the 

praeter-natural divine light that fills the Empyrean heaven and permeates intellectual 

reality is the model for the propagation of the love that binds the incorporeal 

intelligences. This chapter narrates the immaterial forces that cause all movement in 

sensible reality, and the manner in which those immaterial forces reflect the light of 

divine love throughout the universe in their never-ending activity of divine adoration. 

 In Acerba I.ii, Cecco revisits the angelic intelligences (I.ii.1-6/87-92); explains the 

relation of the intelligences to astral influence and therefore to human individuality and 

the human intellect  (I.ii.7-24/93-110); confronts Averroes’ conception of the rational 

soul (I.ii.24-36/111-122); considers the commonly-posed scholastic question of whether 

the cosmos as a whole is “in place” and how it relates to the Empyrean heaven (I.ii.37-
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54/123-134,147-152
399

). The question concerning the Empyrean leads to a critique of 

Dante (I.ii.55-66/153-160), which segues into a reflection on angelic activity with respect 

to form, desire and capacity (I.ii.67-78/135-146).  Cecco concludes with a summary of 

angelic motion which relates the turning of the spheres to the preservation of life on Earth 

and provides a causal explanation for prophesy (I.ii.79-86/165-172). 

The benevolent imposition of form which closed Acerba I.i leads to a discussion 

of immaterial reality in Acerba I.ii. The chapter is about the angelic intelligences that 

Cecco introduced in I.i.7-12. We should notice how the discussion of angelic intelligence 

is directed at understanding the formation and identity of the human soul. In I.ii, Cecco 

begins his account of human individuality, that is, the scientific explanation of the 

principle of individuation that accounts for differences between people. Accounting for 

difference requires Cecco to account for negative traits as well: ultimately, he has to 

account for the tragic differences that led to cruelty and suffering in this world as well as 

those which account for moments of sublimity and grace. He has presented the material 

cosmos in Acerba I.i; here he shifts to discuss the incorporeal motors, the angelic 

intelligences, which move the celestial spheres and effect formal changes in terrestrial 

beings, including humans. 

 A major focus of this section is an explanation of how free will can exist in a 

system that verges on material determinism. Cecco has to account for the precise nature 

of celestial influence on the human soul. To accomplish this, as we have noted earlier, 

Cecco has to separate the intellect from material influence. In this chapter, he faces two 
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threats to free will. The first threat is that astral influence determines human behavior by 

directly effecting changes in the rational soul. The second threat is from the Averroist 

concept of a shared human intellect. However, Cecco doesn’t spell the argument out, the 

Averroist conception of the rational soul as a separate, non-individual substance threatens 

free will “from the other side” as it were.
400

 In Averroes’ system, the rational soul is a 

separate entity and therefore not particular to the indvidual human. As such, the sensitive 

soul is the substantial form of man.
401

 The sensitive soul, however, responds to matter 

because it deals directly with sense perception. An identification of the sensitive soul as 

man’s substantial form would again lay open the path to the charge of material 

determinism. That is, astral influence directly affects the sensitive soul by directly 

altering the material composition of the sense organs. If the substantial form of the 

human individual is the sensitive soul, and the sensitive soul is open to direct astral 

influence, we no longer have anything that is properly our own that is isolated from astral 

influence, i.e., an immaterial intellect with which we can defend ourselves. So if one 

danger was that astral influences “go all the way” to directly impacting the rational soul, 

the other danger, Averroism, cuts from the other direction, removing the rational soul as 

something that is properly “ours,” leaving us only a sensitive soul which is at the mercy 
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 Averroes’ system posits that the agent intellect and material intellect described by Aristotle in De anima 

III.5 are separate substances (in the same metaphysical category as angels or motor intelligences). As such 

“the rational soul” which accomplishes the act of thinking is not a part of the individual human being, but 

rather a separate substance with which we communicate in order to think. “Thinking” here needs to read as 

“intellectual contemplation,” i.e., the consideration of truth. This act of thinking accomplished via a 

separate substance might be thought of as something like cloud computing. The “human intellect” for an 
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think with, but out thought occurs via union with the transcendent intellectual soul. 
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of astral influence. The inclusion of the argument against Averroes only makes sense if 

we keep this in mind. 

His task in this chapter is difficult: he wants to attribute formal changes 

responsible for individual characteristics to the heavens, but he cannot do so in such a 

manner as to make the heavens directly responsible for human behavior. 

 

II. Perpetual Motion Motors (Acerba I.ii.1-24/87-110):  

 

El principio che muove queste rote 

sono inteligentie separate: 

non stanno da splendor divine remote, 

non cessano li acti del mover possenti, 

non possono nostre menti star cellate 

a lor entellecti di vertù lucenti.  

(I.ii.1-6/87-92)  

 

(The principle that moves these wheels are separate intelligences: they are 

not removed from the divine splendor, their powerful activity of 

movement never ceases, and our minds cannot be hidden from their 

intellects, shining with power.) 

 

Much of this opening mossa is a reformulation of Acerba  I.i.7-12 which introduced the 

angelic intelligences (I.i.7-12).  Lines 1-2 correspond to “Sopra ogni cielo substanzie 

nude . . . Conserva el giro de ciascuna rota” (I.i.7,11). The term “substanzie nude” 

corresponds to “inteligentie separate.” Verse 3 recapitulates the idea of I.i.9, “Ove la 

pietà non gli occhi chiude,” indicating in both cases that the angelic intelligences enjoy 

the beatific vision, i.e., direct experience of deity. Verse 4 corresponds to I.i.10-11 “e per 

potenzia de cotal virtude / conserva el giro de ciascuna rota.” Both refer to the angelic 

activity in term of potencies and actualization. This mossa makes explicit what was only 
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implied earlier, that their activity is continuous. Cecco advances the notion, absent 

earlier, that these intellects are transcendant and that our minds are open to them. On this 

point Cecco has to be extremely careful. One of the marks of orthodoxy in astrological 

theory is that the heavens cannot directly effect changes in the human rational soul. 

Cecco specifies here that our minds are not open to the material spheres themselves, but 

only to the separated intelligences that move them.  

The difference is extremely important, and something we need to keep in mind 

throughout this section. The direct activity of the intelligence does not make use of astral 

influence. Astral influence is a secondary agent: the intelligence spins the spheres and the 

spinning of the spheres produces influence. The direct activity of the intelligence is 

immaterial, the incorporeal activity of thought which is synonymous with divine love. 

When the intelligences peer into our minds, this is an intellectual activity that cannot be 

predicted by the astrologer because it does not conform to natural law, but rather is the 

result of a conscious, willed decision on the part of the intelligence. The difference 

between the two, astral influence and intellectual activity, is immense, because the 

celestial spheres are simply corporeal objects which follow natural law, but the angelic 

intelligences are intellectual beings possessing will. Astrologers, as scientists, can only 

make determinations about the natural world that unfolds according to natural law. 

Whenever Cecco refers to influence affecting an individual human, we have to note 

whether he is referring to the material influence of a celestial body, or if he refers to the 

direct intellectual activity of an angelic intelligence. A celestial body that affects human 

behavior raises the question of material determinism and the denial of free will. An 

angelic intelligence that operates directly on the human mind does not, as the angels 
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function as intermediaries operating on  od’s behalf. More importantly, the activity of an 

angelic intelligence cannot be predicted through scientific observation. Allowing the 

intelligences to operate on the human intellect is to provide a causal explanation for 

divinatory dreams and even revelation (as we will see at the end of the chapter). Angelic 

involvement with humanity does not threaten material determinism because the angels 

are intellectual beings possessing will, rather than corporeal bodies following only natural 

law. 

Having re-presented the angelic intelligence and their activities, Cecco gives an 

account of astrally-influenced human dispositions. The process of ceaselessly moving the 

spheres effectively creates the differences between people that we see, by bringing a 

potential latent within mixed elemental bodies into actuality. The motion created by the 

angels is the principle of diversity:  

Movendo stelle e lor diverse spere, 

diverse gienti con contrari acti 

forma la lor potentia qual non pere  

(I.ii.7-9/93-95)  

 

(Moving the stars and the diverse spheres, their indefatigable power 

provides form to diverse peoples with contrary habits) 

 

 

“La lor potentia qual non pere” expresses that just as their activity which spins the 

heavenly spheres is ceaseless, so their capacity to create new forms is also ceaseless, 

literally: “their potentiality does not perish.” The difference that Cecco marks out here is 

between celestial efficient causation and terrestrial efficient causation. Terrestrial movers 

work only with perishable powers, that is, they impart “force” in a manner that is limited 

in duration and power. The indefatigable nature of celestial force and motion is a concept 
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to which Cecco will return throughout the chapter. For illustration’s purpose, I will try to 

explain Cecco’s point through an analogy with the motion of an arrow (a favorite 

example in medieval discussions of motion). An arrow that is shot rises only to a certain 

height because its mover, the human hand (or bowstring) imparted only a limited force 

that eventually dies out, at which point the arrow reaches its apex and begins its descent. 

The angels do not have these limitations: their activity is impelled by a force that does not 

dissipate.  The process of creating different types of people, “diverse gienti con contrari 

acti forma,” is likewise limitless. In terms of natural law it will not stop of its own accord, 

unlike the arrow fired with limited force which will eventually return to the Earth and lie 

at rest. 

There follows an extended list of various differences seen in people, which 

includes men of science (“di vertute experti”), contemplatives (“del subiecto 

exstracti”
402

), and contrarily, men who tend toward vice (“che sono del fallir cuverti”) so 

as to represent the heights and depths of humanity. The point is that not all celestial 
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 The contemplative, having succeeded in considering only the heavens and immaterial reality transcends 

the material body and experiences a reality similar to the separate intelligences (hence “del subietto 

estratto,” extracted from its subject, its physical body). In the neoplatonic tradition, these are the “purified”, 

cfr. Macrobius, Commentarii, I.viii.9.: “Tertiae [sci. group of virtues] sunt purgati iam defaecatique animi 

et ab omni mundi huius aspergine presse pureque deters. Illic prudentiae est divina non quasi in electione 

praeferre, sed sola nosse, et haec tamquam nihil sit aliud intueri: temperantiae terranas cupiditates non 

reprimere, sed penitus oblivisci: fortitudinis passions ignorare, non vincere, ut nesciat irasci, cupait nihil: 

iustitiae ita cum supera et divina mente sociari ut servet perpetuum cum ea foedus imitando” (The third 

type includes the virtues of the purified and serene mind, completely and thoroughly cleansed from all taint 

of this world. In that estate it is the part of prudence not to prefer the divine as though there were any 

choice, but to know it alone, and to fix one’s attention upon it as if there were nothing else; it is the part of 

temperance not to restrain earthly longings but to forget them completely; it is the part of courage to ignore 

the passions, not to suppress them, so that one “knows not how to be angry, has longing for nothing” it is 

the part of justice to be so attached to the divine heavenly Mind as to keep an everlasting covenant with it 

by imitating it) (Trans. Stahl.). For Avicenna as well the goal of human life, consists of absolute intellectual 

contemplation in which the senses and the physical body become unnecessary. This is achieved, as it is for 

Averroes, in a type of perfect conjunction with the agent intellect. See Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and 

Averroes, on Intellect, 109-15; 342-50. As we will see, this is the goal of the virtuous man for Cecco, an 

intellectual mystical approach to the divine that abandons bodily concerns entirely. 
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influences are beneficent. Vice and sin have their root in the machinations of heavens as 

well: these are the contrary actions formed by the astral influences.  

However-- and this is the point for Cecco-- astral influence is not astral 

determinism. Just as the human soul can accept good influences, it must work to block 

bad ones:  

Ma l’alma bella del Fator simile 

per suo vallor a queste pò far ombra. 

Se non se incline el suo voler gentile 

quando l’influentia vien da quelle; 

se sua virtù per queste non si scombra, 

allora è donna sopra tute stelle  

(I.ii..19-24/ 103-110) 

 

But the soul, beautiful in likeness to its maker by its own worth can create 

shadow for these. If it does not incline its noble will when the influence 

comes from them; if its virtue does not abdicate to these influences, then it 

is the Lady over all the stars) 

 

The soul must choose to receive or not to receive celestial influences: it can block them 

out if it so chooses. The soul must block out the bad influence by refusing to submit 

rational judgment to the impulses which these bad influences encourage. All of this is 

about impulse-control through use of reason: “se non se incline el suo volere”; “se sua 

virtù per queste non si scombra.” Cecco and Dante are in full agreement on this point.
403

 

The last verse, “allora è donna sopra tute stelle” is the vernacular phrasing of the oft-cited 
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after admitting to astral influence Marco Lombardo insists on the application of judgment, “lume v’è dato a 

bene e a malizia” (Purg. XVI.75), implying that our discernment is needed to make choices in the context 

of astral influence which may dispose beings toward good or bad, and Inferno V.39 where the lustful are 

those “che la ragion sommettono al talento” (who submit reason to desire). 
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maxim of astrology: “Vir sapiens dominabitur astris.”
404

 The same line, and same 

argument, is followed by Thomas Aquinas when he confronts the question: 

Respondeo dicendum quod eo modo quo voluntas movetur ab exteriori obiecto, 

manifestum est quod voluntas potest moveri a corporibus caelestibus, inquantum 

scilicet corpora exteriora, quae sensui proposita movent voluntatem, et etiam ipsa 

organa potentiarum sensitivarum, subiacent motibus caelestium corporum. Sed eo 

modo quo voluntas movetur, quantum ad exercitium actus, ab aliquo exteriori 

agente, adhuc quidam posuerunt corpora caelestia directe imprimere in 

voluntatem humanam. Sed hoc est impossibile. Voluntas enim, ut dicitur in III de 

anima, est in ratione. Ratio autem est potentia animae non alligata organo 

corporali. Unde relinquitur quod voluntas sit potentia omnino immaterialis et 

incorporea. Manifestum est autem quod nullum corpus agere potest in rem 

incorpoream, sed potius e converso, eo quod res incorporeae et immateriales sunt 

formalioris et universalioris virtutis quam quaecumque res corporales. Unde 

impossibile est quod corpus caeleste imprimat directe in intellectum aut 

voluntatem. Et propter hoc Aristoteles, in libro de anima, opinionem dicentium 

quod talis est voluntas in hominibus, qualem in diem ducit pater deorum 

virorumque (scilicet Iupiter, per quem totum caelum intelligunt), attribuit eis qui 

ponebant intellectum non differre a sensu. Omnes enim vires sensitivae, cum sint 

actus organorum corporalium, per accidens moveri possunt a caelestibus 

corporibus, motis scilicet corporibus quorum sunt actus. Sed quia dictum est quod 

appetitus intellectivus quodammodo movetur ab appetitu sensitivo, indirecte 

redundat motus caelestium corporum in voluntatem, inquantum scilicet per 

passiones appetitus sensitivi voluntatem moveri contingit. 

 

Ad tertium dicendum quod, sicut dictum est, appetitus sensitivus est actus organi 

corporalis. Unde nihil prohibet ex impressione corporum caelestium aliquos esse 

habiles ad irascendum vel concupiscendum, vel aliquam huiusmodi passionem, 

sicut et ex complexione naturali. Plures autem hominum sequuntur passiones, 

quibus soli sapientes resistunt. Et ideo ut in pluribus verificantur ea quae 

praenuntiantur de actibus hominum secundum considerationem caelestium 

corporum. Sed tamen, ut Ptolomaeus dicit in Centiloquio, sapiens dominatur 

astris, scilicet quia, resistens passionibus, impedit per voluntatem liberam, et 

nequaquam motui caelesti subiectam, huiusmodi corporum caelestium effectus. 

 

(I answer that, It is evident that the will can be moved by the heavenly bodies in 

the same way as it is moved by its object; that is to say, in so far as exterior 

bodies, which move the will, through being offered to the senses, and also the 

organs themselves of the sensitive powers, are subject to the movements of the 

heavenly bodies.  

But some have maintained that heavenly bodies have an influence on the human 

will, in the same way as some exterior agent moves the will, as to the exercise of 
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its act. But this is impossible. For the "will," as stated in De Anima iii, 9, "is in the 

reason." Now the reason is a power of the soul, not bound to a bodily organ: 

wherefore it follows that the will is a power absolutely incorporeal and 

immaterial. But it is evident that no body can act on what is incorporeal, but 

rather the reverse: because things incorporeal and immaterial have a power more 

formal and more universal than any corporeal things whatever. Therefore, it is 

impossible for a heavenly body to act directly on the intellect or will. For this 

reason Aristotle (De Anima iii, 3) ascribed to those who held that intellect differs 

not from sense, the theory that "such is the will of men, as is the day which the 

father of men and of gods bring on" (referring to Jupiter, by whom they 

understand the entire heavens). For all the sensitive powers, since they are acts of 

bodily organs, can be moved accidentally, by the heavenly bodies, i.e. through 

those bodies being moved, whose acts they are. But since it has been stated that 

the intellectual appetite is moved, in a fashion, by the sensitive appetite, the 

movements of the heavenly bodies have an indirect bearing on the will; in so far 

as the will happens to be moved by the passions of the sensitive appetite.  

 

To the third: As stated above  the sensitive appetite is the act of a bodily organ. 

Wherefore there is no reason why man should not be prone to anger or 

concupiscence, or some like passion, by reason of the influence of heavenly 

bodies, just as by reason of his natural complexion. But the majority of men are 

led by the passions, which the wise alone resist. Consequently, in the majority of 

cases predictions about human acts, gathered from the observation of heavenly 

bodies, are fulfilled. Nevertheless, as Ptolemy says (Centiloquium v), "the wise 

man governs the stars"; which is a though to say that by resisting his passions, he 

opposes his will, which is free and nowise subject to the movement of the 

heavens, to such like effects of the heavenly bodies.) 
405 

 

Both Thomas and Cecco acknowledge that the stars directly affect the sensitive soul of 

man, but they both absolutely isolate the rational soul from direct astral influence. I am 

not citing Aquinas to “prove” Cecco’s orthodoxy: we should keep in mind that until 

1325, some of Thomas’ propositions were condemned as unsound. However, Thomas’ 

similar understanding of these relations should demonstrate that Cecco’s view on the 
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relation of intellect and astral influence was a commonly held opinion, and that the 

Ptolemaic maxim, “vir sapiens dominabitur astris” was a commonly held summary. 

In this vein, then Cecco confronts head-on the immediate moral objection: 

astrology implies material determinism by tracing human behavior to natural events (the 

movements of the stars) and thereby negates free will.  The response of the academic 

astrologers is to say that astral effects are purely somatic and therefore lack the proper 

nature to directly influence the human psyche. The human will, as a faculty of the 

rational soul, cannot be influenced by anything material. Astral influences effect 

elemental changes; elemental changes bring about dispositions toward certain behaviors. 

However, the individual remains free to evaluate these dispositions and in the end every 

individual is free to ignore their innate tendencies and act in a different manner. The fact 

that acting against one’s natural desire is very difficult does not exculpate the individual 

from responsibility for their actions. For an Aristotelian, the entire aim of ethics is to train 

the individual to pursue virtuous actions, which are difficult, rather than following 

impulse, which is easy. Behavioral dispositions are materially determined, the human 

response to them, when reasoned, is not. 

 

 

III. Defining the Tenth Intelligence (Acerba I.ii.25-36/111-122) 

 

 After confronting the first threat to free will by asserting the independence of 

rational soul, Cecco turns to confront the second, that of Averroism. At this point Cecco 
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launches his first attack against Averroism and the identification of the agent intellect 

with the tenth intelligence, the intelligence of the terrestrial world. There are nine motor 

intelligences, but others posit a tenth, the “intelligentia del terrestro mondo” (I.ii.28, 114).  

Nove son queste qual moven li cerchi, 

e l’altre sotto a questi pone altrui, 

qual spira l’alma degli acti soverchi. 

Intelligentia del terrestro mondo 

Con la benignità conforma nui 

Prendendo l’alma de l’esser secondo. 

 (I.ii.25-33/111-119)  

 

(These [intelligences] which move the circles are nine, and some posit 

another beneath these, which breaths the soul out of the activities from 

above. As the intelligence of the terrestrial world installs our form, the 

soul of second being takes hold.) 

 

The concept is that beyond the angelic motor intelligence, the sphere of Earth has its own 

motor intelligence which governs it. This intelligence processes the activity of the 

superior intelligences (“acti soverchi”) and produces the human soul, which it “breathes” 

out. In producing our soul, it provides form to the human individual (remember that the 

soul is the Aristotelian form of the human). The last line is open to various interpretations 

which I will address later. I translate “conforma nui” with “installs our form” in an 

attempt to render accessible the concept of rational soul in form and matter analysis. The 

idea of installing software on a computer’s hard drive has certain affinities to imposing 

form on matter, in as much as nothing changes materially in a computer after a software 

installation. Imperceptible electromagnetic alterations according to an extremely specific 

design result in a blank screen coming to life and performing functions. The formal 

change can be considered as a matrix of electromagnetic alterations, just as for Cecco it 

would be a matrix of alterations of the four qualities. The point is that nothing materially 
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is added or taken away, but the substance as a whole changes nonetheless. This analogue 

has the added benefit of allowing for change along similar non-material lines, as other 

software programs (forms) are added or removed. Software removal or additional 

installation result in different functions being performed—let us remember, “operatio 

arguit formam”
406

(operation reveals form)—indicative of a formal change on the part of 

the computer. Additionally, a computer is an analogue for a composite substance. We 

might think of a computer as having the physical shape of a box, but one that doesn’t turn 

on or perform any tasks is hardly a “computer.” The concept of a “computer” requires not 

only a concrete object, but one that performs certain tasks: it is a combination of its 

material hardware and its formal software or operating system. It also has the added 

benefit of a confusing layer of “forms:” we have to account for both the physical shape of 

the box as well as the immaterial software that runs it. One of these forms, the box-shape, 

is purely insubstantial (it cannot exist on its own), the other, the software, requires a 

different kind of understanding: it has an existence that is clearly separate from the 

physical box that is a computer, but it is not fully independent either. It is immaterial but 

not insubstantial. 

Before we continue, we must note first of all that in this mossa Cecco presents an 

idea that he will refute in the following lines. This is not his own theory and must not be 

taken as wholly representative of his thought. The question is how much of this theory 

does he reject and which (if any) of its features does he accept. Based on what Cecco will 

say later in this chapter (I.ii.79-81/165-167), it is clear that Cecco believes that ten 

intelligences are responsible for motion in the cosmos, including a celestial intelligence 
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assigned to Earth. Nine motor intelligences are responsible for the motions of nine mobile 

spheres (primum mobile, stellatum, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, moon). 

The tenth intelligence is an intelligentia terrestri mundi which in some way is the 

immaterial intelligence that governs the sublunar world, the sphere of Earth, and is 

responsible for its change in a manner analogous to how the angelic intelligences govern 

their celestial spheres. 

The role of the terrestrial intelligence is the sticking point for Cecco, and he goes 

to pains to be clear about it. Cecco rejects the notion that the terrestrial intelligence 

creates and “installs” the human soul (he gives his view at V.i.55-60/4749-4754). Before 

we tackle that question, we should see what else Cecco wrote on this subject. This section 

of Acerba develops an argument Cecco confronted in Sphera in discussing the numbering 

of motor intelligences. There are (at least) two traditions to follow: 

Secundo queratur quot numero sunt motores. Dico quod multe sunt 

opiniones quas dimitto, tamen duas ponam que mihi meliores omnibus 

videntur. Prima fuit Aristotelis qui ponit quod una sphera plures habet 

motus et quod illi plures motus sunt a pluribus et diversis motoribus, ut 

dicit in 12° Metaphysice ubi inquirit et probat numerum motorum 

secundum numerum motuum tangitque plures motus in sole et in luna et 

similiter in aliis. Alia est opinio Avicenne quam teneo et credo veram. 

Ponit in 9° sue Metaphysice, si bene recolo, duplicem ordinem 

intelligentiarum separatarum. Quedam enim est intelligentia prima que est 

motor universitatis et primum principium totius cause. Secundarie autem 

intelligentie sunt in decem ordinibus, ut ipse ponit, quarum prima movet 

celum uniformem quod est primum mobile; secunda movet spheram 

stellarum fixarum; tertia movet spheram Saturni; quarta movet spheram 

Iovis; quinta movet spheram Marits; sexta movet spheram solis; septima 

spheram Veneris; octava spehram Mercurii; non aspheram lune. De 

decima sic dicit: Decima est intelligentia que influit super naturas animas 

et intelligentias et est intelligentia mundi terreni, et vocamus ipsam 

intelligentiam intelligentiam agentem. Et ex hoc multi accipiunt quod 

intellectus agens sit intelligentia decimi ordinis intelligentiarum 

separatum. Utrum autem intellectus agens sit intelligentiarum alibi habet 

inquiri.  
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(Secondly, we should ask how many motors [i.e, “motor intelligences”] 

there are. There are many opinions which I will ignore, but I will consider 

the two which I believe are the best. The first is that of Aristotle who holds 

that one sphere has multiple motions and that multiple motions are due to 

multiple and different motors, as he says in Metaphysics XII, where he 

inquires and considers the number of motors according to the number of 

motions and also touches upon the plurality of motions in the sun and 

moon (and in the other planets as well).  The other is the opinion of 

Avicenna, which I hold and believe to be true. He says in the ninth chapter 

of his Metaphysics (if I remember correctly) that there is a dual order of 

separated intelligences. One of them is the first intelligence which is the 

mover of everything and the first principle of all causes. The secondary 

intelligences are in ten degrees (as he places them) of which the first 

moves the heavens uniformly, which is the primum mobile. The second 

moves the sphere of the fixed stars, the third moves the sphere of Saturn; 

the fourth moves the sphere of Jupiter; the fifth moves the sphere of Mars; 

the sixth moves the sphere of the sun; the seven moves the sphere of 

Venus; the eighth moves the sphere of Mercury, the ninth moves the 

sphere of the Moon. About the tenth, he has this to say: “The tenth is the 

intelligence which exerts influences over natures, souls and intelligences 

and this is the intelligence of the terrestrial world, and we call this 

intelligence the agent intelligence.” Many interpret this to mean that the 

agent intellect is the intelligence of the tenth order of separate 

intelligences. Whether or not this is the agent intellect is one of the 

intelligences is to be asked elsewhere.)  

 

 

In Metaphysics XII, Aristotle determines that every observable motion of the planets 

requires its own motor intelligence.
407

 Avicenna’s view, which Cecco explicitly accepts, 

requires only one angelic intelligence per sphere. Two features of Avicenna’s system are 
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important for interpreting this section of Acerba. The first is the division of intelligences 

into two orders: the first intelligence, that is, God, and the hierarchy of secondary 

intelligences. Avicenna’s metaphysics and cosmology (the two are very closely linked) 

stem from what has been called his “neoplatonizing Aristotelianism.”
408

 

Cecco accepts Avicenna’s ordering of the intelligences and their number. He 

accepts the tenth intelligence as the “intelligentia mundi terreni” the terrestrial 

intelligence. This identification is common to both  Avicenna and Averroes. Each has his 

own idiosyncrasies and subtleties of intepretation, but they both accept this 

identification.
409

 Based on the passage in Sphera and later in this chapter of Acerba, 

Cecco accepts the tenth intelligence as a terrestrial intelligence. However, he rejects the 

notion that the terrestrial intelligence creates human souls. He stops at the identification 

of the terrestrial intelligence with the agent intelligence. 

The description in the mossa indicates that the terrestrial intelligence, working 

with the superior intelligences (“gli acti soverchi”) “breathes” the soul into the human, 

thus providing form (“conforma nui”). As the soul is properly the form of the human 
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being, by breathing the soul into the human, the intelligence provides it form. 

“Breathing” the human soul is a common expression. In Purgatorio XXV, Dante explains 

 od’s bestowing of the rational soul on the embryo: 

Lo motor primo a lui si volge lieto 

Sovra tant’arte di natura, e spira 

Spirito nuovo, di vertù repleto 

Che ciò che trova attivo quivi, tira i 

In sua sustanzia, e fassi un’alma sola 

Che vive e sente e sé in sé rigira. 

    (Purgatorio XXV.70-75) 

 

(The first motor turns toward it delighted over such a work of nature and 

breathes a new spirit, filled with powers, which pulls all actuality it finds 

there into its own substance, and makes a single soul which lives, and 

feels and turns itself in itself.) 

 

When Cecco offers his own account of the human rational soul, he too will refer to its 

installation as  od breathing: “Questa creando, Deo in noi la spira,” (V.i.55/4749) 

(creating this [soul], God breathes it into us).  The source of these metaphors is Genesis 

II.7:  

Formavit igitur Dominus Deus hominem de limo terrae et inspiravit in 

faciem eius spiraculum vitae et factus est homo in animam viventem 

 

The Lord God formed man out of the clay of the gorund and blew into his 

nostrils the breath of life, and so man became a living being. 

 

Anyone trained in Aristotelian hylomorphism would have read this description as God 

imposing the human soul, the spiraculum vitae  as a form on matter, the  “limo terrae.” 

This imposition of form results in the substantial composite being, an “anima vivens.”  
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But in Acerba II.i, it is not God who breathes the soul into the creature, but rather 

the terrestrial intelligence.  What Cecco references here is a belief that is common to both 

Avicenna and Averroes who in his earlier interpretation of De anima, held that this 

terrestrial intelligence was not only the cause of thought, but the formal cause of all being 

in the terrestrial world. For Avicenna, the terrestrial intelligence as agent intellect is the 

giver of forms, the “dator formarum.”
410

 Cecco explicitly refutes this idea in Sphera: 

Unde latentia forme vel nature vel forma specifica est debita proporcio 

elementorum in misto limitata a modali aspectu celestis corporis, quod est dator 

formarum.
411

 

 

Whence hidden forms or nature or the specific form is due to the proportion of the 

elements in a mixed [body], [the proportion having been] determined by the 

modal aspect of the celestial body, which is the giver of forms. 

 

For Cecco, forms are not “given” by an intelligence, but rather arise out of 

elemental proportion. Elemental proportion, in its turn, is determined by the dispositio or 

modal aspect of the heavenly bodies, the specific geometrical arrangement of the planets 

and stars whose influence alters the elements. The “dator formarum” then is not a single 

entity, but rather a dynamic system. 

 In Cecco’s system, all forms (excluding the rational soul) are brought into 

existence in their specific nature by the particular positions of the heavenly bodies. For 

Avicenna and Averroes, however, the terrestrial intelligence as active intellect serves as 

the cause of existence. In Avicenna’s emanation scheme,
412

 intelligences “cause” the 
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existence of lower intelligences and the material celestial spheres by thinking about God. 

The active intellect is the tenth intelligence and the bodies it “causes” are terrestrial 

beings.
413

  Averroes once endorsed a similar position.
414

 Returning to the text, the “acti 

soverchi” refer to the activity of the superior intelligences. Because each intelligence is 

the cause of the intelligence below it, all the intelligences are indirect causes of the 

human soul, and the active intellect is the direct cause. “Qual spira l’alma degli acti 

soverchi” means that the terrestrial intelligence directly creates the human soul, but this 

intelligence itself emanates from the intelligences above it, as a result, they are indirect 

causes of the soul.  

“Esser secondo” is cryptic even by Cecco’s standards. The commentary takes it to 

be a reference to the active intellect 

Dicunt Averoiste quod anime nostre sunt sensitive, recipiunt influentiam ab ista 

intelligentia et ista influentia dicitur esse secundum verum: sicut Sol inluminat 

mundum, sic ista inteligentia inluminat nostram animam sensitivam et facit nos 

intelligere, sicut isti dicunt. 

Segondo: hic dicit quod ista influentia, que provenit ab ista intelligentia, dicitur 

esse secundum proveniens super esse primum anime sensitive. 

 

The Averroists say that our souls are [only] the sensitive souls, which receive 

influence from this intelligence and this influence is called “true second being.” 

Just as the Sun illuminates the universe, so this intelligence illuminates our 

sensitive soul and makes us understand (so they say). 
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Segondo: Here he says that this influence, which comes from this intelligence, is 

called second being, flowing onto the first being, that of the sensitive soul. 

 

Because the Averroist position posits the material, possible intellect as 

separate
415

only the cogitative faculty of the sensitive soul properly belongs to the human. 

The reading here seems to imply an act of thinking occurs via the influentia of the active 

intellect when it says that our sensitive souls receive influence from this intelligence. This 

way of phrasing thought encourages confusion between astral influence and intellection, 

which as we see Cecco is at pains to differentiate. I do not know whether Averroists 

typically described thought as analogous to astral influence. The description of receiving 

influence as being akin to the sun lighting up the world clearly describes intellection 

along the lines of Aristotle’s analogy of thinking with light and colors in De anima III.5. 

In this sense, “second being” is taken to mean intellection, as it is the act of thinking that 

“flows onto” first being, by which the commentator means the sensitive soul. 

In this case, I will not say that the commentator is wrong, but I will provide an 

alternative reading. “Esse secundum” has various meaning in the works of various 

authors. It can refer to a species (when in distinction to the individual as esse primum), 

but here I think Cecco intends a usage along the lines of what Thomas Aquinas and 

Avicenna meant when they refer to esse secundum as the creature, as opposed to the 

creator who is esse primum.
416

  This distinction became the basis of Aquinas’ first work, 

the opusculum De ente et essentia. Aquinas’ major divergence from Aristotle in 
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metaphysics is his interest in codifying the difference between creator and creature with 

respect to the mode of existence of each (a concern Aristotle did not have).
417

 For the 

prime being, the esse primum, existence is equal to essence. For secondary beings, 

creatures, existence is not equal to essence.  The point is that a creature does not owe its 

existence to itself but to another. As we saw above, Cecco is interested in Avicenna’s 

introduction of the distinction between Creator and created in the two levels of 

intelligences. The motor intelligences are created beings occupying a secondary order of 

intelligence. Humankind is likewise a created species who owes its existence to the 

primum esse. The primum esse alone possesses existence as necessary. 

The difference between secondary order and primary order intelligence is 

precisely what this mossa describes, focusing on the creation of an esse secundum and the 

illustration of where its existence comes from. The secondary being, the creature, comes 

into existence in this world as a result of the imposition of a form on matter, an 

imposition which is accomplished with the help of mediating angelic intelligences and 

celestial spheres. In v. 33, “prendendo l’alma de l’esser secondo”, “alma” is the subject of 

“prendere” (used intransitively), signifying that after the terrestrial intelligence has 

“breathed” out this form, it “takes hold” in the now substantial being, as if it were a plant 

taking root or a steady flame taking hold from a spark: “the soul of the secondary being 

takes hold.” This notion of the formation of the human soul and the esse secondo, 

however we understand it, is part of the theory that Cecco rejects in the following mossa. 
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 From here, Cecco continues to refute the concept that he did not discuss in 

Sphere, whether this terrestrial intelligence is a separate substance which is the shared 

rational soul in the manner Averroes posited:  

E questa è l’anima, ch’è una in tuti, 

ch’è sotto il cerchio della prima stella: 

e d’altra vita semo privi e struti.  

E questo pone il falso Avaroisse 

Con sua sophistica e penta novella 

Ma or à più vertù che quando visse  

(I.ii.34-36 / 119-122)  

 

(And this is the soul that is the same in all, which is under the circle of the 

first star. And we are bereft and deprived of other life. And this was 

posited by the false Averroes, in his little tale of sophistry and rhetoric, but 

now he has more power than when he lived
418

) 

 

Cecco here describes is the Averroist conception of the neoplatonic anima mundi that is 

blended with the Aristotelian agent intellect. In medieval psychology, following 

Aristotle’s De anima III.v, the process of intellection, the act of knowing, is conceived as 

analogous to other examples of potential becoming actualized, of material taking on 

form.
419

 The intellect has a passive, potential aspect to it as well as an active aspect which 

performs the act of thinking. When this actualization of the material intellect occurs, the 

individual thinks. After the act of thinking, the individual is no longer thinking, but as we 

saw at the end of Chapter 3, but returns to an “advanced” material state of potential. The 

object of thought is abstracted from the data presented by the senses (this step, 
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abstraction, separates intellect from material objects by removing all the “particular” 

features in the sense data and considering only the universal features) and this abstraction 

is passed on to the intellect. In the intellect, the object of thought exists in a potential state 

until the agent intellect acts upon it, making it an actuality, or actual thought.  

Aristotle compared agent intellect to a light which makes objects visible: 

Since in every class of things, as in nature as a whole, we find two factors 

involved, a matter which is potentially all the particulars included in the 

class, a cause which is productive in the sense that it makes them all (the 

latter standing to the former, as e.g., an art to its material), these distinct 

elements must likewise be found within the soul. 

 

And in fact thought, as we have described it, is what it is by virtue of 

becoming all things, while there is another which is what it is by virtue of 

making all things: this is a sort of positive state like light; for in a sense 

light makes potential colours into actual colours.
420

 

 

Thought is a kind of change for Aristotle, in which a potentiality introduced into 

the rational soul becomes an actuality, i.e., the form abstracted from sense data becomes 

an object of thought. The interpretation of this passage common to Avicenna and 

Averroes was to see the “cause which is productive,” that is, the efficient agent, that 

which is analogous to light, as a separate substance which became the terrestrial 

intelligence.  The passage is extremely obscure and different interpretations abounded: 

have been describes as the most debated and written about in the history of philosophy.
421

 

Continuing the passage of De anima: 
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Thought in this sense of it is separable, impassible, unmixed, since it is in 

its essential nature activity (for always the active is superior to the passive 

factor, the originating force to the matter). 

 

Actual knowledge is identicial with its object: in the individual, potential 

knowledge is in time prior to actual knowledge, but absolutely it is not 

prior even in time. It does not sometimes think and sometimes not think. 

When separated it is alone just what it is, and this alone is immortal and 

eternal (we do not remember because, while this is impassible, passive 

thought is perishable); and iwthout this nothing thinks.
422

 

 

Aristotle’s remarks leave a lot of room for interpretation. That this efficient cause 

of thought is separate from the individual who thinks seems to be implied by the text. 

Averroes’ final interpretation held that both the agent intellect and the material (passive) 

intellect were separate substances in the manner of the motor intelligences governing the 

celestial spheres.
423

 Interestingly, when Averroes adopted this final position, he 

abandoned his earlier position that saw the agent intellect as the giver of forms or cause 

of existence.
424

 For Averroes, thought occurs when an individual’s sensitive soul, 

specifically the cogitative faculty, unites with this entirely separate material intellect. As 

such, the intellect is not unique to individuals. Further, Aristotle did clearly state in this 

passage that only this intellect was immortal. Therefore, to deny the intellect to 

individuals is also to deny the immortality of individual souls.  

In rejecting Averroes’ position, Cecco is rejecting the “radical Aristotelian” 

position that denies individual immortality. He refuses two features of the Averroist 

schema: first, that in identifying the terrestrial intelligence with the agent intellect we are 
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forced to concede that the agent intellect is a single separate substance which individual 

humans share (in whatever manner we might understand this “sharing”). Secondly, he 

denies that the individual soul cannot be immortal (“d’altra vita semo privi e struti”). For 

Cecco, Averroes wrote sophistry: “penta” (“painted”) refers to rhetorical colors and 

implies that Averroes’ exposition was not a proper logical demonstration but mere 

rhetoric. Cecco notes the irony that the thinker who denied the afterlife is more 

significant now than when he lived (“or à più vertù che quando visse”). The Averroist 

position on the intellect is a major point for Cecco, but he won’t fully address it here. He 

saves his full response for the first chapter of book V of Acerba, the chapter that 

constitutes the introduction to what would have been his theology.  

 

IV. The Importance of Place (Acerba I.ii.37-48/123-134) 

 

 In what appears to be another non sequitur, Cecco abruptly switches focus, 

returning to the celestial spheres in order to entertain a question commonly asked in 

medieval discussions of cosmology, namely whether the last sphere is circumscribed by a 

“place:”  

Potresti dubitar del primo cielo, 

ché ciò che sensibililità possciede 

luocho circunscrive, e li fa vello, 

se fosse contenuto d’altra spera: 

et ella, contenuta, rason vede,   

sì che, aver fine il cielo non è vera 

(I.ii.37-42/123-128) 

 

 (You could wonder about the first heaven--since that which can be 

grasped by the senses is circumscribed by a place which covers it—if it is 
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contained by another sphere: and that one, logically, [you could wonder if 

it were] contained [as well], so that it isn’t true that the heavens have an 

end)  

 

 “Luocho” is the technical philosophical term “locus”(”place”) from Aristotelian 

physics.
425

 It signifies the surface surrounding a corporeal object. It was a necessary 

logical category for reasons that require an evaluation of how a medieval Aristotelian’s 

cosmos differs from ours. Only within this conception of the cosmos does the 

significance of “place” become apparent. Cecco is not being pedantic by arguing over the 

definition of place. He is explaining a concept that is central to understanding the nature 

of the heavens. Our understanding of “place” and the primum mobile literally defines 

how we understand the physical cosmos and prepares us to consider the Empyrean 

heaven. This inevitably leads into his disagreements with Dante and allows us to see why 

he felt the need to respond to the Commedia. 

 The cosmos, as conceived by Aristotelians, Neo-Platonists and stoics, that is, the 

non-atomic cosmos, is a plenum: the physical world admits no voids, no vacuums, but 

consists entirely of contiguous matter.
426

 This represents a bit of a conceptual stumbling 

block for us, as we tend to conceive of reality as consisting of “something,” like 

electrons, clouds or planets, which tend to “float about” in vast swaths of “nothing,” like 

inter-atomic space, the sky, or outer space. Carl Sagan puts it succinctly: “Matter is 
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composed chiefly of nothing.”
427

 Let us recall projectile flight problems from algebra. If 

we consider the basic equations for projectile motion, the effect of air as a medium is 

ignored. We treat air as a void. Returning to the example of the arrow, when we solve the 

“problem” of the arrow’s flight in algebra or basic physics, we consider an object moving 

through nothing, that is, we calculate only an initial velocity, the angle of the arrow, and 

gravity. Even if we intellectually acknowledge that the atmosphere is “something”, we 

don’t really treat it that way in our approach to motion. In the medieval cosmos there is 

no such thing as “nothing.” “Nothing” itself cannot even be logically applied to the 

cosmos, but only negatively to what is outside physical creation.
428

 Returning to our 

example of the arrow, whereas we analyze an arrow in terms of initial velocity and firing 

angle, the Aristotelian physicist conceives of this locomotion as a continual process of 

one material substance, the arrow, changing places as it moves through an airy medium. 

This medium is equally material and has to be accounted for as it envelopes the arrow 

and “moves” around it during the arrow’s flight. Because of our unconscious prejudice, it 

might be easier if we consider, for illustration purposes, all locomotion occurring 

underwater, simply because that is an immediately perceptible representation of the 

plenum medieval physicists assume. The importance of “place” will become apparent.  

Let us think of a fish in water, but let us focus on the water, rather than the fish. 

The fish is “in” water only to the extent that it is surrounded by it. Water does not 

transcend the fish. Water “ends” where the fish begins. To be “in water” is to be 

surrounded by an equally concrete reality. If we consider the fish and the water 
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separately, and through an intellectual process “abstract” the fish, we are left with a fish-

shaped void suspended in a surrounding volume of water. An account of the fish in water 

has to account for this feature, which isn’t properly a part of the fish, but clearly is not a 

part of the water, either. And while this outline is not the fish itself, it is clearly related to 

it: if the fish moves, this outline moves as well—the surrounding water will “part” in 

front of it and “fill in” behind it. The outline is the fish’s “place,” which is defined as the 

inner surface of the containing object. 

“Place” defined as such is a surface, a surface is itself a logical construction, not a 

physical reality. “Place” is not the matter composing the outer edge of either object. The 

fish’s place is not defined as the individual parts of water that “touch” the fish. Rather the 

“place” is a surface delineated by the contour of the individual parts of water.  If we recall 

that Aristotelian physics classifies locomotion as a type of change,
 429

 we ask ourselves 

what it is that “changes” in motion? The moving object does not change: a stone thrown 

through the air is the same, formally and materially, when it lands as it was before it was 

thrown. Neither does the surrounding medium experience any change. Individual parts of 

it may find themselves in a new alignment relative to each other, but it would be odd to 

consider the motion of a stone through air to be primarily a question of how air particles 

relate to each other. What changes is neither the stone itself nor the surrounding air, but 

the stone’s “location” in the air, this boundary which surrounds the stone which the air 

has to accomodate: its place. Hence “place” is the “thing” which experiences change in 

local-motion. As such, every thing capable of movement, i.e., all physical bodies, is in a 
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 Aristotelian changes are (1) generation and corruption (or coming-to-be and passing-away), (2) change 

in quality (alteration), (3) change in quantity (growth) and (4) change in place, or locomotion.  See Physics, 

II. The Foundations of Modern Science in the Middle Ages, 56-58. 
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“place” because that “place” is the only way of describing motion as change. The stone 

has to move from “here” to “there.” Place is the “here.” Cecco gives his definition of 

place in Book IV:  

El loco è como forma del locato 

Che termina lo corpo qual contene, 

Sì como sua matera à informato.  

(IV.vi.157-159-4043-4045)  

 

The place is like the form of the object-in-place, which defines the 

boundary of the body it contains, just as it [i.e., the form] has enformed the 

matter. 

 

 So while place is like an object’s form, it is not actually the form, but only 

represents its shape perfectly (something like a form-fitting mirror). It is in a sense the 

body’s “container.” The important bit is that “to have place” is essential to movable 

bodies. “Essential” in the Aristotelian sense, that is: “to be in place” is part and parcel of 

what it is “to be a movable substance.” Just as it is impossible to conceive of matter 

without form, it is impossible to conceive of a corporeal substance without place. “Place” 

is that which defines the surface of the body which it contains: “che termina lo corpo qual 

contene.” This is subtle, but goes right at the issue that is to be discussed here in Acerba 

I.ii, which is the status of the largest sphere. If we consider “place” as the inner surface of 

the containing body, an immediate difficulty arises as we consider the “edge” of the 

universe. If “place” is the inner surface of the surrounding medium, the last sphere cannot 

be “in place,” as there is no surrounding body. If “place” is an essential characteristic of 

movable substance, if we say that the primum mobile doesn’t have place, we seem to 

have denied that it is a movable substance. Aristotle’s solution was to say that the last 

sphere was in place on account of its parts, all of which are in place: “The latter [the last 
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sphere] is, in a way, in place, for all its parts are; for on the circle one part contains 

another. That is why the upper part is moved in a circle, while the universe is not 

anywhere.”
430

 This unsatisfying response gave rise to a host of interpretations.
431

 

  This mossa, then, should be read as Cecco’s response to a common question in 

medieval universities, a question that aimed at the heart of how we scientifically 

understand the nature of the cosmos:  

Dico che chi per sé possiede luocho 

Ciò non se neghe, ch’en lui luocho tegna: 

ponendo il ciel chosì dil vero a pocho. 

Per accidente il luocho se mantene, 

avegna che per sé il moto spegna, 

onde à la vita l’amorosa bene. 

(I.ii.43-48/129-134)  

 

(I say that you cannot deny that a body which has place per se is held in 

place, but assuming heaven is like this has little truth in it. It stays in place 

per accidens, even if it has no motion per se, and from this life has the 

loving good.) 

 

First, if we assume that the primum mobile, like all physical objects (“ciò che sensibilità 

possciede”) is in a “place,” then logically we have to assume a containing body, because 

place is defined as the inner surface of a container.  However, if the primum mobile were 

contained by another body, we would then have to ask the same question about that body, 

i.e., is this body in a “place,” defined as the inner surface of still yet another container. 

And so we reach an infinite regression. 
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 Physics, IV.4, 212b12-14. 
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 See Planets, Stars and Orbs, 122-35.  
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 The answer appears at first to be obvious: whatever possesses place per se is held 

“in place.” Cecco’s argument is greatly truncated but based on the definition of place. As 

we saw above, “place” is a requirement of motion, it defines the relation of mover to the 

containing body it moves through. Anything that has place essentially (per se) is 

something that is capable of locomotion on account of its very nature. Because of this, is 

true to say that anything naturally capable of movement is “in place.” However, this 

cannot be said of the heavens as a whole, because as a whole the heavens do not move. 

That is, the heavens do not experience a change in local-motion, they never change 

“places,” because there is no place outside of the heavens to which they could move. The 

heavens spin, they do not properly “move.” Jupiter may be said to “move” within its 

sphere, because a change in place can be ascribed to the planetary body within the sphere, 

but the sphere as a whole does not move. It does not change “place.” To say that the 

heavens are incapable of movement requires that it is not in their nature to move, which 

is to say they do not have movement essentially, per se. Cecco still wants the heavens to 

have a place, because all corporeal things should have a place, so they have to have a 

place per accidens. There are a few arguments for how the cosmos can be in place 

accidentally.
432

 Cecco does not say which account he holds to be true. 

 

V. Oltra, ancora: Rewriting the Comedy (Acerba I.ii.49-66/135-152) 
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 This discussion of the primum mobile leads into Cecco’s first explicit 

condemnation of Dante and is the site of Acerba’s most significant, and bizarre, textual 

discrepancy. The following five mosse form a coherent critique of the Commedia. Crespi 

orders the mosse differently. In order of incipits, Albertazzi presents, Oltra quel cielo, Di 

 ual ne tractò,  e gli altri regni, Move ciascuna, Che nell’eterne intelligenze. Crespi’s 

order (with slightly different readings) is Move ciascuna, Per che se nelle intelligenzie, 

Oltre quel ciel, Del quale gia trattò, Negli altri regni. Both orders are artifiical as no 

manuscripts contains all five mosse.
433

 MSs containing Di qual ne tractò, and Ne gli altri 

regni do not contain Move ciascuna and Che nell’eterne intelligenze
434

. On the basis of 

content and style, I firmly believe all five mosse are authentic. I believe Albertazzi’s 

edition presents an order that is consistent with the remainder of the text. Oltra quel cielo 

has to follow Dico che chi per se possiede (the mossa we just examined) because “quel 

cielo” is the primum mobile whose place was being discussed. After discussing the 

“place” of the primum mobile, Cecco naturally “goes beyond’ into the Empyrean heaven 

to give its characteristics. Di qual ne tractò naturally follows the discussion of the 

Empyrean, because it refutes Dante’s claims to have been there. Ne gli altri regni clearly 
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 See  d'Ascoli, L'Acerba [Acerba etas].Appendice: Varianti delle strofe, p. 475 for a list of which 

manuscripts contain these mosse and in which order. 
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 Additionally, we have to confront the issue that the commentary. The commentary has interpretative 

authority because it is in some of the oldest and “best” manuscripts. It accompanies Paris Bibliothèque 
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ciascuna and Che nell’eterne intelligenze which are glossed in the commentary. The result is that whoever 

copied these manuscripts also copied a commentary which did not gloss part of the text in front of him, and 

did gloss parts not in his text. Also, none of the manuscripts contain all four mosse. Either the manuscripts 

contain the first pair, and not the second, or they contain the second, but not the first.  
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pairs with Di qual ne tractò, as Cecco continues his criticism of Dante. Move ciascuna 

and Che nell’eterne intelligenze are paired in that order and follow the critique of Dante. 

In these mosse, Cecco characterizes the kind of desire and motion experienced by the 

angelic intelligences, which arises from his condemnation of the kind of desire he read in 

the Commedia. 

In the first of these mosse, Cecco once again begins with “oltra” which once again 

should signal our attention to Dante’s claims in Oltra la spera and Paradiso generally. In 

short, Cecco ridicules Dante’s claim to have ascended beyond the primum mobile as 

being philosophically absurd. This is introduced by a description of the primum mobile, 

all of whose attributes are related to Dante’s claims:  

Oltra quel cielo non è qualitate 

né ancho forma che muova intellecto: 

ma nostra fede vuol che pietate 

dimore sopra nel beato regno, 

al qual la spene mena, a quello effecto 

di quella luce del Fattor benegno 

(I.ii.49-54/135-140) 

 

Beyond this heaven there is neither quality nor form that can move 

intellect. Our faith would have it that compassion lives above in the 

blessed kingdom, to which hope leads, that is, to the effect of that light 

from the good Maker 

 

The first two lines seem a recapitulation of De caelo II, 279a19, and the following two an 

interpretation of Aristotle within a Christian framework. Cecco is defining the “beyond” 

negatively. 

Hence whatever is there [i.e., beyond the last sphere] is of such a nature as not to 

occupy any place, nor does time age it; nor is there any change in any of the 

things which lie beyond the outermost motion; they continue through their entire 
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duration unalterable and unmodified living the best and most self-sufficient of 

lives.
435

 

 

What is beyond the last sphere does not undergo change or occupy place, the main 

characteristics of corporeal bodies, therefore “non é qualitate.” The serenity of existence 

described by Aristotle is simply “pietate” for Cecco. Hope leads us here. This Empyrean 

heaven is an “effect” of the Maker’s light. Again, “effect” here has the technical sense as 

something brought about through the efficient causality of an intelligence, in this case, 

the very influence of God (conceived of as a super-intelligence).
436

 

 Cecco’s description of the Empyrean (note that he does not even name it here, it is 

simply still whatever is “Oltra”) rejects most of what Dante claims. After giving a 

description of the reality that exists beyond the physical cosmos, Cecco naturally pens 

two mosse which directly refute Dante’s vision:  

Di qual ne tractò gia quel Fiorentino 

che lì lui ce condusse Beatrice: 

tal corpo humano mai non fu divino 

ni’ può sì come ‘l perso esser biancho 

perché si rinnova sì como fenice 

in quel disio che li pinge ‘l fianco 

 

Ne gli altri regni ove andò col Duca 

fondando li suo’ piè nel basso centro, 

al lo condusse la sua fede pocha; 

e suo camin on fece mai ritorno, 

ché ‘l suo disio sempre lui ten dentro: 

de lui mi duol per lo parlar adorno  

(I.ii.49-66/135-152) 
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 On the Heavens, I.9, 279a19-20. 
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 Sphera, 351. “Quedam enim est intelligentia prima que est motor universitatis et primum principium 

totius cause.” 
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(But that Florentine has already written about this, [writing] that Beatrice 

led him up there: such a human body was never divine, nor can it [become 

divine, any more than] perse can become white just by re-making itself 

like the Phoenix, by that desire which spurs its flank.  

 

He went with his guide to the other realms placing his feet in the deep 

center [of earth]: his lacking faith led him there and his journey never 

made a return, because his desire always kept him inside. I grieve for him, 

on account of his beautiful style.) 

 

These two mosse, which are not glossed in the anonymous commentary,
 
are fully 

consonant with Acerba as a whole. Dante will again be charged with being faithless in 

III.i, precisely for the reasons marshaled here: excessive lust. “La sua fede poca” and his 

“disio” refer to the other lovers, as Cecco’s other verbal clues link this passage with the 

critique in Acerba III.i., via the phoenix and the spurs. The phrase used in the passage in 

III.i, “qui puose Danti co’ nuovi speroni,” corresponds perfectly to the image of the 

phoenix presented here:  “quel disio che li pinge ‘l fianco” (that desire that spurs his 

flanks). The metaphor from Io son stato was the horse and rider, here Cecco poses Dante 

as the phoenix. Cecco’s transformation of the traditional lyric image of the horse into a 

phoenix conveys a bitter irony: the phoenix, feeling the weight of long life, is reborn 

while dying. She soars to the heavens, beating her wings so fast that friction causes 

sparks to flame and the bird is consumed and dissolved into ash. Under the form of these 

ashes, the bird is then reborn (Acerba III.ii). Cecco’s description of the phoenix occurs in 

the chapter immediately after his rebuttal of Dante. Here, Dante is imagined as a “lover’s 

phoenix”: that is, rather than a horse that is spurred on aimlessly, here Dante is a phoenix, 

who is spurred up towards the heaven and spiritual rebirth. The image is a brilliant 

response to the central tenet of Dante’s theologized love. If love indeed raises one 

towards the heavens and salvation, then the phoenix is the ideal metaphor for the lover 
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whose desire urges him ever upward to self-combustion but also to rebirth: the phoenix 

literally emerges into a “vita nuova.” But Cecco creates this beautiful image only to laugh 

at its absurdity. Dante’s human body cannot ascend into super-material Empyrean realm, 

just as perse cannot be white, nor Dante’s erotic love transform into divine love. Cecco’ 

make his phoenix symbolize the ardent intellectual desire that sets minds and hearts 

aflame (III.ii.13-14/2063-2064; 37-38, 2087-2088).  

 We should note that in this criticism of Dante, Cecco refers to things that 

happened within the Commedia. As we saw at the beginning of Chapter 3, Cecco is very 

specific about his criticism, particularly regarding genre. Dante use of historical persons 

in his fictive text irritates Cecco immensely. Before we read these lines as a vicious 

condemnation of Dante Alighieri, the man who wrote the Commedia, we have to 

recognize that Cecco’s criticism takes place within the Commedia: he denies that Dante, 

the character in Paradiso could have actually gone into the Empyrean heaven, led by 

Beatrice, the character in the Paradiso. He acknowledges that Dante went to the bottom 

of hell in Inferno, led by Virgilio, his character.  His typically biting response occurs in 

kind: he criticizes the character on the basis of what happens in the Commedia. Dante 

makes an enormous point of confessing his guilt to Beatrice in Purgatorio, for having 

loved another woman after Beatrice’s death. Cecco’s response is to note that, by Dante’s 

own rules, this betrayal constitutes “fede poca,” perhaps even betrayal of one who trusted 

him which would land him in Cocytus. The “basso centro” of Inferno is indeed reserved 

for those with “fede poca,” who betrayed those who trusted them.  As I mentioned earlier, 

it is impossible to believe that Cecco, for whom ethics were so central, would have 

invited Dante’s judgment as often as he did if he believed that Dante really was an 
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immoral individual. Cecco’s sense of humor is caustic: he points out that Averroes denied 

the afterlife but now he is more important than he ever was during in life.
437

 His response 

to Accorso da Bagnolo’s statements regarding sons and fame was even more biting.
438

 

The interpretation that accords best with Cecco’s mordant sarcasm and his evident 

respect for Dante Alighieri, flesh and blood poet and intellectual interlocutor, is that in 

this passage Cecco is sarcastically “playing along” with Dante’s fiction and pointing out 

an inconsistency between the doctrine of the Commedia and its fictive narrative 

framework. 

As such, it means that Cecco is the first critic to play the “collocation” game, but it means 

he is also the only critic to ever say that by the Commedia’s own logic, Dante the pilgrim 

should be stuck in hell. 

 

VI. Love without friction (Acerba 61-78/147-164) 

 

The two mosse in question continue the argument about celestial motion in a 

manner filled with ethical implications. Cecco explains the nature of celestial motion 

with respect to the motor intelligences as Aristotelian movers, and he does this in a 

manner which provides a link between physical causation of motion and purity of desire. 

We have in these lines a beautiful exposition of the integrated nature of medieval natural 

philosophy: an account of celestial motion seamlessly segues into an account of desire 

and the proper relation of love, knowledge, and meditation on the divine. 
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Move ciascuna angelica natura 

de’ nove cieli in disiosa forma, 

non fatigando lor substantia pura: 

sforzata cosa non à moto eterno, 

anzi di sotto al tempo si disforma, 

e ciò non cade in atto sempiterno. 

 

Ché nell’eterne intelligenzie nude 

la voglia col podere se converte. 

A lor divina mente non si chiude: 

ciascuna  move sol Deo contemplando. 

tutte le cose manifeste e certe 

sì como noi nello spechio guardando  

(I.ii.67-78/135-146)  

 

(The angelic essence of each of the nine heavens, in its desirous form, moves [its 

sphere] without tiring its pure substance. A forced thing does not have eternal 

motion, but rather dissipates in time, and this does not fall in an unending activity. 

 

In the eternal naked intelligences, will is transformed with capacity. Nothing can 

be hidden to their divine mind, each one moves thinking of God alone, all things 

[appear] open and certain, just as when we look in the mirror.) 

 

The angels move (that is, they cause motion) by desire and this motion does not 

tire their substance. The angels themselves do not move, rather they move the heavens by 

desiring God. We should note again that Cecco’s angels have their proper place int he 

Empyrean with  od. Unlike Aristotle’s movers they are not located in their spheres. Here 

Cecco also distances himself from Avicenna and the Arabic tradition in general, wherein 

the celestial intelligences move the heavens by being desired by a distinct soul of their 

celestial sphere.
439

 In Avicenna’s system of emanations, each celestial sphere consists of 

a celestial sphere and an intelligence. The celestial sphere is composed of both a body 
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and a soul. The soul of the sphere moves the body (the planet) by desiring the 

intelligence. This intelligence is a distinct being from the planetary soul.
440

 Cecco 

eliminates the distinction between souls and intelligence. The intelligence is as the form 

of the planet (“in loco forme”
441

). Cecco’s system seems to require that the intelligences 

directly move their spheres as a result of their love of God, rather than by being loved by 

their planetary spheres (since, bereft of souls, there is nothing in the material sphere 

capable of desiring the intelligence).  

 By noting their form is “disiosa,” Cecco is providing a gloss on the angelic 

nature. Form, nature and essence are all tightly related (in Aristotelian metaphysics, they 

appear synonymous at times).
442

 They all make a thing “that which it is.” In the case of 

angels, their formal defining characteristic is their capacity for desire. The angel’s nature 

is to desire God; their activity of moving the celestial spheres is a happy accident. While 

moving the spheres serves a grander purpose (ensuring the viability of terrestrial life), it 

is not the angel’s intention. Desiring is their essential activity, and motion simply the 

consequence.  

Cecco pauses to emphasize that this activity does not tire their substance. This is 

an important point as well. The question whether the mover tires or not in the course of 

imparting motion is directly related to the manner in which that mover acts, which is tied 

to its nature. Cecco provides a juxtaposition of angelic and human desire and encourages 

us to read the ethical significance latent in natural and eternal motion and violent motion. 
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The overall point is that the angels desire purely, in as much as it is the defining trait of 

their substantial form. I suggest that these mosse be read against the previous mosse 

where the uncertainty of Dante (the character)’s wavering desires led him to hell and 

stasis. 

In Aristotelian physics, locomotion is classified as natural or violent. Here the 

concept of “place” returns. Everything has a “natural” place, the location in the cosmos 

which was intended for whatever object it is at hand. Fire is naturally light and has a 

natural place “up”, that is, away from the center of Earth. Elemental earth is heavy; 

earth’s natural place is the center of the cosmos, which is collocated with the center of the 

sphere of Earth. We should note however, that in De excentricis Cecco acknowledges 

that there could be different centers of planetary orbits without a contradiction in the 

larger system.
443

 This makes him one of the few medieval thinkers to accept a “violation” 

of Aristotelian simplicity.
 444

 Whenever elemental earth is in a location other than its 

natural place, it will automatically “gravitate” toward that natural place. The key point is 

that an object has a natural tendency to move toward its natural place. Terrestrial objects 

can only move in the opposite direction when pushed by some extrinsic efficient mover. 

This is considered “violent motion,”
445

 as in the case of the arrow, which moves with 

violent (i.e., forced) motion in its ascent. When the arrow reaches the apex of its arc, 

violent motion ceases to overcome natural motion and can no longer move the arrow 

“up” (although the arrow continues to move in the horizontal plane). At this point natural 
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motion takes over, and the arrow descends toward the center of the earth. For terrestrial 

objects, motion only occurs when they are removed from their natural place. When 

objects find themselves “where they belong,” they are at rest. 

The heavenly bodies do not slow in their motions;
446

 this fact indicates they face 

no resistance. Resistance is some sort of impediment, understood both physically but also 

ethically. Ceaseless circular motion indicates nobility because it suffers no change. This 

changelessness indicates that whatever causes the motion undergoes no alteration either. 

Famously (and importantly for our purposes) Aristotle attributes the cause of motion to 

desire on the part of the motor intelligence, its desire of the first unmoved mover: 

Quare sempiternum utique erit primum celum. Est igitur aliquid et quod 

movet. Quoniam autem quod movetur et movens et medium, igitur est 

aliquid quod non motum movet, sempiternum et substantia et actus ens. 

Movent autem sic appetibile et intelligibile; movent non mota. Horum 

autem prima eadem. Concupiscibile quidem enim ipsum apparens bonum, 

voluntabile autem primum ipsum existens bonum. Appetimus autem quia 

videtur magis quam videtur quia appetimus; principium enim est 

intelligentia. 
447

 

 

(Therefore, the first heavens must be eternal. There is therefore also 

something which moves them. And since that which is moved and moves 

is intermediate, there is a mover which moves without being moved, being 

eternal, substance, and actuality. And the object of desire and the object of 

thought move in this way; they move without being moved. The primary 

objects of desire and of thought are the same. For the apparent good is the 

object of appetite, and the real good is the primary object of wish. But 

desire is consequent on opinion rather than opinion on desire; for the 

thinking is the starting-point.)  
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In this passage, Aristotle presents the cause of celestial motion in terms similar to later 

descriptions of love pathology, with emphasis on the distinctions between desire and 

thought and the relations between appetite, a faculty of the sensitive soul, and cognition, 

a faculty of the rational soul. Both objects “move” other things by being desired by them.  

However, of the two, thought is primary because desire is dependent upon judgment 

(opinion being a result of an operation of the faculty of estimation), and judgement is a 

result of thought, and so this motion is caused by the appraisal of an apparent good.
448

 

Specialists may note a striking similarity in Aristotle’s account of celestial motion to the 

complex interplay of the “divided self” of the courtly lover and the conflicts between 

reason and desire.   

 In Dino del  arbo’s commentary to  uido Cavalcanti’s “doctrinal” canzone, 

Donna me prega, Dino glosses Cavalcanti’s assertion that love is a disease of the 

sensitive soul by explaining the phenomenon in precisely these terms common to 

Aristotlelian metaphysics: 

Nam amor est passio quedam appetitus, qui appetitus consequitur formam 

rei apprehense per sensum primo exteriorem et deinde per virtutes 

sensitivas interiores, ut dictum est supra: unde in amore concurrit duplex 

potentia sensitiva, scilicet cognoscitiva et appetitiva, quia omnis appetitus 

qui est in nobis insequitur cognitionem. Et, licet in amore concurrat 

operatio potentie cognoscitive-sensitive, tamen amor non habet esse 

proprie ut in subiecto in potentia sensistiva-cognoscitiva, sed habet esse in 

appetitiva, sicut omnis alia passio, et hoc ideo est qui in cognitione sola est 

motus rerum ad anima, sed in appetitu est motus anime ad res. 

Cognoscimus enim res prout sunt in nobis, sed appetimus eas prout sunt in 

se ipsis. Et ideo Philosophus dicebat, VI° Metaphsyice, quod bonum et 

malum, que sunt obiecta intellectus, sunt in anima. Et quia secundum 

passiones trahimur ad cognitionem rei agentis in ipsum, ideo, licet in 

passionibus concurrat operatio potentie sensitive-cogniscitive ex qua 

consequitur talis appetitus in nobis, amor tamen, qui est passio, non habet 
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esse ut in subiecto in potentia sensitiva-cognitiva, sed habet esse in 

appetitu quando appetitus trahitur ad cognitiones rerum quas appetit.
449

 

 

(For love is a certain disease of the appetite, and appetite stems first from 

the form of a thing grasped by the external senses [i.e., vision], and then 

by the powers of the internal senses [i.e., imagination], as is said above. 

Hence, in the case of love, two sensitive faculties coincide, that is, the 

power of knowing and that of desiring, since every appetite that is in us 

follows from thought. And, although in love the operation of the faculties 

of knowing and of sensing concur, nevertheless love does not have its 

proper existence (as in a subject) in the faculty of sensing and knowing,  

but rather has its existence in the appetitive [faculty] like every other 

disease, and this is why in knowing the movement is one of things 

[moving] to the soul, but in desiring the movement is one of the soul 

[moving] to the things. We know things only in as much as they are in us, 

but we desire things only as they are in themselves. And since we are 

brought to the knowledge of the agent itself because of the passions, 

therefore, although in passions the operation of the sensitive-cognitive 

powers coincide (from which we have this desire), love is yet a passion, 

which does not have its existence (as in a subject) in the sensitive-

cognitive powers, but rather it has its existence in the appetite because the 

appetite is drawn to knowledge of the things which it desires.) 

 

  

Let us finally return to the text. When Cecco notes that the angelic motor 

intelligences move the spheres in their desire and move in a manner that is “non 

fatigando lor substantia pura” he is making both a statement concerning the nature of 

celestial motions as well as providing a measure of pure divine love. The fact that their 

motion does not tire them is proof that their motion is natural, not violent, and therefore 

exemplary in terms of properly directed wills. Misdirected desires do not move naturally, 

but require force:  

Sforzata cosa non à moto eterno, 

anzi di sotto al tempo si disforma; 

e ciò non cade in atto sempiterno. 

(I.ii.70-72/156-158)  

 

                                                           
449

 La canzone d'amore di Guido Cavalcanti e i suoi antichi commenti, ad loc. 
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(A forced thing does not have eternal motion, but rather dissolves 

[literally, “de-forms”] below in time, but this [dissolution in time] does not 

befall a sempiternal activity) 

 

Cecco presents the exemplar of pure divine love, notes its attributes, and then compares 

the result of motion that is not motivated by such pure desire. If we take this as a 

continuation of the critique of Dante, it would seem that Cecco wants once again to claim 

that even temporary deviation of Dante’s love from Beatrice upon her death is the proof 

that his love was not divinely-tinged, but purely terrestrial, and as such “di sotto al tempo 

si disforma.” If it were divine love, it would be a pure love created by a pure desire, and 

thus, by definition, not subject to change, but “sempiternus.” “Sempiternal” describe a 

kind of eternality in which the being has a temporal origin but will not experience 

dissolution in time, as opposed to something properly “eternal,” which exists outside of 

time altogether and thus cannot really be described as “continuing” or “not ending” since 

any description involving temporal activity doesn’t really apply to it.
450

 The best gloss of 

“sempiternal” is probably Douglass Adams’ “Infinitely Prolonged”
451

. The motion of the 

celestial spheres has this infinitely prolonged duration: their reality is one that takes place 

in time, but they have no natural temporal end. 

                                                           
450

 An outstanding introduction to the subject is provided in John Marenbon and D.E. Luscombe, "Two 

medieval ideas: eternity and hierarchy," in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Philosophy, ed. A.S. 

McGrade (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 51-60.  

 
451

 “Wowbagger The Infinitely Prolonged was - indeed, is- one of the Universe's very small number of 

immortal beings. Most of those who are born immortal instinctively know how to cope with it, but 

Wowbagger was not one of them. Indeed, he had come to hate them, the load of serene bastards. He had his 

immortality inadvertently thrust upon him by an unfortunate accident with an irrational particle accelerator, 

a liquid lunch, and a pair of rubber bands. The precise details are not important because no one has ever 

managed to duplicate the exact circumstances under which it happened, and many people have ended up 

looking very silly, or dead, or both, trying.” Life, the Universe and Everything, p. 4. The struggles 

Wowbagger encounters are perfectly illustrative of the concept of sempiternality: physical existence in the 

same manner we experience it, that is, he experiences the flux of time and change that are simply without 

end. 
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Cecco continues the description of angels. He lingers on this point he has been 

treating, the question of simplicity and singularity of focus. What marks angels as 

different from men (beyond their incorporeality) is their ability to transform will purely 

and completely into act, a capacity that is due to their undivided desire:  

Che nell’eterne intelligenzie nude 

La voglia col podere se converte: 

A lor divina mente non si chiude. 

Ciascuna move sol Deo contemplando 

Tutte le cose manifeste e certe 

Si como noi nello spechio guardando.  

(I.ii.73-78 / 159-164)  

 

(For in the naked, eternal intelligence, will and capacity transform into 

each other: one cannot hide from their divine mind. Each one moves 

solely by contemplating God. All things are manifest and certain just as 

we see when looking into a mirror) 

 

I think what we see at work here is an extension of the same principle that informed the 

difference between natural and violent motion applied to the will. This mossa 

immediately follows the discourse on tireless motions in the heavens, which specified the 

motion as non fatigando as opposed to the sforzata cosa which can operate with eternal 

motion. This mossa explains that “frictionless” transfer of energy into motion is possible 

because the motor intelligences convert their will into activity: “la voglia col podere se 

converte.”
452

 The Commento glosses: 

 “Et subdit quod in eternis substantiis separatis velle et posse 

contravertuntur in eis, quia si volunt possunt et si possunt volunt” 
453
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 Cfr. Vergil’s ready reply to the caretakers of Hell, “Vuolsi così colà dove si puote / ciò che si vuole, e 

più non dimandare” (Inf III.94-96; Inf V.23-24), or, in the negative sense, the terror of the giants “ché dove 

l’argomento de la mente / s’aggiunge al mal volere e a la possa, / nessun riparo vi può far la gente” (Inf 

XXXI: 55-57). 

  
453

 Commento latino, ad loc. 
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(He adds that in eternal separate substances will and capacity are 

convertible, since if they wish something, they can do it, and if they can 

do it, they wish to). 

 

Their singular contemplation of God renders all things known and certain to them. 

Indeed, they see all things, even hidden essences, as clearly as we see things reflected in a 

mirror. It seems that this certainty from seeing all causes removes all doubt and thus any 

block to transmitting the will into action.  The angels have attained the promise of the 

beatific vision that is expressed similarly in I Corinthians 13:12: 

 Videmus nunc per speculum in aenigmate: tunc autem facie ad faciem. 

Nunc cognosco ex parte: tunc autem cognoscam sicut et cognitus sum.  

 

(For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know 

in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known.) 

 

This is the “odd verse” of Paul’s exposition of love, so often read at weddings, “Love is 

patient, love is kind” etc., which makes the purpose of the entire passage clear: the 

question is the relationship of love and knowledge. Love is our link to the divine. 

Without love all knowledge (in prophesy, wisdom or learning) is empty, but love is what 

allows us to navigate through the confusion, the “speculum in aenigmate,” which 

prevents the will from fully actualizing itself. For now, love is what guides us until we 

receive direct, unmediated vision, which makes all things clear (and knowledge dissolves 

entirely into love). In the confusion of this terrestrial life, our will fights against itself and 

attempts to make sense of the varying directions in which our desires pull us. The angels’ 

pure contemplation of God allows them a clear knowledge of everything and allows them 

to transform their love into action purely, without the “friction” of misplaced desire.  
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 Thus, the intelligence of the primum mobile, the first intelligence,
454

 moves that 

first sphere which is responsible for all other motion, “che ‘l moto guberna.” This one 

keeps the other intelligences active, “vol che nulla il moto sperna” (I.ii.83 / 169) for the 

final purpose of maintaining life on earth, “si che de ugne vita viva l’alma” (I.ii.84 / 

170).
455

 The other intelligences, excluding the first, are nine in number “sono piu’ nove / 

l’altre.” To account for ten intelligences in all requires positing an terrestrial intelligence. 

With each angelic intelligence assigned to its own sphere, beginning with the first 

intelligence which moves the primum mobile, the next eight intelligences would account 

for the stellatum, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury and the moon, with one 

left over, which must be assigned to the sphere of the Earth (which is the elemental world 

extending from the sphere of fire below the moon to the center of the earth). Cecco does 

indeed have an anima mundi in mind, simply not one as described by the Averroists 

above (I.ii.25-36/111-122). That is, Cecco’s anima mundi is not to be identified as the 

intellectum agens in the manner described by Averroes.  

 

VII. Transcedent Intelligences, Prophesy, and True Dreams (Acerba I.ii.85-

86/171-172) 

 

The chapter ends with another cryptic couplet:  

Per questo, nella figura di morte, 

                                                           
454

 That is, the first intelligence in the hierarchy of secondary intelligence (not the pure divine intelligence 

beyond the spheres).  Sphera, 351.  

 
455

 That the final cause of the celestial bodies is the preservation of life on earth is repeated throughout 

Cecco’s commentaries. De principiis, 6, 11, 18.; Sphera, 363, 79, 80.. 
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Molte alme d’accidente
456 

sono scorte  

(I.ii.85-86 / 171-172)  

 

(By this, under the figure of death, many minds are made aware of contingencies) 

 

What is the “figura di morte”? The commentary glosses “figura di morte” as “in 

somni, quod est similitudo mortis” (in a dream, that is, in the likeness of death).
 457

  The 

explanation clarifies the meaning but muddles the intent. Why is Cecco talking about 

dreams? The answer is that Cecco operates within a long tradition that linked prophetic 

dreams, prophecy and revelation (and could expand to include supernatural encounters 

with departed souls). Cecco explained the nature of dreams in De principiis:
458

    

Nam sompnium est duplex: est sompnium fantasticum sive ymaginatum et 

est sompnium contemplativum quod dicitur oraculum. Sompnium 

fantasticum, ut quando homo habet dominium alicuius humoris in cerebro 

sic res sompniat videre, ut si dominatur sanguis sompniat videre res 

rubeas, si colera res citrinas si flemma res albas, et malnconia res nigras. 

Et si homo habet affectionem in aliqua re que infixa est in ymaginatione 

propter illam spetiem infixam homo sompniat illam habere. . . Aliud est 

sompnium contemplativum quod dicitur oraculum et istud sompnium 

provenit ex revelatione intelligentiarum agentium in ipsam vi anime 

intellective, quibus omnia sunt nota, ut dicit Phtolomeus (1° De circulo 

                                                           
456

 That the proper reading is “accidente” and not “occidente”  (as in Crespi) is discussed in Censori, "Il 

Commento latino dell'Acerba," 111-12.; Emidio Vittori, "Per un'edizione critica dell'Acerba," ibid., ed. B. 

Censori (Firenze: Giunt-Barbera), 94. 

 
457

 Commento latino, ad loc. “(N)ostre anime vident accidentia, id est future contingentia in eis [i.e., in 

somnis]. Unde ex hoc potes habere quod sompnium est duplex: id est fantasthicum et sompnium quod 

dicitur oraculum sive contemplativum. Fantasthicum est quando ex abundantia humorum vel ex forti 

imaginatione advenit, et de isto somnpio non est curandum, ut dicitur “sompnia ne cures” et cetera.  Aliud 

quod dicitur oraculum sive contemplativum, et istud provenit ex influentia istarum intelligentiarum et super 

animam intelectivam, et de isto sompnio bene est curandum. Sed quandoque sompnia partim sunt vera, et 

quandoque omnia vera; de quibus Magister reddit rationem in scripto De principiis cellorum.” (Our souls 

see accidents, that is, future contingencies in them. From this you can know that “dream” has two 

meanings: that is, “fantastic” and the dream that is called “oracular” or “contemplative.” “Fantastic” is 

when it comes from an abundance of humors or from a strong imagination, and we aren’t interested in this 

type of dream, it is said “don’t care about your dreams” etc. The other which is called “oracular” or 

“contemplative.” And this one comes from the influence of these intelligences on the rational soul, and this 

is the dream we are interested in. But sometimes dreams are in part true, and sometimes all true. The 

Master gives his explanation of these things in his work De principiis.)  

 
458

 De principiis, 29-31.. 
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visuali: “Separatis et coelo nil estoccultum et ultimum mirabilium 

quomodo participant creaturis.” Unde intelligentie agunt in animam 

rationabilem cum non utitur virtutibus sensitivis et imprimunt in ipsam et 

que futura sunt, ut paptet in epilepticis dum patiuntur, qui non utuntur 

virtutibus sensitivis quod intellectiva contemplando virtute 

intelligentarium videt que futura sunt,ut sunt aliqui qui nesciunt literras et 

cum levantur aliqua dicunt licteraliter in. 

 

(Now there are two kinds of dreams: the fantastic or imagined dream and 

there is the contemplative dream which is called “oracular.” The fantastic 

dream: when a particular humor dominates a man’s brain, he will that sort 

of thing, e.g., if blood predominates [in his brain] in his dream he will see 

red things; if choler, yellow; if phlegm, white; black bile, black things. 

And if man has some preoccupation for some thing fixed in his 

imagination, because its species is fixed there, the man will dream of that 

thing. . . . The contemplative dream (which called “oracular’) is something 

else. This dream comes from revelation by the active intelligences, to 

whom everything is known, [which imprint it] in [the imagination] by the 

power of the rational soul, as Ptolemy says in De circulo visuali I, 

“Nothing is hidden to the separate [substances] and the heavens and the 

greatest of marvels is when they share this with creatures.” The 

intelligences act in the rational soul when it is not using its sensitive 

powers and they imprint in it things which are to be. This happens in 

epileptics when they suffer [seizures], for they are not using their sensitive 

faculties. Instead, they contemplate with the intellective power of the 

intelligences and they see things which are to be, as there are some who 

are illiterate and when they come to they say literate things when they 

awake.)  

  

This is a long-standing distinction between “fantastic” dreams (based purely upon 

imagination and the body’s sensitive faculties) and “oracular” dreams which involve an 

external agent.
 459

The images in fantastic dreams originate in the fantasy, understood in 

the technical sense of faculty psychology in which the fantasy serves as a sort of 

projection screen on which abstracted ideas are “viewed”. Such dreams are caused by an 

abundance of humors which interfere with the proper operations of the mind and as such 
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 Macrobius devotes a chapter to this in his Commentary on the Dream of Scipio in order to demonsrtate 

the validity of Scipio’s dream (Commentarii, I.iii.). Avicenna’s and Averroes’ views are discussed in 

Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect, 116-23; 340-51. For both philosophers, prophetic 

dreams were tightly integrated with prophecy and human conjunction with the active intellect. 
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reflect neither external material reality, as they do not involve sensory data, nor do they 

have any relation to incorporeal reality, as they are purely the products of an occupied 

mind. Oracular dreams occur when the mind is at ease, that is, unaffected by corporeal 

concerns.
460

 As oracular dreams require that the mind be unaffected, it was usually held 

that dreams occurring late in the night, just before dawn, had the greatest likelihood of 

being prophetic, because at this hour, the body has completed digestion and so the soul 

isn’t bothered by any unintended effects.
461

  

 Throughout this chapter, Cecco has insisted upon the intelligence’s ability to look 

into our minds (I.ii.5/91, I.ii.75/161). Here is the pay-off, and the intellectual analogue to 

astral influence: the motor intelligences can communicate directly with our rational souls, 

provided that our rational souls aren’t busied with sensitive concerns. When this occurs, 

we can be made aware of “accidenti.” By these Cecco means not accidents as opposed to 

substances, but rather accidents as future contingencies: the individual particulars that 

constitute lived experience, as opposed to essences that underlie it. The contingencies are 

“the future.” Again, this is the intellectual equivalent of astral influence. Just as those 

material influences can improve our bodies and our dispositions if we are open to 
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 The exception to this is the case of epileptics, who, as Cecco notes in De principiis, often prophesy 

when they revive from their seizures, even if they are epileptics. But exception proves the rule: the frenzy 

of their seizure results in their mind being totally momentarily freed from bodily concerns and thus open to 

its pure intellectual nature: “Under intelligentie agunt in animam rationabilem cum non utitur virtutibus 

sensitivis et imprimunt in ipsam et que futura sunt, ut patet in epilepticis dum patiuntur, qui non utunutur 

virtibitibus sensitivis quod anima intellectiva contemplando virutte intelligentiarum videt que futura sunt 

(Whence the intelligences act upon the rational soul when it does not use its sensitive powers and they 

imprint upon it future events, as happens with epileptics when they suffer [seizures]. They are not using 

their sensitive powers because their intellectual soul sees the future through the contemplating power of the 

intelligences) De principiis, 29-30. 

 
461

 We might think of “A Christmas Carol,” where Ebeneezer Scrooge dismisses the ghost of Jacob Marley 

as being “merely a bit of undigested beef.” Although well after our period, Dickens is writing in the same 

tradition: an apparition is much more likely to be a product of sensory malfunction, particularly at the early 

hour (just after midnight), when Jacob Marley visits, then it is likely to be a true vision (visits by ghosts and 

angels follow similar “rules” as prophetic dreams).   
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accepting them, the angelic intelligences can improve our incorporeal minds by revealing 

the secrets of the future. Again, we have to be open to this experience: in the case of 

oracular dreams, it means we need to be free of bodily concerns and stress.  

 Here we have the system that provides the intellectual equivalent of astral 

influence, but immediate and certain, rather than mediated and contingent. Astral 

influence operates according to natural laws, so a knowledge of astrology allows its 

practitioner to predict things that will happen. These predictions are limited however: the 

stars do not properly make things happen. Astral conjunctions do not cause wars or 

draughts or happiness in the sense of flipping a switch. Rather, the stars begin a chain of 

natural events which proceed from one another. All of these natural causes are 

contingent: they can be opposed by divine and sometimes human will. The astrologer’s 

purpose is to recognize the changes in the natural world and natural bodies that will make 

certain events more likely. The angelic intelligences operate differently. The knowledge 

the intelligences communicate directly to human intellects is immediate and certain.
462

 

This, of course, is the best kind of knowledge, what for Avicenna and Averroes was the 

conjunction with the active intellect, the momentary peering into reality itself. Cecco, for 

all of his neoplatonic tendencies, is not particularly interested in it. For Cecco, the goal of 

life is not isolated contemplation of truth itself. This momentary connection between 

human and angelic minds is an explanation for prophetic dreams, but it is not something 

that he builds upon. He has no intention of encouraging us to embrace monastic isolation 

or a mystic renounciation of the world. When Cecco examines vice and virtue in Book II, 

he will have nothing to say about pursuing a life of pure contemplation for itself, as the 
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 The events are contingent because they could, according to natural law, happen or not happen. The 
knowledge of these events is certain. 
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summum bonum. He stresses the pursuit of knowledge and the cultivation of wisdom, but 

always for social practical ends: the nurturing of communal bonds. When he examines 

vice in Acerba II.xiii-xix, he does not present cases of individual failings, but rather of 

destruction wrought upon cities and regions as a whole. The ending of this chapter is 

awkward and anti-climatic, and for a reason. For Cecco, direct communication with 

angelic intelligence is not a climax. It is a useful event, but one that should not become 

the focus of our efforts. The focus of our efforts should be to learn the secrets of nature so 

as to cultivate a better world, not to abandon that world for mystic contemplation. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

 

What can we say about Cecco? Far from the bitter, envious poetastro who 

presumed to correct the “altissimo poeta”, Cecco was a respecting (if not quite respectful) 

interlocutor with Dante. Indeed, Dante’s is the only opinion that Cecco ever seeks, and 

his poetic style is clearly the one that Cecco breathes. But he is not a hero-worshipper. If 

an honest rebuke is a sign of affection, Cecco certainly showed more love toward Dante 

than many of his subsequent critics. He corrects Dante when he feels that Dante is wrong, 

and he believes Dante to be a man capable of making mistakes. Cecco wields a harsh pen 

and his criticisms often sting. If we condemn Cecco for that, we should also visit Dante’s 

tenzone with Forese Donati. Cecco certainly thought highly of himself, but Dante isn’t 

about to win any humility prizes either. Cecco was a man with flaws. His critics 

recognized them, of course, but even while Villani’s remarks on his vanity and worldly 

lifestyle, he records the high esteem in which Cecco was held.  

If Cecco couldn’t hope to equal Dante as a poet (and how many have even come 

close?), he comes much closer in terms of poetic ambition. Nothing less than a handbook 

for world peace and eternal salvation was Cecco’s intention for Acerba. What Cecco tried 
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to present was a model of the cosmos, and really, it was a beautiful one. One which 

accounted for everything and bound it all together with love. The love of angels that spin 

the celestial spheres, the love of  od that provides for humanity’s needs by arranging 

such a system. The love of learning which is an act of faith and puts us on the path to 

treat each other with love, the love we have for each other and God that encourages us to 

do the difficult work of following that narrow path of virtue. On every page of Acerba, 

love binds disparate elements of creation together, and it is those bonds between 

creatures, human and angelic, that are studied and praised and ultimately the objects of 

our efforts in this life. Cecco’s love, however, is not a simple concept and certainly not 

the same as the love presented by the poets he corrects. But that is the subject explored at 

length in the remaining chapters and books of Acerba. One glimpses it in the two 

chapters we have looked at, but not fully. Before we can fully examine the love that binds 

this cosmos together, we have to examine our ability to choose to respond to this love or 

not. And that was Cecco’s focus in these chapters, setting forth the limits of physical 

causation that halt at our will, because Cecco’s system is above all one of choice. And 

there is the terrible irony, that a man condemned for preaching material determinism was 

one of his ages’ most strident voices for individual moral accountability. We can choose 

to open our eyes to the beauty around us and see the harmonies of the heavens that 

provide for life on Earth. We can choose to see the connections between families and 

citizens and nations that result in a peaceful society. We can choose to see how narrow 

the path of virtue is, eschewing every kind of indulgence and if we trace out its path we 

can learn how to make ourselves truly happy. Happy not through acquisition of 

satisfaction of every urge, but the lifelong happiness wrought by reforming our petty 
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tendencies and restraining ourselves from our own excesses. We can choose to 

acknowledge all of this and attempt the work, or we can choose to shut all of this out and 

indulge our worst impulses toward instant material gratification. 

Cecco’s life and Acerba are bound together, ultimately, and I end with this 

reflection: that Cecco lived what he wrote, and when faced death, he had the courage to 

face it honestly. His courage came from the fact that he lived his life in the manner that 

he taught and when he was in the valley of the shadow of death, he could review his time 

on Earth without regret: 

I’ò avuto paura de tre cose: 

d’esser d’animo povero e mendico 

(io so che tu m’entendi senza iose) 

De servire altrui e dispiacere; 

e perdere, per meo deffecto, amico. 

Unde io son richo, quanto al meo vedere 

 

Che ò speso el tempo de mia pocha vita 

In acquistar sciencia et honore 

Et in servir altrui con l’alma mita. 

(IV.vii.1-9/4057-4075) 

 

(I was afraid of three things: of being poor and a beggar in spirit [I know you 

understand this without a gloss], of serving others and failing to satisfy, and 

losing, through my own fault, a friend. So I am rich, by my reckoning, 

 

For I have spent the time of my short life in gaining wisdom and honor, and in 

serving others with my tender soul.) 

 

He spent his life not just learning, but living honorably and serving others. Cecco writes 

his last chapters with an immense melancholy, but not with a sense of tragedy, not with a 

cry of injustice, not with a protest against outrageous fortune. Cecco ends with a 

reflection that his life was well spent. No misfortune, however horrific, can subjugate the 

man who has made himself free. Vir sapiens dominabitur astris 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: The relative arrangement of the Ptolemaic cosmos.  

The cosmos consists of concentric spheres with Earth at the center. The rear surface of 

the sphere of the fixed stars is an unknown distance from Earth. The primum mobile is 

“beyond” the fixed stars, but unobservable.  
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Figure 2: The absolute arrangement of the cosmos.  

Using the figures from Campanus of Novara’s Theorica planetarum, the overwhelming 

majority of the cosmos consists of the spheres beyond the sun. Even at the lowest level, 

the Earth is smaller than a period. Occasionally a historian of science will point to the 

absolute numbers given in medieval texts and notice that their entire cosmos up to Saturn 

would fit inside the Earth’s orbit around the sun in our model. I’m not sure the difference 

in absolute terms is particularly relevant. The absolute difference between 70,000,000 

miles (their figure for the distance to Saturn) and 1,000,000,000 miles (our figure) may 

seem significant, but I’m not sure the difference really matters. Except for the limited 

number of people to have traveled to the Moon, both numbers are so far beyond 
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immediate experience as be fantastical. I remember my astronomy professor once asking 

the class, after coming across one of those absurdly large astronomical numbers, like a 7 

x 10
24
, “Do any of you have any idea how large this number is?” One student eagerly 

raised a hand, at which the professor smiled sweetly and replied, “Put your hand down, 

you have no conception how big this number is. Neither do I. These numbers are so far 

beyond what we can handle as to make no difference.” I have a feeling any attempt to 

comprehend 70 million miles in any sensible (that is, not purely intellectual) sense is as 

fruitless as trying to comprehend 1 billion miles. 

 

Distance to outer surface of celestial sphere, in miles: 

  Moon 101261 

Mercury 471383 

Venus 3784928 

Sun 4160690 

Mars 32254136 

Jupiter 52446762 

Saturn 73289806 

 

Width of spheres, in miles: 

Moon 101261*  

Mercury 370122 

Venus 3313545 

Sun 375762 

Mars 28093446 

Jupiter 20192626 

Saturn 20843044 

 

(*minus sphere of fire) 
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Figure 3: The Circles of the Heavens.  

The outer circle marks the surface of the stellatum or sphere of the fixed stars. The inner 

circle is Earth. Dark circles “A” and “a” represent the celestial equator and the terrestrial 

equator, respectively. These are defined as the circles of the stellatum and Earth, 

respectively, which mark the midpoint between the poles. The double lines indicate the 

tropics. “B” is the celestial tropic of Cancer and “b” the terrestrial tropic of Cancer. “C” 

is the celestial tropic of Capricorn and “c” the terrestrial tropic of Capricorn. Running at 

an incline to the equator is “E”, the ecliptic.  

To account for the sun, we have to track two opposite motions. Daily motion defines the 

rising and setting of the sun and stars by the twenty-four hour rotational period of the 

Earth. In the geocentric universe, this motion was assigned to the stellatum, and is 

indicated by the heavy arrows motion clockwise around the North and South poles. The 

second motion is the yearly motion of the sun. This motion is tracked by the sun’s 

counter-clockwise movement along the ecliptic. The sun’s yearly motion takes it in one 

full circle of the ecliptic. In the course of daily motion, the entire ecliptic rotates along the 

axis of the stellatum. Currently the sun is at point 1, the vernal equinox. The vernal 

equinox, 1° Aries, marks the intersection of the ecliptic and the celestial equator. At this 

point, the sun’s daily motion  follows the celestial equator. As the sun moves counter-

clockwise, roughly one degree per day, its daily motion will appear a circle parallel to the 
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equator. When the sun reaches “2”, which marks the greatest separation between the 

ecliptic and the equator, the daily motion of the sun will appear as circle “B,” the celestial 

tropic of Cancer. An observation on circle “b”, the terrestrial tropic of Cancer, would see 

the sun pass over the zenith, the point directly over top the observer’s head. Tropic is 

from  reek “tropos” or “turn”, at this point the Sun “turns” and its daily motion along the 

ecliptic moves it South, until it reaches point “3”, the autumnal equinox, °1 Libra, where 

the ecliptic again cross the celestial equator. A little over ninety days later the Sun will 

reach point “4”, the winter solstice where the ecliptic is at its greatest southern extension. 

The daily motion of the Sun here will appear as circle “C”. 

The angle formed by the intersection of the ecliptic and the celestial equator is 23.5°, 

which as a result is the distance between the terrestrial equator and the terrestrial tropics.  
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Figure 4: the Lunar Nodes. 

Because the planets and Moon do not orbit within the same plane as the Earth-Sun orbit, 

but rather are inclined up to 6°, they do not always appear on the ecliptic (actually, very 

rarely are any planets precisely on the ecliptic). The “zodiac” is a spherical surface 12° 

wide marks the area in which the planets can be located at any given time. If we were to 

plot the orbit of the Moon along the ecliptic, its 6° inclination the result would be a sine 

wave.  

Where the Moon’s orbit is “north” of the ecliptic is known as the Caput draconic, the 

head of the dragon. The southern extension is the Cauda draconis, the dragon’s tail. 

Where the lunar orbit crosses the ecliptic are the “nodes”. These terms refer to the 

position of the moon along its own orbit, not to the phase of the Moon (which is 

determined by its relative position to the Sun. If the Moon is full, that is, 180° from the 

Sun (for an observer on Earth) when it cross the node, a lunar eclipse will occur. If it is 

new, that is, 0° from the Sun, a solar eclipse will occur. The overwhelming majority of 

the time, the moon is any other number of degrees from the Sun when it crosses its node 

and as a result no eclipse occurs.  
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Figure 5: Astrological Houses, Acerba. I.i.67-72 

The “houses” of astrology are used for determining astrological inlfluence at a given 

moment, what Cecco refers to as either a “celestial modal aspect” or the “disposition of 

heaven”. In all astrological charts, once has to imagine oneself looking south (for all 

astronomical charts, as well, one is always looking south, for the simple reason that in the 

northern hemisphere, the southern skyline has the ecliptic and thus all the important 

changes). The eastern horizon is on the far left. The western horizon is on the far right. 

The top of the cirlce is M
c 
for “medium celi” the middle of the sky, where the Sun is at 

noon. The bottom of the image is “Imom terre” (sometimes “Imum celi”), the bottom of 

the world, representing where the sun is at midnight. In the situation Cecco describes at 

Acerba I.i.67-72, Cancer is rising on the eastern horizon. This is known astrological as 

the Ascendant position (A
sc

). As astral influence was assumed to have the greatest 

increases in strength when a sign went from being under the horizon (and thus its rays 

were blocked) to being visible, the Ascendant, or the first house, was the most important 

position of the sky. The houses are number in the order in which they will “rise” over the 

eastern horizon. In Cecco’s example, while Cancer (the Moon’s specific sign, see De 

principiis, 18) is ascendant at the moon is in the eighth house, Aquarius. We might expect 

Aquarius to have some significance for the Moon, as the Moon is the planetary preserve 

of elemental water, but the astrological signs have little to do with their namesakes. 

Aquarius relates 

to air and has no 

relation to the 

Moon. In verse 

70, Cecco 

comments that if 

“the other one” is 

at M
C 
(“se l’altra 

gir nel più alto 

punto”) that the 

case would be 

without 

rememdy. He had 

been discussing 

the Moon with 

respect to the 

Sun. My 

assumption then 

is that “the other 

one” is indeed the Sun, which I have indicated here at medium celi. 
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Figure 6: Astral influence, metaphysical. 

 

In this model, which seems to stem from similar ideas to Avicennian metaphysics, each 

higher sphere impresses the sphere beneath it with influence. This influence mixes with 

the native influence of that lower sphere, and the two influences meld to become a 

composite influence that impressed on the next sphere. This process of accretion 

continues until the sphere of the Moon, the last of the celestial spheres. The Moon’s 

influence contains a trace of influence from each celestial sphere. Note that the influence 

of each planets continues to Earth on its own: Saturn’s influence on Earth is not mediated 

by the Moon, rather, Saturn’s influence directly impacts both Earth and the Moon. 
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Figure 7: Astral influence, geometrical 

The second model is mathematical, more scientific. Astral influence is subject to 

applying form-matter analysis. The stars are understood to provide matter and the planets 

provide form. The job of the astrology is to calculate the overall effect, which is done by 

examining the position of the planets relative to each other. Here Mars and Venus are at a 

60° angle, the sextile aspect. The specific power of influence is determined by the 

specific arrangement of the heavens at this moment. Not only the angle between Mars 

and Venus, but the position of the signs in their houses must be considered. Here Taurus 

is Ascendant (see Figure 5). The dizzying set of planetary-zodiacal associations would be 

considered and an overall “answer” calculated. 
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